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Fro~ Kant to Durkheir 

Abstract 

This thesis concerns the relationship between Kant 

and Durkheim as expressed in the philosophy of Charles 

Renouvier. His 'Neo-Criticisme' presents itself as both 

a retention and critique of the principles of Kant's 

'Criticisme'. And it contains the theoretical premises 

of Durkheim's socioloay. 

The thesis traces the transformation of thought 

effected by Penouvier to Kant's Critical Philosophy. 

In particular it is claimed that the Copernicanism which 

marks the interpretation of human reality for Renouvier and 

Durkheim, has its oriqin in the philosophical revolution in 

epistemology and morality effected by Kant. 

Part One examines the historical and analytic 

preliminaries for the development of the ideas in Part II, 

III and IV. The development of Durkheim's sociology is seen 

as occurina durina a period of thouaht marked by a retur~ 

to Kant. Part One traces the development of Durkheim's 

idea of the sociology of knowledae as a form of post-Kantian 

Copernican science. The aoal of this is to disco\'er thE 

principles involved in human knowledae: these are the 

cateaories which express the a priori in knowledae. 

For Durkheirr the orici~ is social, ~hereas for Kant these 

principles are intellectual. Renouvier's critique of Kant 
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is seen as providina a transition between the two. 

Part III looks at the conflict of reasons in the Kantian 

system entailed by determinism and how Renouvier develops 

a non-deterministic conception of causality that is 

available to a human science, and through this reconciles the 

reasons split by Kant. This analysis reveals that for 

Renouvier and Durkheim in contradistinction to Kant, the 

necessity which governs all of human experience is a moral 

necessity. Part IV looks at the laws of the moral order: 

the principles of a Copernican morality are Duty, Unity 

and Autonomy. 
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"From Kant to Durkheim": 

A study of the relationship between Kant and Durkheim 

in the Critique of Kant in Charles Renouvier's philosophy 

of Neo-Criticisme. 

Preface 

Sidney Hook1in his "From Hegel to Marx" said 

"No two names are at once suggestive of both agreement and 

opposition ... To conjoin them is not so much to 

express a relationship as to raise a problem". 

To link the names of Kant and Durkheim is to raise the 

problem of how the founder of scientific sociology can 

relate to the founder of transcendental philosophy. 

The science of social facts seems far removed from the 

concern with the epistemic and moral a priori that character-

izes the work of Kant in his two Critiques. 

But just as conservative idealism can be 

converted to revolutionary activism through philosophical 

* critique , so can the concerns of the philosophy of the 

* I am not suggesting that philosophical ideas alone 
determine the foundation of either historical m2terialism 
or the science of sociology. It is clear that just as 
for Durkheim the need for a 
science of society arose in the context of the Third 
Republic and its search for political stability, so for 
~arx the actual proGress of nineteenth century capitalis~ 
required a theoretical explanation. Philosophical 
ideas are an articulation of the needs of society for 
Durkheim and revolutionary praxis for Marx, not the sole 
ideational source of them. 



a priori predicated on a universal rationality be 

transformed into a social science fuat recognizes t~e 

historical and cultural relativity of human worlds. 

I discovered that just as the movement from Hegel 

to Marx cannot be understood without Feuerbach's humanism, 

neither can the movement from Kant to Durkheim be understood 

without Renouvier. But here the analogy breaks down for 

Marx uses Feuerbach's method of transformative criticism to 

provide his own critique of Hegel's 'Philosophy of Right' 

and thus to develop the incipient concepts of his later 

system, wheras I maintain the very terms and theoretical 

premises of Durkheim's sociology are contained in Renouvier's 

'Neo-Criticisme'. The philosophical premises of Durkheim's 

sociology are identical with the terms and assumptions of 

Renouvier's thought. But further Renouvier's Neo-Criticisme 

is developed through an immanent critique of Kant's system. 

I say immanent because the critique of Kant is undertaken 

in terms of central positions of the Kantian system itself. 

It is tempting to say that Comte is Durkheim's Feuerbach: 

but Kant used the rule of phenomenalism. Renouvier's 

critique of Kant is undertaken in his "Premier Essai" in 

terms of Kant's inconsistency with the rule of phenomenalism 

and Renouvier cites Hume and Comte as thinkers whose works 

are consistent with this rule. But Kant made the rule 

of phenomenalism one of the essential premises of his 

Copernican Revolution. So, I am claiming that the very 

terms of Durkheim's sociology are developed in the 

critique of Kant's system by Renouvier, and this is in 

essence a process of turninc Kant against himself. 



The relationship between Kant and Durkhei~ as 

between Hegel and Marx is not one of linear develop8ent in 

the hist~ry of ideas. Ideas in the history of philosophy 

do not uniformly attach themselves to each other as links 

in a chain. We are dealing here with active processes of 

critique and retention from within social and historical 

positions which influence perceived significances. So 

the question of the significance of the Kantian system was 

raised in the latter half of the nineteenth century in 

France, in relation to the problems of intellectual and 

political instability. Philosophy in nineteenth century France 

was seen to have a central social and political role to play: 

following Comte French thinkers believed that intellectual 

stability preceded and formed social stability. The question 

was which philosophical system could best meet the needs of 

social stability. Hegelianism after the Paris Commune of 

1870 and its association with revolutionary socialism and 

St. Simonianism could no longer be seen by the thinkers of 

the Third Republic to be the simple answer to the problems 

of. social justice and stability. In this context the 

Kantian system seemed to point a way both to the foundation 

of science and the establishment of a system of action that 

prointed back to neither the utilitarianism of the political 

economists (and earlier to the revolution of 1789) nor to the 

revolutionary socialism that was reckoned to have failed 

to achieve a peaceful society up to the Third Republic. 

Here the Kantian system was of the greatest perceived 

significance. It was in this context that Durkheim's 

socioloqy developed. 
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But the Kantian syste~ was seen to be divided anc 

inconsistent. Renouvier was the earliest and the most 

influential of the Neo-Kantians and he began his reformulation 

and critique of Kant in the 1850s and by the 1870s his 

system of Neo-Criticisme became widely influential. 

His critique of Kant forms the substantial body of this 

thesis. Yet he was continuing a tradition that Kant 

established. This is the tradition of Copernicanism. 

So what kinds of questions can this thesis answer? 

Firstly it can answer questions in the history of ideas. 

At this level it charts the movement of ideas from Kant 

to Durkheim through the Neo-Kantianism of Renouvier. 

Renouvier's system is in this sense intermediary between 

the Kantian system and the development of sociology. 

Here the discovery of Renouvier's system and its significance 

for the interpretation of Durkheim will be as surprising 

to many of the interpreters of Durkheim as the discovery, 

for example, of-the Paris manuscripts of 1844 were for the 

interpretation of scientific Marxism. In this are 

contained the answer to some of the puzzles of Durkheimian 

thought: what kind of science, for example, is sociology, 

and what is the Conscience Collective? It will be clear 

that this concept develops out of the principles of Kant's 

Copernican revolution and Renouvier's retention and critique 

of them. 

Secondly this thesis answers questions about the 

philosophical presuppositions of Durkheim's sociology. 



I shall claim that the terms Neo-Criticisrre are the 

philosophical presuppositions of Durkheim's sociology. 

But in the context of this thesis the first type of questions 

are not distinct from the second type, for to answer 

questions of the first type is to answer questions of the 

second type. That is Renouvier's Neo-Criticisme as the 

intermediary between Kant and Durkheim becomes the 

philosophical premises of of Durkheim's sociology. 

However since Neo-Criticisme itself is a critique 

of Kant, this thesis answers a third type of question: 

that is how intellectual transformations occur through critique. 

Kant's ideas through Renouvier's critique become the terms 

and conditions of a new discipline-sociology. The answer 

to this type of question forms the main body of the thesis. 

What is described as an active process of criticism and 

constitutes a part of the history of philosophy. Questions 

in the history of philosophy are indistinguishable 

from philosophy itself, for the principles of philosophical 

change are the terms of debate between philosophers at 

different periods and times. 

There is a fourth type of question dealt with and 

this is analytic, and deals with the theme of Copernicanism 

in knowledge and morality. This concerns the necessity 

which is claiwed to be a central feature of human experience. 

Knowledge is understood as a self-imposed necessity, 

through the categories and action is understood as a form 

of rational necessity. Durkheim's science of sociology 

is seen to be extendino into the terms of a science of 
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society an investigation of the nature of conceptual and 

moral necessity. I take Kant's Copernican revolution in 

epistemology and morality as the origin of the ideas 

which Durkheim's science of sociology attempts to ar.swer. 

I am thus treating Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim as thinkers 

related by a theme, which is established by the founder of 

the tradition - Kant. 

My method has been to take certain positions in 

Durkheim's thought as the explanadum and the critique and 

transformation of the Kantian system by Renouvier as the 

explanans. This rests on the assumption that the perceived 

significance of the Kantian system was such that for 

thinkers in the latter part of the nineteenth century 

France (and especially under the Third Republic) all 

questions about knowledge and the basis of science and 

action and the question of morality must be addressed to 

the Kantian system. 
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Part I. Analytical and Historical Perspectives 

This part is the propaedeutic to the main body 

of the thesis which is contained in Part II, III and IV. 

A thesis of this nature must inevitably involve two 

distinct perspectives - the analytic and the historic. 

To discover the terms in which a philosopher and a socioloaist 

can be compared is an analytic question, whilst to discover 

the terms in which they were related is an historic question. 

However analytic and historic questions share the same field 

of enquiry when it is seen that the philosopher and the 

sociologist share concepts and principles in terms 

of which th~;'r work can be analysed. 

In Chapter One, I look at the terms in which the 

relationship of Durkheim to Kant can be analysed and 

the thought of Renouvier is presented as the source 

of otherwise inexplicable elements of Durkheim's thought. 

And I introduce the Copernicanism that is the theme of this 

work, and that its two principles are the principle of 

idealism and the principle of naturalism. 

In Chapter Two, I examine the relationship between 

philosophy and sociology, firstly in terms of the question 

of positivism and then in terms of the tension between 

idealism and positivism in nineteenth century French thought. 

The significance of Kantian thought is seen in relation 

to this. 
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Chapter III is a selective and inevitably highly 

sketchy account of philosophy in relation to nineteenth 

century French society. I examine philosophy under the 

Third Republic and Renouvier's role in it. And I look 

at philosophical developments after the French revolution 

as leading to movements of idealism and positivism 

expressed in the principle of idealism and of natrualism 

respectively. 

Chapter IV concerns Renouvier's development of 

his philosophy of Neo-Criticisme, both as a rejection of 

Hegelianism and as a critique and retention of central 

tenets of Kantian thought. 
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Kantianism and Kec-Kantianism in 

Durkheim's thought. 

From his earliest work 'The Division of Labour in 

Society' (1893) to his last uncompleted writing 'Introduction 

a la Morale' (Revue Philosophique, 1917), the theoretical 

aspect of Durkheim's sociology has the appearance of a 

sustained dialogue with Kant. There is an orientation 

to the Kantian philosophy which, whether in terms of 

agreement or disagreement, pOints to it as a source of 

inspiration for the principles of his sociology. Whilst 

it is the task of this thesis to unravel this relationship, 

it is the task of this Chapter to analyse the terms in 

which this relationship can be articulated. 

Does this orientation to the Kantian philosophy 

justify Durkheim being called a Kantian? To do so, would 

be to ignore Durkheim's criticisms of Kant and his dismissal 

of a priori speculation in favour of scientific examination 

of social reality. But to stress the criticism would be 

to sever Durkheim's thought from Kant and would be to 

overlook the numerous points at which he incorporates 

Kant's definition of the nature and problems of knowledge 

and morality into his sociology. Without presupposing 

more of an affinity and more of a distance between Kant and 

Durkheim than can be later justified this relationship 

can be analysed in terms of different forms and degrees of 

intellectual debt. The first and clearest form of 

intellectual debt is where one thinker is a disciple of 

anothe~ and incorporates elements of the philosophy into 

the later system. 
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Secondly an apparently negative form of intellectual 

debt is where one thinker is a critic of another. Here 

attention to the authority and importance of a system in 

a critique of it, is stimulative of new theoretical 

insights. The third form of intellectual debt is where the 

later thinker is the successor to the earlier. That is, 

there is an acceptance of the problems and definitions given, 

but new answers are given in terms of a new discipline. 

The fourth kind of intellectual debt is where one thinker 

is a continuator of the earlier one: in this sense a later 

'science' can be seen as confirming what counts as insights 

or a priori principles of a philosophical system. 

Lastly and most importantly there is the most complicated 

and subtle form of intellectual debt. This is where a 

later system developed in response to the contradictions 

and conflicts of an earlier philosophical position. 

This fifth form of intellectual debt is the subject of 

this thesis. 

I shall examine these in turn. 
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Section I. Durkheim as disciple of Kant. 

For Durkheim, knowledge consists of two elements 

concepts and percepts; these are connected with the 

distinction between the necessary and the contingent. 

Knowledge consists in the control of the contingent by the 

necessary; knowleege consists in the organisation of 

percepts by concepts. 

"We understand only when we think in concepts" 

(DHN, p 329) 

The form of knowledge is provided by conceptual organisation 

and is an issue de Jure, whereas the content of knowledge 

is provided by the senses and being contingent is de facto. 

"A sensation or an image always relies upon a 
determined object ... and expresses the momentary 
condition of a particular consciousness ... 
when our sensations are actual, they impose 
themselves upon us in fact. But by right we 
are free to conceive them otherwise than they 
really are ... In regard to them nothing is forced 
upon us except as considerations of another 
sort intervene" 

(E.F., p 14). 

In contrast conceptual organisation in the categories is 

invested with 

"An authority which we could not set aside if 
we would" 

(E.F., p 13). 

Here he is agreeing with Kant 

"Experience teaches us that a thing is so and so 
but not that it cannot be otherwise" 

(CPR B3) • 
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Conceptual organisation which for both constitutes knowledge 

is a matter of necessity: in contrast to which stands 

the data of the senses which is contingent. Concepts have 

an authority which separates them from the sensory: 

the task of. the sociology of knowledge, like Kant's 

conception of philosophy, is to account for the authority 

of concepts. In dealing with the issue of the authority 

of concepts, Durkheim's sociology of knowledge has the 

same subject as metaphysics for Kant. 

"Metaphysics rests on concepts alone" 

(C.P.R. B XIV) 

Durkheim agrees with Kant 

"That there can be no doubt that all our 
knowledge begins with experience ... it does 
not follow that it all arises out of experience" 

(C.P.R. Bl). 

The stimulus of the sensory organism constitutes the 

occasion for knowledge, but is not the source of the 

central features of knowledge. For Kant there are two 

factors that cUlminate in human knowledge: sensibility 

and understanding 

"There are two sterns of human knowledge namely 
sensibility and understanding, which perhaps 
spring from a cornmon, but to us unknown root. 
Through the former, objects are given to us: 
through the latter they are thought" 

(C.P.R. B 29 A 15). 

The distinction between sensibility and understanding 

is associated with the distinction between the active and 

passive side of knowledge. The data of sensibility, 

acquired through the receptivity of the organism, is 
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organised by the active principles of the understanding -

the categories. 

"Receptivity can make knowledge possible only 
when combined with spontaneity". 

(C.P'.R. A97) 

For Durkheim the receptivity of the sensible organism 

is associated with the individual, in contrast to which 

stands the active side of consciousness which is social. 

Conceptual organisation in its generality and authority, 

demonstrates an origin distinct from the individual. 

Just as knowledge is possible for Kant because the active 

side of consciousness, concepts, control the passive side, 

precepts, so for Durkheim knowledge is possible because . , 

conceptual organisation produced by society, controls the 

fleeting and varying sensory impressions of the individual 

organism. 

Social knowledge for Durkheim presents itself as a 

unified system of collective representations. For Kant 

"Knowledge is a whole in which representations 
stand compared and connected". 

(C.P.R. A97). 

These representations are a synthesis of concept and 

percept. Knowledge as a system of representations is 

a result of synthesis, which for Kant is epistemic, 

whilst for Durkheim it is social. For Kant ultimately 

the source of the rules (although they are located in the 

human understanding) which produce the synthesis is 

mysterious. Durkheim agreeing that the process is a 
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synthesis, will not admit any inexplicable element. 

"All creation, if not a mystical operation 
which escapes science and knowledge, is the 
product of a synthesis" 

(E.F., P 44t.). 

For Durkheim the subject which explains the synthesis is 

social science, which can proceed by rules of observation 

and experience to satsifactorily account for this social 

epistemic procedure. For Kant, only transcendental 

philosophy can adequately account for the rules which 

produce the synthesis which is knowledge. 

Kant asks the question 

"For whence could experience derive its certainty 
if all the rules according to which it proceeds 
were always themselves empirical and therefore 
contingent" 

(C.P.R. B5). 

The answer to the question of the certainty of knowledge 

is the discovery of the a priori as the condition of the 

possibility of knowledge 

"Necessity and strict universality are thus 
sure criteria of a priori knowledge and are 
inseparable from each other" 

(C.P.R. B 4). 

Durkheim builds these two characteristics of the a priori 

into his definition of categorial organisation. 
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liAs a matter of fact they (the categories) are 
distinguished from all other knowledge by their 
universality and necessity. They are the most 
general concepts which exist because they are 
applicable to all that is real, and since they 
are not attached to any particular object they 
are independent of every particular subject, 
they constitute the common field where all minds 
meet. Further they must meet there, for reason 
which is nothing more than all the fundamental 
categories taken together, is invested with an 
authority which we could not set aside if we 
would. When we attempt to revolt against it and 
to free ourselves from some of these essential 
ideas we meet with great resistances. 
They do not merely depend upon us, but they impose 
themselves upon us. Now empirical data presents 
characteristics which are diametrically 
opposed to these". 

(E.F., p 13-14). 

In this Durkheim is drawing the distinction between the 

necessary and the contingent, which is essential to the 

Kantian system. And just as for Kant certainty in 

knowledge is the imposition of concepts on the data of 

experience, so for Durkheim the certainty of social 

knowledge, in the collective representations or categories, 

is contained in its necessity and its imposition on the 

data of experience. So following Kant Durkheim 

characterises certainty in knowledge by a necessity which 

is not derived from individual experience. 

Durkheim characterises social knowledge as a 

synthesis and by its characteristics of the a priori, 

the universality and necessity. Thus it is what Kant 

called synthetic a priori knowledge. The concept of 

this is tied up with a distinct type of conceptual 

necessity and this in turn is tied to the system of 

categories. The necessity which characterises synthetic 
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a priori knowledge cannot be a product of experience for 

Kant and Durkheim fOllows him in this. Neither for Kant 

is it a resu 1 t of logical truth which is characterised 

by analytic necessity (which is based on the law of 

identity) • Kant in identifying a form of synthetic 

necessity which characterises human knowledge distinguishes 

himself from his rationalist and empiricist predecessors. 

In his development of this aspect, Kant freed the concept 

of necessity from its strictly logical location which 

both rationalists and empiricists had accorded it. The 

synthetic necessity of Kant is not the 'has to be' of 

analytical necessity, but the 'must be so' of transcendental 

condition. The concepts basic to human knowledge cannot 

be otherwise (must be so) for otherwise there is no 

coherence and order to experience and without these 

knowledge is not possible. The outlining of concepts 

(categories) and principles (laws of morality) without 

which human knowledge and action are impossible is central 

to the Kantian reform of philosophy. Conceptual necessity 

reveals itself in ordinary human knowledge of which 

science and morality are expressions. It is through 

Kant's freeing of necessity from its analytic moorings 

that Hegel could then make necessity a feature of the 

historical process, and Durkheim could make social knowledge 

have a necessity which is one of its definitive features. 

Like Kant, Durkheim argues that the necessity which 

characterises categorial knowledge is not a subjective 

or relative matter, the categories of each society are 
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the conditions of thought and reality 

"Society could not abandon the categories to the 
free choice of the individual without abandoning 
itself" 

(E.F., p 17). 

Necessity which characterises a priori knowledge for 

Kant cannot be derived from experience: it is part of 

the form experience must take and is contributed by the 

subject and not produced by the object in its (cumulative) 

effect on the subject. So for Durkheim 

"The necessity with which the categories are imposed 
upon us is not the effect of simple habits whose 
yoke we could easily throw off with a little effort" 

(E.F., p 17-18). 

That which is the condition of knowledge, must therefore 

be the objective feature of knowledge and cannot be 

determined by feeling, experience or the individual alone. 

For Kant 

"All necessity without exception is 
grounded in a transcendental condition". 

(C.P.R. A 106). 

And for Durkheim 

"Society could not abandon the categories to the 
free choice of the individual without abandoning 
itself ... If society is to live there 
is (not merely) ·:.a minimum of logical conformity 
beyond which it cannot go". 

(E.F., p 17) 

The central question of Kant's First Critique is 

"How are judgements synthetic a priori possible"? 

This is answered in the Transcendental Deduction by the 
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discovery in forms of history and society of categorial 

organisations.Just as it is the task of transcendental 

philosophy for Kant to uncover the forms experience must 

take, so for Durkheim the task of sociology is to discover 

the different forms categorial systems and classificatory 

schemes do take in social and historical reality. 

For Durkheim, fOllowing Kant, the intelligibility 

of experience is dependent on the order that is introduced 

by the human subject. Kant said 

"Thus the order and regularity in the appearances 
which we entitle nature, we ourselves introduce". 

(C.P.R. A125) 

That which effects this order are the categories and 

comes from a different level of empirical awareness. 

"Such connection in unity must therefore precede 
all experience the possibility of which lies 
in ourselves". 

(C.P.R. A130). 

So for Durkheim, society temporally precedes individual 

life and from it as a 'reality sui generis' come the 

categories, which impose order on the potential disorder 

of individual experience. For Durkheim the categories 

as the arbiter of order and intelligibility are the 

conditions of thought. 

"They are like the solid frame which encloses 
all thought: this does not seem to be able to 
liberate itself from them without destroying 
itself, for it seems that we cannot think of 
objects that are not in time and space ... (they 
are) nearly inseparable from the normal working 
... they are like the framework for the intelligence". 

(E.F., p 9). 
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The categories for Durkheim are the condition of the 

possibility of agreement between minds and for a shared 

public world. In this they are the conditions for 

knowledge and reality 

"If men did not agree upon these essential ideas 
at every moment ... all contact between minds would 
be impossible and with that all life together 
would be impossible". 

(E.F., p 17). 

Durkheim fOllows Kant in opposing any explanation 

of the characteristics of universality and necessity of 

the categories in terms of experience; he is opposed to 

any reductive analysis 

"Forcing reason back upon experience causes it 
to disappear, for it is equivalent to reducing 
the universality which characterise it to pure 
appearance, to an illusion which may be useful 
practically, but which corresponds to nothing 
in reality: consequently it is denying all 
objective reality to the logical life, whose 
regulation and organization is the function of 
the categories. Classical empiricism results 
in irrationalism". 

(E.F., p 14). 

Thus he claims 

"The a priorists have more respects for the 
facts". 

(E.F., p 14). 

Because they do not 

"Systematically impoverish the categories by 
reducing±.hern to the same nature as the senses". 

(Op. cit.). 

The other feature of the a priori for Kant is 

universality and Durkheim like Kant claims that concepts 

and moral principles share the feature of universalizability. 
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In contrast to sensory appetites, 

"Conceptual thought and moral activitv are on 
the contrary distinguished by the fa~t that the 
rules of conduct to which they conform can be 
universalized". 

(D.H.N., p. 327). 

For Durkheim, the distinction between the a priori 

and the a posteriori and between the universal and 

necessary on the one hand and the empirical and the 

contingent on the other hand point to the essential 

duality of human nature. 

"Our intelligence, like our activity, presents 
two very different forms: on the one hand, are 
sensations and sensory tendencies: on the other 
hand conceptual thought and moral activity". 

(D.H.N., p. 317). 

The science of social facts supports what has previously 

been expressed philosophically, above all by the Kantian 

system. 

"The old formula homo duplex is therefore verified 
by the facts. Far from being simple, our inner 
life has something that is like a double centre 
of gravity". 

(D.H.N., p. 328). 

The two aspects of human nature, expressed both epistemolog-

ically and morally display an antagonism that is central 

to the conflict involved in knowledge and morality. 

"We understand only when we think in concepts. 
But sensory reality is not made to enter the 
framework of our concepts spontaneously and by 
itself. It resists, and in order to make it 
conform, we have to do some violence to it, we 
have to submit it to all sorts of laborious 
operations that alter it so that the mind can 
assimilate it". 

(D.H.N., p 329). 
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So also with morality 

"There is not a moral act that does not imply 
a sacrifice, for as Kant has shown, the law of 
duty cannot be obeyed without humiliating our 
individual or as he calls it, our 'empirical 
sensitivity'''. 

(D.H.N., p 328). 

For Durkheim 

"Morality consists in a system of rules of action 
that determine conduct". 

(M.E., p 24). 

And the unique quality of moral rules for Durkheim is 

their categorial quality. He 'confirms' the Kantian account 

of morality in his conception of sanction. In so doing 

he builds the apodictic quality of moral law into the 

basic relationship between individual and society. 

"The domain of morality is the domain of duty; 
duty is prescribed behaviour". 

(M. E., P 23). 

And with Kant and against the Utilitarians Durkheim insists 

"It is impossible to derive obligation from the 
desirable, since the specific characteristic of 
obligation ... is to a certain extent the 
violation of desire". 

(D.M.F., p 47). 

And just as Kant claims that the Principle of Autonomy is 

supreme amongst moral rules, so Durkheim argues that the 

urge towards autonomy is an irresistable force in modern 

secular morality. 

For Durkheim knowledge as a system of collective 

representations is unified in relation to a knowing 

subject, the 'Conscience Collective'. This is the source 

of the concepts that govern experience and the rules which 
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govern action, as well as being the subject in relation 

to which concepts and rules are articulated. This collective 

subject is the point in relation to which social experience 

is unified for social members. It is the source of 

concepts and rules whereby that social experience is 

rendered intelligible. So for Kant the intelligibility 

of experience is made possible because of what human reason 

contributes and is unified because the 'I think' of 

consciousness accompanies all experience. 

It follows that for Durkheim and Kant a central 

feature of human knowledge is its self referentiality. 

The concepts and principles which make knowledge and action 

possible are based in the structure of human reason for 

Kant. It follows that philosophical analysis must uncover 

these as implied in all ratiocinative procedure and all 

human action. That is philosophical analysis must be 

able to account for the relativity of knowledge to a knowing 

subject and that from that subject stern the rules and principles 

whereby that subject's experience become intelligible. 

Kant's philosophy alone among the movements of realism, 

positivism and empiricism in the nineteenth century, 

recognises this central feature of human knowledge and 

accords it philosophical status in transcendental 

philosophy. Durkheim builds this feature of self-referen

tiality into his sociology of knowledge in the relativity 

of the social world to the Conscience Collective. 

Rules and concepts stern from society understood as the 

Conscience Collective and apply to society. That is 
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communities in a state of moral health are self-regulating. 

He accords this status to society by describing it as a 

reality sui generis': social rules and principles are 

not derived from individual interest or economic forces 

and they are not biological or psychological in origin. 

Similarly in a community which is not in a state of moral 

health (for example the anomie societies of industrialisation) 

rules and concepts must be authoritative over potential 

anti-social forces, particularly at the micro level over 

potential behavioural deviance, and at the macro level, the 

forces of economic self-interest, which are disruptive 

of communal organisation. These concepts and rules 

have authority precisely because they stem from the heart 

of society - the Conscience Collective. So for Kant 

moral principles have authority over desires and inclinations, 

because they stem from reason in the subject. However 

Durkheim claims that a fully satisfactory analysis of the 

subject of social experience the Conscience Collective 

and the processes of social knowledge can be made in 

terms of naturalistic analysis - in terms of law and 

function. 

For Kant, the nature of knowledge and of morality 

thus involves an imposition of concepts and rules over 

percepts and inclinations. This view of knowledge and 

of the control of the potentially non-rational by the rational 

is transferred by Durkheim to the relationship between 

society and the individual in both its epistemological 

and moral dimension. 
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It is clear from the above analysis that what 

Durkheim takes from Kant above all else is the concept 

of the a priori. The a priori for Kant is that which 

precedes experience, not simply in a temporal sense, but 

in a logical sense. The a priori for Kant is found in 

the categories of the understanding in the fhUl~·c.G\.1 

sense and in the principles of pure practical reason 

in the moral sense. The a priori for Kant precedes 

experience as transcendental condition - as ground or 

condition. We could not have the experience we do have, 

epistemologically or morally without t~e rules of 

conceptual or moral ordering. Durkheim transfers these 

to society. So society precedes individual experience in 

a temporal sense, but also in the sense of providing 

concepts by which the world is articulated and rules by 

* which action is determined. 

* Although this question is not central to the terms of 
my analysis, it is raised by it. In what sense can 
society be the source of the a priori? Kant distinguishes 
the relative and the absolute a priori: the former has 
temporal precedence whereas the latter has the logical 
indeItendence of experience. On ly this characterises the 
a priori as transcendental condition of experience. It is 
clear that while society has a temporal precedence of the 
individual, it has no absolute logical independence of 
the individual. Secondly, it is clear that for Kant 
part of what is meant by the a priori is the spontaneous 
capacity, central to rational beings, to conceptualise and 
organise. Now, while society may indeed provide the 
form experience takes, it is not all clear in what sense 
society provides the capacity to make sense of any world 
at all. This would seem to belong to the structure of 
human rationality and on this argument society is as 
much an expression of human rationality as vice versa. 
The unclarity in Wittgenstein's conception of a 'form of 
life' precludes me from comparing his argument to Durkheim. 
However Durkheim's definition of society is not free from 
ambiguity. It could mean/as used in the argument of 
the tex~ an epistemic or moral authority, any particular 
actual grouping, the totality of social relations per se 
or an ideal organisation which any group may be is heading 
for. The transference of the a priori to society can 
only succeed on the first definition. And this is clearly 
a reworking of Kant's 'reason' in collective terms. 

D;:;;", 
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The features of the a priori that Durkheim 

builds into his conception of society are central to 

Copernicanism. Society imposes concepts and rules on its 

members: there is a necessity involved in this process: 

and social knowledge is reflexive in that it refers to 

the subject of social experience - the Conscience Collective. 

The Copernican Revolution was Kant's transformation of 

philosophy and distinguished it from realism, empiricism 

and rationalist dogmatism. It consists in a revolution 

in perspectives whereby knowledge and m~illity are 

shown to be possible through what the subject contributes 

to the act of knowledge and principles of action. The 

characteristics of objective knowledge, universality and 

necessity are introduced through reason as understanding 

in the theoretical dimension and pure practical reason 

in the moral dimension. Society for Durkheim is the 

source of the universality and necessity of concepts and 

principles of action. It is Durkheim's originality to 

have translated this to the collective dimension. 

For Kant the a priori can only be adequately 

understood as transcendental condition of knowledge and 

action. It follows that only the transceneental method 

can satisfactorily analyse these. Durkheim appears to 

recognise the question of a transcendental condition and 

appears to incorporate this into his definition of society 

as the condition of possibility of experience and action. 

He claims that his hypothesis of the social origin of 

the categories answers the following question. 
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"For the real question is to know how it comes 
that experience is not sufficient unto itself 
but presupposes certain conditions which are 

, 

exterior and prior to it, and how it happens 
that these conditions are realised at the moment 
and in the manner that is desirable". 

(E.F., p 15). 

However it is clear that Durkheim misunderstands 

the meaning of transcendental for Kant. 

And 

"Possibly there is an eternal law of morality 
written by some transcendental power ... but 
this is a metaphysical hypothesis that we do 
not have to discuss". 

D.L., p 423). 

"In associating morality with a transcendental 
power, religion has made the authority inherent 
in moral principles easily represented". 

(M.E., p 103). 

Durkheim here reads transcendental as transcendent, 

that which is independent of experiential condition. 

For Kant the meaning of transcendental is compatible with 

experiential control, for both the idea of reason as 

restricted to experience and of the transcendental condition 

are central features of the Copernican Revolution. (This 

is discussed in Part II). Transcendental analysis is 

intended to uncover what is necessarily implied in all 

experience and does not refer to what transcends 

experience. The goal of transcendental analysis is the 

discovery of the categories as the necessary presuppositions 

of all experience. The important question to ask of 

Durkheim's analysis is why, when he incorporates so much 
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of the Kantian a priori into his definition of society, 

does he misunderstand the idea of the transcendental. 

And on the basis of this, is he justified at all in using 

the a priori in the context he uses it? Is it compatible 

with the naturalist methodology Durkheim uses? Is the 

a priori compatible with law and function as terms of analysis? 

He uses the term 'irreducible' in this context and ties 

it to society's status as a reality sui generis and as the 

condition of the coherence and intelligibility of experience. 

How does 'irreducibility' connect with transcendental 

condition and the a priori? This is raised in Part II. 

Finally Durkheim maintain two principles of knowledge 

as contained in his definition of society. The first is 

the principle of idealism. 

"Since the universe does not exist except in 
so far as it is thought of, and since it is not 
completely thought of -except by society, it takes 
place in the latter". 

(K.F., p 441) • 

Here he is making two claims. Firstly that the world 

exists relatively to consciousness - the central tenet 

of idealism. And secondly that society is the 'consciousness 

of the counsciousnesses' in terms of which this takes place. 

The principle of naturalism is shown in Durkheim's claim 

that society is 

"A natural realm which differes from others only 
by greater complexity". 

And further he insists 
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"Reason is not a transcendent faculty: it is 
part of nature and consequently is subject to the 
laws of nature" 

(M.E., p 113) 

He is claiming that society must be simultaneously treated 

as a form of consciousness and as a fact of nature. Are 

these two perspectives compatible? It was Kant who 

originally insisted that the Copernican Revolution consisted 

in two principles: the relativity of the world to 

consciousness and the restriction of reason to experience. 

These two principles had of course been held separately 

historically by Descartes and Hume respectively. But 

it was Kant's Copernican Revolution that allowed the 

principle of idealism and naturalism to be held simultan-

eously: they are the principles of Kant's Transcendental 

Idealism. But as will be examined in Part II, certain 

transformations must have taken place in the interpretation 

of Transcendental Idealism, for them to take the form they 

do in Durkheim's thought. 

From the above analysis it is clear that Durkheim's 

sociology developed in the context of post Kantian meta-

physics. He answers questions about the necessity of 

concepts and the authority of principles in terms 

of the a priori - but not as part of reason, but as part 

of society. He is examining the conditions which 

make possible the necessity or knowledge and morality. 

And so far, it appears that what Durkheim adds to the Kantian 

analysis is the collective dimension. The interesting 

and important question is why Durkheim thinks that the 
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collective dimension can or need be added to the Kantian 

system; or conversely why central features of the Kantian 

system can be incorporated as central to the definition and 

analysis of the collective. Some illumination will be 

thrown on this question at the end of Part II, Chapter IV, 

Section 5 and Part III, Chapter IV, Section 3 respectively. 
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Section II. Durkheim as Critic of Kant. 

Critique constitutes a form of negative intellectual 

debt. Durkheim like Hegel and Nietzs~, is a critic 

of Kant: and like Hegel and Nietzsc.he... he is orientated 

to the problems posed by the Kantian philosophy. And as 

with Hegel and Nietzsch4 the critique of Kant is itself a 

stimulus to new insights and the development of new 

philosophical positions. 

In terms of epistemology Durkheim says that to 

explain the universality and necessity of the categories 

in terms of the human intellect is no explanation. 

"Saying that the categories are necessary because 
they are indispensoble to the functioning of 
the intellect is simply repeating that they are 
necessary" 

(E.F. , p 17). 

And against Kant he argues that the categories are not 

universal 

"These variations through which the rules which 
seem to govern our present logic have passed 
prove that far from being engraven through all 
eternity upon the mental constitution of men, 
they depend, at least in part, upon factors that 
are historical and consequently social". 

(E.F., p 13). 

It has been shown above that Durkheim criticises the idea 

of reason as transcendent faculty 

"How can reason which is postulated outside of 
things and beyond reality, establish the laws 
of the moral order, if as we have established 
these express the nature of the concrete reality 
which is society". 

(M.E., p 113). 
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In terms of morality Durkheim accuses Kant of 

"A reality apart from the world, on which the 
world exerts no influence, and which reacting 
on itself, remains independent of the action of 
external forces". 

(M.E., plIO). 

In the Appendix to 'The Division of Labour in Society', 

Durkheim says Kant's method of deducing duties "is a game 

of concepts" (p. 412). In contrast what must be done 

is to establish the function of ethics in relation to 

social and historical realities, which is established 

through the observation of moral facts. 

Kant in his definition of duty, makes obligation an 

'adventitious' attribute of moral laws 

"By themselves moral laws are not necessarily 
imperative: they take on this quality only when 
they exercise authority to overcome impassioned 
resistances. But this hypothesis is altogether 
arbi trary" . 

(M.E., p 113). 

Rather for Durkheim 

"Obligation is an essential element of 
every moral precept" 

And the reason is 

"Our whole nature has a need to be constrained, 
bounded, restricted - an intellectual as well as 
our emotional nature". 

(M.E., p 113). 

Like Hegel, Durkheim thinks Kant's definition of morality 

is one-sided and must be overcome. He says obligation 

must be supplemented by desirability. 
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"Kant's hypothesis, according to which the 
sentiment of obligation was due to the heterogeneity 
o~ reason and sensibility, is not easy to reconcile 
wl~h the fact that moral ends are in one aspect 
obJects of desire". 

(D.M.E., p 456) • 

Kant's solution to the problem of autonomy in 

morality is "abstract and dialectical". The autonomy it 

confers is 'logically possible'. And because we are 

sensate as well as rational beings, there will always 

be conflict 

Thus 

And heteronomy will always be the rule in fact, 
if not by right". 

(M.E., P 113. 

"Kant is obliged to acknowledge that the will 
in so far as it is purely rational is not 
subject to the laws of nature". (But) 

"If autonomy of the will msut be purchased at 
the price of such a violent separation from nature, 
one might as well renounce all kinds of autonomy". 

(M.E., p 113). 

Finally Kant's system expresses the duality of 

human nature in terms of the distinction between reason 

and sensibility. But this is only an expression of the 

problem. The real question is how in the individual can 

there exist two such distinct spheres - the one orientated 

to the universal through concepts and principles, the other 

to the needs of the individual organism, 

Thus the approach to questions perceived by 

Durkheim as unanswered by Kant is a stimulus to the 
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formulation of a science which is said to account for what 

is unanswerable in the Kantian system. This science 

deals with 'reality' and not 'transcendent reason'. 

It recognises the historical and cultural t--eJ,O\.tivityof 

thought against Kant's universalism. As the intellect is 

only part of the social and historical world, it cannot be 

the unconditioned substratum of reality that Kant perceived 

it to be: it is thus not the final answer to questions 

of human knowledge. This seience recognises the 

interpenetration between social reality and morality and 

supports the search for autonomy in the modern social 

consciousness and its compatibility with obligation. It 

is the form and nature of society alone that can guarantee 

this. 
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Section III. Durkheim as successor to Kant. 

The third kind of intellectual debt can be 

classified under the term 'successor'. Durkheim can be 

seen as a successor to Kant in that he is concerned to 

understand the problems raised by Kant, but in a new 

light, and with new answers. In this sense he is extending 

Kantian concerns into a new discipline. Like Kant he is 

concerned to understand the necessity of concepts and the 

authority of moral principles, but insists that only a social 

origin can explain their distinctive characteristics. 

"Thus sociology appears destined to open a new 
way in the science of man". 

(E.F., p 447). 

A new explanation of the distinctive characteristics 

of knowledge and morality is possible by recognising that 

beyond the individual is society 

"A system of active forces" 

(E.F., p 447). 

This explanation Durkheim insists avoids the dangers of 

past methods. 

"To conserve his distinctive traits, it is no 
longer necessary to put them beyond experience". 

(Op. cit.). 

It avoids both reductionism, the reducing of mind to matter 

and transcendent explanation, that is. explaining the superior 

and specific faculties of men 

"By a supra-experimental reality which was 
postulated, but whose existence could be established 
by no observation". 

(E.F., p 447) . 
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The hypothesis of the social origin of the 

categories, entails that the problem of knowledge is 

posed in new terms. It enables a reconciliation of 

a priorism and empiricism says Durkheim. To see the 

categories as collective representations preserves their 

qualities of universality and necessity. Whilst retaining 

them in the realm of science. 

* 

"Thus renovated, the theory of knowledge seems 
destined to unite the opposing advantages of the 
two rival theories, without incurring their 
inconveniences. It keeps all the essential 
principles of the a priorists: but at the same 
time it is inspired by that positive spirit 
which the empiricists have striven to satisfy. 
It leaves reason its specific power, but it 
accounts for it and does so without leaving the 
world of observable phenomena. It affirms the 
duality of our intellectual life, but it explains 
it and with natural causes". 

* (E.F., p 19) 

Why does not Durkheim recognise that Kant also reconciles 
a priorism with empiricism in the concept of the synthetic 
a priori? Kant does not leave 'the world of observable 
phenomena'. Kant's aim is to retain a priorism within 
terms of the critical intention ie. reason as restricted 
to experience. I suggest that it is following 
Renouvier's critique of Kant that he was seen to retain 
elements as incompatible with the critical intention. 
It is Renouvier whose expressed aim is the reconciliation 
of a priorism with consistent phenomenalism. The terms 
in which Durkheim's sociological hypothesis reconciles 
the two theories are taken from Renouvier's Neo-Criticisme. 
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The nature of categories as collected representa

tions explains the autonomy of reason. 

"Collective representations are the result of 
an immense cooperation, which stretches out 
not only into space but into time as well: 
to.make them, a multitude of minds have associated, 
unlted and combined their ideas and sentiments; 
for them, long generations have accumulated 
their experience and their knowledge. A special 
intellectual activity is therefore concentrated 
in them which is infinitely richer and complexer 
than that of the individual. From that one can 
understand how the reason has been able to go 
beyond the limits of empirical knowledge". 

(E.F., p 16). 

The necessity of the categories is the necessity of society 

requiring a minimum of logical and moral conformity. 

And for Durkheim 

"The same social character leads to an 
understanding of the origin of the necessity of 
the categories ... It is the very authority of 
society transfering itself to a certain manner 
of thought which is the indispensable condition 
of all cornmon action ... This seems to be 
the origin of the exceptional authority which 
is inherent in the reason and which makes us 
accept its suggestions with confidence". 

(E.F., p 17). 

For Durkheim, 

"To explain obligation in rules, it is 
sufficient to establish the nature of moral 
authority" 

(D.M.F., p 47) • 

Society is the explanation both of the possibility of 

morality, but also of its distinctive characteristics. 

"Kant postulates God, since without this hypothesis 
morality is unintelligible. We postulate a 
society specifically distinct from individuals, 
since otherwise morality has no object and duty 
no roots". 

(D.M.F., p 52). 
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In the 'Division of Labour' he suggests 

"Solidarity is not only a duty not less 
obligatory than others, but is perhaps the very 
source of morality". 

(p 415). 

For Durkheim 

"Society is the end of all moral activity. 
Now i) while it transcends the individual it 
is immanent in him ii) it has all the character
istics of a moral authority that imposes respect". 

(D.M.F. p 54). 

It is society which establishes that moral rules have 

an obligatory character. To explain this feature of 

morality, Durkheim says, we must find a moral authority 

and only society can do this. 

"Society then has all that is necessary for the 
transference to certain rules of conduct of the 
same imperative which is distinctive of 
obligation" 

(D.M.F., p 56) • 

Society is the explanation for the authority of moral 

precepts and therefore their categorial form. 

"Precisely because they are the echo within us 
of the great voice of the collective, they speak 
in our consciences with a tone quite different 
from that of purely individual sentiments. 
They speak to us from a higher level and by reason 
of their origin they have a force and ascendency 
peculiarly their own". 

(O.M.F., p 58) . 

The development of modern society explains why 

autonomy is the distinctive characteristic of morality, 

that Kant establishes as its supreme principle, the modern 

consciousness says Ourkheim "an effective autonomy". It 

is "the principal differentiating characteristic of a 

c:::prlllar moralitv". 
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And a secular morality implies 

"That there is a human science of morality and 
consequently that moral facts are natural 
phenomenathat emerge through reason alone". 

Through this human science of morality, that is only 

adequately expressed in his sociology, Durkheim claims that 

we can see how the moral order is based on 'the nature of 

things' • Through the enlightenment that this science of 

morality will bring, we can conform to moral principles 

because we will understand their causes and conditions. 

Thus this subject will entail the reconciliations of the 

imperatival nature of morality with the autonomy of the 

modern consciousness. He asks, because 

"The science of morality teaches us the reason 
for the imperative quality inherent in moral rules" 

does it not follow that the rules thereby lose their 

imperatival quality, if we voluntarily conform to them. 

"Are we not ourselves vulnerable to the 
criticism just levelled at Kant, that is to say, 
of sacrificing one of the essential elements of 
morality to the principle of autonomy"? 

(M.E., p 117). 

The science of morality throuqh its analysi? will 

establish "informed consent" and then 

"It is no longer a humiliation and a bondage" 

(M.E., p 118). 

d t 1 explal'n the "double necessl'ty" Sociology alone can a equa e y 

(M.E., P lOR) of morality: that is the imperatival nature 

of morality coupled with autonomy as its highest expression 

in modern society. Sociology will show 
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"Our whole nature has the need to be limited, 
contained, restricted - our reason as well as our 
senses". 

(M.E., plIO). 

This explains why 

"Obligation is an essential element of the moral 
precept" 

(M.E., plIO). 

This is not incompatible with the impulse to autonomy 

characteristic of the modern consciousness. Understanding 

engendered through the science of morality mediates between 

the otherwise apparently incompatible concepts. 

In arguing that society is the origin of both 

conceptual and moral rules, of both the form and content 

of these, he is arguing that society is the condition of 

the possibility of knowledge and morality. In this 

sense he is attempting to extend into sociology the Kantian 

concern for transcendental conditions. Categories he says 

"As they express the fundamental conditions for 
an agreement between minds, it seems evident that 
they have been elaborated by society". 

(E.F., p 439) • 

Society can achieve this because 

both 

"Society transcends the individual's consciousness" 

. lIt . lIn d mora 11 y" . "physlca y, rna erla y a 

(D.M.F., p 5a). 

But while it transcends us 

"It is immanent in us and we fee 1 it as such II. 

(D.~.F., p 55). 
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Knowledge and morality come from society 

"~iv~lisation ... is essentially a social product .. 
1t 1S the congregation of the highest human values. 
Because it is at once the source and guardian of 
civilisation ... society appears to be an infiBitely 
richer and higher reality than our own. It is 
a reality from which everything which matters to 
us flows. Nevertheless it surpasses us in every 
way, since we can receive from this storehouse of 
intellectual and moral values at most a few 
fragments only". 

(D.M.F., P 54). 

As the condition of knowledge and morality it is also the 

condition of our very humanity 

"That which makes us real human beings is the 
amount that we manage to assimilate of this assembly 
of ideas, beliefs and percepts that we call 
civilisation. As Rousseau showed long ago: 
deprive man of all that society has given him and 
he is reduced to his sensations. Without 
language, essentially a social thing, general or 
abstract ideas are practically impossible as are 
all the higher functions". 

(D.M.F., p 55). 

Thus in this third sense, the intellectual debt 

Durkheim owes to Kant is that Kant outlined the central features 

of concepts and principles, which Durkheim claimed only a 

sociological analysis of the nature of society can give an 

adequate answer to. 

However although Durkheim distances himself from 

Kant in using society as the explanation of the 

characteristics of knowledge and morality, it is clear that 

his definition of society is not at all free of Kantian ideas. 

It is an epistemic and moral authority. He says social 

being 
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"Represents the highest reality on the intellectual 
and moral order that we can know by observation". 

(E.F., p 16) 

From it corne all our concepts, principles, values and 

beliefs. It is the goal and end of all moral action, and 

whatever it commands is right. In this sense his definition 

of society is Kant's definition of reason as transferred 

to the collectivity. Is this an empirical definition? 

If not, can he say that he know it 'by observation'? 

Durkheim as a successor to Kant is posing Kantianism in 

new terms. 
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Section IV. Durkheim as Continuator of Kant. 

The fourth kind of intellectual debt that the 

relationship of Durkheim to Kant can be analysed in terms 

of is of Durkheim as a continuator of Kant. In this 

sense Durkheim confirms Kant but from a different standpoint 

from that of Kant. Gellner argues that just as the 

behaviourists made empiricism testable in scientific terms, 

so Durkheim made Kant "ethnographically testable".l 

The success of post-Durkheimian anthropology is in this sense 

a confirmation of Kant. This view of Kant's relationship 

to Durkheim is in part Durkheim's own view of his relation-

ship to Kant. Durkheim says 

"We shall re-affirm, as a result of a purely 
empirical analysis, the notion of duty and neverthe
less give a definition of it closely resembling 
that already given by Kant". 

(D.M.F., p 36) . 

But from what point of view is Durkheim empirically 

confirming Kant? Is sociology as defined by Durkheim 

a science which is independent of Kantian philosophy and 

which can establish empirical confirmations of philosophical 

insights? Is Durkheim's view of science independent of 

Kant's philosophy? This is in part the issue of Part II 

of this work. 

What kind of science is Durkheim's vision of 

sociology? Firstly it is a science of collective 

representations - it is a science of how things appear to 
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consciousness, in its collective dimension. What is the 

science of a collective epistemology? It will be clear 

in Part II that the idea of a science of representations is 

a re-working of Kantian epistemology. It was the Kantian 

philosophy which gave rise to the idea of a science of 

representations. It is a science which can deal with both 

appearances of things, known to consciousness and of the 

counsciousness which knows them. Thus sociology studies 

what is known collectively in society - Collective 

Representations (myths, classificatory schemes, kinship 

systems) and that which knows them - the Conscience Collective. 

Both that which know~ the active side of the epistemological 

relationship, and that which is known, the object of 

collective consciousness, can be dealt with, Durkheim claims, 

in the scientific study of society. This scientific study 

of collective representations treats these issues as 

phenomena and laws: Durkheim insists that ~hese are adequate 

methodological tools by which to give an exhaustive and 

satisfactory analysis of both the Conscience Collective and 

its representations. 

Further, it is a science which can deal with action, 

its causes and conditions in social and historical terms. 

And it is a science which does not exclude evaluations: 

it is held to be adequate to express the values held in a 

society these can be treated as a basisof making evaluations 

about that society 
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"This science far from preventing us from 
evaluating reality, gives us the means by which 
we can arrive at reasoned evaluations". 

(D.M.F., p 62) . 

"Here as elsewhere the science of reality, puts 
us in a position to modify the real and direct 
it. The science of moral opinion furnishes us 
with the means of judging it and the need of 
rectifying it". -

(D.M.F., p 60). 

In particular the impulse behind the normative aspect of 

sociology as a science is that it can determine unity for 

a society: whether or not a society has it and how it has it 

lost or not achieved it. (Hence Durkheim IS cri tique of . 

industrial society and its normlessness). It is a science 

which can thus deal with ideals. In Kantian terms, it is 

a subject which is coextensive with practical reason. 

Indeed not just with the product of practical reason -

values, but also in so far as it itself determines ideals 

for society, this science of society is identical with 

practical reason itself. 

This science, in so far as it deals with values, 

is also Durkheim says, dealing with facts. He quotes 

Janet, who claims that all science must rest on facts. 

For him, as against Kant there are moral facts and duty 

expressed in the social relationship of sanction is a primary 

moral fact that this science of social reality has to deal 

with. 

"A general law of ethics can only be of scientific 
value by taking into account the diversity of moral 
facts". 

(D.L., p 418). 
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This science can deal with representations and values 

on a par - as facts. How is this so? For a post-

Kantian philosophy the interests of theoretical reason (which 

deals with appearances and their principles) and practical 

reason (which deals with action and its principles) must 

have been reconciled. These two were kept apart by Kant, 

as expressed in the Third Antimony. 

of Part III. 

This is the subject 

It is already clear that the notion of science that 

Durkheim is calling on, is in no sense independent of the 

interests of theoretical and practical reason as defined by 

Kant. Thus the position from which Durkheim 'confirms' 

Kant is not itself independent of Kant. The interest of 

reason for Kant in its theoretical and moral dimensions is 

to achieve unity and order in knowledge and action. 

The aim of the science of society for Durkheim is to determine 

order and stability in a society threatened with 

disintegration in the nineteenth century. 

Sociology as a science of collective representations 

and of moral facts is not independent of Kantian philosophy. 

In Part II I will examine how the idea of a science of 

representations develops out of a particular interpretation 

of the Transcendental Analytic of Kant's First Critique. 

Durkheim's science of collective representations is a 

particular application of this. In Part III I examine 

how the conflict between theoretical and practical 

reason in the Kantian philosophy are reconciled and attempted 

to be made compatible. In Part IV I will show how the idea 
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of a moral fact relates to the concept of morality as 

explained by Kant. 

This analysis leads to the question that was a 

major stimulus behind this whole enterprise - why did 

Durkheim think he could confirm Kant? Or indeed that he 

needs to: that a science of representations and values 

can transform a priorism into a science? Scientific 

confirmation is strictly irrelevant to Kant's moral 

philosophy, as Durkheim must have known. And he recognised 

the irrelevance of 'empirical' confirmation in relation to the 

epistemology through his acceptance of the critique of 

'classical empiricism'. 

'confirmation' of duty? 

What relevance then is the 

Could it be that this science is 

not a science of empirical facts at all, but rather a moral 

science? In this confirmation is not a 'proof' in a 

natural scientific sense, but is a form of exhortation as 

entailed by the commands of practical reason? If so 

Durkheim's science far from confirming Kant from an inde

pendent empirical standpoint, is a continuation of Kant's 

sense of practical reason, which is developed into a science 

of principles of action for a damaged society. (This 

will be examined in Part III). 
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The Philosophical Premises of Durkheim's 

Sociology as the Result of the Critique of 

the Kantian System. 

The main body of this thesis does not concern itself 

with the above four types of intellectual debt. It is 

rather concerned with a fifth and more complex form of it, 

the unravelling of which is the task of this work. That 

is, the very theoretical terms of Durkheim's sociology 

are identical with the terms of a philosophical position 

which is developed in response to the contradictions and 

conflicts of the Kantian system. That is the philosophical 

premises of Durkheim's sociology are a form of Neo-Kantianism. 

They rework the philosophy of Renouvier, whose philosophy is 

presented as 'Neo-Criticisme' to Kant's "Criticisme", in 

terms of a science of the collectivity. 

What kind of intellectual debt is this? In the 

most obvious sense, that unless the Kantian system was 

developed, then there could be no critique, no reworking 

of it. Intellectual debt is here due to contradictions 

and philosophical inconsistencies of Kant's system. 

But further, Renouvier presents himself as both a disciple 

and critic of Kant. He incorporates elements of Kantianism 

in his system, yet transforms other elements of it almost 

beyond recognition, always in the interest of being true to 

Kant's 'spirit', if not to his system. But to accept that 

Renouvier is always true to the spirit of Kant is to accept 

Renouvier's account of his debt to Kant. It is not at all 

clear that Kant would have drawn the conclusions Renouvier 
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makes on his behalf. Renouvier claims he would have done 

so if only he had not been so timid in his rejection of pre

Copernican metaphysics. And I think it will be clear at 

some points that what Renouvier claims to be doing is not 

so much a continuation as a denial of some of the essential 

elements of the Kantian spirit. Yet nevertheless in 

biographical and historical terms, Renouvier's system was 

seen by himself to be developed in response to real problems 

of the Kantian system. 

What are 'the clues to the discovery' of the Neo-

Kantian influence on Durkheim? I was driven to uncover 

and analyse Renouvier's system, by certain questions in 

relation to Durkheim's thought that I could not answer. 

The first question is why Durkheim thought he could confirm 

Kant. Why did he think Kantian a priorism could fit 

inside a science, particularly in its moral dimension? 

In relation to particular details of Durkheim's discussion 

of the categories in 'Elementary Forms of the Religious 

Life', why does he hold personality as a category? Why 

does he regard space and time as categories, whereas for 

Kant they are forms of intuition? Categories have a function 

he says and this is to envelop all otrerconcepts (E.F., 

p 440) . He says categories express relations - the most 

general relations which exist between things (E.F., p 17). 

These are not positions explicable from the Kantian system 

itself. 
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Why does he think a priorism and positivism can 

be reconciled - as answered in his new 'Science of Man'? 

Why does he think a source must be found for the a priori? 

This is a genetic question, which for Kant is irrelevant 

to a transcendental enquiry. And particularly why does 

he think a source can be found in terms of social relations? 

Most importantly, why does he think the a priority of the 

categories is compatible with the relativity of social and 

historical knowledge? Kant's universalism is indubitable. 

(This position is the cornerstone of Durkheim's sociology 

of knowledge, which is examined in Part II) • What is the 

relationship of the a priori to the notion of irreducibility? 

Why is the relationship of the a priori to the a posteriori 

characterised by irreducibility? Why does he misunderstand 

the notion of the transcendental? 

Most importantly why does he think that the necessity 

of the categories 

"Is not a physical or metaphysical necessity 
but a special sort of moral necessity which is to 
the intellectual life what moral obligation 
is to the will". 

(E.F., p 18). 

This of all Durkheim's remarks puzzled me the most. 

And the enquiry into this stimulated the research behind 

Part III. Why against the German Neo-Kantians, for example, 

does he praise Kant for recognising that science and morals 

come from one source in reason? And why against Kant, does 

he say there is no antimony between science and morals? 

(E.F., p 445) . This is also examined in Part III. 
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Thus, what is this science of representations that covers 

both facts and values? This question covers both Parts II 

and III. 

Why is knowledge related to a Conscience and what 

is the Conscience Collective? How can this Conscience 

Collective be the answer to the question of the possibility 

of reality? That is when he misunderstands the transcend-

ental, how can he treat his concept of the Conscience 

Collective as if it were a transcendental condition? 

And further how can he claim that it can be methodologically 

understood in terms of law and function? Why does he think 

philosophical questions about the authority and necessity 

of concepts can be satisfactorily answered by a science of 

facts concerned with law and function? These questions 

are addressed in Part II. 

And finally how can society as the a priori, as 

the sum of the most general relations, be personalised? 

"If society is something universal in relation 
to the individual, it is none the less an 
individuality itself ... being placed outside of 
and above individual and local contingencies, it 
sees things only in their permanent and essential 

t " aspec s ..• 

(E.F., p 444). 

All these questions can be understood in relation 

to Renouvier's system of 'Neo-Criticisme' which is understood 

as a critique of Kant's 'Criticisme'. 
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Chapter II. The Relation between Sociology and Philosophy 

It is clear from Chapter I that Kantian and Neo-

Kantian ideas are woven into the fabric of Durkheim's 

sociology. Society is defined as an epistemic and moral 

authority and is the source of the a priori - the universality 

and necessity of the categories and of moral principles. 

Sociology as a science can deal with the theoretical and 

practical aspects of society. It explains the Conscience 

Collective and the Collective Representations through 

which society is both known and organised at social level 

and is available to analysis at the level of science. 

It is a science of collective representations. But 

further it is a science of practical reason and as such 

it deals with the 'moral necessities' which are part of 

social life. 'Sanction' which is the central conception 

of his scientific sociology, expresses the relationship 

between the individual and the collectivity and is a 

'confirmation' of the Kantian notion of duty. Society is 

the source of the epistemic and moral a priori. Sociology 

as a science of collective representations and values, 

Durkheim insists is adequate to explain this in its 

methodology of law, fact, function and causal analysis. 

The naturalism of methodology which is a distortion of 

the Kantian position, Durkheim claims is adequate to the 

subject matter which is characterised by the quality of 

the a priori. 
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In this tradition, philosophy does not stand to 

sociology as the underlabourer clearing away logical rubble 

before the real business of science can begin. Since 

philosophical ideas are woven into the definition of 

both science and society, sociOlogy is not independent 

of philosophy. 

Durkheim himself never claimed the independence 

of philosophy that his later followers in the schools of 

empirical sociology did. For him, rather 

"Sociology could only become conscious of 
itself within philosophical thought"l 

Whilst it is the task of this thesis to examine that 

philosophy, it is already clear that Durkheim's commentators 

who stress his positivism and his social realism (as though 

these were not in themselves philosophical positions) 

ignore the Kantian and Neo-Kantian bases of his thought. 

It could certainly be maintained in relation to the above 

quotation that sociology outgrows philosophy as it develops 

into a science. However Durkheim certainly doesn't think 

sociology as a science ever entirely leaves philosophy 

behind 

"Philosophy is the Conscience Collective of 
Science" 

(.D.L, p 364). 

Exactly what the Conscience Collective is and how it 

develops is a main theme of Part II and Part III of this 

thesis. Without presupposing this analysis,I take 

Durkheim's statement as meaning that philosophy is a source 
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of inspiration and legitimation for the particular sciences 

of which sociology is one. It is an intellectual authority 

providing principles of knowledge and of action. The 

Kantian philosophy pOinted to the categorial conditions 

of human knowledge and to duty as a principle of action. 

Sociology extends the analysis of these in terms of a 

science of social facts. 

Durkheim does however present the analysis of 

social facts as a higher and more objective stage than 

philosophy defined as a priori speculation. For example 

in the Appendix to 'The Division of Labour in Society', 

Durkheim insists that all science must rest on facts 

and further that there is a science of moral facts of 

which sociology is an exponent. That sociology rests on 

facts, for Durkheim means it is in contrast to those 

philosophical positions which are not objective because 

not based on scientific truth. 

This position of Durkheim encouraged the development 

of sociology understood as an empirical survey of human 

behaviour in its social and cultural aspects. Sociology 

understood as an empirical subject concerned with social 

facts is seen to be far removed in terms of scientificity 

and objectivity from philosophy when understood as 

concerned with the problem of meaning and the analysis of 

concepts. In this sense Durkheimian sociology and Kantian 

philosophy are far apart. However the central focus 

should here be on the sense of 'fact' which is used as the 
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basis of science for Durkheim. It is clear from Chapter I 

that 'fact' for Durkheim is not independent of the conditions 

of human representation, ie. the categories. 'Facts' 

are constituted by both the senses and the categories. 

In contrast 'classic empiricism' which relies on sense 

data alone to constitute knowledge 'results in irrationalism'. 

In this sense Durkheim's definition of fact is close to 

Kant's definition of meaning. For Kant questions of meaning 

must be determined in relation to two factors: firstly 

restriction to the realm of phenomena and secondly the 

categories. It follows that the 'fact' of Durkheimian 

sociology and this question of 'meaning' in Kantian philosophy 

are not distinct but closely tied. 

This reflection can be extended to a deeper sense 

of identity between the two subjects. Philosophy in 

the Kantian sense can be understood as the explication of 

the epistemological conditions of human understanding and 

action. Durkheim's sociology can be understood as the 

study of the collective conditions of human representation 

and action in social and historical terms. Both these 

positions see an analysis of the epistemic conditions 

imposed by the human subject as a condition for the understanding 

of human reality. Durkheim extends the Kantian inheritance 

of a concern for the epistemic conditions imposed by the 

subject, to the collective dimension. Whilst Kant insists 

on the universal rational foundation of knowledge and action 

Durkheim insists on the social and historical dimension 

of this. In this sociology and philosophy share the theme 
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of Copernicanism, which comes from Kant. 

It will be pointed out in Part II that Kant's 

Copernican Revolution consisted in two principles 

the rule of phenomenalism and the rule of a priorism. 

These are the principles of Naturalism and Idealism respect

ively. It is already clear that Durkheim maintains the 

a priori which is characteristic of the rule of a priorism 

in Kantian thought. This can be seen in Durkheim's 

theory of the categories and their universality and necessity, 

and in the irreducibility of morality to interest, and 

the retention of the notion of duty. He maintains a 

positivistic position however in his statements on method. 

All realms can be adequately analysed according to the method 

pf naturalism - that is, in terms of observation of facts 

and laws. He has no doubt that this can satisfactorily 

accommodate the a priori. In Part II it will be argued 

that this position of Durkheim's stems from the central 

confusion of Renouvier's Neo-Criticisme. 

An analysis of positivism is entailed by the 

question of the relationship between philosophy and sociology, 

since it is under the influence of positivism that Durkheim 

claims that sociology as a science is more objective than 

philosophy because it is based on facts. 
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Section I. The Question of Positivism 

In a thesis of this nature an analytic discussion 

of positivism must logically precede the historical. 

So although Comte was the father of French positivism, 

I shall not discuss the law of the ~hree stages nor the 

Hierarchy of the Sciences, for this would take the 

discussion out of the legitimate boundaries of this work. 

I shall concentrate the discussion of the positivistic 

elements of the thinking of Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim 

in terms of the criteria of positivistic thinking which 

Kolakows~i establishes in his 'Positivist Philosophy,2. 

He lists four principle characteristics. Firstly the rule 

of phenomenalism. Secondly the rule of nominalism. 

Thirdly, the refusal to characterise the normative as 

knowledge. And fourthly the insistence on the unity of 

the scientific method. 

To discuss the rule of phenomenalism in Kant's 

philosophy is to discuss the idea of his 'Critical Intention'. 

This is to restrict reason to its 'bounds of sense'. 

This is essential to his reform of philosophy: to restrict 

reason to the bounds of sense, and thus to claim that knowledge 

cannot transcend the order of phenomena is to put metaphysics, 

for Kant, on the path of science. The critical intention 

was reformist initially of dogmatic metaphysics for Kant. 

"Dogmatism is thus the dogma~i~ ~rocedu:e of 
reason, without previous crltlClsm of lts own 
powers" • 

(C. P • R., B XXXV) • 
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Kant's claim was that reason as it transcends 

its boundaries becomes contradictory. And he charts these 

philosophical mistakes which are the source of illusory 

knowledge in the Transcendental Dialectic of the First 

Critique. In this he established a criterion of 

significance that was an essential part of the return to 

Kant in nineteenth century France. 

So Ravaiss~n3 shows that Renouvier's primary aim 

was to continue the c~itical intention of Kant. Renouvier 

interprets this as meaning that nothing can transcend the 

realm of phenomena if it is to constitute knowledge. 

It follows that for him there is no absolute, no infinite, 

no in-itself. Renouvier follows Kant in his reformist 

approach to traditional metaphysics and in this both align 

themselves with Comte, Littre, Taine and J.S. Mill. 

Renouvier however turns Kant's critical intention against 

Kant himself and accuses him of flagrant inconsistency 

of the rule of phenomenalism by the retention of the noumenon. 

Renouvier's central critique of Kant centres around the 

noumenon and thus Kant's compromise with traditional or 

pre-Copernican metaphysics. The unique and central feature 

of Renouvier's own system is that it is an attempt to 

develop a system of knowledge consistent with the rule of 

phenomenalism, yet preserving the concept of the a priori 

and the 'interests' of the noumenon. According to 

his own intention Renouvier's theory of Neo-Criticisme is 

the same of Kant without the thing-in-itself. Without 

this Renouvier claims the Kantian system becomes truly 

critical and thereby scientific. 
~ 
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Kant's critical intention, the restriction of 

reason to experience was the pivot of the return to Kant 

in nineteenth century France. Renouvier was the first in 

his 'Premier Essai' of 1854 to establish the significance 

of the critical intention of Kant for philosophy. For 

Renouvier it opposed the German post-Kantians: he opposed 

absolute idealism in the Hegelian system by insisting on 

the necessity of experience as a criterion of knowledge. 

That is, the system of the categories cannot be deduced from 

the a priori. He opposed the notion of Hegelian science 

not just in its conception of necessity, but also in its 

method of the dialectic. For Renouvier restriction to 

the realm of phenomena is the first criterion of knowledge 

and therefore science and the method of science must be 

observation. (It will be clear later in Part II that 

Renouvier disputes with Kant that the sensory is a primary 

source of experience and this is central to his critique of 

Kant's doctrine of the faculties. In insisting that 

experience must be defined by appearance he brings himself 

closer to Hegel than he would ~ke). 

It is clear that the version of science that 

Durkheim operates with has Kant's critical intention as 

a central feature. Firstly it follows that a system of 

knowledge can no longer be of the in-itself but of phenomena 

or representations. For Durkheim sociology is a science 

of collective representations. Secondly the means to an 

understanding of the nature and forms of human representation 

is an empirical examination of classificatory schemes in 
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their historical and cultural forms. The method of 

science thus consists in discovering the systems of represent

ation that underlie human knowledge. It cannot be 

deductive or dialectical; it must be observational: 

all other methods are metaphysical in the proscribed sense. 

preted? 

The question then is how is experience to be inter

This brings one to KOlakowski's second criterion 

of positivistic thinking 7 the rule of nominalism. In 

this Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim disagree with the definition 

of experience given by Comtean positivism and classical 

empiricism. Experience does not consist in a set of 

isolated and discrete facts. The atomistic fact of empiricism 

in this Copernican tradition from Kant to Durkheim is a 

wholly invalid interpretation. Knowledge is limited to 

phenomena, but is not without foundation. For Kant, Renouvier 

and Durkheim,the categories are the foundations of 

knowledge. And for those who follow him Kant's critique of 

empiricism in his account of the categories constituted a 

revolution in the description of experience. For Kant 

experience forms a unified whole where the data of sensibility 

are related and organised through the categories and unified 

in relation to the 'I' which accompanies all experience. 

Durkheim rejects 'classical empiricism' which results in 

'irrationalism' and argues that totality is one of the 

most important cate~0ries of social classification. Social 

knowledge is unified in relation to the Conscience Collective. 

The concept of the synthetic a priori stands opposed to 

the nominalist position through the idea that knowledge is 
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a synthesis according to rules whim logically precede 

experience (understood as reception of sense data) . 

The redefinition of experience is that phenomenal reality 

is not disjointed and atomistic as empiricism defines it 

but through categorial conditions becomes orderly and 

regulated. 

Renouvier argues that Hume reduced the laws of 

experience 

"A une sorte de formation accidentelle 
sous l'action de l'experience". 

(C.P., 1878, I 283). 

Kant's reform of sensationalism in "knowledge was one of 

his great achievements. And Renouvier claims following 

Kant, that representation only occurs under categorial 

conditions. Phenomena present themselves as related 

through categories. And experience is unified in relation 

to personality, under the category of Conscience. 

It follows for Renouvier we can only represent nature under 
,-

the conditions of mind (L'Esprit). 

He further opposes positivism in his theory of 

representation. (This will be developed in Part II) . 

For him representation has a double aspect: '" the 'represente' 

(the 'obj ect') and the 'repr~sentatif' (the 'subject'). 

They are inseparable correlativ~s and all reality appears 

to consciousness under these two aspects. 
,/ 

The 'represente' 

connects to the external object but is known only in relation 

to the 'representatif'. Positivism for Renouvier like 

materialism takes phenomena as defined independent of 
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consciousness and as given without the conditions of 

human representation. For Renouvier the sensory element 

is only part of the phenomenon: it is constituted, as 

known, through the conditions of representation. It 

follows for Renouvier realist materialism (which for 

~ 
him is the main source of positivist thinking Awhich postulates 

matter as primarY})is refuted. 

However Comte was Renouvier's teacher at L'Ecole 

Poly technique. It is clear that he owes much to him, 

above all his consistent phenomenalism. It is in the name 

of Comte and of Hume that Renouvier criticises Kant's 

inconsistency in retaining the noumenon. 5 But as Verneaux 

points out his fidelity to Kant in turn separates him from 

Comte. Comtean positivism did not take the critique of 

knowledge as the necessary starting pOint of all philosophy. 

"Le positivisme a ete motive par lerefus 
presque universe I de comprendre le criticisme 
Kantien a tout Ie moins comme ayant etabli la 
nec~ssite logique de placer en t~te de la 
philosophie la critique de la connaissance". 

(A.P. 1895, p 7). 

comte wants to replace philosophy which is metaphysical 

with science which is the totality of the particular 

sciences. But what is science? It cannot itself 

be \positiv~ for it has no unique set of facts or method. 

It must then be a philosophy because it systematizes the 

principles of knowledge of the particular sciences. But 

it refuses to deal with its own foundations philosophically 

because philosophy is metaphysical. It is thus a 
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'bizarre' and 'scandalous' enterprise for Renouvier. 

"La philOs?phie ... se laisse opprimer par Ie 
fastueux ~talage de la 'science' qui n'est 
au~une sc7enfe, qui n'est simplement qu'une autre 
~hllos~phle a qui manque la conscience de ses 
lncertltudes". 

(C.P. 1878, I p. 151). 

Whilst the critical intention has a negative aspect, 

for Kant it has a positive aspect. 

"The dogmatism of metaphysics is the source 
of all that unbelief always very dogmatic, which 
wars against morality". 

(C. P • R. B XXX) • 

Reason is restricted to experience in terms of knowledge, 

but not so in relation to action. The critical intention 

restricts what counts as knowledge to liberate practical 

reason. Thus for Kant although 

"all possible speculative knowledge of reason 
is limited to mere objects of experience 

(C.P.R. B XXVI) 

•.. we are convinced that there is an absolutely 
necessary practical employment of pure reason -
the moral - in which it inevitably goes beyond 
the limits of sensibility" 

( C • P • R • B XXV) • 

Morality, stemming from practical reason, must be independent 

of phenomena, which are governed by the principle of causality: 

and thus relations between phenomena are deterministic. 

Freedom as the foundation of morality is excluded from the 

phenomenal. The real significance of the noumenon is found 

here, for only if there is something which escapes determinism 

can there be morality. In this Kant agrees with positivist 
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thought that normative judgements are not a matter of 

knowledge. Nevertheless Kant, unlike later Logical 

Positivism accorded morality the possibility of objectivitv. 

Moral judgements have the charactersitics of universality 

and necessity and are thus not private and relative; 

they are fundamental to rationality and the human condition. 

Durkheim upholds the Kantian position on the 

universality and necessity of moral concepts, although 

he adjusts this to historical and social relativity. 

His position is this: the moral command of society, at any 

period/any society, are categorical and universal within 

that society and rightly viewed so because these are central 

to the moral health of a society. Their changeableness 

over time/culture does not affect this for Durkheim. 

In this he can be seen as attempting to reconcile the 

universality of concept and authority of principle of 

action with social change and historical diversity. Kant 

recognised factual diversity in human behaviour, and argued 

that this does not alter the true meaning of universality: 

that all people tell lies does not alter the rule that they 

ought not to. So for Durkheim the changefulness of social 

rules does not affect the social authority which backs 

them in each society and is the source of their universality 

and necessity. Moraiity is of central importance in social 

life for Durkheim. And in his idea of a science of ethics 

he envisages establishing a science which can determine the 

ethical code which is right for the level of development 

of the society. In this he clearly believes there is a 

form of moral knowledge. And further sociology as a 

," deal~+th both representations and \"alues. GClence can w~ 
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In this he claims, there is no antimony between science 

and morals (this will be examined in Part III). 

Renouvier sharply differentiates himself from Kant: 

for him liberty is the condition of knowledge. He criticises 

the association of objectivity in knowledge with scientific 

determinism. He attacks the conception of mechanical 

necessity as governing experience and attempts to reconcile 

Kantian duol ism, not in the interest of intellectual 

necessity (expressed in science) but of practical necessity 

(expressed in morality) • Thus for him freedom is not just 

the basis of action, but of certainty in knowledge. In 

this he is taking the part of the Critique of Practical 

Reason against the Critique of Pure Reason. He develops 

Kant's conception of practical reason into a science which 

has freedom as its foundation. In this he opposes the 

positivistic identification of knowledge with science and 

science in turn as identified with causal determinism. 

Kolakowski's fourth criterion of positivistic 

thinking is the unity of scientific method. In the context 

of Kantian philosophy this must mean how far philosophy 

adopts scientific method as its method. For Kant one of 

the tasks of philosophy is to explain the possibility of 

science. He gives science a rational basis, but does not 

in this annex philosophy to science. Science has an a priori 

foundation in the structure of human understanding and the 

method which accounts for this is transcendental and not 

empirical. The a priori has a transcendental status for 

Kant and it follows that philosophical principles and methoc 
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which account for the a priori are not of the same order 

as the laws and methods of science. 

Yet Kant insists that philosophy reformed through 

the critical intention becomes scientific. For Renouvier 

following Kant in this, insists that reformed philosophy 

is limited to the study of phenomena 

"La philosphie doit se borner elle-m~me a 
l'~tude des phenomenes et a la recherche de 
leurs lois, en tant qu'elle vise a se donner une 
constitution scientifique". 

(C.P. 1884, II, p 135). 

It will be clear that for Renouvier the principles of 

philosophy are logically of the same order as the laws of 

science - only of a more abstract nature. In this Renouvier 

is more positivistic than Kant. 

However Kant gives prominence to the principle of 

causality as primary among principles of the understanding. 

It is through this that all objective explanation of events 

occurs. He builds into the definition of causality a 

mechanistic determinism which he takes from contemporary 

Newtonian science. In this he is taking science as a 

criterion of significance for human understanding. It is 

this definition of causality and its determinism as 

applicable to all phenomenal reality, that engenders the 

split in the Kantian system - between the interests of 

science and morality. Renouvier disputes this meaning of 

causality and takes his meaning not from mechanistic science, 

but from what is coherent in terms of Conscience. And 
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against Kant of the First Critique he develops the idea of 

science as a science of practical reason. For Kant 

understanding and action have different criteria: under

standing is limited to phenomena, action as based on 

practical reason is based on the noumenon. Renouvier 

although he disputes the noumenon nevertheless takes the 

part of practical reason against theoretical reason and 

says all reason is fundamentally founded on practical reason. 

Freedom is the foundation of practical reason and therefore 

is the foundation of reason. It follows that freedom is 

the foundation of science. In this he disputes Kant's 

positivist identification of objectivity with science 

and thereby with causal determinism. In so doing he overcame 

Kantian dualism in the name of practical necessity and thus 

knowledge and action have the same condition - freedom. 

He thus develops the idea of a science of practical reason 

that leaves behind determinism as a condition of understanding. 

This is the subject of Part III. 

Here I will argue that Durkheim follows Renouvier 

and not Kant, and that his science of sociology, although 

concerned with understanding the collective conditions of 

human action, is above all concerned with change. In 

this sociology is a science of practical reason and in its 

concern to foster moral renewal under the Third Republic, 

uses the criterion of practical necessity as basis of 

collective action. So Durkheim develops the notion of 

sanction, the empirical confirmation of duty, both as the 
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link between the individual and the collectivity and as the 

basic concept of scientific sociology. In the Kantian 

tradition duty expresses practical necessity. The science 

of sociology concerns sanction. It follows that science 

here means science of practical reason. And in this 

Durkheim extends the science of practical reason into a 

collective dimension. 

This philosophical analysis of positivism demonstrates 

an ambivalence towards strict positivism. Renouvier and 

Durkheim hold to Kant's critical intention, and they agree 

with him against empiricism and positivism, that the rules 

which logically precede experience are conditions of 

experience. That is the categorial conditions of representa-

tion point to the a priori as the basis of experience. 

They agree with Kant on the 'Primacy of Practical Reason'. 

But Renouvier disputes that for practical reason to be 

liberated, knowledge must be restricted. He disputes the 

distinction between phenomena and noumena and consequently 

the split between fact and value in the Kantian system. 

Liberty is the condition of knowledge. In this rejection 

of fact/value split and the association of objectivity in 

knowledge with determinism, Renouvier distances himself 

from two positivistic positions in Kant. Durkheim 

follows in this and insists th~the science of sociology 

can unify the theoretical and evaluative perspectives in a 
. 

science of action in the collective dimension. 
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This analytic ambivalence in Durkheim's thought 

towards positivistic positions can be seen in historical 

terms in the conflict between idealism and positivism in 

nineteenth century France. 
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Section II. Positivism and the Idealist Reaction in 

Nineteenth Century France. 

A. Fouill~e writing in 1896 in his 'Le Mouvement 

Id~aliste en France et la Reaction contre la Science Positive' 

says that French intellectual development had passed through 

the stage of positivism, characterised by Comte as the 

intelligence in insurrection against the heart, and was 

then in the stage of idealism - or a period Fouillee 

characterises as the heart in insurrection against the 

intelligence. The period Fouillee refers to began in 1870 

with the beginning of the Third Republic. . / FOUlllee 

characterises the movements of philosophical thought in 

nineteenth century France as a struggle between positivism 

which he characterises as coming from materialist metaphysics 

and idealism which came from spiritualist metaphysics. 

The first half of the nineteenth century was 

dominated by humanistic positivism. This had two sources. 

Firstly the success of science which was developed and encour-

aged in the scientific centres set up in post-revolutionary 

France. And secondly the empiricist inheritance that came 

through the thinking of the Encyclopaedists and was supported 

by the Ideologists. This was a form of sensualist empiricism 

which held there is nothing in the mind which was not first 

in the senses'. In Kantian terms it maintained that 

knowledge is a posteriori, and that human knowledge can 

be satisfactorily accounted for in terms of the product 

of the senses. 
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Together these two influences established the 

positivist approach which can be summed up in these 

assumptions. Firstly that knowledge is limited to phenomena 

and these are characterised as having a solely sensible 

origin. Secondly reality is equated with what is 

scientifically determinable and that deterministic laws 

govern phenomena and ensure the predictions of science. 

And thirdly that science can answer human problems of 

morality and society. Leaving aside his social system of 

positivism, his hierarchy of the sciences and his law of the 

three stages, positivist thinking was characterised by Comte's 

claim that there is no absolute knowledge and knowledge is 

limited to phenomena and observation is the unique method 

for science. Positivist assumptions developed in certain 

thinkers to a form of scientism: that science can answer 

all questions with certainty. This is exemplified in 

the thinking of Ta ine(1828-93) and his claim that since 

decisions are causally determined as are natural events} 

~o vice and virtue are products like vitriol and sugar. 

Berthelot, the chemist, claimed that the universal triumph 

of science will establish happiness and morality for humanity. 

Positivism thus can be characterised as the extension of 

science to all domains. 

The Third Republic has been characterised as 

an age of idealism, and the Second Empire as an age of 

positivism. This is an exaggeration and oversimplification 

1 says D.G. Charlton as there were thinkers of idealist 
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inclination working under the Second Empire (Renouvier was 

prominent amongst them), so also there were thinkers of 

positivist inclination working under the Third Republic. 

2 
He says it was at the end of the Second Empire that philoso-

phical resistance to scientific humanism achieved coherence 

and importance. (It will be shown below that Renouvier 

was writing during the Second Empire and his works began to 

gain a wide acceptance under the Third Republic) . 

The beginning of the reaction against the most 

confident forms of scienti~~ can be seen in the work of 

Cournot (1801-77) who challenged the equation of science 

with certainty in knowledge. He was influenced by 

Kant and he was concerned with the nature of knowledge 

especially scientific knowledge. Kant's notion of scientific 

law was too rigid. The development of science since Kant 

had showed that scientific laws can attain no more than 

probabilistic status. To aspire to complete certainty 

as Kant did is to end in scepticism. Cournot began his 

work on mathematical theories of chance and probability. 

For him the problem of knowledge when it passes from 
I 

observations to generalisations and inductions) lies in 

the evaluations of probabilities. 

The critique of the dogmatic assurances of the 

scientists was reinforced by Jules Lachelier (1832-1918). 

In his 'Le Fondement de l'Induction' (1871) he challenged 

the status of scientific law by demanding to know how we 

ever induce a law of allegedly infinite and permanent 
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applicability from a number of finite observations. 

We can only do so through a principle of reason which is 

projected onto the world and which is not derived from 

sense experience. It follows that we do not know the 

world as it is, as Comte and other realists had asserted. 

Emile Boutroux (1845-1921) a pupil of Lachelier, 

opposed scientism from a different standpoint. In his 

'De la Contingence des Lois de la Nature' (1874) he challenged 

the assumption, without which scientific laws cannot claim 

universal reliability - that a strict determinism rules in 

the natural order. He argues that as we move through 

science from physical, biological to the human sciences we 

encounter an increasing area of contingency, indeterminancy 

and of liberty. 

Thus after 1870, the influence of Comte, Littr~ 

and Taine had waned. And D.G. Charlton says that by the 

mid 1880s the more confident forms of scientific humanism 

increasingly appeared as fallen idols. The criticism of 

the ultra-scientific view from the inadequacy of the notion 

of scientific law moved to a dissatisfaction with the scientific 

view of the human agent and reality. It follows from 

Fouill~e's3 definitionl\that positivism in France comes 

from materialist metaphysics and idealism comes from 

spiritualist metaPhYSiC~, that idealism reacted against 

reductive material explanations of the higher forms of 

consciousness and the denial of free will. Lachelier, 

Boutroux and F. Ravaissan (1813-1900) each stress a free 

creative reason independent of mechanism and causality. 
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Ravaisson attacked mechanism because it ignored spontaneity 

and creation. Reality can only be completely explained 

by combining mechanism with teleology. All activity in 

the universe is determined not by mechanical necessity, 

but guided by inner moral necessity, by final not 

efficient causes. Intelligence and free will are in-

separable. For Lachelier the scientific method (la 

methode reductrice) can never satisfy human intelligence 

which requires finality rather than mechanism as the order 

of things. Lachelier sought to resolve Kantian dualism 

by subordinating mechanism to teleology, efficient causes 

to final causes. Boutroux, like Lachelier, was not content 

with Kantian dualism of mechanical necessity in the phenomenal 

world and freedom in the noumenal. He challenged not 

science, but that form of impffElism which claims science as 

the only source of knowledge. He distinguishes between 

reason and science. Science deals with facts, but reason 

demands that facts be given a relation to something which 

gives them meaning and intelligibility. Man's reason is 

free, supple, 'vivante' not determined by mechanical 

necessity but by an inner moral necessity. In pointing to 

that which precedes experience as its explanation, and to the 

autonomy of higher forms of consciousness and the freedom 

of. the will, these French Idealists were stressing what in 

Kantian terms was the a priori: that which is independent 

of experience, which is revealed in the activities of 

theoretical and practical reason. 
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Fouillee characterises French Idealism as not the 

reduction of reality to ideas, nor the negation of external 

objects, nor simply an intellectualist representation of 

the world. Rather it is 

"La representation de toutes choses sur Ie 
type psychique, sur Ie modele des faits de 
conscience, cornrne seul revelation directe de la 
realite,,4 

Following this definition Renouvier's thinkinq is one of 

the earliest and most influential exponen~ of French Idealism. 

It will be seen in Part II how against realism and positivism 

he maintains that reality is coextensive with Conscience 

and its principles or categories. And in Part III it will 

be shown against determinism he maintains that liberty is 

the condition not just of action, but also of knowledge. 

He was the first to oppose mechanism as a universal 

principle of reality. "" / In his "Essaies de Critique Generale" 

of 1854 and 1858 he established the role of the a priori in 

experience, in the categories, and of freedom as fundamental 

to human reality. To stress his idealism is to falsify the 

picture however for in his Premier Essai he opposed subjective 

idealism as much as positivism and realism. He presented 

himself as reconciling Kant with Hume and in this sense 

we can see his. philosophy as an attempt at the reconciliation 

of a priorism and naturalism or of idealism and positivism. 

His thought thus stands as the attempt to reconcile the 

two main strands of French thought. Despite his stress 

on the cateqories and on freedom of the will, with positivism 

he insists the knowledge cannot transcend the order of 

phenomena. But with the idealists, he disaqrees with 
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the positivists on how phenomena can be characterised. 

In particular he disagrees that phenomena are unified by a 

principle of continuity characterised by determinism, and 

that phenomena are independent of the principles of 

Conscience. The restriction of reason to experience is 

the critical intention of his philosophy. Thus Renouvier 

characterises his own philosophy as Neo-Criticisme - an 

extension of modifications of Kant's 'Criticisme'. Renouvier's 

philosophy can be seen as critical idealism which is a 

reconciliation of the a priori and the a posteriori. 

It was Kant who first pOinted the way to the reconcil-

iation of the a priori and the a posteriori, by showing 

that the categories are the condition of experience as 

we know it. It is in connection to the movements of 

idealism and naturalism in nineteenth century France that 

the significance of Kant became apparent. Renouvier was 

the first to 'revive' Kant and point his significance 

both to the interests of the analysis of knowledge and the 

establishment of morality. 

\ 
Finally in connection to Fouillees definition 

of French idealism, how can Durkheim's thought be 

characterised? In so far as he insists that social reality 

is articulated and organised ~ a Conscience Collective 

he can be characterised as an-idealist. d ,S f' Paro l con lrms 

this opinion and says, despite his social realism, he tends 

to idealism in his theory of representations. Parodi 
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says Durkheim gives a new sense to classical a priorism. 

This can be seen in his theory of the categories and the 

irreducibility of morality expressed in duty. But 

Durkheim insists on empiricism as a method and in this sides 

with positivism and naturalism. It has been shown in 

Chapter I how Durkheim insists on the principle of idealism 

and the principle of naturalism. Parodi says Durkheim 

reconciles empiricism and a priorism in favour of a new 

rationalism. This also is the stated aim of Renouvier. 
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Section III. The Significance of Kant for Nineteenth 

Century French Thought. 

By 'significance' here I mean Kant's perceived 

significance for thinkers under the Third Republic. 

1 
L.S. Crawford points out that the critique of science 

outlined above was more in the spirit of reconciliation than 

antagonism. It is here that lies Kant's perceived significance. 

L. Levy Bruhl said Kant made the most powerful effort ever 

made to measure the scope of science and to reconcile its 

demands with morality.2 E. Boutroux said that the philosophy 

of Kant "was one of the most important facts in the history 

of the human mind,,3 because Kant answered the question about 

the foundation of science and of action. He asks of 

empiricism how experience alone can give us certainty and 

how can a law have purely experiential origin. Kant's 

answer to empiricism is in-his doctrine of the categories. 

Kant's system is the answer to contemporary theories of 

action for 

"It brings duty out from the very heart of 
experience and holds aloof from mysticism and 
utilitarianism alike,,4 

So Kant's answer to positivism is a stern dualism. He 

limits science and establishes morals in the domain opened 

up by this limitation. In this he gave a solution to the 

problem of the sovereignty of science and the question of the 

theoretical basis of freedom. 
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For Renouvier
5 

Kant's thinking is the corrective 

to both scientific and rnethaphysical pretense. It corrects 

the former through demonstrating the dependence of experience 

on the laws of understanding. And it corrects the latter by 

the rule of phenomenalism, it limits reason to experience. 

I suggest that, as Durkheim's thinking developed 

in the intellectual atmosphere of the Third Republic, 

Kant's actual significance in the foundation of Durkheim's 

sociology is that Kant pOinted to the reconciliation of 

idealism and positivism. He reconciled the principle of 

idealism - the relativity of the world to consciousness and 

its principles,and the principle of naturalism - the restriction 

of reason to experience. For Kant the rule of a priorism 

and the rule of phenomenalism unite in the Copernican 

Revolution. In this he establishes the idea of a Copernican 

Science which examines the conditions of knowledge, the 

origins of representation and the principles of human action. 

Durkheim's sociology offers an empirical extension of the 

examination of the nature of human representation and of 

action. That is he points to a new science, against 

empiricism and hegelianism. 

Boutroux points out that after Kant we can no 

longer form an 0ntological conception of the universe: 

Kant turned philosophy towards the condition of representation 

and judgement. Transcentental Idealism is the answer to 

the question of our relationship to the reality of things. 
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After Kant the task of philosophy is to examine the laws 

of thought by which phenomena are conditioned. To add 

to Boutroux's analysis, it is clear that the critical 

intention, the restriction of reason to experience, precludes 

both hegelianism, the establishment of absolute processes 

by speculation, and the discovery of the a priori precludes a 

strictly empirical science. For now science must look 

for the rules by which reality is interpreted and experience~ 

i s forme d a'§ i tis . The reconciliation of the a priori 

and the a posteriori is found in the concept of the synthetic 

a priori, which is central to the philosophy of Transcendental 

Idealism. Knowledge does not transcend experience, yet 

experience displays features of the a priori - universality 

and necessity. Durkheim develops this into empirical 

analysis of the rules by which forms of knowledge and action 

are developed in social/cultural contexts. 

In the conception of the Primacy of Practical Reason 

and Duty as the moral principle governing action, Kant 

pointed to a subject which establishes 'rules for the 

future' 'and establishes the definite principles whidl this 

subject can establish. So for Durkheim normative sociology 

establishes sanction as the relationship between the agent 

and collectivity. Kant pointed to a principle of unity 

for society that was neither a return to the revolutionary 

socialism of the neo-hegelianism in France nor to the 

utilitarianism of the empiricists. 
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But the problem for the post-Kantians is that 

firstly Kant, against his own critical intention, retains 

the noumenon. And secondly his account of phenomenal 

reality is deterministic. The first contradicts the 

interests of Copernican science for it admits a wholly 

uncritical element. The second contradicts the interest 

of a theory of human freedom that is compatible with phenomenal 

reality. The impetus behind Renouvier's thought is to 

tackle these major problems of Kantianism. Boutroux says 

that FreBch Neo-Kantianism as distinct from German Nee-

Kantianism emphasises the importance of morality. It 

subordinates theoretical to practical reason and looks 

upon the will as the first principle of all certainty. 

It denies the noumenon and restricts knowledge to 

phenomena and allows room for freedom. All these positions 

Renouvier was the first to attempt in his First and 

/ / 
Second 'Essai' de Critique Generale' of 1854 and 1858. 

Renouvier's thought is of central importance for 

the transition from pure Kantianism to the social Kantianism 

that is found in Durkheim. Like Nietzsche he disputes the 

idea of abstract impersonal reason. Following Kant's 

Copernican Revolution he establishes reality as relative to 

human awareness and action. He develops Copernicanism 

to a reform of philosophy itself. Philosophy must be an 

analysis of what is discovered within Conscience and its 

principles. In particular the problem of the absolute 

- expressed in the Kantian system as the noumenon -
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will" be resolved as being consistent with laws of phenomena 

known through Conscience. Like Nietzsche he argues 

human beings only find their own image at the bottom of 

things: the most objective science does not escape 

anthropomorphism. For Renouvier the analysis of 

Conscience is central to philosophy and thus the human being 

and what is knowable in terms of its principles becomes 

the objec of philosophy. 

"La philosophie enfin humanisee, trouve dans 
l'homme qui est a la fois son createur et sa 
principale matiere, Ie type, l'unique type connu 
de ce que l'~tre a d'inaccessible, de cette 
source des faits premiers qui partout ailleurs 
lui echappe, et qu'elle ne peut que vainement 
s'efforcer de definir en dehors de tous rapports 
par dela les bornes du monde intelligible". 

(D.E., 1912 ed. p 82-83). 

In addition he made philosophical questions admit of 

concrete, empirical solution. He takes Hume as the prototype 

for philosophical methodology, although he disagrees with his 

definition of reality. Following Kant he insisted on the 

connectedness of phenomena in human reality. His theory of 

phenomenalism leads to the idea of the initial plurality 

of Consciences (Part II, Chapter IV, Section V) . Thus he 

builds the notion of a collectivity as a philosophical 

datum: it is the conclusion of his theory of representation. 

And later most importantly he establishes the idea of 

a Conscience Collective (Part III, Chapter IV, Section III). 

Like Nietzsche he disputes the universality and 

necessity of the categories. He made the categories of 
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the understanding firstly relative and secondly 

empirically available. Like Nietzsche he returned to 

Hume for a critique of the Kantian notion of causality, 

but unlike Nietzsche the concept of causality does not stem 

from anxiety, but from human willing. Through his critique 

of Kant he made causality available for a human science. 

Like Nietzsche he disputes the distinction between theoretical 

and practical reason and says that Kant's real principle 

is moral. In this Renouvier extends the 'Primacy of 

Practical Reason' as a principle for all reality. In 

terms of this, like Nietzsche he denounces the idea of 

pure objectivity, but unlike Nietzsche he doesn't do so 

in the name of pragmatism but of moral necessity which 

governs human experience. 

Further he insisted that as philosophers were 

primarily people, their philosophy represented above all 

an expression of their temperament, outlook, social and 

historical position. Following from this he insists 

that as reason is integrated in the human being therefore 

its pure and practical aspects must be united in philosophy 

as they are integrated in the human being. Thus he attempted 

to make noumenal interest compatible with the phenomenal 

order. And this is the precondition of normative sociology 

as understood by Durkheim. 

Nietzsche presents himself as a critic of Kant, 

Renouvier however presents himself as a continuatOr of Kant. 



It is in the interest of being more faithful to the true 

spirit of 'Criticisme' than Kant himself that Renouvier 

reforms Kantianism into Neo-Criticisme. The Premier 

Essai' of 1854 is an attempt to render Kant consistent 

under the influence of Comte. But I maintain that it is 

more clearly Burne who influences Renouvier in his critique 

of Kant (particularly in the critique of causality in Part 

III) Verneaux maintains that in his Deuxieme Essaie of 

1858 Renouvier is reforming Kant under the influence of Jules 

Lequier. This is undoubtedly true, but it is also clearly 

the Kant of the Second Critique that Renouvier turns 

against Kant of the First Critique. Neo-Criticisme is thus 

a debate in terms almost wholly undertaken in terms 

taken from Kant. I shall argue that the difference between 

Kant's 'Criticisme' and Renouvier's 'Neo-Criticisme' 

is the difference between a priorism understood in the light 

of transcendentalism and a priorism understood (if possible) 

in the light of naturalism. For what Renouvier takes 

from Kant is the idea of the a priori, but attempts to 

locate it in the context of the method of empiricism. 

Finally then what is the answer to the question 

of the relationship between philosophy and sociology? 

It has been said 

"Le Durkheimisme, c'est encore du ~antisme, 
revu et complete par du Comtisme" 
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It follows from this that Durkheim's theoretical position 

is identical with that of Neo-Criticisme. This is what 

I shall maintain. It is tempting to say that Durkheim 

added the collective dimensioni But it will be clear, 

at the end of Part II and Part III that for Renouvier the 

collective dimension is implied by his theory of representation 

and by his theory of certainty. 

So Durkheim's sociology is not merely philosophical 

in character. It is the logical extension of a philosophy 

which presents itself as both a continuation and critique 

of Kant. Durkheim presents the theoretical basis of his 

sociology in philosophical terms which were clearly known 

and accepted by his contemporaries. He shows no hesitation 

in presenting his sociology as a science of representations; 

knowledge as relative to a Conscience; no doubt that everyone 

understands what a Conscience Collective is, nor that this 

covers both facts and values equally as forms of representa-

tiona Nor that the human will is a force which can affect 

changes in history and society and that philosophy can 

accommodate this. These positions are the tip of an 

iceberg. This thesis attempts to uncover the rest in 

nineteenth century philosophical history. 
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Chapter III. Aspects of Philosophy and Nineteenth Century 
French Society. 

Section I. Durkheim, Philosophy and the Third Republic. 

~ 

Durkheim studied philosophy at the Ecole Normale 

and he subsequently taught philosophy in the lyc~es. 

Henri Peyre said 

Emile 

"Philosophy was his vocation from the start, 
but a philosophy that had political and social 
applications"l 

/ 

His philosophy teachers at the Ecole Normale were 
, 

Boutroux and Olle-Laprune. Both Neo-Kantians: 

2 he appeared to think little of the latter , but greatly 

admired the former. However George Davy said 

"Renouvier ... qu' il lu pour la premiere fois 
dans Ie m~me temps, enthusiasme Durkheim et 
Ie marqua d'une empreinte qui ne devait jamais 
s'effacer. Son Renouvierisme fut d'ailleurs 

/ . entretenu plus tard et accentue encore quand 11 
connut a Bordeaux cet autre Renouvieriste, Hamelin, 
qui devait ~tre pour lui un si grand ami".4 

/' 
This influence is confirmed by the sociologist Renee 

Maublanc who wrote that when he first met Durkheim at the 
..-
Ecole Normale he was advised by him to devote himself to 

the study of a great thinker, to break down that thinker's 

system and discover its secrets. 

educator was Renouvier".4 

"This I did ... and my 

The educational politics of the Third Republic 

was dominated by at least one prominent Renouvieriste. 

Louis Liard, a student of Renouvier, who was first a professor 

of philosophy, then in 1884 a director of higher education 
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in the Ministry of Education, and then Rector of the Ecole 

Normale Superieure. It was he who advanced Durkheim to 

the highest place in the university system. It was 

Liard who in 1887 created a course for Durkheim at Bordeaux 

in social science, in the Faculte des Lettres. And it was 

" Liard who as Rector brought Durkheim to lecture at the Ecole 

Normale on Philosophy and Education. As Peyre notes, if 

Durkheim's views had clashed with the Minist~y of Education 
, 

and the Rector of the Ecole Normale, he would not have 

advanced himself and his subject to such prominence. The 

force of the state was behind the development of sociology. 

The Third Republic was penetrated by Renouvierisme, 

such that it became the intellectual milieu of the time. 

His critic Fouill~e says of Renouvier 

"Par ses Essais dont Ie premier paru en 1854, 
les autres de 1859 a 1864, et surtout plus tard, 
par Ie fondation de la Critique Philosophique 
ou se trouvent soutenu un n~o-Kantisme intransigeant, 
mais de haute inspiration morale et sociale. 
M. Renouvier, penseur subtil et profond, avait 
fini par exercer sur les esprits une action de plus 
en plus etendue. Son action fini par se faire 
sentire dans l'universite m~me, a laquelle il 
etait etranger".5 

R. Verneaux cites Oll~-Laprune who said in 1880 

" "Le Criticisme de M. Renouvier ne parait avoir 
une importance capitale, et resumer et traduire 6 

/ ./ " en quel que sort l'esprit de l'epoque presente . 

7 0d R. Verneaux sal 

"C'est un fait certain, pourtant, que 
etranger a l'Universite a exerce une 
considerable sur la pensee fran~aise 
di XIXe siecle et du commencemerit du 

ce philosophe 
influence 
vers la fin 
XXe siecle". 
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And he cites that Jules Lachelier (1832-1918) after his 
, 

career at the Ecole Normale, remarked that most of his 

students had become disciples of Renouvier. F. Pillon 

and L. Prat were his disciples and collaborators. 

Daunac was converted to Neo-Criticisme after following Lachelier's 

lectures. Liard also turned to Neo-Criticisme in his work 

'La Science Positive et la M~taphysique', after having 

been a disciple of Lachelier in his earlier work 'Les 

D~finitions g~ometriques et les d~finitions empiriques'. 

Olle-Laprune despite his protestations to the contrary, 

claims Verneaux, cannot have developed his work in indepen-

dence of Renouvier's 'Deuxieme Essai de Critique Generale'. 

Hamelin was his most profound disciple. Durkheim 

/ / 

refers the reader to Hamelin's 'Essai sur les Element de la 

Representation' for an expansion of his own views of space 

and time in the 'Elementary Forms of the Religious Life'. 

The origins of this are to be found in Hamelin's earlier 

work 'Le systeme de Renouvier'. 

The critic Albert Thibaudet said Renouvier was the 

intellectual force who stood behind the ideals and values 

which constituted the Third Republic. Writing in 1930, 

he said that the intellectual history of the Third Republic 

had not yet been written, although Daniel Halevy and Robert 

8reyfus have written political accounts. Halevy in his 

'Fins de Notables' writes of the reactionary thought of Taine, 

Renan and Flaubert. But there is an aspect of the intellectual 
/ 

life of the Third Republic which has been ignored by Halevy. 
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And this is that around Renouvier "la plus forte t~te 
/ 

philosophique de son epoque" were grouped "cadres dreyfusians 

et republicans". Thibaudet says that it must be remembered 

that the Third Republic had succeeded and that this was an 

intellectual vktrry not of a Taine or a Renan, but 

"D'un petit intellectual de province, des 
cadres locaux, du professeur de philosophie 
a quatre mille francs, contre des cadres de 
notables, chefs militaires, hornrnes politiques 
au pouvoir ... De l'affaire Dreyfus sont sortis 
les nouveaux cadres republicains".8 

From 1873 onwards there was a group of independent 

philosophers with protestant sympathies who based their 

thinking on Renouvier (the Catholics constituted the right-

wing opposition to the Third Republic) . They had a weekly 

* journal 'La Critique Philosophique' which was edited solely 

" by Renouvier and his 'fidele second' F. Pillon. From 

his small private income Renouvier paid its regular deficit. 

The effect of this journal was to form a strong political 

influence. 

./ ,'" '" "L'influence speculative de RenOUVler a ete 
A 

pendant trente ans extremement forte sur une 
centaine de philosophes, c'est a dire sur les 

/ 

cadres de pensee". 

((p. cit., p 543). 

Renouvier's political thought in 1873 was as important as tha 

of Taine and Renan, says Thibaudet, principally because .it 

succeeded in forming the republ ican ideology and it cont'inued 

to do so. 
'" , , 

"Des 1872 Renouvier se declare un des arrler~ 
politiques de la Republique en formation. 
II milite pour elle". 

(Op. cit. P 54 3) . 
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Geran Therbron
9 

points out that Durkheimian 

sociology contributed actively to republican ideology, in 

opposition to the right wing ideology of the Catholic 

Church and the tradition of aristocratic authority. His 

thought helped 

"to cement and diffuse secular and republican 
ideology" 

(Op. cit. P 264) 

Durkheim belonged to the radical republicans. Just as 

his sociology is penetrated with characteristic republican 

beliefs, so republican beliefs helped to found sociology. 

For example both Liard and Durkheim shared the belief 

in the scientific study of society as founding a secular 

creed suitable for teaching in the state schools. 

(This became Durkheim's lectures on 'Moral Education). 

And it was Liard who advised Durkheim to go to Germany 

in 1886 to discover what was being done there to develop 

such an ethic. 

After the history of France up to 1870 the compelling 

issue facing the Third Republic was that of social and 

political stability. The significance of sociology for 

Durkheim was that it attempted an answer to the theoretical 

and moral bases of social stability. Durkheim said 

that at the beginning of the Third Republic in 1870 

"The country found itself faced with the same 
question as at the beginning of the century. 
The organisation or rather the facade, which 
constituted the imperial system had just collapsed: 
it was a matter of remaking another or rather of 
making one which could survive other than by 
administrative artifice - that is one which was truly 
grounded in the nature of things. For that it ~as 
necessary to know what this nature of things was: 
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consequently, the urgent need for a science of 
societies made itself felt without delay"lO 
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Chapter III. Section II. Philosophy and the French 

Revolution. 

The French Revolution settled the question of 

philosophy for nineteenth century France: what philosophy 

can establish order, unity and justice? Renouvier said 

"Le caractere dominant du XIXe si~cle est reste 
jusqu'a sa fin celui qui s'appliquent a la fin 
d "', " u precedent a la Revolution". 

(P.A. de H. Vol. 4 Bk 14 
Ch. I). 

That questions of social stability and justice 

can be answered in philosophical terms point to a culture 

more rationalistic than English culture. The cultural 

importance of philosophy in France is undeniable: it is 

a compulsory part of secondary education in the state 

schools. And the educational reforms which established 

this were set up under the Third Republic. But there was as 

a cultural form a reverence for ideas as founding social 

practice that preceded this. And it goes back to the 

French Revolution. 

This had demonstrated if not that philosophy is 

a final cause of social practise, at least that philosophical 

ideas were influential on social and political events. 

The thought of the Encyclopaedists had contributed intellect-

ually to the French Revolution. Parisien intellectual 

life had been dominated for decades by the 'Parlour 

Bolsheviks' of the eighteenth century. The revolution 
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was impregnated wifuideas which had dominated 'La Republique 

des Lettres' for fifty years. (However it is undoubtedly 

true that the philosophes were as blind to actual social 

conditions in France as the court of Louis XVI) . Taine 

in his 'Ancien Regime' was the most severe critic of Les 

Lumieres in precipitating not only the Revolution, but 

also in fathering the ideas and passions which lead to the 

Terror. Taine's analysis cannot point to any essential 

connection between utilitarianism, atheism, positivism 

and political massacre, for it demonstrated more a conservative 

reaction to the Revolution than to an analysis of ideology 

and social practice. 

Renouvier1 said one of the ideational causes of 

the Revolution was the substitution of 'rationalisme 

sensualiste' for Cartesian rationalism. He said that 

the authors of the Revolution thought they could judge 

social good and bad by 'Reason' (what they held to be reason) 

alone. This in turn lead to a certain post-Revolutionary 

reaction against 'Reason'. 

In the main philosophical movements in post

Revolutionary France, we can see developing the positions 

of idealism and naturalism that dominate speculation in 

the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

The Ideologists were the immediate inheritors of 

the spirit of the Enlightenment, in particular Condillac 

(1715-80) had a strong influence. D. de Tracy (1754-1836), 
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Conte de Volnay (1757-1820) and Cabanis (1757-1808) were the 

group that constituted the Encyclopaedists and had two 

centres the Ecole Normale and the Institut National - both 

established in 1795. Condillac was the first fOllower 

of Locke in in France: he was not a materialist, but 

sensationalist. He held that sensation is the basis of 

all consciousness, but physical phenomena are only the 

'causes occasionelles' of our knowledge. Senses are the 

occasion of ideas, the soul is always something apart 

from ideas. 

In this theory of sensationalism and the 

theory of the free activity of the soul, are contained 

simultaneously the positions of idealism and naturalism: 

that there is a free activity of the mind in which human 

reality is based and on the other hand knowledge is based 

in experience and its laws. 

Comte represented positivism and Maine de Biran 

represented idealism, but both spring out of the thinking 

of the Ideologists. 

In Maine de Biran (1766-1824) is found a prototype 

of the reaction against the positivist spirit in nineteenth 

century France. An insistance on the exclusive efficacy 

of scientific method precipitated a reaction against 

positivism which lead to an emphasis on the power of human 

reason to transcend the limits of empirical knowledge. 
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Maine de Biran protested against the Traditionalists doctrines 

lack of spontaneity and freedom (actions are a result of 

divine revelation for the Traditionalists). In this he 

revived the spiritualist tendency of French thought present 

since Descartes. The notion of free activity of the soul 

is the main doctrine of his later thought and that which 

distinguishes him from the Ideologists. 

There are active elements of consciousness which 

are distinguished from the passivity of sensations. 

This is shown in attention which results from the activity 

of will and a belief in human free will is incompatible 

with the fatalist domination of the sensations. Through this 

is developed the idea of the consciousness of self as a 

unique fact 'sui generis' , for only in the human being's 

knowledge of self is the subject identified with the object 

of knowledge. We cannot construct humanity out of sensations, 

we must view the human being as a whole. He emphasized that 

will is the primary source of human activity - only by 

effort of the will is the self conscious of its existence. 

For Main de Biran there were two ways out of the 

materialism of the Encyclopaedists - the one was rationalism, 

the othe r Voluntarism. 

to the Terror,he said. 

Reason as 'infallible' had lead 

Voluntarism stood opposed to 

materialism: 'vo 10 ergo sum'. 

There are three significant aspects of his thinking 

which were seized upon by later thinkers who in place of 

determinism and the quantitative identity of positive science, 
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substituted free creative reason and the contingency of 

physical nature. Firstly he insisted on the supremacy 

of final cause over efficient cause. Secondly he presupposed 

absolute beginnings, causes which are not effects of the same 

prior cause. 

personality. 

And thirdly the emphasis on a free creative 

He further emphasised not only the freedom 

of the will, but also its rational moral nature and its 

power to break the thread of mechanical continuity. 

He replaced the notion of mechanical necessity by an inner 

moral necessity, which through final rather than efficient 

causality guides action in relation to the invisible harmony 

of the world. 

In this he developed the dominant themes of French 

Idealism. Felix Ravaissan, Charles Renouvier, Jules 

Lachelier and Emile Boutroux were influenced by his theories. 

Bippolyte Taine 2 said in 1888, that De Biran's thought had 

dominated French thought for the first quarter of the 

century and would probably do so for another. 

The thinking of Comte represents the other side of 

the thinking of the Ideologists. Positivism as a theory 

of knowledge was not newly created by Comte, but states 

a well established position in relation to knowledge. 

As J.S. Mil1 3 remarked, positivism was the general property 

of the age. It goes back to Burne, the critical intention 

of Kant, Condorcet, Turgot and St. Simon. 
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Comte's definition of the third and final stage 

in the progress of the human mind has become a classic 

statement of the positivist position. He characterizes 

the stage which is to replace the theological and meta

physical in this way 

"Le caract~re fondqmental de la philosophie 
positive est de regarder tous les phenomenes 
comme assujettis a des lois naturelles invariable 

~ " . . ' dont la decoverte preclse et la reductlon au moins 
nombre possible sont Ie but de tous nos efforts . , , 
mconslderant comrne absolument inaccesible et 
vide de sense pour nous la recherche de ce guIon 
appelle les causes, soit premieres soit finales,,4 

Positive knowledge is restricted by comte to knowledge 

of observed facts or phenomena and to the coordination 

of descriptive laws of phenomena. There is no attempt 

to find ultimate explanatory causes or to discuss the 'real' 

but unobservable inner essence of things. The list of 

phenomena for Comte is not taken by him to mean we know 

only sense impressions. Although he refers to Hume with 

respect his is not a sceptical philosophy. For him 

philosophy is concerned with 'good sense' and 'natural 

ideas' • 

In these two tendencies it is clear that Frnech 

philosophical thought was well prepared for the renaissance 

of philosophical thought that centred around Neo-Kantianism 

in the latter part of the century that Renouvier was the 

first to initiate. For Kant, the critical philosophy 

represents both the principles of idealism and naturalism 

and it was the retention and critique of these_that was 

formative of Renouvier's Neo-Criticisme. 
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It was through the Revolution that Kantian ideas 

entered French culture. Kant is well known for his claim 

that the French Revolution was evidence of the moral 

tendency of mankind. It has been remarked that 

"The Revolution, and even more the echo it set 
up in the world are to the Kantian ethics what 
the discovery of the circulation of the blood is 
to the mechanism of Descartes: a confirmation ••• 
of the fundamental principles of the theory"S 

Kant had a reputation for a certain Jacobinism, which is 

reflected in Heinrich Heine's comparison of Kant to 

Robespierre. But although it took the actual French 

Revolution to stimulate an interest in the ideas of Kant 

in France, it wasn't until fifteen years after the publication 

of the Critique of Pure Reason, that is in 1796, that 

interest in Kant grew through the mass of journals and 

publications that flourished with the liberty of the press 

* allowed by the Directoire. Kant's moral and political 

ideas seemed to so~e to be close to the ideals of the 

Revolution. In particular it seemed a philosophy capable 

of founding a moral order and providing principles for 

civil society, which would be neither a return to the 

Ancien Regime nor to the Terror. Nevertheless Jean 

Ferrari 6 has pointed out that there was a certain naivety 

among those who wished to make Kantianism the official 

philosophy of post-Revolutionary France, for there is no 

* '''-d' , , L D d In particular 'Le Magasln Encyclope lque, a eca e. 
Philosophique' and 'Le Spectator du Nord'. In the flrst 
appeared the translations of 'The Foundation of th~ Meta
physics of Morals' in 1798 and 'The Anthropology' ln 1799. 
In the latter appeared the writings of Charles de Villiers 
who claimed to be the initiator of the thought of h2nt in 
France. 
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evidence of any understanding of the critical intention 

of Kant. The first translations of Kant in France, 

suffering from the difficulty of translation and the new 

ideas contained in Kant's thoughts were greeted with 

sarcasms by the Ideologists. Ferrari says that overshadowed 

* by the success of Hegelianism in Germany and Eclecticism in 

France, it was only in the latter part of the nineteenth 

century France that Kantianism had a revival, and philosophi-

cal developments at that time constituted a return to Kant. 

This period Ferrari refers to; I can say, starts with Renouvier's 

'Premier Essai de Critique Generale' of 1854, where 

Renouvier claims 

* 

"J'avoue nettement que je continue Kant" 

(P.E. Pref. XV). 

Eclecticisme: under Victor Cousin (1792-1867) became 
the official philosophy of France under Louis Philippe. 
Cousin was the philosophical dictator of France, whilst 
Professor at the Ecole Norrnale between 1828-48. He 
excluded from teaching staff those he disapproved of -
notably Renouvier and Comte. Renouvier was active in 
the revolution of 1848 (through his 'Republican Handbook') 
which unseated Cousin. He condemned Eclecticism for 
its lack of method and sincerity. It attempted 
to revive and reconcile elements of the history of 
philosophy: in philosophy as.in politics Reno~vier 
claimed it represented a philosophy of compromlse. 
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Chapter III. Section III. Renouvier on the Philosophy 

of Nineteenth Century France. 

Renouvier in his seminal article of 1867 (A.P.) "De la 

Philosophie du XIXe siecle en France" asks the question 

whether the nineteenth century has got a philosophy in the 

sense that the seventeenth century was dominated by 

Cartesianism, and the eighteenth century by Empiricism. 

He argues against all contemporary movements of French 

philosophy 

"La philosophie de notre si~cle est la 
philosophie allemande" (f)~») 

And he says although 

"Hegel est incontestablement la plus grande 
figure philosophique du siecle", (r S9) 

it is to Kant's Critical Philosophy that French thought must 

turn to find a philosophy that is capable of overcoming 

the problems of contemporary society. 

He says those who are repulsed by the unfounded 

negations of positivism, those who are wearied by endless 

disputes based on arbitrary assumptions and who hate 

oppressive and mystical doctrines - for them the Critical 

Philosophy is the answer. It is the corrective against 

the double 'evil' of scientific and metaphysical pretense. 

"La philosophie critique n'est pas la raison ••• 
mais la philosophie critique a du moins Ie 
droit de se dire Ie rationalisme" 

(p 105). 
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In relation to epistemology it establishes the critique 

of the faculty of knowledge as the prerequisite of all 

theories of knowledge. This is its alliance with science: 

to establish what it is possible to know as the precondition 

of objective knowledge. The critique of the faculty of 

knowledge is the answer to the scientific pretension of 

positivism. Whilst its insistence in its critical intention 

on the restriction of reason to experience answers meta

physical pretense. In relation to morality, it establishes 

liberty as the precondition of knowledge. And it 

establishes the thesis of the primacy of practical reason -

in relation to which alone the interests of humanity can 

be established. 

moral revolution. 

It in this establishes a theoretical and 

It is this latter aspect that Renouvier most especially 

puts against Hegel, who although widely influential among 

the philosophical sects of French society (above all the 

St. Simonians), has for Renouvier the essential disadvantage 

of making necessity the heart of his philosophy. Renouvier 

asks can all the philosophical problems of the last two 

thousand years be solved by a hypothetical necessity which 

governs thought and action, yet which is not based on 

evidence? He says the real subject of this article are 

"les doctrines necessitaires" of the nineteenth century. 

He is concerned with historical and socialist schools and 

claims determinist thinking is hostile to morality. 
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Proudhon, for example, is not really in earnest with 

freedom, because he subordinates it to conditions which 

deny it. He regards moral phenomena not as 'irreducible 

facts', but as a result of necessary forces which compose 

"human groups. He puts necessi ty at the basis of everything 

and thus is to deny the reality of human freedom, which is 

identical with 

"./ ~ 
"La production des faits non 
leur antecedents" 

pr~determinees par 

(p. 73) 

There is an opposition between the deterministic tendencies 

in general and the search for the rights of man and the 

principles of social order. These latter are not to be 

found in Revolutionary schools because 

"Elle se laisse entrainer ~ la violence ~ 
l'in~ustice ••• nous ne prendions pas une 
tempete pour une th~orie" 

(P. 103). 

For REnouvier it was only because France was in 

a demoralized condition intellectually and morally that 

doctrines of necessity had corne to have influence. France 

he said, after the events of the recent past, had no means 

of knowing itself intellectually or morally and no stability 

to establish a line of action for itself. Unable to 

attach itself to former traditions, nor to 'pure reason' 

which had led to the Revolution, France was a demoralized 

nation. It is in this condition that the concerns of 

philosophy and morality are replaced by those of history. ~ 
( c=: lilfljl,'r I 

He points out that there is no question of the undoubted ~~~ 
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utility of history, but the issue is of the misuse of the 

historical spirit as applied to politics and morality. 

Conceptions of inevitability replace the consideration of 

rational truths. The conception of individual capacity 

is replaced by the idea of general movements and the evolution 

of humanity. Here liberty, responsibility and morality 

become trivial occupations. The past is glorified and 

the present ignored. Philosophy is replaced by the history 

of philosophy and the search for an ideal is replaced 

by the concern for material fact. 

Against these doctrines, Renouvier says 

... 
"Le progres n1est point organique et fatal • • • 
Le progres est Ie mouvement de l'humanite 
morale, justiciere. II a pour moteur la 

liberale,( \ 
libert~lI. r 11 

Renouvier in his article 'Le Progres et la Morale' 

which is the first article in the first volume of La 

Critique Philosophique 1872, expands on this theme.~ He says 

half a century has passed since the St. Simonians formulated 

th~;r historical doctrine of the continued progress of 

humanity. In that interval France has had revolutions 

and counter-revolutions and innumerable political laws 

turning in a monotonous circle of liberal action and 

authoritarian reaction. Progress has become the first and 

last argument and theory. In reality not one step of 

progress has been achieved. 
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"Aujourd'hui, du fond de l'abfme de mis~re et 
d'impuissance oh elle a brusquement roule elle ,; , 
est tente de se demander si lacroyance au progres 
nlest pas pour un peuple Ie commencement de la 
d~cadence" (r :3; 

Kant who had the right to be called the founder of 

morality as a science, did not see progress in a physical 

and mechanical manner characteristic of the St. Simonians. 

Human progress was not for him a fragment of continual 

progress - 'fatale de la matiere du monde ' • It was not 

separate from morality. Progress consists in the growth 

of moral good and it is only through morality itself that 

we can assert this. Kant against the histo£(cal relativism 

of the St. Simonians has formulated an invariable 

moral law for the regulation of moral life. 

"Clest l'observation plus exacte de cette loi 
qui peut seule characteriser Ie progres des 
relations tant publiques que priv~es, et tant 
international que publiques des hornmes" {p S\ 

This means progress is not a growth in knowledge fOllowed 

inevitably in "une certaine marche des choses", but in 

"un travail actif de la raison", which is quite different. 

And this depends Kant says, less on what we do and the 
\ 

means of achieving it, than on what nature can do with us 

and in us, to constrain us to enter on a path which we 

wouldn't voluntarily. Moral progress does not rely on 

theoretical reason which culminates in utilitarianism, 

rather on the pure law of duty, which is demanded by 

practical reason. 
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.. .... 
La croyance au progres, la croyance au bien et 
la regIe supreme de l'art social bu science sociale, 

comme on voudra nommer la politique conforme 
a la rai~on) tout descend d'une m~me so~rce qui 

est la 101 morale et de laquelle aussi decoule ce 
qu'il est possible d'obtenir de connaissances 
transcendentys, ou d~passent l'experience des 
phenom~nes" • \ r '7 ) 

The evil that is besetting France says Renouvier, 

is a belief in force rather than right. The resurrection 

of the moral law can oppose this and its expression in 

German philosophy, which expresses an eternal evolution 

of the world, the mechanical progress of humanity and the 

notion of historical right ie. it expresses a philosophy 

of force, which is the negation of moral law. The doctrine 

of natural and inevitable progress makes the human being 

not interested in duty. And this is corrupting of the 

will to act, says Renouvier. For this reason he says 

the nineteenth century is "une siecle fatigu~e". 

The purpose of La Critique Philosophique, Renouvier's 

journal which propagated his ideas was to develop the 

principles of Kantianism to social and political reform, 

which in turn stem from intellectual reform. 

• { J 1Xv\~ ~ VIA l 1C\L1txA 1\ .J Francois Pillon in the introduct1on to .. - (19
b
l) 

says the significance of Criticisme is 

;' ,. / d 1'· d;' 1· me "Qu'il est egalement elo1gnee e 1 ea 1S . . 
et l'empiricisme, du dogmatisme et du scep~lc1sme, 
du spiritualisme et du material~s~e du t?~l~e, 
du ath~isme, classiques et tradlt10nnels • r~ 
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The domain of La Critique Philosophique is wide: it 

concerns intellectual and political problems and social 

controversies. Its role is critical and for these principles 

are necessary. 

"Nos principes sont ceux du rationalisme critique, 
dont Kant est Ie pere mais du criticisme d~gag~ 
de ces impasses de la raison qulon appelle les 
antonomies kantiennes et des idoles de la vieille 
metaphysique qulon appelle llinfini, llabsolu 
la substance" .l~0 W P~) 
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Chapter IV. Renouvier and the development of Neo Criticisme 

Section I. The Move towards Kant. 

Emile Boutroux
1 

remarked that 1867 marked a 

significant year in French philosophy. One of the main 

causes was the appointment of Jules Lachelier to the Ecole 

Normale. Another was 

" "Une etude nouvelle de la philosophie allemande, 
notamment de Kant, etude visant a entrer, 
veritablement et profondement, dans la propre 
pens~e des philosophes". 

Georges Milhaud 2 said that 1867 was a significant date 

in the history of Neo-Criticisme, for it marks the beginning 

of its decided influence on university teachers. Renouvier's 

statement of the philosophy of Neo-Criticisme is contained 

in his two first "Essais de Critique Generale" of 1854 and 

1858, (although as Verneaux wearily points out his total 

phi los.ophical output amounts to more than fifty vol urnes) • 

It is in these that he states the essentials of his Neo-

Kantianism. 

It is important however to see why Renouvier turned 

to Kant for in his youth he was a St. Simonian. He 

himself said that instead of attending to the philosophy 

lectures of M. Porot at the University of Montpellier, 

he read St. Simonian literature, whose ideas turned him 

away from accademic philosophy. 
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"Je lisais Ie Globe pendent les classes: on 
m'avait persuade que les croyances humaines 
allaient ~tre entierrnent renouvelees, que Ie vieil 
arsenal des connaissances et les amas des 
biblioteques avaient dej~ perdu toute valeur, 
que surtout rien de ce qui s'appelait philosophie 
ne renforrnait des verites organiques, et que la 
science et la societe ~taient appelees a se 
reconstruire a priori, dans Ie cours m~me de la 
aen~ration a laquelle j'appartenais, conformement 
< I " ,. a un p an revele, auquel ne pouvaient manquer 
de se rallier tous les membres de l'humanit~. 
Cette folie ne tint pas chez moi jusqu'a la 
vingtieme annee; mais elle me laisser en heritage 
un cruel desenchantement et, en m~me temps, un 
gout maladif pour les syntheses absolues et un 
d~dain puerel pour les procedes analytiques et 
les connaissances modestes".3 

When he wrote his 'Manuel de Philosophie Moderne' 

of 1842 he was a Hegelian. 
, 

"La methode de Hegel est irreprochable, la 
logique y apparait dans toute son _Qrnpleur 
et avec un sens nouveau ••• La contradiction est 
l'essence de la pensee, et si nous ne pouvons 
contredire et nier, nous ne penserions pas".4 

What changed him such that in 1897 he could say that 

contradiction when elevated to a philosophical dogma 

confuses many otherwise distinguished thinkers 

"Qui ont vu dans cette enorrnite la rev~lation 
d'une methode" 

(P.A.d H. Vol 4. p 19). 

The philosophical crisis that Renouvier had around 1847 

centred on critiques of the notion of infinity and necessity. 

The philosophy of Hegel, involving both these notions, was 

seen by Renouvier to be swept away through his critique 

of them. 
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Renouvier describes his conversion to 'finitisme' 

and voluntarism in this manner. 

"Ch. Renouvier ~tait loin, quand il cornmenca 
a philosopher sur ce dernier sujet (the 
principle of infinity) des convictions qui 
triompherent enfin chez lui. Ses premiers 
ouvrages (manuels historiques, articles de 
revues) Ie montraient profondement imbu 
d'infinitisme. Mais sa perplexit~ rest~ au fond 
la m~me question mathematique, qui doit necessairement 
decider de tout parceque elle est categorie". . 

(P.A. de H. Vol 4, p. 433). 

He saw mathematicians (at that time) admitted an actual 

infini ty and an indefin,i ·te infini ty and these two were both 

contradictory. The first signifies a realised and completed 

whole, whilst the second is in principle uncompletable, 

because it can always by definition be prolonged by another 

term. Thus 
; 

"Leurs philosophies de mathematiques n'est que 
Ie paralogisme de la numeration de l'innumerable" 

( Op • cit., P 43 4) • 

He explains further; the idea of actual infinity is 

a whole. It is contradictory to separate totality and 

number, it follows that a totality has a number, and by 

definition a number is finite. The second definition of 

infinity falls because it is the indefinite and cannot 

therefore be represented in thought as a whole. That is, 

he says the partisans of infinity cannot take refuge 

from the contradiction involved in actual infinity by 

defining infinity as a number bigger than any fixed 

number. Because firstly, since it is indeterminable, 

it is not a number. And secondly, it follows that the 
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series of numbers has no end and thus it is contradictory 

to assert a number greater than any determinate one, 

because it follows all numbers can be added to. * 

* It is not clear to me how fair Renouvier is to Hegel 
in extending his critique of mathematical infinity to 
Hegel's doctrines. Does Hegel's historical process 
entail either of the two definitions of infinity? 
Renouvier clearly hOlds that any doctrine which entails 
an infinite process is thereby corrupted as this is per 
se contradictory - as he does in his critique of the anti-
thesis of the Kantian antinomies.. (See below Part II). 
Milhaud (La Philosophie de Charles Renouvier, Chapter 3, 
Vrin. 1917, Paris) argues that Renouvier is not justified 
in the authority over other concepts which he gives 
to the law of numbers. Milhaud questions the direct 
and necessary connection between mathematical conceptions 
and reality which is the premiss of Renouvier's argument. 
But I think actually the proof of the law of numbers 
is arrived at through the Principle of Contradiction, 
which is applicable both to mathematical ideas and 
conceptions of reality. On this interpretation it 
is Renouvier's unease with the logic of contradiction 
in the Hegelian system that predates his rejection of 
the notion of infinity. 
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The contradiction in the notion of infinity implies 

for Renouvier the principle of the finiteness of reality 

and this is expressed in his 'Loi du Nombre'. 

"Toutes les fois que la realite concrete nous 
donne l'occasion de compter les choses quelles 
qu'elles soient, ces choses ne pouvant etre en 
nombre infini, ce qui serait contredictoire".5 

The applications of this statement of the finiteness 

of reality have important consequences for Renouvier for 

certain philosophical positions. Firstly it entails the 

denial of materialist metaphysics. Space, time and matter 

cannot be things in themselves, for this would entail, 

for example, in relation to space, an infinite number of 

parts. Matter is not infinitely divisible; the universe 

is finite. Through this the concept of substance is 

denied: it is for Renouvier tied to the infinite. Sub-

stance is the thing in itself, it is the essence of realist 

metaphysics, for it is by definition beyond perception. 

It presupposes an unconditioned which is by definition out 

of relation to any mind. By this infinitism and realism 

are united for Renouvier. And by this rejection of Realism 

is implied in turn, his theory of phenomenalism. Reality 

as phenomena relative to a Conscience is by definition 

limited ie. finite., 

It follows there is no sense in the idea of an 

t il 
"absolu cornmencemen • We cannot conceive of something 

which starts without cause, without antecedent: we cannot 



thus conceive of the beginning of the world. 

we conceive of the world as a total synthesis. 

Ill. 

Neither can 

(Again, 

it will be clear in Part II that this argument is important 

in his denial of the Kantian antinomies and Kant's conception 

of reason). 

Renouvier explains that this perception of the 

contradictory nature of infinity became so strong that he 

decided that he must either stay writing timid realist 

metaphysics and 'demi-Hegelianism' 

"Ou obeir sans h6siter aux exigences du principe 
de contradiction et des lors ••• suivre fid~lement 
~es plus extr~mes cons~quences dans son application 
a la logique de la quantit~". 

(P.A. de H, Vol. 4 p 435). 

It follows that for Renouvier, contradiction renders 

science impossible. Since infinity is seen by REnouvier 

to be the vehicle of contradiction, it follows th~with 

the rejection of the notion of infinity, Renouvier rejects 

the notion of contradiction as being in any way attached 

to the concept of reality. It follows that he is 

rigorously atta~hed to the Principle of Contradiction as 

the first and fundamental rule of thought and all judgement 

about reality. He establishes against Kant and Hegel 

jointly that reason in itself is not antimonial. It 

fOllows as Verneaux says 

"La conversion de Renouvier au finitisme n'est , 
qu'un aspect ou une consequence de son conversion a 
la logique de l·identit~".6 
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And in Part II, it will be clear how he substitutes a 

logic of correlation for a logic of contradiction. 

(He is not in this, he claims, returning to former logic, 

because against this he maintains the necessity of both 

thesis and antithesis, but against Hegel he asserts that 
~~ 

thesis and antithesis~sense only in relation to each other). 

* In his critique of necessity he declares the 

influence of Jules Lequier which started in 1843. He is 

for Renouvier, the only French philosopher to have developed 

what Descartes only 'glimpsed' - that is the dependence 

of knowledge on liberty. It follows for Renouvier all 

necessity is the contradiction of knowledge. (This is 

developed in Part III). In his article on Fatalism in 

* Brehier (History of Philosophy, Volume 7, Chapter V, 
University of Chicago) points out that there is no 
necessary connection between the doctrine of the finite 
and of free will. The doctrine of the finite may be 
perfectly consonant with the denial of free will, for 
the law of numbers states that a series of phenomena 
can be traced back to a starting point, not that this 
must be a free act. But Renouvier might respond 
to this that as all reality is known relative to 
Conscience, it is our experience of willing which gives 
us evidence of a first beginnning and this is simul-
taneously a definition of free will. (See Part III, 
Ch~pter II, Section 3). In Renouvier's terms there 
is thus an essential connection between the two theses 
for further infinity is also the vehicle of determinism. 
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the "Encyclopedie Nouvelle"* he demonstrates the influence 

of Lequier. He says the individual has a power of freedom 

and choice 

Thus 

"Qui est en soi indiff~rente a toute motif, 
independent de tout object, superieure a toutes 
des volitions, clest a dire sup~rieure a elle-m~me, 
source seule efficace et decisive de toutes ses 
determinations absolu dans sa spontaneite"7 

"Le fatalisme s'affaiblit et s'eteint dans sa 
domination m~me, alors que l'hornme se croit libre 
alors qu'il veut et qU'il agit apr~s pens~".8 ' 

In this article he expresses Lequier's idea that without 

liberty there is no knowledge for there is thereby no 

me~~s to distinguish truth from error. (See Part III, 

Chapter 3, Section 3). 

But the essential thesis of Neo-Criticisme, the 

idea of free will as identified with a partial and relative 

first beginning amongst phenomena was slower to develop in 

his thought than either the thesis of free will and 

the negation of infinity. For in rejecting infinity 

Renouvier inferred the rejection also of absolute 

* These articles were exceedingly hard to find at the 
~ 'd' I' Bibliotheque Nationale: the 'Encyclope le Nouve Ie was 

edited by two St. Simonians, Jean Reynaud and Pierre 
Leraux: inevitable dissention meant the departure of 
Leraux to found 'La Revue Independente' with Georges 
Sand in 1841. The publication of 'Encyclopedie Nouvelle' 
became too erratic, under the auspices of Reynaud, for the 
cataloguers of the Bibliotheque Nationale and I only 
found this article through L'Abb~ Foucher's 'La 
Jeunesse de Renouvier et sa Premiere Philosophie' 
Paris, 1927. 
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determinism. By implication he inferred 'hasard' , 
spontaneity. But this is far from free will as a cause 

of phenomena. This is the central thesis of Neo-Criticisme 

and will be developed in Par't III. Suffice it to note 

that by 1851, Renouvier's conversion to volontarism was 

complete and he concluded that historical determinism is 

the negation of human 'Conscience'. 

These considerations on infinity and determinism 

moved him against Hegel and the St. Simonians towards 

Kant. The advantages of Kantian philosophy over Hegelianism 

is that it is 

"Une doctrine ~ la fois logique et morale, 
qui morte-nee en Allemagne, a ete reprise en 
France, soixante-dix ans apres l'apparition de 
la Critique de la Raison Pure, et port~e pour 
la premiere fois a ses justes consequences" 

(P.A. de H. Vol. 4 p 423). 

It will be clear in Part II in the analysis of the 

categories that Renouvier insists against Hegel on the 

necessity of experience as the central foundation of 

knowledge: in this he separates his position from that 

of absolute idealism. The return to Kant in France 

centres largely around this point and constitutes an 

opposition to German post Kantianism. Nevertheless 

for Renouvier this does not per se constitute a complete 

return to Kant, because he sees the categories differently. 

But still there is retained in his phenomenalism an ideal 

of rationalism that is a relic of his erstwhile admiration 

for Hegel. 
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Section II The Contradictions of Kantianism 

Renouvier in his "Critique de la Doctrine de Kant" 

in Chapter VI 'Les Disciples de Kant et Ie Principe de 

Contradiction', makes plain in what sense he is going 

to ~ontinue Kant' and how he separates from the German 

Neo-Kantians. 

Renouvier holds that Kant's retention of the 

unconditioned, which appears as the noumenon, and the idea 

of the infinity of phenomena which is tied up for Renouvier 

with the determinism of phenomena are the two positions 

in Kant's thinking which he regards as incompatible 

with the true meaning of Kantian 'Criticisme'. They 

are also the source of the philosophical mistakes made 

by the German post-Kantians. These positions can be 

seen in examining the Kantian antinomies. Renouvier 

concludes that Kant reqards two positions as above 

criticism. 

"L'un est l'existence de l'inconnaissable 
inconditionn~, l'autre, Ie proces a l'infini 
des ph~nomenes, soit dans leur composition 
actuelle, soit dans leur multitude en la vue 
r~trocessive du temps. Le premier est contraire 
au principe de l'entendeme~t d'apres lequ~l 
il n'y a d'intelligible (meme dans les,ob]ets 
de l'intuition sensible) que des relatlons; , " 

Ie second est directement oppose au prlnclpe 
de contradiction". 

(C.D.K., p 91) . 

The retention of these two principles means that the 

't on the Kantian system is divided picture of reall y 

into two realms. The phenomenal realm aoverr:ed by 

" d the realm of the unconditioned, which is determlnlsm an 
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in principle indefinable, yet is the source of freedom. 

"Nous avons, pour nos donn~es Ie monde des 
conditions et de l'enchainement necessaire 
universel des ph~nomenes, et, au dessus de ce 
monde, l'inconditionn~ dont toutes les conditions 
dependent~par definition et par hypothese". 

( Op. cit., P 9 2) . 

Kant in retaining the unconditioned lays the 

foundation for the later dogmatism of Hegel. 

"Heqel devait rem~dier a l'isolement de 
l'inconditionne Kantian par la fusion de ce 
principe avec l'~tre lui m~me, et par l' 
identification de l'etre et du non-~tre, synthese 
oriqinaire de toutes les determinations". 

(C.D.K., p 70). 

In four ways Fichte, Schelling and Hegel substituted 

dogmatism for criticism. Firstly, in terms of method 

they united transcendence and transcendentalism. By 

starting from an absolute self or absolute substance, they 

presumed to determine the undetermined of 'l'inconditionne'. 

Secondly: they attempted to start their systems from 

the unconditioned in various ways: they begin with an 

absolute I or a substance which carries the identity 

of difference or substance idealised as the being of 

non-being unfolding in the logical process of its evolution. 

For Renouvier the principal mistake in the thinkina of 

Fichte, Schelling and Hegel is the attempt to determine 

the indeterminable or unconditioned. Thirdly, they 

substituted the idea of inevitable progress for the 

fall in Kant's original view of the relations between 
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sensibility and the passions (his thesis in'Religion 

within limits of Reason Alone1 and lastly as mentioned, 

they failed to keep a strict opposition between phenomena 

and things-in-themselves. 

In contrast 

"Schopenhauer a ~te Ie vrai continuateur de 
Kant, l'interpr~te de ses id~es contre les 
pr~tendu disciples qu'il a poursuivi de ses 
sarcasms" 

(C.D.K., p 93). 

Fichte, Schelling and Hegel had reverted to the old 

metaphysics and retained the idea of God as a kind of 

universal essence, as the unique source of being. 

Schopenhauer identified will as the origin of phenomena, 

in place of the idea of evolving substance. And in this 

he closely approximated to Kant's moral point of view. 

In this he did not separate the idea of being in itself 

from the rational moral agent. 

For Kant, noumenal freedomi5 

"Un pont jet~ entre l'inconditionn~ et les 
series de conditions". 

(C.D.K., p 94). 

Schopenhauer in refuting Kant's theory of freewill, did 

not consider freedom except in the phenomenal order. 

And its exercise there is incompatible with the universal 

determinism of phenomena. These two criticisms of 

Schopenhauers, become cardinal points of Renouvier's own 

critique of Kant. 
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Kant's views on the progress of humanity have generally 

been misunderstood by German post-Kantians. He regarded 

human nature as generally incapable of obeying the 

categorical imperative. Nevertheless theories of social 

progress must be subordinated to this. In this we can 
sO(llJl~j 

see why Neo-Kantianism in France, culminating in Durkheim~A 

se~social practice as moral practice, centering around 

the conception of duty. It is in opposition to the 

mistaken optimism of the Hegelians. Many thinkers have 

been mistaken, says Renouvier 
., 

"Par les theories de ses disciples optimistes, 
qui ont cru avec leur siecle, a une loi de 
progres naturel et necessaire". 

(C.D.K., p 95) . 

For Renouvier the most important of the contra-

dictions within Kant's philosophy is that between the 

phenomenal and the noumenal: between phenomena and the 

thing-in-itself. Schopenhauer pointed the way out of this 

./ 

by identifying 'l'inconditionne', the thing-in-itself 

with the phenomenal order. This is what Renouvier's 

Neo-criticisme does. 

Renouvier in the conclusion to his 'Critique de la 

Doctrine de Kant', written shortly before his death at 87, 

said the fundamental mistake in Kant's philosophy was 

to have misunderstood 'la loi du relatif'. 

"Cette loi est Ie fondement de la methode 
philosophique qui, n'admettant de connaissance 
reelle des phenomenes et de leurs lois, nous 
oblige a tenir toute idee d'un ~tre-absolu 
pour chim~rique". 

(C.D.K., p 429) . 
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The retention of this ghost of the absolute means that 

Kant firstly places the order and permanence of reality, 

not in law and its functions, but in an unknowable substance 

beyond the phenomenal. And he places freedom in a realm 

beyond the phenomenal. Both he does because of dogmatism: 

that is the retention of the thing-in-itself, the ghost of 

the old metaphysics, in a critical philosophy which 

proscribed it. Thus although Kant refuted dogmatism by 

his critical intention of restrictina reason to experience, 

he himself retained dogmatism in the thing-in-itself. 

Further Kant refuted scepticism by his demonstration of 

the relativity of knowledge to the principles of the 

understanding, yet he retained a principle - that of the 

universal determinism of phenomena in the principle of 

causality - which is opposed to what is possibly known 

according to Conscience: determinism as defined by 

Kant transcends experience as defined by Renouvier. 

He thus turns against Kant precisely what Kant was so 

proud of: this refutation of dogmatism and scepticism. 

It is in terms of these that his critique of Kant is 

contained. 

"Determinisme, substantialisme, ces deux termes 
donne l'explication du criticisme avort~. 

" Les deux principaux a priorismes de la metaphysique 
de Kant sont affirmes sans aucune droit, selon 
sa propre critique de la connaissance, etils 
sont de plus en contradictt6ns avec les po~tulats 
dont cette critique etablit la legitimite". 

(P • A. H ., Vo 1. 4, P 425). 
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It is clear from the above analysis that the 

paradox for Kant's successors is that they must connect 

phenomena and noumena to heal the split within the Kantian 

system. But to do so in Kant's terms, is to negate the 

interest of the noumenon, which is in effect to deny 

freedom and morality. There are two paths. Firstly 

to start from the noumenon, this the German post-Kantians 

did, which (apart from Schopenhauer) is the path to 

absolutism and a new dogmatism for Renouvier. Secondly 

to start from the phenomenon, ie. to start from the relative, 

not absolute and to attempt to incorporate the interest 

of the noumenal into the phenomenal. This is what 

Renouvier did. This he states in the following and 

here outlines the principles of his Neo-Criticisme. 

"La methode relativiste est la vraie m~thode, 
soit qu'il s'agisse de la recherche des lois 
des phenomenes par les organes d'une science 
consitututee et limite, soit des lois de 
l'entendement et de leur application pour 
la discussion et l'etablissement des concepts et 
pour l'examen de leur validite objective. 
Les questions de psychologie rationnelle et de 
metaphysique ne s'~loignent plus du champ de 
la commune m~thode quand on considere leuffiobjets 
cornrne des lois a etudier et a definir. 
Seulement, la premiere de ces lois et la condition 
de toutes se trouve alors ~tre la loi constitutive 
de la conscience, principe de la connaissance et 

A de l'etre en tant que connu". 

(C.D.K., p 440). 

The criticism of Kantian substantialism is the 

theme of Part II, whilst the criticism of Kantian determinism 

is the theme of Part III. And in Part IV I will examine 

how for Renouvier Kant's significance is that uniquely in 

nineteenth philosophy Kant shows how to "construire une 

sci en c e g e n era Jed ' 0 r d rep rat i qu e " ( D • E., 1 9 1 2, I I, P 6). 
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And in this 

"Ces ~minents m~rites du criticisme Kantian 
sans au dessus de tout ~loge. lIs sont transforme 
les problemes philosophiques. lIs expliquent la 
place sans rivale qu'on accorde dans l'histoire 
de la philosophie, depuis un si~cle, a un oeuvre 
si etrangere par sa c6te sp~culatif aux tendences 
positifs de notre epoque". 

(H.5.P.M., p 302). 

50 in what sense does Renouvier continue Kant? 

In what sense is 

/ ~ "Notre ecole n'est autre que l'ecole de Kantll. 

(C.P. 1872, I, p 389) • 

1 Verneaux suggests that he is simultanously a disciple 

and a critic. Renouvier distinguishes between the Kantian 

system and spirit and claims that he is faithful to the 

Kantian spirit, whilst the Kantian system is corrupted 

with positions incompatible with consistent Criticisme. 

He is more faithful to the spirit of Kant, than 

Kant was in his timidity in relation to the former 

metaphysics. And in this, with clear conscience Renouvier 

develops relativism, phenomenalism and through the union 

of pure and practical reason, the primacy of practical 

reason to cover all reality, not just moral action, as being 

consistent with the true spirit of Kantianism. Despite 

his hatred of the Hegelians, it is possible that what 

Renouvier was doing in his name made the sage of KOr'\'cr.>h~) 

turn more heavily in his grave than his German successors. 

Maybe Kant's reported remark on Fichtes philosophy, e~L~~ 

in his name - 'God preserve us from our friends', is as 

apposite to the French as to the German Neo-Kantians. 
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Nevertheless, Renouvier hands this advice to his 

followers in France. 

"QueIs que soient Ies reproches que Ie criticisme 
Kantian ait encourus, Kant n'en reste pas moins 
Ie plus grand des phiIoso~hes, et Ie dernier, 
celui dont I'oeuvre doit etre Ie point de , 
depart des travaux a entreprendre sur Ies 
questions de Ia certitude et de Ia methode". 

( D • E., 19 12, I I, p. 18) • 
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Part II. From Transcendental Idealism to the 

Socioloqy of Knowledqe. 

Introduction 

In this part I locate Durkheim's sociology of 

knowledqe in the tradition of post-Copernican metaphysics. 

It is intended to show how the presuppositions of 

Durkheim's sociology of knowledge developed out of Neo-

Kantian thought in France. In Part. I I showed how 

after 1870 in France, the Kantian system was seen as the 

major intellectual force in terms of the determination 

of principles of knowledge and the formulation of 

principles of action. Here I show how it was simultaneously 

the retention, challenge to and transformation of the 

main concepts of Kant's First Critique (in particular 

the Transcendental Analytiq in Renouvier's 'Premier Essai 

de Critique Generale' of 1854) that paved the way 

for the later development of the sociology of knowledge. 

There are five positions which I take to 

characterize Durkheim's sociology of knowledge. 

Firstly: that knowledge consists in a system of 

representations, and that the concepts beliefs and actions 

of social life are expressed in representations. 

"Without doubt collective life is only made 
of representations" 

(S.F. in C19, p 16) 

Secondly: that there is a science which satisfactorily 

and adequately explains these representations. Socioloqy 

is seen as a science of collective representations, 
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and in this is a particular application of a qeneral science 

of representations. 

"Science appears when the mind, setting aside 
all practical concerns, approaches them with 
the sole end of representing them". 

( Op. cit., P 4) . 

And that the method of this science is empirical and the 

terms of it are phenomena and their laws. 

"Social phenomena are natural, that is to say 
rational, like any other phenomena of the universe. 
By that we mean simply that they are bound to 
one another according to definite relations 
called laws". 

(Op. cit. P 18) . 

Thirdly that the system of representations is relative 

to a Conscience which organizes and unifies experience. 

All knowledge for Durkheim is relative to a Conscience, 

which can be individual or collective. Social knowledqe 

which is the subject matter of the sociology of knowledge, 

is characterized as a system of collective representations 

which is known and unified by a 'Conscience Collective'. 

It will be clear from what follows that Conscience here 

is not simply the French for consciousness - as many 

commentators of Durkheim assume - but a particular and 

important development of Neo-Kantian thought in 

response to the first principles of the Copernican 

Revolution. The 'Conscience Collective' in this sense 

expresses what Durkhiem means when he says "Society is 

a synthesis~of human consciousness" (E.F., p 431). 
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Fourthly: that knowledge is determined by social 

relations, thus his sociology of knowledoe is character-

ized by the position of the social relativity of truth. 

By this I take Durkheim as holding to the cultural 

relativity of belief and value systems. As a matter 

of fact these will differ according to historical change 

and social type. Further in 'Elementary Forms I he 

argues against any criteria of truth that is independent 

of culture or society, in arguing that the principles of 

logic themselves have a social origin. He argues however 

that:to: 

"attribute social origins to logical thought 
is not to debase or diminish its value or 
reduce it to nothing more than a system of artificial 
combinations". 

(E.F., p 444) 

But this argument of the social origin of the forms 

of thought, although it recognises that they will differ 

according to society and history, is not thereby to argue 

for a radical epistemological relativism. For although 

Durkheim recognises the content will differ, such 

sy~tems of belief are always collective representations 

which are known by a Conscience Collective. The formal 

properties of knowledge are thus shared universally. 

Lastly and most importantly Durkheim's position 

is characterized by the claim that not only has knowledge 

a collective dimension, but that this is the axiom on 

which he builds his theoretical position and the collective 

dimension of knowledge and action is the principle from 

which he attacks tradition philosophical conceptions of 

knowledge and value. 
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The aim of this Part is to show how the theoretical 

assumptions of these five positions develop out of 

Renouvier's incorporation and critique of the Kantian 

system. I shall sketch here the genesis of each position 

and its location in the subsequent chapters. 

Firstly: knowledge as a system of representations 

is explained initially by reference to Kant's Copernican 

Revolution in Chapter I and then· in Chapter II by Penouvier's 

critique and subsequently his development of a reformed 

Kantianism in Chapter III. In the Copernican Revolution 

Kant transformed metaphysics from a concern with the 

absolute, to a concern with the epistemic rules embedded 

in reason immanent in the subject. It has been pointed 

out in Part I, Chapter I, how Durkheim builds the 

principle of Idealism and the rrinciple of Naturalism into 

his account of society. In Part II, Chapter I, it will 

be shown how these are the basic principles of the 

Copernican Revolution; it is through the union of them the 

develops the concept of representation and out of Transcendental 

Idealism the claim that knowledge consists in a system of 

representations, relative to the 'I' of consciousness 

and not to the 'in itself'. The rrinciple of Idealism 

demonstrates the relativity of the world to consciousness 

and its forms and principles. The principle of 

Naturalism claims reason as restricted to experience - as 

not transcending the order of phenomena. For Kant 

'representation' is the union of the data of sensibility 

and the forms of understanding or the categories. 
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Metaphysics thus purified of the 'in itself' is concerned 

with representations and their ground in the subject. 

Thus it becomes scientific. Metaphysics becomes a 

Copernican science, whose goal is the uncovering of the 

categories - the principles involved in all knowing. 

The idea of a Copernican science in Kant's transcendental 

definition and in Renouvier's naturalist definition is 

a main theme of Part II. 

In Chapter I, I outline the Copernican Revolution 

and its reform of metaphysics, and the philosophy of 

transcendental idealism. In Chapter II, I show how 

Renouvier responds to the Copernican Revolution. 

He interprets the principle of idealism and the principle 

of naturalism as the rule of a priorism and the rule of 

phenomenalism. Together these constitute the Principle of 

Relativity which for Renouvier is the essence of the Copernican 

Revolution and are the foundation of science. Renouvier 

accuses Kant of being inconsistent through his retention 

of the noumenon. His critique of the noumenon in 

Chap. II, Sec. III, is the pivot of Part II and recalls 

that in Part 1,( Ch. III, Sec. II 'Renouvier and the 

Contradictions of Kantianism'~ it was pointed out that 

substantialism is the first of the main contradictions 

of Kant's system. The critique of substantial ism for 

Renouvier centres on the retention of the noumenon - the 

ghost of the absolute. Renouvier's critique of the 

noumenon extends into an attempt at eradication of all 

elements of the absolute in the Kantian philosophy. 
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In Chapter III and Chapter IV, I will show how Renouvier's 

'Premier Essai de Critique Generale' (1854) is a reworking 

of Kant's Transcendental Analytic of Critique of Pure 

Reason without any element of the absolute. In so doinq 

he claims to have 'humanized' philosophy, that is, to 

have completed the transformation of philosophy that Kant 

undertook and did not complete. 

"Cet absolu cherch~ de chim~re en chimere, ~ 
travers les 6lucubrations th~Ologiques, nous 
!e trouvons au fond de notre nature, non qu'elle 
echappe a toute relation, mais parce qu'elle 
peut quelque fois les dominer toutes" 

(D.E., 1912, P 82). 

That is, a truly scientific philosophy will· restrict 

itself to phenomena and the laws of representation and in 

so doing it will recognize knowledge as relative to the 

constitution of the human understanding. 

So in Chapter III is contained the answer to the first 

two assumptions of Durkheim's sociology of knowledge -

the science of representation and the subject which 

explains them. It treats 'representation' as the object 

of post Copernican metaphysics. And the subject which 

explains them is epistemology which is no longer 

metaphysical in the old sense, but is scientific because 

restricted to the realm of phenomena. Renouvier calls 

critical philosophy 'science', because, in his hands 

it becomes truly 'scientific' because it is purged of its 

'element corrupteur'. The answer to the question of 

what is the science of representations is that it is reworking 

of Kant's Transcendental Analytic in terms of the object 

of knowledge 'representation' and critical philosophy 

as the subject which deals with them. The reworkino takes 
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place in terms of a consistent phenomenalism which comes 

from Burne and Comte. 

In Chapter III are contained the most important 

consequences of this. To eradicate the thing-in-itself 

is also for Renouvier to eradicate substance (for the thing-

in-itself, is merely substance in disguise) Substance 

was the concept which answered the question about the 

stability of phenomena - it was that which underpinned 

them and provided their continuity. Renouvier in his 

consistent phenomenalism replaces this with 'function' 

which is later developed into the major form of inter

connections of social phenomena by Durkheim. Secondly in 

Sec. II to deny the absolute qua thing-in-itself entails 

a denial of Kantian dualism - in particular the distinction 

between sensibility and understanding. Phenomena appear 

to consciousness, there can be no priority in terms of 

spatial origin - as the idea of a faculty of sensibility 

suggests. And to eradicate the distinction between 

sensibility and understanding is to transform phenomenalism, 

so that it can incorporate ideas, belief and action as 

representations, which allows Durkheim later to treat 

aspects of social life as phenomena. In contrast 

phenomena for Kant are limited by spatial criteria 

imposed by sensibility as the bearer of space as the form 

of outer sense. Thirdly the denial of the absolute leads 

Renouvier to deny Kant's distinction betw~n reason and 

understanding. (Sec. V). It is the eradication of 

these latter two distinctions which leads Renouvier to 

develop Conscience, which contains what ~ant claimed the 
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three distinct faculties of reason, understanding and 

sensibility covered. 

The concept of conscience is essentially bound 

up with the theory of representation. 

"En prenant pour realite fondamentale, Ie 
phenomene, la representation, avec ses deux 
elements inseparables, on n'applique plus sa 
raison qu'a l'apparence pour soi c'est a dire 

I . " "" '" a a consclence, a la donnee meme sans laquelle 
s'evanouirait toute connaissance et qui ne 
renferme rien que d'intelligible". 

(D.E., 1912 ed. p 18). 

The aim and object of a Copernican science or 

post-Kantian metaphysics, is the construction of the 

categories of thought. In Chapter IV, it will be seen 

how Renouvier extends his critique of Kant in terms of 

the principle" of relativity to criticise Kant's 

system of the categories in terms of the category of 

relation. Stemming from this is developed the category 

of Conscience as the supremely important category. 

It is directly implied by the principle of relativity. 

In this is found an answer to the third characteristic 

of Durkheim's thought above: that experience is unified 

in relation to a Conscience. 

In relation to the fourth assumption above, it is 

shown that the spirit of relativity in which the sociology 
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of knowledge * is developed is a result of Copernicanis~. 

It will be clear that it is a result of Renouvier's 

interpretation of the Copernican Revolution. Renouvier 

opposes himself to any spirit of absolutism that Kant 

articulated in terms of reason as fixed and authoritative 

for all times. It is developed firstly as what Renouvier 

takes as the essence of the Copernican Revolution - the 

principle of relativity. Next relativism is seen as 

essential to phenomenalism and the connection is 

developed in Ch. III, Sec. III 'Phenomenalism and 

Relativism' . Renouvier extends the principle of relativity 

to a critique of the categories, where he argues relation 

is the basic form of the categories. From this he 

disputes Kant's 'Clue to the Discovery of all Concepts 

of the Understanding'. And thereby he disputes the 

metaphysical deduction where Kant fixes the form categorial 

understanding must take. However it will be pointed out 

that his theory of relativism does not affect the 

conclusions of Kant's Transcendental Deduction and that 

* 
Although Durkheim is not a relativist if Protagoras's 
statement 'Man is the measure of all things' is taken 
to mean individual man. Rather Durkheim would agree 
with cultural relativism entailed by interpreting 
'man' as 'collective man'. In this sense Durkheim 
must be committed to a) recognition of cultural and 
historical diversity and b) the impossibility of 
establishing universal standards in terms of- which 
collective representative systems and moral codes can 
be judged correct or incorrect. I say must be, 
because Durkheim is inclined to argue science, although 
he admits it is a collective representation, gains 
access to 'reality', where other collective representations 
do not. In this sense he does not apply the strict 
cultural relativism to his own 'science' that he applies 
to other systems of representations. 
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his misinterpretation of the 'transcendental' affects 

his interpretation of the meaning of relativity in 

Kant's thought and what can legitimately be grafted 

onto it. • As I shall point out there may be a 

spirit of relativism, but there is not a radical epistemo-

logical relativism for all representations are relative 

to a Cons9ience. That is the form all knowledge must 

take is f i .xed in philosophical analysis, and in this it 

is not dissimilar to Kant's position which he undertakes 

to criticise. The difference between Renouvier and 

Kant is that against Kant of the Metaphysical Deduction, 

Renouvier does allow for the change of the content of 

representations. 

His sense of relativity as essential to knowledge 

is really a critique of absolutism. For example, he 

gives a relative sense to being (in distinction to its 

absolute sense in ~ubstance) and defines being as 

'copula' (Chapter III, sec. III). For Renouvier to say 

being is a copula, ie. a relation, is equivalent 

to say all is relative. His thesis of the nature of 

being is a demonstration of the principle of relativity. 

It is the philosophical forerunner of Durkheim's definition 

of social being as the totality of social relations. 

Renouvier's rel.ativism is an essentialpart of 

his idealism, which has three components. First his 

phenomenalism: that we know only phenomena. This is 

opposed to ontological realism - in particular the 

doctrine of the thing-in-itself in Kant. Secondly: 

relativism - the real is constituted for us through laws 
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which are the constant relations between phenomena. 

This opposes itself to absolutist realism - which for 

Renouvier is the definition of being out of all relation. 

Thirdly: a priorism: the general laws of representation 

are a priori. This opposes itself to empiricism or 

sensationalism, which wants to explain human knowledge 

by sensible impressions. These aspects of Renouvier's 

thought are covered in Chapters III and IV respectively. 

So for Renouvier the essence of Kant's Copernican 

Revolution is relativity. It is the discovery of 

the principle of relativity as the essence of the Copernican 

Revolution which characterizes Renouvier's interpretation 

of Kant. Kant's 'Criticisme' teaches us the relativity 

of all knowledge to consciousness and its laws. (And 

it demonstrates the relativity of science to the forms of 

human understanding) . This is the essential principle of 

Neo-Criticisme. Kant was timid in the application of 

his discovery and it was comte who demonstrated the full 

implications of the principle of relativity. It is in 

its name that Renouvier banishes the thing-in-itself from 

any truly critical philosophy (Chapter II, Sec. III). 

For Renouvier the critical spirit is relativism. 

Renouvier claims that Kant turns the doctrine of 

transcendental idealism into a doctrine of transcendent 

idealism _through the retention of the thing-in-itself. 

And finally relativism will bring the denial of the 

antinomies, and this is the bridge between Part II 

and Part III of this thesis. For if there is no 

absolute, says Renouvier, there is no distinction 

between reason and understanding. And if there is no such 
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distinction then there are no antinomies. His theory 

of relativism leads to Renouvier denying any validity 

to the Transcendental Dialectic of Kant's First Critique 

(Chapter III, Sec. V). 

Lastly, the collective dimension which is the 

axiom of Durkheim's thought, is analyzed as essential 

to a science of representations in Chapter IV, Sec. V. 

The collective element (or rather the essential 

plurality of Consciences) is seen as a necessary consequence 

Of the relativism which characterizes Renouvier's 

theory of representation. By saying it is Renouvier 

who adds the collective dimension to Kantian thought, 

I am not thereby subscribing to the opinion of Lucien 

Goldmann who claims the Kantian philosophy is vitiated 

by its individualism. It is true that Kant did not 

glorify the collectivity or make as much as Goldmann 

would have liked of the concept of totality but this 

does not make him an individualist. The roots of 

human knowing lie in reason which is universal. 

It is instantiated in the individual: it is not born 

of individuality per see Further in the moral 

dimension the Kingdom of Ends is a fundamental form of 

the moral principle. In this the collective dimension 

is essential to morality. Durkheim recognizes this 

"Kant expresses the same sentiment ... reason is 
that which is most impersonal with us. For 
reason is not my reason: it is human reason in 
general. It is the power which the mind has 
of rising above the particular, the contingent 
and the individual, to think in universal forms. 
So from this point of view, we may say that what 
makes a man a personality is that by which he is 
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makes him a man, not a certain man". 

(E.F., p 271) 
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Thus the collective dimension of knowledge and morality 

is assumed by Kant as consequent on his definition of 

reason. But it is Renouvier who develops the collective 

element as explicitly implied in his reformed theory 

of representation. 

The above are the ideas which this part is 

intended to explain. The explanation is contained 

in the analysis of the philosophical arguments as set 

out by Kant in his Copernican Revolution and by 

Renouvier in his acceptance and critique of it. That is 

the logic of Part II follows the logic of philosophical 

ideas, their unfolding and critique. 
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Part II. Chapter I. Copernicanism and the Transformation 

of Metaphysics 

For Durkheim, sociology is a study of the rules 

which govern collective experience, which is expressed 

in collective representations. Thus sociology partakes 

of a Copernican science which consists of two elements: 

the rules for the organisation of experience and the 

representations in which knowledge consists. The 

discovery of the rules immanent in the subject is the 

discovery of the rules which govern experience: thus 

the goal of Copernican science is to establish the 

categories. This is the subject 6f Chapter IV. 

The representations are the subject matter of Copernican 

science and are dealt with in Chapter III. Both 

require the transformation of philosophical perspectives 

that is the Copernican Revolution. This is dealt 

with in Chapter I and in Chapter II is Renouvier's 

critique of it. The Copernican Revolution turns 

metaphysics from the 'in itself' to the study of the 

rules immanent in experience and how these rules organise 

experience into representations. 

Here Kant, against empiricist scepticism shows 

how experience is possible because of the rules contributed 

.by the subject. Against rationalist dogmatism he 

shows how knowledge requires the 'bounds of sense' to 

be objective and non-contradictory. The Copernican 

Revolution demonstrates the dependence of experience 

'the a posteriori' on the rules which organise experience 
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'the a priori'. It has been shown in Part I, Chapter I 

how universality and necessity - the characteristics 

of the a priori - are central features of the social 

organisation of knowledge for Durkheim. The discovery 

of the a priori, as the organising principle of 

experience and as compatible with a science of its 

discovery is the result of the Copernican Revolution 
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Part II. Chapter I. Section I. 

The Copernican Revolution 

The Copernican Revolution demonstrates the 

relativity of experience to reason and in this establishes 

a relationship between the conditioned (experience) 

and the unconditioned (reason). In so doing for Kant 

it shows the autonomy of reason. This is essential for 

the Kantian programme, for reason can-only be the bearer 

of the interests of humanity if it has autonomy of the 

data of sense. However, in the epistemological side 

of the Copernican Revolution, it only has relative 

autonomy because although Kant demonstrates that 

experience is only possible as it is because of the forms 

reason in its role as understanding brings to it, he 

simultaneously demonstrates that reason cannot transcend 

its boundary in sense without becoming contradictory. 

The first is the principle of idealism and demonstrates 

the dependence of intelligible experience on the principles 

of the understanding. The second is the principle of 

naturalism which limits reason to experience and specifies 

a criterion of meaning and significance. 

The Copernican Revolution is the dependence of 

the a posteriori on the a priori: 

"Nothing in a priori'knowledge can be 
ascribed to objects' save what the 
thinking subject derives from itself". 

(C.P.R. B xxiii) 

Human knowledge, achieving theoretical expression in 

science is a synthesis of the data of sense and the 
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principles of the understanding. Experience without 

the ordering principles of the understanding is 

incoherent and fragmented: the orderly experience 

of commonsense reveals the ordering activities of the 

understanding. The principles of the understanding 

are the a priori whilst the data of sense are the a posteriori. 

Experience as we know it is a synthesis of these and thus 

constitutes the synthetic a priori. A priori here means 

not relative or temporal a priority but absolute a 

priority - a logical independence of any experience. For, 

by definition, if it is that which contributes to the 

formation of that experience, it cannot be derived in 

origin or nature from that experience. 

This revelation of dependence of experience on 

understanding constitutes a revolution in perspectives 

for the relationship between the knower and the known 

in the act of knowledge. Kant compared this revolution 

in epistemology to the revolution in astronomy affected 

* by the Copernican hypothesis. Just as pre-Copernican 

astronomers could not explain the movements of the planets 

on the assumption that they all revolve around the earth, 

* Bertrand Russell rightly points out that it is badly 
named for Copernicus shows that the solar system is 
heliocentric, whereas for Kant's analogy to carry 
consistently, he would have to have retained a 
geocentric astronomy. 
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so Kant claimed philosophers before him could not 

explain how objective scientific knowledge was possible 

on the assumption that knowledge was passive conformity 

to the object. 

"Failing of satisfactory progress in 
explaining the movements of the heavenly 
bodies on the assumption that they all 
revolved around the spectator, he 
(Copernicus) tries whether he might not 
have better success if he made the 
spectator to revolve and the stars to 
remain at rest". 

(B XVI C. P • R • ) 

This revolution in perspectives reversed the common-

sense relationship between the subject and the object 

of knowledge. For realism, which expresses the 

position of commonsense, this established the counter-

intuitive position that the object to be known must 

conform to the requirements of the subject. Knowledge 

is possible not because of what the object somehow 

forces on the subject, but because of what the subject 

brings to the object. 

"Hitherto it has been assumed that all our 
knowledge must conform to objects ... But 
all attempts to extend our knowledge ... on this 
assumption ... have ended in failure". 

( C • P • R. B XV I) • 

In establishing that the knowability of the 

object depends on the activities and requirements of the 

subject, Heidegge~said that Kant raised the question of 

how subjectivity can establish objective experience. 

He established the issue of the metaphysics of the subject 

and in so doing he passed beyond 'the constitution of 
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of the being of objects' to 'the laws of human 

cognition' which 'prescribe the conditions for 

appearing within our experience'. 

What the subject contributes are the principles 

of the understanding which become operative only on 

the stimulus of experience. They are thus 

distinct from innate ideas and the dogmatic a priori 

principles of WOlffian metaphysics. The characteristic 

of these principles is that no experience is possible 

without them and that they cannot be denied without 

contradiction. These principles are necessary and 

universal. 

"Necessity and strict universality are the 
sure criteria of a priori knowledge and are 
inseparable from each other". 

(C.P.R. B4). 

In this Kant establishes that we have certain knowledge 

only of those characteristics which we have introduced 

into the object of knowledge. So HintikkJ identifies 

Kant as belonging to a tradition which identifies 

genuine knowledge as makers knowledge: 

"Reason has insight into that which it 
produces after a plan of its own". 

(C.P.R. B xiii) . 

It follows that the notion of objectivity in knowledge 

must be revised from the position of seeing it as the 

correlation between mind and its objects, to one where 

it consists in the qualities or characteristics of 

the knowledge by the subject. 

strict universality are characteristics of objective 

knowledge. 

and 
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The conception of knowledge entailed by the 

relativity of experience to the a priori is the 

synthetic a priori. In this Kant established against 

rationalist dogmatism that the characteristic of objective 

knowledge was not simply logical necessity, but that 

there is necessity of the synthesis of knowledge and this 

necessity does not rest on looical truth but on 

transcendental condition: that without which there is 

no knowledge. To deny this kind of knowledge does 

not involve a logical contradiction, but a petitio principii 

for any coherent reference to reality at all involves 

those very principles. Against empiricism he 

established that knowledge could not be reduced to 

constituent empirical factors firstly without loss 

of certainty in knowledge and secondly without denying 

principles which are implicitly involved in all reference 

to reality. Knowledge for Kant has certainty because 

it has necessity, and this is self-imposed, through the 

principles of the understanding on the data of sense. 

That these principles require the stimulus of experience 

establishes that knowledge has a synthetic necessity. 

Against the Rationalis~he establishes that the centrality 

of experience in knowledge does not entail loss of 

necessity, for this is provided through the understanding 

in the concept of the synthetic a priori he provided a 

critique both of dogmatic metaphysics and scepticism 

and provided a new foundation for metaphysics . 

• 
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Section II. Copernicanism and Metaphysics. 

The rebirth of metaphysics for Kant is 

necessary: 

"For the interests of universal human 
reason is too intimately interwoven with 
it". 

(P ro I ., P 5). 

The critique of dogmatic metaphysics 

For: 

"is the effect of the natural judegment of 
the age which refuses to be any longer put 
off with illusory knowledge". 

(C.P.R. A xii) 

"This is the age of criticism and to criticism 
everything must submit". 

(C.P.R. A, xii) 

This is a call to reason to establish a critique of 

itself, by which it can establish 'lawful claims' and 

dismiss 'groundless pretension'. But this critique 

is "the most difficult of all its tasks - that of 

self knowledge". 

The critique of metaphysics in its negative sense 

means the critique of illusory knowledge by which 

philosphers thought they had attained knowledge by 

pure reason alone, unrestricted by experience. But 

there is a positive sense of the term metaphysics for 

Kant: the human mind has a natural tendency to raise 

problems of God, Freedom and Immortality. He says 

metaphysics as a natural disposition is actual and 

therefore must be possible: the task of the critical 
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philosophy is to put this on the right path. The 

task of the critical philosophy is: 

"To put metaphysics on the secure path of 
science". 

(C. P. R., B XIV) • 

It fOllows that post-Copernican metaphysics is 

coextensive with the critical philosophy. The task of 

it must be to outline the necessary presuppositions in 

all knowledge. And given the role of the a priori 

in knowledge, the taks of metaphysics must be to outline 

the a priori and to distinguish it from the a posteriori. 

The central question of the First Critique is 'How 

are judgements synthetic a priori possible'? The 

answer to this will be found in the argument that we 

cannot think without the principles of the understanding. 

And as necessary they must be possible. The triumph 

of Copernican metaphysics will be the 'discovery' of 

the categories of the understanding or the forms of 

knowledge implied in all knowing. It follows that the 

concern with the categorial understanding is a new 

'science' . 

Copernican metaphysics can no longer concern 

itself with the 'in-itself' but concerns appearances 

and their relation to the subject. As it is the subject 

which contributes the principles by which these are 

synthesised as objective knowledge, it follows that this 

metaphysics is of the subject. Thus it is no longer 

concerned to add to experience in terms of transcendant 

truths, but of finding out what is implicit in human 

expeIi~e~n~c~e~. ____ A __ s Cassirer says: 
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"Metaphysics can discover nothing: it can 
only make plain the pure fundamental inter
connections in experience. It brings clarity 
and intelligibility into what is given to us 
as an obscure and complex totality and it 
makes its structure transparent to us".l 
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Section III. Transcendental Idealism. 

The principle of idealism and the principle of 

naturalism together for Kant constitute transcendental 

or critical idealism. In this position as Strawson 

explains: 

"Kant says, he is concerned not only to 
curb the pretensions of dogmatic metaphysics 
to give us supersensible knowledge: he is 
concerned also to curb the pretensions of 
sensibility to be coextensive with the real".l 

. 
It covers the claim of the unknowability of things-in-

themselves as independent of phenomena; knowledge is thus 

limited to appearances. But these are relative to the 

understanding, which provides the a priori rules for 

the connectedness of experience. 

This position contrasts with realism for it 

admits the relativity of knowledge to the forms of the 

udnerstanding and thus precludes any direct contact 

between knower and object known. 

"If the objects with which our knowledge 
has to deal were things in themselves, then 
we could have no a priori concepts of 
them" . 

(C.P.R., A128). 

It also contrasts with subjective idealism, for Kant 

maintains that the a priori constitutes an objective 

foundation for knowledge. He says"transcendental idealism 

is empirical realism. He argues that realism entails 

empirical idealism, "because the existence of things-in

themselves cannot be demonstrated starting from the 

representations we have in our selves. Kant stated that 
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transcendental idealism is proved in the Aesthetic of 

the First Critique. It is because space and time are forms 

of sensibility that phenomena are representations and 

not things-in-themselves. But as conditions for the 

possibility of experience, this means that they are not 

simply subjective conditions of our intuition. It is 

the a priori in experience, for Kant, which distinguishes 

dream from reality. So Kant says Berkeley's dogmatic 

idealism, which says that space with its objects is 

impossible, so spatial objects are impossible, has no 

criteria of truth because he has given phenomena no 

a priori foundation. The a priori laws of the under-

standing in prescribing conditions for all possible 

experience establish the conditions of truth and object-

ivity and thus distinguish truth from illusion. Kant 

vigorously defended himself against the charge of 

empirical idealism and says that the existence of objects 

in space outside us is not put in question by the 

* thesis of transcendental idealism. 

Transcendental idealism implies empirical realism 

in this sense. It is impossible to perceive or demonstrate 

* Graham Bird 'Kant's Theory of Knowledge' (R.K.P., 
1962, London) defends Kant against Pritchard's theory 
that for Kant the real world is one of thinqs-in
themselves and phenomena connect the real world to 
the perceiving subject by representing the former, 
but by being in the latter. (Ch. I). 
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the existence of things external to us, if we understand 

by this things-in-themselves. There is no question of 

going outside consciousness, so the significance of the 

Copernican Revolution in the thesis of transcendental 

idealism, is that without our form of representation, 

matter, for example is nothing. The question of reality 

and objectivity enter with judgement and not simply 

perception. So for Kant, there is objectivity and truth 

only when representations are connected by categories 

as consciousness. The data of sense depend on sensibility 

and judgement on the understanding. The phenomenal 

is the synthesis of both. The distinction between 

dream and reality is not the relationship between 

representations and external objects, which for us can only 

be identical, but their association according to rules which 

determine the connectedness of representations in the 

concept of an object. 

Transcendental idealism as central to the Copernican 

Revolution establishes the transcendental as the unique 

method for the discovery of the a priori. For Kant the 

discovery of the a priori as the grounds of the 

possibility of experience is only adequately understood 

* in terms of a transcendenta 1 argument. The structure of 

transcendental arguments in the two Critiques starts from 

* I shall not enter the debate as to whether transcendental 
arguments are possible. I shall assume that in the 
context of C.P.R. they are actual and therefore possible. 
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certain agreed facts of human experience (science and 

morality) which are actual. The task of philosophy is 

to show how this is possible, by demonstrating, in the 

First Critique, the categories of the understanding as 

the condition of the possibility of science. In 

establishing that science is not possible without the 

categories (particularly that of causality) Kant concludes 

that the categories are justified as universally 

applicable to experience and therefore the condition of 

objective knowlege. 

The uncovering of that which is the condition of 

not only empirical knowledge but all knowledge requires 

a unique kind of argument. It distinguishes itself 

from empirical argument which relies on the concept of 

observation, for by definition observation of reality must 

employ those principles that make possible this 

experience. In employing what it seeks, observation will 

not reveal these principles. Thus for Kant there is 

a sharp distinction between empirical and transcendental 

method. He recognised two distinct questions about 

concepts: questions of fact (how do I come to have 

this concept?) and questions of right (how am I justified 

in using this concept?). The question of the objective 

2 
validity of concepts is a question of right. B. Stroud 

points out that the central question of epistemology 

'How is it possible to know anything at all?' is not 

answered by an appeal to fact. A central feature of 

transcendental arguemnts for Kant is that they show the 

sceptical challenge is impossible, by showing that certain 
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concepts are necessary for thought and experience to 

be possible at all. The sceptic in denying knowledge 

invokes those principles which he is denying. If we 

cannot think without these principles then the question 

of right is answered: the very necessity of them to 

any thinking at all answers the question of justification. 

Hintikka
3 

brings out the feature of a transcendental 

proposition which for Kant 'makes possible the very 

experience which is its own grounds of proof'. It 

demonstrates the possibility of a certain type of 

synthetic a priori knowledge, by showing that it is due 

to those activities of ours by means of which the 

knowledge in question is obtained. This is the dynamic 

aspect of the transcendental, which is reflected in Kant's 

statement: 

"The word transcendental with me, never 
means a reference to our knowledge of things, 
but only to the cognitive faculty" 

(Pr ., p 294 Acad.) 

It follows for Hintikka that not everything that is a 

priori is transcendental in this sense. Conceptual 

conditions or basic particulars in Strawson's4 sense, 

will not per se refer to this dynamic, constructive activity 

of human consciousness. So Strawson does not argue that 

the framework for the identification of objects is 

"Produced by reason after a plan of its own" 

(C.P.R., B xiii) . 

Rudiger Bubner 5 argues that the central feature 

of transcendental arauments is self-referentiality 

for he says revealing the conditions for the possibility 
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of using certain concepts must simultaneously show 

how such revelation is possible. We cannot go higher than 

transcendental knowledge and we cannot step 'outside', so 

in terms of transcendental justification, in Bubner's 

terms, actual knowledge gains information about the 

structure of itself without abandoning its own sector. 

It fOllows that if self-referentiality characterizes a 

transcendental argument, that not everything which 

precedes acts of cognition is transcendental. A whole -

series of physical, societal and historical conditions 

can be adduced without which cognition is impossible. 

But mere antecedence does not qualify them as 

transcendental. 

The final and most problematic aspect of the 

philosophy of transcendental idealism is the distinction 

between phenomena and noumena. It has been shown above 

that Kant thought objective knowledge is only possible 

on the assumption that it is not of things in themselves. 

This distinction is crucial to the Copernican Revolution, 

because Kant insisted that the idea of the imposition 

of the laws of the understanding can only be understood 

if nature is phenomenal and not a thing-in-itself. 

Kant argued that if empirical knowledge is regarded as 

knowledge of things in themselves, then metaphysics becomes 

contradictory. The revolution in perspective entails 

this distinction for Kant~ and Copernican metaphysics 

cannot concern itself with the in itself but phenomena. 

Kant to secure the objectivity and necessity of science, 

says we only know phenomena. Phenomena are defined as 
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the data of sense ordered according to the principles 

of the understanding. That which is not phenomenal 

in this sense is not knowable: but Kant insisted 

that that which is not knowable according to the 

principles of the understanding, must nevertheless be 

retained in terms of the critical philosophy. 
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Chapter II. Neo-Kantianism and Copernicanism 

In this chapter I examine in turn Renouvier's 

response to the main tenets of the Copernican Revolution. 

It is clear that the idmof the a priori together with 

the critical intention are taken by Renouvier as the 

main principles of his Neo-Criticisme. He attempts to 

incorporate the a priori into a larger sense of naturalism 

than Kant admits. And he attempts to do this without 

a coherent sense of the transcendental which has been 

pointed out in Chapter I is the logical link between 

the a priori and the a posteriori. Renouvier accepts 

the principles of the Copernican Revolution, but he 

disputes the distinction between phenomena and noumena. 

The critical intention means for him there are only 

phenomena. By his retention of the noumeron- the-thing 

in-itself, Kant compromises his philosophical revolution 

and is ambivalent between reality-in-itself of 

absolutist metaphysics and reality-for-consciousness of 

post-Copernican metaphysics. 
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Section I. Copernicanism, Neo-Kantianism and ~aturalism 

That the a posteriori must be understood in relation 

to the a priori is the principle adopted by the French 

Neo-Kantians. For Renouvier the question of knowledge 

and objectivity lie no longer with the in-itself, but 

solely in relation to the subject and its laws of under

standing and phenomena. He adopts the principles of 

a priorism and naturalism. He agreed with Kant on the 

necessary relationship between these two principles in 

knowledge, but he put a different stress on the latter 

aspect of the relationship. Under the influence of 

Comte and Hume he interpreted principle-of under-

standing as a law of experience. The a priori is thus 

understood in the light of naturalism. In this he differs 

markedly from the German post Kantians who starting with 

Fichte stressed more strongly the autonomy of the a 

priori in establishing knowledge. But Renouvier 

insisted that he retained the interests of the a priori, 

whilst claiming that knowledge and its objects can 

be fully understood in terms of law and its conditions. 

So for Renouvier to find reason in experience is to find 

a relationship between the a priori and the a posteriori 

but the notion of the the dependence of the latter on 

the former no longer bears the marks of Kant's trans-

cendentalism but that of Humean naturalism .. The central 

question thus becomes what the a priori can look like 

in naturalism8 Indeed, how compatible is a priori with 

naturalism? It is Renouvier's originality to have 

made the attempt and it is this which is the condition 

of Durkheim's sociology. 
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The difficulty inherent in Renouvier's philosophy 

is equivalent to the attempt to make the principles 

of the Humean and Kantian philosophy compatible. 

Renouvier often claims that he reforms Kant by Hume. 

In so far as he distances himself from Kant, he says 

Hume is the most consistent critical philosopher. But 

in the name of Kant he distances himself from what he 

regards as the unacceptable negative conclusion of 

consistent empiricism. 

The very attempt to do this, raises the question 

as to the real compatibility of the two aspects of the 

Copernican Revolution - that is the compatibility of the 

principle of idealism and the principle of naturalism. 

Is demonstrating the relativity of the world to consciousness 

compatible with simultaneously demonstrating the restriction 

of reason to experience? They pull in different directions, 

the one towards the subject, the other towards the object. 

The relationship is difficult to understand and maintain 

unless understood in terms of the transcendental. 

And the a priori then is the transcendental condition 

of experience. Here they are mediated because experience 

is redefined in terms of what the subject brings to it. 

That is experience is the synthetic a priori and this is 

the reconciliation of idealism and naturalism. But if 

the transcendental is not understood as is the case with 

Renouvier then the relationship which is essential to 

this reform of philosophy becomes hard to maintain. 

And as proves to be the case naturalism engulfs a 

priorism and with that the authority of reason to requlate 

experience. 
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So it will be argued that in terms of the Kantian 

philosophy, the only coherent relationship between the 

a priori and the a posteriori is of the former as the 

transcendental condition of the latter. Without this, 

the very idea of the a priori becomes incoherent within 

terms of naturalism. Against Renouvier I will argue that 

the negative, sceptical conclusions of naturalism in-Hume's 

hands, are the result of adopting a naturalistic method. 

Hume's philosophy is consistent between conclusions and 

method. In misunderstanding the transcendental method, 

Renouvier annexes it to the critical intention per se, the 

restriction of reason to experience. The question of 

explaining the a priori in a philosophy which sees law, 

understood as constant conjunction, and fact as the 

only terms of explanation is the central confusion of 

Neo-Criticisme. Yet he retains the idea of law understood 

as a kind of transcendental condition. This he hands on 

to Durkheim, who can claim that society is the condition 

of knowledge and experience and is adequately understood 

in naturalistic terms as a law of experience. If the 

a priori cannot logically appear in Renouvier's philosophy 

then neither can it in Durkhiem's and it follows 

that the claims he makes for society as the epistemic 

and moral authority, also must fall. 

It is in the terms of Neo-Criticisme that the notion 

of the a priori that Durkheim inherits is developed. 

The a priori in Renouvier's hands is ultimately expressed 

as Conscience whose status is a kind of super fact, 

available for observation by a science concerned with 

description and classification of facts. It will be 
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shown that its nature as a priori, is called by 
, 

Renouvier 'sui generis' and its status vis a vis other 

facts of experience is 'irreducibility'. In REnouvier's 

hands Kant's philosophy of transcendental idealism 

becomes, in the light of Comte, critical phenomenalism. 

To understand the path to the development of 

critical phenomenalism in Renouvier's hands, we can follow 

the reaction to the essential features of Kant's 

Copernican Revolution. 
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Section II. Renouvier and the Copernican Revolution 

Renouvier praised the Copernican REvolution and 

claimed that the principles of his own philosophy derive 

from it. Kant establishes 'the Principle of Relativity' 

and this, for Renouvier entails two thinas: firstly 

the rule of phenomenalism: that there is no knowledge 

of things-in-themselves. And secondly the rule of 

a priorism, that all knowledge is relative to the principles 

of consciousness. It is from the understanding of the 

human being that the intelligibility of the known world 

derive. In so doing Kant had established what Renouvier 

called a science and this is the formulation of the general 

principles of knowledge. It is a Copernican science 

in the sense that the study of what is possible in 

terms of knowledge and action can be established by an 

examination of the consciousness and will of the human 

agent. The primary concern of this science becomes 

that of discovering what is implicit in human experience. 

As George Vlachos says: 

"L'hornrne lui meme est ~ l'oriqine Ie cr~ateur 
du toutes ses repr~sentation~ et de tout ses 
concepts et doit ~tre l'auteur de tous ses 
actions ... Philosophie est une science de 
I 'homme, de sa pensee et son action".1 

Renouvier accepts the first premise of the 

critical philosophy: that the critique of knowledge is 

the starting point of all enquiry concerning knowledge. 

The founding idea of Neo-Criticisme is: 

"L'idee naturelle et logique, si tard venue 
pourtant, de considerer la c~i~ique de la 
raison cornrne Ie prodrome obllge ~e tout 
d~monstration possible des verites qui ont 
la raison pour fondement". 

(C.D.K. c 1). 
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Through this, Renouvier ~ays 'Criticism~ is founded like 

a science and throuqh its critique of the .faculty of 

knowledge, it alone can found the particular sciences. 

The critical intention for Renouvier means that 

we have no knowledge of things-in-themselves and that 

consequently our knowledge is is limited to objects as 

they appear to us, that is to phenomena. But Kant 

compromises the critical spirit: he remained pre-critical 

in his system through the retention of the thing-in-itself. 

In so doing he compromises with the pre-Copernican 

metaphysics and restores the idol of the old metaphysics, 

substance, under the guise of the noumenon. Hume is 

the father of the critical spirit in his negation of all 

dogmatic claims to substance; he denied intelligibility 

to anything which transcends the order of phenomena. 

What characterizes the phenomenalism of Hume and thus of 

Renouvier is: 

"Ltaffirmation des phenom~nes et Ie doute 
sur tout qui depasse les phenomenes ou 
leur coordination en une representation 
mentale" . 

And he insisted that: 

'Le criticisme 
a ses propres 
aurait ete un 

(C.P., 1878, I, p 276). 

Kantien, s'il etait conforrne 
principes clairement etablis, 

... .... ,,2* phenomenlsme . 

* In this he arques the opposite of L.W. Beck who 
claims that if Hume had pursued his line of reasoning 
he would have reached a Kantian position. 3 
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The idea of the a priori is what separates 

* Renouvier from Hume who: 

"Admet ~t ~pplique exclusivement les principes 
sensatlonlstes, et ne sait comment sortier 
de ses conslusions negatives". 

(C.P. 1878, I, p. 277). 

The result of this is to make the constitutive laws 

of experience 

"Une sorte de formation accidentelle sous 
l'action de l'exp~rience". 

(C.P. 1878, I, p 283). 

The especial importance of Kant is that he continued 
h' 

the critique of empiricism in~ated by Descartes. 

"Kant a rendu l'ancien point de vue 
sensationniste impossible a soutenir pour tout 
homme au courant des travaux philosophique". 

(C.P. 1872, I, p. 385). 

Kant had demonstrated that empiricism rests on a 

petitio principii, because it is incapable of explaining 

order in experience by reference to experience alone: it 

is incapable of explaining the generation of laws by 

facts. Phenomena alone are incoherent and divided: to 

explain the coherence of experience, empiricists are 

forced to introduce tacitly a concept of order among facts. 

* Georges Milhaud4 points out that the element of the 
a priori had always been strong in Renouvier's thought. 
In his early writings of 1842 there were two elements 
that he stressed. Firstly the clarity and intelligibility 
of ideas, which under "his early Cartesian influence 
he saw as the foundatibn of science. Secondly the 
activity of spirit. The former diminished in importance 
and the latter came to include the Kantian a priori. 
His idealist element says Milhaud is shown in him 
attributing an element of autonomous activity to the 
human mind. 
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The a priori nature of the laws of representation 

separate Renouvier from Hume. 

"Telle est la difference entre notre ecole 
~ , 

l'~cole actuelle de Kant, Ie criticisme, et 
l'ecole actuelle de Hume, l'empiricisme. 
Nous n'admettons pas qu'il soit possible a 
des moyens d'investigations et d'analyse 
quels qu'il soient, d'eviter la reconnaissance 
a priorique de certaines lois de la 
representation mentale". 

(C.P., 1872, I, p 389). 

So Renouvier says: 

"En un mot, affirmer la nature a priorique 
d'une notion, c'est simplement remarquer qu'on 
ne peut sans petitio principii, lui assigner, 
lui faire concevoir une origine dans l'experience". 

(P.E., p 313). 

Renouvier recognises that the action of the synthetic 

a priori is one of the-~reat reforming points of the Kantian 

system: 

"Kant a reconnu la necessite d'admettre des 
syntheses, oeuvre spontanees de l'esprit, 
irreductibles par l'analyse, ainsi que 
d'autres uniquement donnees par l'experience 
entre des phenomenes dont on ne decouvre 
pas autrement Ie rapport". 

(C.D.K., p 2). 

In so doing, Kant had simultaneously refuted dogmatism 

and scepticism. 

However in terms of method Renouvier, says 

Verneaux, suffered from a misinterpretation of Kantianism 

that can be traced back to Victor Cousitis lectures on 

Kant given in the Sorbonne in 1820. Here Cousin identified 

transcendental analysis as a method of observation. 

"C'est la methode d'observation appliquee a 4 
l'~me 'humaine, ou la methode psychologique". 
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Cousin, although he recognised that the object of 

transcendental analysis was pure understanding, never

theless maintained that a form of observation was 

satisfactory for the analysis of the internal laws of 

the subject. Cousin aoes so far as to say: 

"Kant l'applique comme Locke l'avait 
appliquee dans ses Essais sur l'Entendement 
Humain". [op elY) 

The only difference consists in the profundity of 

Kant's analysis Renouvier adopted this position without 

question and it is one of the ironies of intellectual 

history that his interpretation of Kant should be vitiated 

by his enemy. It follows that for Renouvier there is 

no difference between the empirical and transcendental 

methods. Thus he said: 

"Le phenomenisme de Hume subsiste toujours 
selon nous, comme l'unique methode scientifique 
en philosophie". 

(C.P., 1878, II, p 221). 

Evidence of his misunderstanding of the transcendental, 

is his association of it with the transcendent. 

(Kant qave) "Les choses en soi a un mode 
- , 

d'existence transcendentale dont l'idee est 
inaccessible a l'entendement non moins quIa 
I ' experience" . 

(C. D. de K, P 269). 

The problems of accommodating the a priori as the 

condition of experience to a form of internal observation 

entail for Renouvier the inevitable circularity of 

philosophical thought. In the Preface to his 

Premier Essai, he warns about the inevitable circularity 
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involved in trying to isolate the first principles of 

knowledge, for this is inevitably to invoke them. If 

he had understood the transcendental method he would have 

seen that as Bubner says knowledqe can acquire knowledge 

of its own first principles without abandoning its 

own sector: and this does not entail a vicious circularity. 

Renouvier says in this preface also 

"Je veux declarer ici, que j'accepte une 
formule fondamentale de l'ecole positiviste: 
la reduction de la connaissance aux lois des .... , 
phenomenes". 

(P.E., p X) 

And he adds: 

, 
"Je Ie crois conforme a la methode de Kant, 
quoi que ce philosophe, gene par la tradition 
metaphysique, ne l'ait pas assez nettement 
degagee ou suivi". 

(P.E., p X). 

According to Renouvier the Kantian method is an analysis 

of '1 'esprit' - of intellectual facts and laws of the 

understandinq. Hume: 

"En restant attachee a la methode du 
", ... 

pur empiricisme a laisse a son successor 
la gloire d'un vrai, d'un immense decouverte, 
celIe de l'application du principe scientifique 
des faits et des lois a l'etude de 
l'entendement". 

(C.P., 1872 I, p 385). 

The reform that Kant gave to Hume's empiricism: 

"Laissent suhsister la methode phenomeniste". 

(C.P. lR72 I, p. 385). 

Kant's reform is achieved: 

"" "Sans alteration essentielle pour les resultats 
acquis a la methode criticiste, telle est 
deja chez Hume" 

(C.P. 187R I, P 272). 
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Renouvier however disputes Kant's claim that h' 15 

transcendentalism idealism is an empirical realism: 

Kant's philosophy for Renouvier was one of subjective 

idealism. 

"L' 'd'" l' "" " 1 ea lsme est ... tres voisin de cet idealisme 
dit subjectif absolu, que Fichte lui donna pour ' 
interpretation toute naturelle". 

(C.D. de K, p 6) • 

And it follows it is: 

"Un dogme pro~re a Kant qui ne possede 
aucun titre a se presenter comme un resultat 
de sa critique de la raison, et qui contredit 
outraqeusement les croyances naturelles 
et depasse sans mesures, par sa transcendence, 
les vieilles doctrines metaphysique". 

(C.D. de K, p 6) . 

It is the doctrine of the thinq-in-itself retained within 

terms of the critical philosphy that turns it into a 

subjective idealism. For Kant, in retaining this is 

in effect saying that the ideas we have of things do not 

inform us of their real nature in themselves. And 

thus the necessary conceptions we have are only relative 

to our particular state and thus not the condition of 

* objective knowledge. 

Verneaux says: 

"Renouvier exclut l'idealisme transcendentale 
des theses eXiqees par l'esprit critique: il 
englobe dans Ie systeme Kantian et il Ie 

* Renouvier's critique here is reminiscent of Strawson's 
"the doctrine is not merely that we can have no knov.Tledqe 
of supersensible reality. The doctrine is that reality 
is supersensible and that we can have no knowledge 
of it". P 39, 'The Bounds of Sense", 1966, London. 
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rejette pour cause du substantialisme". 5 

It follows that for Renouvier only faith corning from 

practical reason anows Kant to transcend absolute 

subjectivism. (This will be developed in Part III). 

It is in relation to Kant's distinction between 

phenomena and noumena that Renouvier's criticisms of 

Kant are the most trenchant. In fact, the whole of 

Renouvier's critique of Kant ultimately stems from his 

retention of the thing-in-itself, for as has been seen 

this means substance, and for Renouvier this entails 

determinism and infinitism. For him the p£inciple:6f 

naturalism and the principle of idealism toqether 

constitute the principle of relativity, which is the 

central tenet of Neo-Criticisme. And these two principles 

are the necessary and sufficient conditions of science and 

therefore of the particular sciences. The dependence of 

objects of knowledge in the principles or 'laws' of 

the understanding is the greatest Kantian insight. 

He defines the principle of relativity in this way: 

"La dependence ou se trouve les objets de 
la connaissance a l'egard de la connaissance 
meme ou de ses lois necessaires". 

(P.E. 1854, I p 114). 

This entails two things for Renouvier: firstly that 

there is no knowledge of things-in-themselves. 

Our knowledge is limited to thinas as they' appear to us 

ie. to phenomena. Secondly, phenomena depend on the 

laws of understanding, which rule experience as a 

priori: that is the principle of relativity entails 

phenomenalism and a priorism. These will be examined 

in Chapter III and IV respectively. 
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Section III. The Critique of the Noumenon and 

Noumenalism in Kant's Philosophy. 

For Renouvier, Kant remained pre-critical within 

his system. There is a contradiction in the heart of 

Kantianism in his retention of substantialism despite 

his phenomenalist principles. Renouvier claimed that 

the three concepts Kant uses, the unconditioned, the thing-

in-itself, and the noumenon are all equivalent terms for 

substance or the absolute. Kant had destroyed pre-

Copernican metaphysics throuqh'the principle of relativity. 

But he reinstated the metaphysic of the thinq-in-itself. 

"Ce noumene, cette chose en soi, el~ment 
corrupteur de la philosophie qui pour l'atteindre 
sont de sphere du concevable, est la concession 
du criticisme naissant a la metaphysique 
expirante". 

(A.P., 1868, p 96). 

To be consistent Kant should have constructed a relativist 

and phenomenalist system. But in staying non-

relativist and non-phenomenalist, his system is pre-

critical and is 'absolutist' and ~sUbstantialist'. 

Renouvier has three main arguments against the 

noumenon. Firstly it is against the principles of 

the Critique of Pure R£ason. The conclusion of the 

transcendental analytic is that: 

"All concepts and with them all principles, even 
such as are possible a priori relate to 
empirical intuitions, that is to the,data of, 
possible experience. Apart from thlS relatlon 
they have no objective valid~ty, and in 
respect of their representatlons are,a mere 
play of imagination or of understandlng. 

(C.P.R., B, P 298). 
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The categories as formal conditions of experience having 

their origin a priori in the structure of the under-

standing, are however restricted to use in experience ie. 

they cannot transcend the data of sense-intuition. 

The principles of the understanding are" 

"At the disposal of the understandinq solely 
for use in experience". 

(C.P.R., B, p 296) • 

It follows that there can be no knowledge of the thing-

in-itself. 

There is a strong and a weak interpretation of the 

noumenon and Renouvier rejects both as invalid 

in the sense that since nothing transcends the order 

of phenomena, one can neither make reference to anything 

which is said to, and one can further not make sense of 

any such idea. Whereas for Kant, the whole point of a 

critical enquiry is to determine what lies within and 

what lies without its proper sphere of understanding. 

It is here that the concept of the noumenon gains its 

significance in the critical philosophy: 

"The doctrine of sensibility is the doctrine 
of the noumenon in the negative sense". 

(C.P.R., B, p 307). 

Noumenon in a positive sense, as an object of a non-

sensible intellectual intuition is proscribed within 

terms of the critical intention. 

Yet noumenon is 'problematic' for Kant, not as 

as fo~ Renouvier 'contradictory'. This is his second 
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argument against the noumenon (in C.D. de K, p 362) . 

We cannot think in terms of the thino-in-itself in 

terms of a consistent critical phenomenalism, because 

as will be clear in Chapter III, to do so is to attempt 

to think outside of relations and this is in fact 

impossible. But for Kant it is not contradictory to 

think of an 'in itself'. Indeed for him the whole idea 

of the Copernican enterprise entails that we can distinguish 

between the mode in which we receive the manifold of 

intuition from things-in-themselves (C.P.R., B 306). 

Renouvier's point here is telling: what sense is there 

to the distinction given the Copernican Revolution and 

the argument that the a priori is the necessary condition 

of objectivity? In terms of reality ie. phenomenal reality, 

the union of understanding and sensibility, such a 

distinction is vacuous. 

Yet Kant has a need for the noumenon that Renouver 

sees no need for. It is 'a limiting concept' and 

serves to 'curb the pretensions of sensibility'. 

The negative employment is thus not arbitrary for Kant, 

because it is bound up with preventing sensibilities 

pretension to be 'coextensive with the real'. Yet 

Renouvier arques that there is no coherent sense of reality 

except that of phenomenalism; or in Kant's terms the 

union of sensibility and understandina. But for 

Renouvier understanding and sensibility are not separate 

faculties (see Chapter III): phenomenalism and 

a priorism constitute representations which appear to 

Conscience. If there is no logic to distinauish bet~een 
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faculties in this, then there can be no understanding 

and no sensibility. Thus there can be no understanding 

which limits sensibility, in the sense Kant gave 

taat the noumenon is a product of understanding (thouqht) 

- not correlated to sensible intuition which curbs 

sensibility. But for Kant understanding cannot operate 

without sensibility, but we can think beyond what the 

sense-intuitions offer us, but this cannot constitute 

objective knowledge. 

The impact of positivism on Renouvier's thought is 

clear: that we cannot think beyond the order of phenomena: 

the activities of the thinking process itself are restricted 

to the order of phenemena, not simply in terms of 

what can constitute objective knowledge. And here one 

can agree with Kant against Renouvier that the idea of what - -

phenomenal reality is not, is bound up with the idea of 

noumenon in the negative sense. But in so far as Kant 

says it somehow 'limits' sensibility, then Renouvier's 

critique that it is 'hors de relation' and thus unable 

to limit anything is quite correct. 

Renouvier's third arqument (Ch. XXX, C.D. de K) 

is against Kant's arguments at C.P.R. B 295-B3l5. Here 

Kant argues that if there is appearance, then there must 

be something which appears. He says Kant's position here 

is hopeless: he either falls into a contradiction or 

engages in an equivocation of 'to appear'. To know 

that the noumenon exists it must appear, but if it appears 

it loses all characteristics of the noumenon. This 

equivocation is characteristic of all 'absolutist 
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substantialism' that is by defining substance as without 

qualities or any phenomenal determination, it cannot 

be coherently argued that sUbstance appears at all in 

phenomenal experience. But in assuming even the 

possibility of the noumenon, appearance thus presupposes 

* the latent nature of the thing-in-itself. 

For Renouvier, the noumenon retains the function 

of substance as the substratum of reality and thus is 

somehow more real than human reality. It is a 

"Substratum commun peut-etre des objets 
materiaux et des ph~nom~nes mentaux". 

( C • D. de K., P 370). 

Through this, the known is put into relation with the 

unknown: the sensible conditioned is put into relation 

with the non-sensible unconditioned. The unconditioned 

appears as support for the known world. It becomes 

'La condition universelle des choses'. By Kant not 

calling the noumenon a substance, we are lulled into 

forgetting that it functions just like substance. 

In this we can see that Renouvier is accusing 

Kant of subverting his own Copernican Revolution. 

He is ambivalent between the reality-in-itself of 

* This is reminiscent of Walsh's criticism of Kant's 
use of 'appearance' as a somehow defective aspect 
of human knowledge, whereas 'reality' lies behind 
it. 'Kant's Criticism of Metaphysics', Edinburgh 
UP, 1975, p. 162). 
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traditional metaphysics and the phenomenal reality of 

Copernican metaphysics. In this there is thus an 

equivocation over the meaning of reality; which is real, 

the 'in itself' or the 'for us'! Despite his arguments 

about Copernican objectivity, Kant sometimes talks 

of human conditioned reality as an imperfection which 

is a resul t of our being burdenee ~_wi th the senses, and 

thus in contrast to the 'in itself'. 

Renouvier argues that because of the noumenon, 

Kant's transcendental idealism becomes a subjective 

idealism. The world of nature becomes a world of 

appearances. In this, Kant cannot distinguish his 

position from that of Berkeley in regard to the reality 

of sensible objects. For he must maintain that 

representations are produced in us by the action of 

subjects which do not belong to the sensible world. 

Because of the thing-in-itself somehow being the cause 

of appearance, Kant with Berkeley must hold that the reality 

of sensible representations exists in a subject which 

produces them. Whereas for Berkeley, God is the author 

of the universe, for Kant there remains the impression 

that the cause of representations lies in the noumenon 

(H.S.P.M., Ch XXXIII). 

Why should have ~ant retained this pre-Copernican 

position? Renouvier suggests: 

"11 est probable que Kant a ete jete dans la 
fiction des objets transcendentaux par la 
difficulte qu'il epouvait, venant apres 
la critique de la notion de substance dans 
l'~cole emciriciste ~ decouvrir un emoIoi 

~ -
definissabIe pour des substances dans Ie 

".. , 
monde .phenomenal. i'~ais Ie recours aux sujets 
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transcendentaux extra-sensibles, loin de 
la faciliter supprimait Ie rapport entre les 
principes et leurs effets ou qualites produits 
dans Ie temps et dans l'espace: car Ie 
passage du noumenal au phenomenal est un 
rapport dont on n'a point d'idee". 

(R.S.P.M., p 272) • 

The critique of the noumenon in Kantian thought takes 

three forms which will be the subject of the subsequent 

chapters of Part II and Part III. 

, ~ 

"Les noumenes sont des etres que Kant suppose 
exister en soi, hors de toute relation 
indefinissable, par consequent, mais qui ne 
re~oivent pas moins de lui les fonctions 
capitales de cause et substance". 

(R.S.P.M., p 268). 

As substance, it is the substratum of phenomena: 

in rejecting noumenon, Renouvier establishes the connected-

ness and stability of phenomena in law and function. (This 

is examined in Chapter III). 

As cause, Kant makes noumenon the real foundation 

of morality. The real point of the distinction between 

things-in-themselves and objects of experience is to 

determine the limits of phenomena and thus to avoid 

extending to things-in-themselves universal determinism. 

The split of the mind (l'esprit) into its conditioned 

ie. determined nature and its unconditioned noumenal 

nature is to avoid the contradi~tion between the interests 

of science in determinism and the interests of morality 

in freedom. (This is examined in Part III). 
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Finally the unconditioned appears in the faculty 

of reason. This has its origins in Kant's argument 

that although it is not possible to know the thing-in-

itself, it is possible to think it. 

"La raison, selon Kant, exige necessairement 
a juste titre, au bout de la serie des 
conditions, la position d'un inconditionne 
qui la terrnine". 

(C.P., 1878, P 375-6). 

Renouvier criticises Kant's argument at B 364/A 307, that 

if the conditioned is given so is the unconditioned. 

The assumption of a faculty of pure reason is tied to 

this view. In rejecting the unconditioned, REnouvier 

rejects Kant's view of reason and its separation from 

understanding: 

"Sous les noms de Relatif et Absolu, R. 
Spencer a reproduit l'argumentation fallacieuse 
de Kant. 'Le Relatif etant Ie correlatif de 
l'Absolu, l'implique'. Mais c'est 
precisement parcqu'il en est Ie correlatif 
abstrait qu'il n'enonce qu'un rapport et ne 
signifie rien quand a l'existence". 

(R.S.P.M., p 270). 

To reject the unconditioned is to purify the 

* 

Kantian system of its 'element corrupteur' and to 

outline a system of knowledge fully consistent with 

the principle of relativity. This is followed in 

* Again this predates Walsh's criticism, that Kant 
treats the conditioned as implying the unconditiDned 
as a synthetic principle which holds of things as 
opposed to thoughts. 'Kant's Criticism of 
Metaphysics, Ope cit., p. 175). 
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Chapters III and IV. But Renouvier retains within 

his phenomenalism the noumenal 'interest'. For Kant the 

noumenon as substance functions to give reality a 

permanence and stability. It is the source of 

moral action. Both of these, Renouvier is committed to 

find within phenomena. 
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Chapter III. Renouvier and the Science of 

Representation 

In this chapter is explained how for Renouvier 

"Les donn~es de la science ne peuvent donc 
se trouver que dans la representation en 
~ ~ , 

general et •.. appartient a la connaissance". 

(P.E., p 93). 

In this he says he is continuing Kant. Against the 

positions of philosophical schools in France, he 

says science rests on an empiricism whose foundations are 

unexamined. And rationalism borrows its dogmas from 

theology. Against empiricism and rationalism Renouvier 

says: 

"Le critique est plus que scepticisme et 
moins que dogmatisme". 

(P.E., p 88) • 

To continue Kant means to establish a critique of knowledge: 

a critique can establish a method and a limit to possible 

knowledge. In this, the Kantian philosophy points to 

the foundation of science. He continues Kant but 

reformed according to the basic premise of the positivist 

school - that knowledge is restricted to the laws of 

phenomena. He says he doesn't take any more from the 

positivists because they have a disdain for the question 

of first principles - that is - the notion of phenomena 

and law are not subject to exact analysis. Further 

they dogmatically deny the conception of free belief 

(which is Renouvier's version of Kant's rational faith 

and will be developed in Part III.) 
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The search for the first principles of knowledge 

and a philosophical method are tied to the idea of 

social renewal. Like Kant, for Renouvier the critical 

intention is tied to the emancipation of people. 

Renouvier says it is the impulse of people to want to 

believe more than they could know. A genuine critique 

will destroy chimeras to allow rational belief. In 

the context of the problems of French society, the search 

fur a criteria of significance is acute for following 

Comte 1 Renouvier clearly holds that social stability 

is preceded and predicated on intellectual stability. 

"L'incertitude et Ie desordre des opinions 
sont extremes dans la soci~te. Les principes 
de la discussion manquent. On les cherche 
sans methode, on les affirmes comme au hasard 
ou m~me on les invoque sans les connaitres". 

(Pref. P.E., P VII) . 

To pursue the critical philosophy, but reformed 

of the thing-in-itself, is to develop a philosophy 

such that: 

"Elle n'a rien de cette ancienne metaphysique 
dont les poursuivants penetrent la substance, 
mesure l'infini, construisent l'absolu, 
affirment les contradictoires et ne croient 

h h ' " pas tenus d'entendre leurs propres ypot eses . 

(P. E., Pref. p. VI). 

A critique which can establish a method and 

a limit to possible knowledge is science .. And the 

task of the general criticism of knowledge is to establish 

new elements of a grammar of thought. 

"La methode de la science ou critique generale 
consiste donc en l'analyse des donn~es de la 
representation, consider~es dans la plus haute 
generalite possible". 

(P.E., p 94). 
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The path from knowledge to science Renouvier 

explains thus and makes clear the Copernicanism of the 

enterprise. 

"conna'itre, c'est posseder la synthese naturelle 
et grossiere des lois essentielles de la vie; 
~tudier c'est s'attacher a demeler et ~ classer 
les elements de cette synthesei a savoir c'est 
Ie reconstituer distinctement, en assemblant 
par ordre de phenomene a ph~nomene et de loi 
a loi les elements dont l'analyse a defini les 
rapports. En ce sens, on a pu dire justement 
que l'homme ne sait que la verite qu'il a faite" 

(P.E., p 86) • 

Thus for Renouvier: 

,/ 
"La critique achevee serait la vraie science". 

(P.E., p 88). 

In this section we see how Renouvier develops 

the principle of relativity as the essence of the Copernican 

Revolution. It consists of two elements: the rule of 

phenomenalism and the rule of a priorism. Together 

these constitute critical idealism and are the necessary 

and sufficient foundation of science. And out of the 

principle of relativity develops the concept of 

Conscience. 
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Section I. Transceneental and Scientific Philosophy 

The central question which Renouvier's theory of 

knowledge is designed to answer is more of a Cartesian 

question about the basis of universal science, than ,\. 

a Kantian question about the possibility of science per 

see There is a difference between a rational foundation 

of science and a transcendental foundation of knowledge, 

and in this lies the difference between a scientific 

philosophy and a transcendental philosophy. The latter 

asks how science is possible, whilst the former sees 

the foundation of science and the foundation of philosophy 

as being one and the same. So for Renouveier: 

"La science est la construction reguliere des 
syntheses, apres analyse prealable". 

(D.E.l'3?C1 rS ) 
Whereas for Kant the task of philosophy is to explain how 

these syntheses, which constitute knowledge expressed in 

the particular sciences, are possible. Transcendental 

philosophy demonstrates the role of the a priori in 

knowledge, which science uses. Whereas for Renouvier 

the process of philosophising is the same as the process 

of science, both record the essential laws of human 

understanding. And this can be achieved by an empirical 

method. All science and thus philosophy proceeds by 

analysis and synthesis, the subject matter of which is 

the phenomena (called, 'chose', 'representation' also). 

"Unir et separer des rapports, telle est donc 
la fonction de la pensee, tant usuelle que 
scientifique". 

Explanation follows this pattern. 
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. ' "Expliquer un falt, c~est Ie rattacher a. 
d'autres, Ie mettre a sa place dans un ensemble 
defini de rapports de phenomenes c'est donc 
signaler une loi". 

(P.E. p 87). 

What then is the foundation of knowledge and 

therefore science for Renouvier? 

"J'affirme que les representations ... offrent , . 
a la SClence un fondement plus profound, plus 
sQr et Ie seul qui sont inebranlables". 

(P.E., pll). 

Are representations also facts and thereby laws? They 

must be for Renouvier's particular brand of scientific 

philosophy to get off the ground. But it is clear 

that there is here a confusion between a principle of 

understanding and law of experience. Out of the choice 

of science having an epistemological foundation, and 

epistemology having a scientific foundation, he chooses 

the latter and in so doing separates himself from Kant. 

But nevertheless Renouvier retains the active, constructive 

aspect of Kant's epistemological principles of the 

understanding as essentially involved in the laws of 

experience. In this he merged two quite different 

approaches. Renouvier convinces himself that a 

scientific philosophy is quite adequate to examine the 

fundamental laws of thought. Facts and laws are adequate 

to explain facts and laws; ana are further adequate 

to explain representation which is a basic problem of 

science and philosophy. 

"La science a pour donn~e premieres les conditions 
universelle de la representation envisagee dans 
1 ' hornrne" . 

(D. E., p V) • 
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Nevertheless for both Kant and Renouvier the 

universal science is metaphysics, which cannot be a 

science of the in-itself, because knowledge is limited 

to phenomena. But, for both the denial of the 'in 

itself' does not equal the denial of metaphysics, only 

the metaphysics of the absolute. And for neither does 

the denial of the absolute leave knowledge without a 

foundation. For Kant, the foundation of knowledge 

lies in the a priori principles of the understanding, 

whereas for Renouvier, adopting the basic premises of 

the Com~eaA tradition, the laws of phenomena are the 

foundation of knowledge. For Kant metaphysics is the 

examination of the condition of the possibility of 

knowledge. For Renouvier, metaphysics is nothing more 

than the analysis and coordination of the fundamental 

laws of experience. For both the cUlmination of this 

Copernican metaphysics or science is the system of the 

categories. 

In this Copernican science to be empirical or 

transcendental? Is it to be concerned with the discovery 

of the laws of experience or of the principles of the 

understanding? Renouvier merges the two questions and 

thus thinks in outlining the laws of experience he has 

answered a transcendental question about how 

knowledge is possible. Since the very idea of a law 

of experience involves the conceptual condition as 

expressed in transcendental analysis, he has not answered 

this question. His naturalism entails that all principles 
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and methods of this Copernican science concerned with 

representation, are understood on an analogy with obser-

vation. He conflates the interests and conclusions of 

transcendental analysis with naturalistic analysis. 

Scientific philosophy is thus not concerned with 

the analysis of the transcendental conditions of the 

possibility of knowledge, but with the description of 

the laws of phenomena. He nowhere deals with the notion 

of a transcendental condition, but he incorporates its 

meaning into the idea of a law of experience. In 

describing a law of experience, albeit of an abstract 

nature, the question of the possibility of knowledge is 

being answered for Renouvier. Later, in Chapter IV 

it will be clear that he treats Conscience as a law or 

supreme fact and as the condition of the possibility 

of knowledge. His confusion over the transcendental 

method has already been pOinted out and he annexes questions 

about the conditions of knowledge as satisfactorily 

answered in terms of a form=of internal ohservation. 

The result is the confusion of principle of the understand

ing as condition of experience, with the laws of 

experience. 
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Section II. Renouvier's Phenomenalism 

The Neo-Criticist theory of knowledge is according 

to Renouvier's intention the same as Kant's theory without 

the thing-in-itself. The exclusion of substance 

from the critical philosophy is the first stage in the 

development of a consistent phenomenalism. D . 1 aurlac 

said: 

.,. ". . "Le phenomen1sme de RenOUV1er est essentiellement 
un anti-substantialisme". 

This will be examined in this section. The second stage 

is the development of the full implications of the 

principle of relativity which is the essence of Kant's 

philosophy for Renouvier. But taking away the 

unconditioned or noumenon does not leave Kant's 

phenomenalism as it was, without the noumenon. Renouvier's 

version of phenomenalism is considerably different, and at 

times sounds far more phenomenological than phenomenalist. 

/' "-ilLes phenomenes sont, tel est Ie principe de 
la connaissance". 

(P.E., 1854, p 45). 

To distinguish reality from phenomena is an error founded 

on the dogma of substance. When it is established 

./ .... . 
that 'la chose' equals 'phenomene', then there 1S no 

* point in looking for an essence beyond. 

* In this Renouvier's position is different from 
A.J. Ayer. 'Phenomenalists aim to make the distinction 
between sense data and material objects as sharp as 
possible' . 

'Foundations of Empirical Knowledge', p. 117. 
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"Les choses sont phenomenes quant a la 
connaissance, et les phenomenes sont les choses". 

(P.E., p 43). 

All language and science proceed by analysis and synthesis, 

the objects of which are 'choses'. These have the 

common characteristics of 'appearing' or of being 

represented. He defines representation thus: 

"Cela qui se rapporte aux choses distinguees 
ou composes d' une maniere quelconque et par Ie 
moyen de quoi nous les considerons". 

(P.E., 1854, p 6). 

The definition of 'chose' is not commonsensical. 

It means: 

"Des syntheses plus ou moins complexes de 
representations que l'experience nous a 
considerer de tous, sans recourir ~ aucune 
definition de l,etre". 

(P.E., 1854, p 7). 

This circularity in 'choses' and 'representation' 

confounds itself in a third term 'phenomenon'. And 

phenomenon is defined by its characteristic of 

'appearance' . 

This is a characteristic of phenomenon more 

characteristic of phenomenology. It is an initial 

difference from Kant. For REnouvier as will be clear 

later, the phenomenon is relative to the representative 

side of knowledge, the highest function of which is 

Conscience. For Kant the phenomenon is already a 

synthesis of the manifold of sensibility and the 

principles of the understanding. The Kantian phenomenon 

is already a mixture of the sensible and the intelligible. 
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Does it fOllow for Renouvier that simply through 

appearing phenomena are thereby intelligible and have 

connectedness with other phenomena? For.Kant the 

principles of the understanding guarantee these two 

qualities. Later phenomenology in Husserl's hands 

guarantees the connectedness and objectivity of 

phenomenon by 'essences'. For Renouvier there are neither 

essences nor principles of knowledge which precede 

experience (see below). How does he guarantee the order 

and intelligibility of phenomena? 

In relation to Hume for example, he applauds 

his consistent phenomenalism, but will not go along 

with the universal 'disassociation' of ideas. Hume's 

criticism should have destroyed any 'chimeres', not 

the connectedness of experience. For Renouvier it was 

the shadow of the absolute yet again, which made 

Hume search for the connectedness of experience, not 

in the principles of thought, but in sensory (ie. 

'external') experience. Against Hume he is claiming 

that there can be a form of phenomenalism without 

atomistic reductionism, whilst with Hume maintaining 

the empiricist methdology. 

However by defining 'phenomenon' by its 

capacity to appear, Renouvier sharply separates from 

Kant in this sense. Kant's phenomenon' is restricted 

through its origins in the manifold of sensibility: 

phenomena through the Transcendental Aesthetic are spatial 

and temporal. For Renouvier anything in so far as it 

appears to consciousness is a phenomenon. 
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"Le mot phenomene, appliquee par Kant aux 
objets ae sens, peut se generaliser et s'etendre 
aux idees, sentiments au-autre modes quelconques 
d'une representation en tant que donnee. 
Bien plus les notions, les jugements soit simples, 
soit enchatn~s en raisonnements les assemblages 
de fait tant interne qu'externes sous les lois 
dont se forme en nous la pensee, tout cela 
est phenomene, et n'est que phenomene pourvu 
que nous l'envisageons sur ce theatre unique 
d'une representation ou il se constate 
actuellement par la perception et la memoire". 

(C. P ., 1878, I, P 371) • 

This is a decisive stage in the development of 

phenomenonalism. In this way, he paves the way for the 

possibility of a sociology of knowledge in that concepts, 

beliefs and actions can all be phenomena. 

Representation has a double aspect for Renouvier: 

the representative (representatif) and the represented 

(represente) the latter is what is usually called the 

object of knowledge and thus pertains to the 'objective' 

side of knowledge, and applies to all that is called 

nature of what is sensed or perceived. The former 

is what is usually called the subject or pertaining 

to subjectivity. But Renouvier reverses this and calls 

objective that which pertains to the 'subjective' or 

representative side and calls subjective that which belongs 

to the represented. In this he turns back from the 

Kantian position, to a Cartesian and scholastic approach, 

for here the represented is the subject and the 

representative is the object or Being. This reve:::-sal 

of Kant's relations between subjective and objective 

is in line with Renouvier's principle of relativity 

where things become objects of knowledge only in relation 
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to the laws of the understanding; so in terms of 

dependency the representative establish the conditions 

to which the represented must conform. And in this he is 

implicitly accusing Kant of not realising the full 

implications of his own revolution. (However he 

says that he would rather avoid the terms objective 

and subjective as they are not free from metaphysical 

fictions) . 

The duality of the nature of representation is 

essential to his theory. The representative and the 

represented are correlative functions and never exist 

without each other. 

"La connaissance ne recoit point de repre'sent~ 
sans representatif, pbint de representatif 
sans represente et c'est dans une 
representation qu'elle re90it l'un dans l'autre". 

(P.E., 1854, p. 38). 

Just as in his demand that we look at phenomena without 

metaphysical preconceptions there is a similarity to Husserl's 

'To the things themselves' , so in the above characteristic 

there is a comparison to noesis' and 'noema as aspect-of 

judgement. 

/ 

A phenomenon is thus always 'compose', because it 

consists of two elements, the representative and the 

represented. Examples of the latter are space, time, 

matter and movement. And examples of the former are 

memory, comparison, judgement and reasoning. 

"Le plus complex de tous les phenomenes 
representatif (est) cette Conscience dont la 
fonction est de rapporter une representation 
a un grand nombre d'autres representations 
agglomerees. (opcA.V pt~('i) 
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The act of representation puts the subject and the 

object into relation with each other: 

"Le sujet et l'objet, dans l'acte mentale, 
sont des termes d'un rapport. Crest ce 
rapport qui la Conscience ou personalite, 
laquelle n'est pas une chose dans Ie sens 
habituel du mot chose".l 

The essential correlation of the two poles of representation 

mean the synthesis of subject and object in representation. 

"La synthese du soi et non soi est la 
Conscience la personne". 

* (P.E., p 263). 

Further: 

"La Conscience est donc Ie soi du non-soi 
et pour ainsi dire l'un de ce multiple un 
tout" . 

(P.E., P 263, 1854). 

Conscience is tied to the possibility of representation 

in the sense that it is the union of subject and 

object, and for representation to be possible the subject 

and object must be so closely related 

"lIs se traduisent reciproquement l'un 
dans l'autre". 

(Op. cit.). 

In his theory of phenomenalism, Renouvier claims 

to refute idealism, materialism and dualism. His 

theory starts not with the self, but with representations . 

* 

.;' . 
"lIs n'existe pour Ie savoir que des representatlons. 
Je dis des representations et non mes representations 

_'puisque je ne sais rien de moi ne de mes 
" .;' ." representations que par des representatlons . 

(P.E., 1854, p 94). 

A fuller analysis of Conscience occurs belOW in 
Chapter IV. 
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The self being a synthesis of phenomena is thus not 

external to representations. Subjective idealism 

is an illegitimate position because it requires a 

definition of self as a kind of substance independent 

of phenomena and preceding them. Equally realism is 

impossible, for here the object must come first and this 

/ 
is impossible for an object qua 'represente' must always 

* exist relative to a subject qua 'representatif'. 

Through this he attempts to refute what he 

regards as Kantian dualism, and in this is another 

crucial amendment to the Kantian theory of knowledge. 

For Kant, 

"There are two sources of knowledge, which 
perhaps spring from a common, but to us 
unknown root, namely sensibility and under
standing. Through the former objects are 
given to us: through the latter they are 
.thought" . 

( C • P • R., A19 B 29). 

For Renouvier these two factors are reduced to a single 

Conscience, which is the common characteristic of 

representations. Kant defines sensibility by receptivity 

and understanding by spontaneity. Renouvier says this 

is erroneous and is based on the fallacious assumption 

that relations between spatial objects are more sensible 

* As Renouvier's thought develops, the action of 
representation becomes no longer so clearly identified 
with the phenomenal. In his later philosophy of 
Personalism, the activity of the 'representatif' 
becomes more important and relatively more autonomous. 
And in this sense his theory does not distinguish 
itself so clearly from subjective idealism. 
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than other categorial relations Kant should have 

seen that knowledge is adequately accounted for in terms 

of Conscience which is a kind of theatre in which 

representations follow each other without 

needing an origin in an 'outside'. In other words, 

the relation of representation to Conscience does not 

require that any have a particularly sensible origin. 

"La separation des domaines de la 
sensibilite de l'imagination et de 
l'entendement est tout a fait fictif, en 
ce qui ne touche que la nature des concepts". 

(A.P., 1896 P 33). 

But of course for Kant there is no independent 

knowledge between these two faculties: knowledge) 

that is the phenomenal realm is a synthesis of the data of 
) 

sensibility and the principles of the understanding. T~ey 

are unified in the act of knowledge: it is only in 

philosophical analysi~ that they are separable. 

Renouvier's'flattening'of what counts as knowledge in terms 

of appearance, shows that philosophical method is a form 

of description of what appears in consciousness and 

aqain this is close to phenomenology. And he clearly 

adds that philosophy can only record what appears in 

ordinary experience. Unlike Kant, for whom philosophy 

begins with commonsense, analysis is not restricted 

to description of the contents of consiousness. 

To deny any distinction between sensibility and 

understanding is to eradicate the distinction between 

re-c~ti vi ty and spontanei ty. In this he is either 

conflating intuitive and discu~sive knowledge or 
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denying that either have any real significance. 

But the eradication of this distinction makes a crucial 

difference to the meaning of the Copernican Revolution. 

If there is no spontaneity in the manner which under

standing produces form, then there is no clear distinction 

between the ~ priori and the a posteriori. In this 

philosophy is losing the distinction between the human 

contribution to experience and the data of sense. 

And this is crucial to the idea of the Copernican 

Revolution and for Kant and the idea of the imposition 

of form on the raw data of sensibility, which otherwise 

has no form. But in this, it is clear that Renouvier 

is denying what Hume and Kant assume) that sensible 

experience is inherently formless and that only 

the human contribution can provide form. In this 

again Renouvier identifies himself with the later 

phenomenoloqy movement. 

But is it the task of philosophy to simply 

describe what is presented in experience without analysis? 

Conscience appears (to itself) as a mixture of law and 

experience which are analytically separable which Kant 

would agree exists at the level of commonsense 

experience. But it does not follow that there is thus 

no distinction between the conceptual and the sensible, 

the discursive and the intuitive. For Renouvier there 

is no sense in an 'empty' form which precedes expe~ience: 

but with Kant and against Renouvier it can be argued 

that if there is nothing which precedes experience in a 

loaical manner, then there is nothing which car. be 
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independent of experience and this is crucial to the role 

of a priori in the Copernican Revolution. 

Dauria~ said that Renouvier has replaced 

the fetichism of substance by the fetichism of 

phenomena. He has worked on the concept of the phenomenon 

to transform its nature to accommodate what was originally 

attributed to sUbstance. Law, which is itself a 

phenomenon replaces substance in providing the stability 

and permanence of reality. Being is a characteristic 

of the relativity of phenomena. 

The definition of phenomenon entails that 

everything which appears is a phenomenon. The sound of 

a train passing and Conscience itself have thus the 

same status as phenomenon. But calling both phenomenon 

does not solve the problem of the different types of 

objects of knowledge involved here. In one sense, 

everything that appears to consciousness is a phenomenon 

of consciousness: but this does not exhaust either their 

nature or the real nature of the relationship to 

consciousness. Conscience is surely the condition of 

hearing a noise and recognising it, and as such it 

cannot be a phenomenon in the same sense. But in the 

logic of his phenomenalism there are only phenomena: 

facts and laws which by 'appearing' become phenomena. 

Dauriac says the secret of Neo-Criticisme is 

that at first sight it must be a Heraclitean flux, 

whereas it is an organised world. In this he wavers 

between contingence and rationalism: he only avoids 
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the extremes of empiricism and ~egelianism by refusing 

to chose between them. 

The problem intensifies in relation to the catecories: 

how can one phenomenon regulate and determine another? 

Because one is an a priori fact, characterised by 

irreducibility: this is the cornerstone of his theory 

of categorial relation. If there is no longer any 

distinction between form and matter, how can there be 

any sense to the logical priority of the a priori 

over the a posteriori, which is the essence of the 

Copernican Revolution? These questions will be tackled 

in Chapter IV. 

Finally it follows that if not everything can 

be accommodated to the status of phenomenon, it follows 

not everything can be treated by a method appropriate 

to phenomena. 
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Section III. Phenomenalism and Pelativisffi. 

The rejection of the noumenon as inconsistent 

with the principle of relativity entails phenomenalism. 

It also entails relativism. 

Renouvier follows Comte in adopting the maxim 

that 'all is relative' is the only absolute principle. 

Comte's method of positivism consisted in substitutinq 

the determination of the laws of phenomena for the 

search for essences and causes. 

"La merite eminent de Comte a ete 
d'enseigner Ie principe que les philosophes 
de l'ecole empiriciste pure, Hume et ses 
successeurs n'avaient pas su deduire 
clairement de leur methode, Ie principe 
de relativite. Comte a reconnu la nature 
exacte de la methode des sciences 

,- . ., experlmentales .•. qUl conslste essentiellement 
a substituer a la recherche des essences et 
des causes la determination des lois des 

~ ...... 
phenomenes". 

(H.S.P.M., p 395). 

Renouvier agrees with this method and blames Comte for 

not taking it far enough. 

"On peut dire qu'il ne fut pas tromp~ par Ie 
principe de relativitie: mais au contraire qu'il 
n'en poussa pas assez loin l'application: 
car il avait evit~ son erreur si, par Ie critique 
de la connaissance et de croyance, il eut et~, 
mis sur la voie de reconnaitre la possibilite 
d'une doctrine qenerale de savoir qui ne 
placerait pas ses objets dans l'absolu mais dans 
l'esprit et dans ses lois" 

(H.S.P.M., p 396) 

It follows for Renouvier 

"Tout est relatif, ce grand mot du scepticisme 
ce dernier mot de la philosophie de l'ambiguite 
est Ie premier de la methode et par consequent de 
la science dont il trace la voie hors des 
ombres" . 

(P~E., 1854, p 50) . 
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"La relativite des phenomenes est reclee et 
permanente et cela meme est un phen~mene 
que l'experience constate autant qu'elle est 

1 t " ", "-consu ee: un phenomene que l'ensemble de la 
repr~sentation suppose, car chacun des ~l~ments 
de la representation est une relation, 

c'est a dire un ordre". 

(P.E., 1854, p 52). 

Law is an ordered relation 

"Une loi est un phenomene compose, produit 
ou reproduit d'une maniere constante, et 

"" represente comme un rapport commun des rapports 
de divers autres phenomenes. 

(Op . cit.) 

The representative order is a synthesis of 

laws or 'rapports'. For example, particular acts, 

feelings or wishes are all 'rapports' and manifest laws 

ie. constant conjunction of phenomena. Law is a relation 

of enveloping between phenomena. Phenomena envelope 

others and laws envelope phenomena and some laws envelope 

others. So for example will is the total relation of 

acts of will and memory is a total relation of memories. 

All however unite under "une loi commune - la Conscience". 

Conscience is thus: 

"Le dernier rapport et derni~re loi. Or la 
conscience est bien Ie phenomene compos~, produit 
ou reproduit d'une maniere constante et 

" ; -represente comme Ie rapport commun des phenomenes 
dans l'homrne". 

(P . E., op. cit., P 55) . 

Substance is banished and leaves being (l'etre) 

Renouvier distinguishes two sense of the word being: 

a relative sense and an absolute sense. The absolute sense 
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corresponds to the idea of absolute existence 0: which 

the supreme example is substance. Although there does 

appear to be an absolute sense, being in fact is a sign 

expressing a relation between phenomena. It is a 

'copule' • In determining the relations between phenomena, 

one is thereby determining being. So to say all is 

relative for Renouvier is to argue that phenomena are 

relative to each other, ie. that they are in relation to 

each other. A 

"L'etre est Ie rapport". This 

definition of being is in effect a demonstration of the 

principle of relativity. 

So there is no representation which does not offer 

itself to us as a relation, both to Conscience and internally 

to other phenomena. Precisely what is wrong with the 

noumenon or absolute is that it is outside of all 

relations. 

"Tout repn2sentatif aussi bien que tout 
represente implique des relations. Si donc 
nous posons la chose en soi, la substance, 
n'ont rien de commun avec la representation et 
alors ne sont pas ou sont pour nous comme 
n'etant pas. Si au contraire nous posons des 
relations dans la chose en sOi, ce qui con9oit 
point, nous ne sommes pourtant plus avances, 
car alors ce n'est pas la chose en soi, mais les 

."" ." relatlons posees que nous connalssons . 

(P.E. p38-9 1854). 

Renouvier claims that the relativist method is 

essential to Neo-Criticisme. It is 

"La premiere formule originaire du Neo
Criticisme". 

It is central to Renouvier's Copernicanism. 

"Toute annonciation de verite pour l'homme 
est relative a la constitution de l'entendement 
humaine" . 

(A.P., 1898, p 2). 
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Further the idea of relation is central to knowledge for 

Renouvier. Knowledge is a relation between subject 

and object: that the object pole is only known in 

relation to the subject pole constitutes their reciprocal 

relativity. 

"Connaitre n'est que poser des relations". 

(A.S.P.M., p 401). 

In contrast the method of realism is to think out of all 

relations: Kant's thinking on the noumenon is an 

example of this. The failure of all systems of the 

absolute is that they cannot fail but to establish 

relationship with the phenomenal. The relativist 

method on the contrary is the method of reality: that 

is relations must be represented in some consciousness 

and in this consists their reality. 

There are two senses of relativity that Renouvier 

uses in characterising the principle of relativity. 

The first is characrerised by dependence, which character-

ises the Copernican Revolution: the mind dependence of the 

object of knowledge. The second sense is a form of 

internal relationism and is more characteristic of Leibniz 

than Kant. Neither of these in themselves are enough to 

constitute relativism. Certainly for Kant relativism is 

not entailed by his revolution: the forms of thought 

are absolute and universal. Neither would the second 

sense constitute a relativism were it not that for Renouvier 

the terms of the relations are not absolutes, but are 

themselves relations. 

ilLes termes ne sont intelligible que dans 
les rapports".l 
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And 

"Les termes sont eux m~mes donn~es par 
d'autres rapports". 

(Op. cit.). 

Analysis of these internal relations does not lead 

to fixed points or absolutes, but it does discover 

what Renouvier calls 'premieres synth~ses' which 

have as their elements, correlative couples, part-whole, 

simple-complex. Because the terms only make sense in 

relation to each other, there is no absolute. So 

Conscience refers to all other relations and all 

relations imply it. 

But the first sense of relativity does not entail 

the second sense of internal relationism. Indeed they 

are contradictory: why if phenomena are only related 

to each other are they also related to Conscience? 

It is either a fixed point or it is not. If it is a fixed 

point of reference then is Renouvier back in the position 

of admitting an absolute or an essence? If it is only 

a relation which is constituted through the particular 

relations of experience, why can he guarantee it is always 

present? To be truly relative, it is so only in relation 

to certain phenomena at a certain time/position. He 

cannot in his own terms establish that it is that which all 

relations imply. Either Renouvier is floating in a sea 

of phenomena, which exist relatively to each othe~ or he 

is berthed beside a fixed point which takes him back 

to absolutes. He cannot both retain Conscience and 

the full meaning of the principle of relativity. 
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It is at this point that the relativism that 

characterises the later sociology of knowledge enters 

philosophy. And it is a conceptual mistake. 

Relativity to consciousness does notentail relativism: 

indeed for Kant it entails the opposites: the demonstration 

of the universality and necessity of the principles 

of the understanding guarantees the objectivity of knowledge. 

To say that the essence of Kant's revolution is the 

principle of relativity and to graft a quite different 

sense of relativity on to it, is to not only take Kant's 

theory beyond its legitimate bounds, it is also to give 

it a meaning far in excess of the legitimate critique 

of substantialism. Kant's forms of thought are not 

constituted through experience as are Renouvier's 

relations. As conditions for the possibility of 

knowledge at all, they are thus the conditions 

for Renouvier's 'premieres syntheses'. 

verneaux 2 points out that relativism is the 

essence of Renouvierism and it was his theory which gave 

birth to the atmosphere of relativism in the 1870s and 

1880s under the Third Republic. But inconsistent although 

I 
he is in this, it is clear that an\absolute sense of the 

relativity of knowledge is not entailed by Renouvier's 

relativity. For Conscience is that in terms of which 

all relations are constituted. . All relations are 

relative to Conscience, but other than this their 

internal relations can change and vary. It is in 

relation to this that Durkheim can accommodate the 

differences in content between cultures, but still see 

all knowledge and value systems as relative to a 

~ ~onscience COll~tive. 
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In terms of the two definitions of relativity, 

what is the status of Conscience? It is both that in 

relation to which phenomenon appear. But in so far as 

it can appear to itself, it is also a phenomenon. 

But it is nevertheless a phenomenon which links all 

other phenomenon; in this it cannot be relative. As 

the link of all phenomena it is the condition of their 

relatedness. But how can there be something which is 

simultaneously a phenomenon and the condition of the 

connectedness of all other phenomenon? 
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section IV. Phenomenalism and A Priorism 

Renouvier's phenomenalism must be able to 

accommodate the a priori; for this is what separates him 

from Hume and what constitutes the importance of Kant. 

But what does it look like in his phenomenalism? 

Firstly, it cannot as with Kant be an anticipation 

of experience: there is no sense to this idea for REnouvier. 

The idea of form and matter together with the distinction 

between sensibility and understanding are eradicated and all 

is to be included under representation and its laws. 

Representation consists of phenomena and laws; but law 

itself is an ordered phenomenon. 

"Une loi est un phenomene compose, produit 
ou reproduit d'une maniere constante" 

(P.E., p 54) 

One of the functions of the a priori for Kant is to 

establish the orderliness of experience. But order 

for Renouvier is a aeneral phenomenon 

"Que l'exp~rience constate autant qu'elle 
./ 

est consultee" 

(P . E., op. cit.). 

It is not therefore imposed on the data of sensibility: 

it is a constant conjunction revealed by experience. 

But in what sense is order a phenomenon? There is no 

question that for Renouvier that experience is atomistic 

or unregulated. This is the undesirable consequence of 

empiricism. In Kantian terms Renouvier's phenomenon 

must be a conflation then of the intelligible and the 

sensible. But how? In a phenomenalism, 



the intelligible must also be a phenomenon. For }-lur,:e, the 

links of phenomena are not themselves phenomena, but 

subjective habits imposed on impressions. But for 

Renouvier these in so far as they appear are also phenomena. 

So it is still a question of establishing how a 

phenomenon can establish the orderliness of others. 

This raises the question of what the a priori can 

look like in a philosophy which wants to introduce the 

principles of Kantanism into the positivist movement. 

How can he account for the a priori in terms of his 

phenomenalism? He insists that he is in accord with Kant's 

notion of the a priori: 

"Telle est la difference entre notre ecole, 
l'ecole actuelle de Kant, Ie criticisme, et 
l'ecole actuelle de Hume, L'empircisme. 
NODS n'admettons pas qu'il soit possible 
d'eviter la reconnaissance a priorique de 
de certaines lois de la representation mentale". 

(C.P. 1872, I, p 389). 

Kant has shown that empiricism rests on a petitio principii: 

liEn un mot, affirme la nature a priorique 
d'une notion c'est simplement remarquer qu'on 
ne peut sans petitio principii, lui assigner 
une origine dans l'experience". 

(P.E., p 313). 

The importance of the a priori for Renouvier is that it 

is this which separates his philosophy from the atomism 

and scepticism of Burne. 

In the Premier Essai, the definition of the a priori 

is that of aeneral phenomenon. Cateqories as laws are 

that which 'rule' experience. Renouvier has only 

retained the Kantian distinction between for~ and ~atter 

in terrr,s of generality and indivicuality respecti,'ely. 
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Cateqories rule experience is so far as the general 

rules the particular. Categories in this sense are 

first in regard to their qenerality: as the most general 

laws of phenomena they are also the highest type of phenomena. 

But is the generality made up of indi vidua 1 i ty? If so, 

then the a priori threatens disintegration into the a 

posteriori, ie. the orderliness of experience is threatened. 

No, because categories are irreducible. Categories are 

irreducible to experience and also to each other. 

"La doctrine a prioriste, a la bien comprendre 
est tout entiere dans la these de l'irr~ducibilite 
des cate'gories". 

(P.E., p 316). 

(Milhaud 1 points out that the irreducibility of 'facts' 

to each other is entailed precisely through the denial 

of the thing-in-its~lf which would blur all such distinctions 

as substance). 

But in what sense is this irreducibility a priority? 

We can take it as given that the irreducible is not derived 

from experience (although even this is contentious). 

But to be positively a priori they must regulate experience. 

For Kant the form of knowledge is pure: the transcendental 

conditions do not admit of anything empirical. Accordino 

to Renouvier such a form of knowledge is substantialist. 

Here is clear Renouvier's misunderstanding of a transcendental 

condition, which is central to Kant's notion of the 

a priori. 

In terms of his theory of phenomenalism, the 

a priori must be related to the represent~ and representatif. 

If the a priori is associated with the representatif, in 
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what sense does this rule over the represente? Since 

they are not separable, and are given in all experience 

simultaneously, there can be no question of the a priority 

of one over the other. In his later works, the feature 

of idealism, ie. the autonomy of the 'representatif' comes 

to the fore and is shown in the category of personality. 

(But after 1898, his work develops more in a Leibnizian 

frame than a Kantian) . 

It follows that for Renouvier the relationship between 

the a priori and the empirical is a relationship of 

degrees-of abstraction. The cateqories are not 

discovered by reflexive analysis back to the conditions 

of the possibility of experience, but by abstraction 

from the particular 'donn~es' of experience to the general 

relations which tie them together. 
2 As Verneaux putt it: 

"L'analyse est ainsi non pas reflexive 
mais abstractive, et l'observation 'positive' 
du categories est cornrne une lecture de 
l'universel dans Ie particular donnee empiriquement". 

It follows for Renouvier, as will be clear in Chapter IV 

that the categories "ne sont pas a deduire". 

The difference bet,,7pen Kant and Renouvier is 

well expressed by Milhaud on this point: 

"Pour Kant il s'agit de conditions a 
priori que l'esprit humaine ... impose a tous 
les elements materiels de la connaissance. 
Cette opposition de l'esprit et des choses 
n'a plus de sens chez Renouvier, qui ne se ,. /'. 

trouve plus en presence que des representatlons; 
et les cateqories sont seulement les lois 
generales, auxquelles nous constaton~ ~u'elle 
sont soumises. Ce sont des faits gene raux 
comparables a ceux que les sciences decouvrirent 
dans les choses, ou bien dans les representations 
vue du c~t6 subjectif pour parler comme 
Renouvier. Si les cat~aories sont anterieures 
a l'expe'rience, c'est logiq~ement: CO:TJI,e la loi 
deLfravrl~tion universelle conditionne celles de 
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la chute des corps". 

(Op. cit. p. 70-71). 

For verneaux3 the problem with this is that 

it presents itself as: 

"Une veritable theorie de l'abstraction 
dans une contexte idealiste". 

He argues that it can present itself as a continuation of 

Kant without the thing-in-itself. For Neo-Criticisme, 

admitting only phenomena, has no need to trace back to 

the transcendental conditions of the subject, for the 

explanation of the possibility of an object, for laws are 

already integrated into phenomena. 4 Thus Verneaux says: 

ilL' a priori gl isse .ainsi du plan purement 
transcendental, ou Kant Ie suite, a un plan 
qui n'est pas certes, purement empirique, car 
ca serait contradictoire, mais que est a mi 
chemin entre les deux". 

Renouvier accuses Kant of a game of concepts in 

talking of transcendental conditions constituting the 

object before it appears. Rather for him, the given 

constitute phenomena and laws. So he can identify the 

-
'--

first laws of phenomena with the categories, and to discover 

them in experience by abstraction. Verneaux says the 

general is the legitimate substitute for the transcendental. 

But I dispute this, for the a priori, tied to the trans-

cendental for Kant is characterized by universality and 

necessity. Renouvier can onJy thus establish that 

experience is that it is, not that it is necessarily as it 

is. The justification of knowledqe is no lonqer a 'quid justi' 

but a 'quid facti'. 
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Further the a priori is the repository of hu~an 

interest for Kant: the interests of reason are tied up 

with the a priori. If these are conflated with the icea 

of a general fact, the critical tension with actuality, 

central to Kant's version of reason, is lost. It can 

no longer be the yet to be achieved, central to reason 

in its practical aspect. It must always be realized 

in reality as presently constituted. 

Finally, his anti-Kantianism is demonstrated in this. 

He says his Neo-Criticisme: 

"Est un idealisme qui ne separe point des 
phenomenes, des lois par lesquelles s'operent 

... .... 
les syntheses". 

(H.S.P.M., p 455). 
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Section v. Renouvier on the distinction between Reason 
and Understandinq 

Renouvier claims that it fOllows from phenomenalism 

and relativism that Kant's distinction between reason and 

understanding must -be abandoned. Or more precisely the 

faculty of reason as defined by Kant must be denied. 

Reason is the faculty of thinking the unconditioned and 

through its object it is rendered invalid for Renouvier. 

In this reason is exempt from the sensory conditions 

imposed on understanding, which although its activity 

is regulated by the categories, cannot transcend 

possible experience . 
./ 

"La resume de la doctrine kantienne de 
l'absolu, consideree quant a la m~thode, n'est 
autre chose que Ie parti-pris metaphysique 
de n'admettre pas les categories regulatrice 
de la connaissance cornrne faisant loi 
et forment limite pour la raison, ainsi 
qu'elles forment limite pour l'entendement". 

(A.P., 1896, p 17). 

To deny the houmenon, is to invalidate the 

faculty of reason. 

"La question depend du celIe du Principe 
de Relativite. En admettant ce principe 
suivant Ie quel nulle existence n'est 
concevable autrement que pour une definition 
de relations on bannit l'Inconditionnee de 
l'existence pour la meme raison que la 
connaissance possible... Le distinction 
arbitraire de l'Entendement et de la Raison, 

/ . 
dans la doctrine Kantienne pretend se motlver 

I ./. 

sur ce que l'Entendement donne a I experlence 
ses regles, qui ne sont applicables que 
dans la sphere de l'experience possible, au 
lieu que la Raison, faculte des principes, 
depasserait ces limites. Mais la Raiss~ 
avec Ie don qulon lui supposerait de crelr des 
idees absolues ne depasserait pas seulement 
llexperience mais l'intelligence possible". 

(O.M.P. 192:, p 39-~O). 

Reason can thus be no more than understanding, which for 
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Renouvier means the realm of phenomena regulated by 

laws. 

Renouvier's critique of the faculty of reason 

predates later commentators. W.H. Walsh said 

"Reasc-n seems to be a monster from the start, 
thoucht up for unworthy pu~poses and sustained 
in existence by little more than a series of 
sophisms"l 

Kant moves from his position in the Analytic where 

the intellect is exclusively the understanding and 

here the intellect blunders into metaphysics by 

mistake. Whereas in the dialectic Kant moves towards 

a definition of reason as a faculty having a set of 

a priori concepts of its own. J. Bennett calls Kants 

formal setting against metaphysical argument in the 

First Critique an 'artifi.cial irrelevance' and 

dismisses the faculty of reason as of no philosophical 

. 2 lmportance. 

reason: 

Kant seems to be deceived into thinking that 

"Since it contains within itself the source 
of certain concepts and principles, which it 
does not borrow either from the senses or 
from the understanding" 

(C.P.R. A 299) 

has therefore a logical use and thus a real use. 

Its principle in logical use is to find the unconditioned, 

for the conditioned'knowledge obtained through under-

standing, which can qive it unity. Walsh argues 

that because there are conditions, it does not follow 

that there is some final unconditioned. In this 

he echoes Renouvier: the idea of the unconditioned is 

cent~_to pre-Copernican metaphysics. 
" 
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But it is also characteristic of Copernican 

metaphysics in the sense that the idea of dependency 

on the mind entails the idea of that which is independent. 

Renouvier and Kant part company over th~s~: for Renouvier 

the idea of forms of knowledge which are logically 

independent of experience is impossible. There is 

thus nothing in relation to which knowledge constitutes 

a unity, in the sense that Kant postulated reason 

as a goal of unity. Thus relativism iE reinforced 

by his denial of Kant's faculty of reason. 

For Kant it is Reason which provides the 

principles in terms of which the understanding orders 

the data of sense: 

"Understanding may be regarded as a faculty 
which secures the unity of appearances 
by means of rules, and reason as being the 
faculty which secures the unity of the under
standing under principles". 

(C.P.R., B 359) . 

RenouvEr, Bennett and Walsh argue that the 

coherence, intelligibility of experience is in no 

way threatened if the offending faculty of reason 

is simply removed. But for Kant this would leave 

understanding without any capacity of reflecting on 

itself, or of regulating itself according to higher 

principles than those operating to keep the senses 

in order. And without this the human capacity to 

reason would not just be tied to the data of sense; it 

would be imprisoned by them. Reason seems to guarantee 

a capacity to reflect on the rules which engender con-

ceptual order. Without the unconditioned certainly 
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some support for reason falls away, but not its 

reflective capacity vis ~ vis the understanding. 

Renouvier follows the implication of his 

reduction of reason to understanding: there is no 

principle of unity in terms of which all human 

knowledge can be coordinated. Most importantly 

however, is that because there is no reason, there 

conflict between the interests of reason and under-

is 

standing, which are expressed in the antinomies. The 

no 

denial of this distinction enables Renouvier to resolve 

the conflict between freedom and determinism. Further 

in place of impersonal and universal reason, Renouvier 

argues that freedom is the basis of knowledge and 

therefore choice is central, which reinforces the 

relativism of his outlook. This is dealt with in 

Part III. And because he makes reason lie in the human 

being itself Renouvier has affected a further Copernican 

Revolution of reason, to its roots in the living 

psychological reality of the humanbeing. Verneaux 

says: 

"II est la transposition en termes 
d'entendement ... du probleme metaphysique 
que Kant reservait a la raison. II est 
Ie substitut humain du probleme qui ne 
pouvait ~tre theoriquement rE3S olue dans Ie 
systeme de Kant que par une intuition 
surhumaine,,3 
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Chapter IV. The System of the Categories 

In Chapter III, it was made clear that for 

Renouvier the problem of science is 'Critique Generale'. 

Here it will be shown that the task of 'Critique 

Generale' is to 

"Construire Ie systeme des rapports gene raux 
~ " des phenomenes". 

(.P., p 379) 

This is the system of the categories. 

Here I extend the analysis of the principle of 

relativity to the analysis of the categories. And 

here Renouvier shows how critical idealism can found a 

science which culminates in a system of categories. 

Supreme amongst the categories implied by the principle 

of relativity is Conscience. (Section II). 

Lastly I will examine how Renouvier develops 

the idea of a science of representations with a concrete 

analysis of the details of human experience. And 

this is his rebuff to the idea of a Begelian science. 

For him this science has necessarily a collective 

dimension (Section V) . 
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section I. Transcendental, Empirical Philosophy and 
the Categories 

Phenomenalism is one aspect of the principle 

of relativity: a priorism is the other aspect. 

A priorism separates Renouvier from Hume, who had 

reduced the constitutive laws of experience to a 

sort of accidental form under the action of experience. 

For Renouvier, Kant made sensationalism impossible by 

showing that empiricism rested on a petitio principii: 

it is incapable of accounting for the form of experience 

within empiricist principles alone. 

Kant had triumphed over Hume in three ways 

for Renouvier. Firstly by discovering the forms of 

sensible intuition, space and time. For Renouvier, 

the ~ranscendental Aesthetic is the definitive statement 

of the nature of space and time, as the condition of 

* internal and external experience respectively . 

Secondly, in establishing that there are a priori 

concepts, giving a form for experience. Thirdly, in 

the discovery of the synthetic a priori judgements; 

this is one of the great reforming points of the Kantian 

system, for it pOints to the categories. 

* However, aqainst Kant he claims that they are 
categories-and not forms of intuition: this is 
consistent with his denial of any distinction between 
sensibility and understanding. And this pav~s 
the way for Durkheim who regarded space and tlme as 
categories of society. 



Kant is: 

"Clest la clef du tout".1 

"Le premier genie categoriste de llere 
moderne" . 

212. 

(P.E., P 395, 1854). 

The construction of the system of the categories is 

the aim of Copernican science. For Kant, categories 

are the rules which provide for the classification of 

experience. These rules as the bearer of the a 

priori, in the theoretical sense are that which achieves 

the unification of experience, which is the aim of 

reason. The Copernican Revolution establishes for Kant 

that it is the rules immanent in the structure of reason, 

as understanding, which provide for the coherence and 

intelligibility of experience. The categories of 

the understanding are synthetic a priori propositions 

and the central question of the First Critique, how are 

synthetic a priori propositions possible, is answered 

in the discovery of the system of the categories 

and their transcendental deduction. Establishing 

them is the goal of Copernican metaphysics, for these 

are the ground of reality for the subject. However 

there is a clear distinction between Copernicanism 

understood as transceneentalism and as naturalism. 

For Renouvier, the task of establishing the 

categories is a work of empirical science, not of 

transcendental deduction. Further the categories 

are laws of experience: they do not constitute a 
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unity. And they can change: it is up to each thinker 

to develop his/her own system, there is no fixed and 

absolute system of the fundamental rules of thought 

for all time. That is, he refutes Kant's absolutist 

claim for the system of the categories. But in terms 

of this he denies any validity to a 'deduction' of the 

categories, associating this with dogmatism. In this 

he disputes the question of right in the justification 

for the employment of the categories and substitutes 

questions of fact. Renouvier thus establishes the 

relativity of the categcries and their factual 

nature. But in this he establishes Conscience as 

the categories of categories, and in this, it will be 

clear that he is not free from the kind of deduction 

ie. justification he has claimed to deny. 

For him, the problem of science is to 

, /' /' 
"Construire Ie systeme des rapports gene raux 
des phenomenes. Les rapports et les lois 
sont les seuls o~jets de la connaiss~ce: . 
ils ne sont donnees que dans la representatlon: 
la representation ell~meme, en tant qui 
experience, elle verifie et ne don~e pas: 
donc les lois generales de la representation 
sont les premiers elements que l'architecture 
de la science ~ mettre en oeuvre et Ie plan 
de l'edifice demande resulterait de l'ensemble 

/ ~ ~ 

coordonne de ces rapports gene raux que nous 
appelons des categories". 

(P.E., 1854 p. 379). 

Thus for Renouvier: 

"Dne systeme de categories complet, lumineux, 
si bien agence que sa propre loi parait 
lui serait de preuve ... constituerait 

/ 
une philosophie achevee". 

(Op. ci t. ) 
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The construction of this 'Science de science' is a 

'logique generale'. He claims that: 

"Pour la premiere fois j'ai pu donner un 
caractere positif a l'etude de l'entendement". 

(P.E. 1854, p 192). 

Following his phenomenalism and relativism the work 

of establishing the system ~s neither absolute nor 

transcendental, but relative and empirical. 
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Section II. Renouvier's Critique of Kant's Cateaories 
.< 

The absolute haunted Kant in his construction 

of the categories, therefore it is an 'oeuvre manqu~' 

(C. D. de K., P 279) . 
,-

"La resume de la doctrine kantienne de 
l'Absolu, consid~re quant a la methode, n'est 
autre chose que Ie parti pris metaphysique 
de n'admettre pas les categories regulatrices 
de la connaissance cornme faisant loi et 
formant limite pour la raison ainsi qu'elle 
forment limite pour l'entendement" 

(A.P., 1896, p 17). 

The principle of relativity as the essence of 

the Copernican Revolution, entails that relation is 

the basic form of all the categories. Kant should 

have established the constitutive laws of phenomena 

without leaving the sphere of relations. 

"La categorie de relation tiree par Kant des 
especes de jugement en tant que categoriques 
hypothetiques ou disjonctifs est une categorie 
qui embrasse toutes les autres, pusique 
toutes expriment des relations et se distinguent 
par les genres de relations". 

( C . D . de K., P 274). 

He claims that his Neo-Criticisme alone can 

do justice to the nature of the categories: 

"Le ph~nomenisme criticiste, relativiste et 
a prioriste a la fois, en ce qui touche la 

~ 

nature et l'origine des idees, admet les 
rapports et les synthes~s loqiques forment 
un systeme de categorie de raison". 

(A.P., 1896, p 66). 

It conciliates between scepticism and dogmatism. 
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scepticism is the result of the doctrine that experience 

alone, through constant repetition, gives us the 'rapports' 

of experience. Dogmatism is the result of pure a priorism, 

which tends towards a theory of necessary truths as 

inherent in 'l'esprit' itself. So it is the task of 

Neo-Criticisme to establish the fundamental relations 

of understanding. His critique of Kant is that he doesn't 

take categorial connections as relations. It 

follows that because he doesn't take relations as the 

basic categorial form, and therefore that which is 

common to all, that all the other categories are 

'hors de relation'. 

For Renouvier, the system of categories is 

transformed by the introduction of relation 

because it cannot stay as a simple category: 

"Elle y entre comme la forme commune de toutes". 

(A.P., 1896, p 18). 

This together with phenomenalism is the radical reform 

by Neo-Criticisme 6f Kant's Criticisme. The credit 

for this in France must go to Comte, but ultim~tely 

back to Hume and his critique of substance, says 

Renouvier. 

"Le Neo-criticisme a sauve du naufrage de 
la metaphysique substantialiste les lois a / 
prioriques des phenomenes, qu'il a consideree 
comme des appartenances de la structure 
mentale" . 

(A.P., 1896, p 18). 

Relativism is not just a theory, but also a 

method and it brings with it a characteristic 

procedure in all the categories: the ternary forr.-' of 
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the irreducible laws of knowledge. Renouvier praised 

Kant for having discovered the ternary form of the 

category relation and he uses the triad, thesis, antithesis 

and synthesis to establish the form of relations. 

The thesis of relation is distinction: any discrimina-

tion of thought is made by distinguishing it from 

something else. In turn, the antithesis is the 

identification of one thing to another. The synthesis 

is a determination of thought, ie. distinction and 

identification take place under a relation. Relation 

is thus a correlation of initially opposed terms and 

thus relation envelopes an opposition. --Affirmation 

and negation are involved in all relations. Is 

this a contradiction? If so then: 

"La science aurait son tombeau dans les 
categories" 

(P.E., p 273). 

With Kant and against Hegel he agrees that contra-

diction renders science impossible. Having renounced 

Hegel, he can no longer base science on a contradiction. 

Renouvier insists that distinction and identification 

are not contradictory but contraries, which are 

enveloped by relation. To be contradictory, they 

must entail contradictory propositions, which they do 

not. In this Renouvier substituted the logic wf 

And his correlation for the logic of contradiction. 

originality lay in showing that thesis and anti-thesis 

only make sense in relation to each other. If follows 

for Renouvier: 
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"La constitution des categories loin 
d'@tre incompatible avec Ie principe de 
contradiction ne fait que Ie repeter et Ie 
confirmer" • 

(P.E., p 274). 

Relation envelopes contraries to form a unity. So 

for example the category of quantity is an application 

of relation in this sense. Representations imply 

multiplicity and as multiplicity the laws of phenomena 

are established as a unity or a plsralit~: these terms 

are correlative and the synthesis of them is a 

determined plurality or totality. That relation is the 

basic form of the categories and that the goal of 

science is the construction of the categories together 

demonstrate how syntheses are the first given of science: 

all the given of representations are syntheses. 

"La science n'a qu'un but: c'est de 
composer distinctement les syntheses 
obscures de la connaissance". 

(P.E., p 275). 

Kantian absolutism shows itself in him 

basing his classification on the logical form of judgement. 

And in so dOing he distances himself from Aristotle, 

for whom here Renouvier expresses a preference. 

Indeed Renouvier's system of categories as laws of 

experience is closer in kind, if not spirit to 

Aristotle's categories than to the Kantian. The 

categories of Aristotle are the fundamental relations 

of reason, not the a priori forms of the understanding 

which logically precede experience. However, says 

Renouvier, Aristotle had pointed to the idea of relation, 

but b~s failure was not to have demonstrated how his 
~~ ... ~--~~~~~~ 

" 
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essences are independent of it. The pivot of his 

classification is the concrete individual, but this 

is not a primitive irreducible notion for Renouvier. 

What constitutes individuality is distinction, an 

element of relation. 

Renouvier is disputing Kant's clue to the 

discovery of all concepts of the understanding. 

Scholastic logic per se is a compromise with old 

metaphysics, but also he argues that since thought is 

more general than judgement, we are faced in the problem 

of constructing the system of the categories, with 

* a problem as wide as human thought itself. 

"Son oeuvre est un tableau de l'esprit 
humaine". 

(P.E., p 380). 

It is because that they are laws of experience that they 

apply to judgement. 

* 

"Kant a pretendu la deduire d'une enumeration 
des differentes especes de jugement, au 
lieu de la poser simplement comme il est 
juste, a titre de releve des faits (car les 
lois essentielles constitutivement de 
l'entendement, sont des veritables faits 
mentaux) de l'application Ie plus universelle 
de l'intelligence aux phenomenes". 

(C.D.·K., p 273). 

D. Parodi maintained that given his .intention, 
Kant was justified in using scholastic logic. For 
his method was to take knowledqe as given by 
contemporary science and logic' for granted. His 
critique consists in establishing the possibility of 
these and not overturninq their doctrines. Since 
he departs from a situation of fact, he accepts 
traditional logic. 1 
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~.- But it follows, through Renouvier's 

phenomenalism and the identification of being with 

laws of representation, that his version of the 

categories is closer to Aristotle than Kant. 

Although Aristotle has a realist theory of knowledge 

and in this distinguishes himself from a phenomenalist 

theory of knowledge, he nevertheless was the first to 

define and classify the irreducible and fundamental 

'rapports' of representation. Categories for 

Aristotle are simultaneously logical and ontological, 

envelopping all possible objects of knowledge, and 

they derive from an abstraction of the general from the 

particular. 

"II resulte de notre ~tude, que la question 
des categories, loin de n'~tre qu'un branche 
de la logique ... implique la methode 
philosophique dans son entier et dans Ie 
plus grand extension". 

(A.P., 1896, p 48). 

Kant as a result, doesn't see the universal 

application of the concepts which accompany relation: 

identification, distinction and determination and 

places them instead under the category of quality. 

He thus neglects the real meaning of qualitative 

relation, which for Renouvier is that of type (espece) to 

species (genre). Instead Kant uses the logical 

and grammatical notion of substance and qualities. 

Under quality, Kant groups reality, negation and 

determination and in so doing turns it into an 

ontoloqy. The category of relation thus borrows terms 

from realist metaphysics, substance and accident, 
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causality and dependence. As a result substance 

whose only real meaning for Renouvier is a kind of 

relation, is figured as a type of object. Thus he hOlds 

the principles of substantialiiity, causality and 

community dogmatically and pretends they cannot be 

demonstrated. In the Analogies of Experience, he 

says that all phenomena have something permanent (substance) 

and something changing. And also that everything 

which begins to exist supposes something which it 

succeeds according to a rule. From this, he deduces 

the determination of phenomena according to necessary 

laws: he says the unity of experience demands it. The 

table of categories by its construction entails the 

metaphysical postulate of substance and a type of 

causality which demands the universal determination 

of phenomena. 

The recognition of relation as the form 

common to categories thus changes the picture entirely 

from that of Kant. Kant's categories are these. 

Quartaty 

Quality 

Unity, Plurality and Totality. 

Reality, Negation, Limitation. 

Relation : Inherence, Subsistence 

Causality and Dependence 

Community. 

Modality Possibility, Impossibility 

Existence and ~on-existence 

Necessity and Contingency. 

Renouvier's list changed somewhat throughout his life. 
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In the Premier Essai of 1854 it was: 

Relation, Number, Size (etendu), Duration, 

Quality, Becoming, Causality, Finality and 

Personality. 

In 1896 (A.P. 'La Categories de la Raison et la 

Metaphysique de l'Absolu') the list is: 

Relation, Personality, Quantity, Quality, 

Becoming, Succession, Causality, Finality 

and Space. 

And for Renouvier the categories are eit~er static 

or dynamic; the first four (of the latter list) 

are static, wheras the latter four (except for space) 

are dynamic. 

Central to this list is the category of person

ality or 'Conscience'; this is the next topic. 
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Section III. The Category of Conscience 

Relation is the 'base and cement' of the edifice 

of the categories. Relation is the abstract aspect 

of this. Personality in the category of Conscience 

is the concrete living aspect of relation. 

"Partant de la Relation en general, toutes 
les categories aboutissent a cette relation 
particuliere qui est la personalite". 

(P.E., p 262). 

The anthropomorphism of his principle of 

relativity is shown most clearly in the development 

of Conscience. 

"La matiere de la connaissance est marque 
du sceau du connaitre, sous toutes ses 
formes, c'est a dire modelee sur les lois 
de la personne en qui senle les representa-

tions sont donnees". 

(P.E., p 262). 

Against Kant's formalism and abstraction, he says: 

"De tout notion, de tout jugement, de 
tout objet represente ..• on peut demander 
en qui ils se manifestent". 

(P.E., p 262). 

As with all categories, Conscience is a 

synthesis of correlatives: in this case 

"Le soi et Ie non-soi". 

The self, however is not a thing, but a kind of 

boundary 

... .".... ./ At "Une sphere de phenomenes posee comrne ere, 
./ " comme acte, comrne etat 

{P.E., p 263. 
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The 'non-soil is in contrast: 

"L'ense~ble,indetermini, indefini, de tous 
les phenomenes autres ou ext~rieurs". 

(P.E., p 263) • 

It follows: 

"La synthese du soi et non-soi est la 
conscience, la personne". 

(P.E., p 263). 

The self is only a limit: as soon as Conscience 

tries to turn it into a representation, it becomes 

* a TIon sor and thus another 'so~ is required. 
-

But 

soi and non-soi, confirm the logic of correlation, they 

only make sense in relation to each other: we do not 

understand self separate from not self. Self 

corresponds to the representative side of representation, 

whilst the not self corresponds to the represented. 

Conscience encloses ('embrasse') and 

synthesizes the experience we acquire from all the 

other categories. And seeing these categories from the 

** point of view of Conscience we get faculties. As it 

is the quintessential expression of relation, Conscience 

distinguishes identifies and determines. It is also 

imagination, a memory and a judgement. All these 

faculties establish the function of understanding, which under 

the conditions of becoming, is thought. 

* This is a mixture of Hume and Kant on the self. 
Kant's 'I' which accompanies all perceptions and 
Hume's analysis of the inexpressibility of self in 
impressions. 

** Renouvier claims his theory of Conscience replaces the old 
psychology of faculties in terms of scientific philosophy 
ie. in terms of law, fact and function. 
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Conscience itself has a representative aspect 

and a represented. Understanding, will and 

feeling are part of the representative aspect. On the 

represented side we see what counts as the matter of 

representation or experience. 

" h/ .... Ces p enomenes, sortent du non-soi, se 
limitent dans Ie sOi, re90ivent l'empreinte 
dont les lois categoriques les frappent". 

(P.E., p 266). 

All experience thus comes to representation under 

a Conscience. 

"L'experience est aussi un nom de cette 
Conscience" 

(P.E., p 267). 

This aspect of Conscience is customarily called 

sensibility, ie. sensation as corning from 'Ie non-soil. 

In perception, says Renouvier, we find the non-soi 

in the soi 'as a stranger'. So the association of 

ideas is constituted within Conscience, when the forms 

of Conscience succeed each other in a manner to form 

an experience distinct from external impressions. 

Categories are empty without sensibility providing 

the material. 

"C'est 1 'experience meme qui constat que 
l'experience est indispensable a la 
conscience et a ses formes". 

(P.E., p 268). 

Conscience offers a. radical principle of individuality. 

... " "La Dersonne nous offre, realise a un degre 
emi~ent, Ie caractere d'individualite que 
nous avons vu appartenir a ces lois des 

., -. d' "'t " phenomenes qUl portent Ie nom e res . 

(P.E., p 269). 
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"Le principe de distinction impliquee dans 
les divers~s categories aboutit comme 
celles-ci a la conscience, et y trouvent 
un forme definitive, condition de toutes 
les autres, a notre point de vue". 

(P.E., p 269) • 

From this individuality of Conscience derives its 

capacity to surpass any deterministic law of phenoemna, 

and its capacity to generate new orders of phenomena. 

~his will be developed in Part IIIJ 
.,. ... 

"Un ordre nouveau de phenomenes nait de 
la consideration des personnes que le soi 
place dans le non-soi, comme d'autres soi des 
semblatles. Les rapports entre personnes 
presentent les causes et les unies 
dans des syntheses particuliers. C'est la 
qui paraissent l'obligation, le droit et 
devoir termes correlatives, en un mot, la loi 
de la moralite, d'ou procede la loi politique" 

(P.E., p 269). 

(This will be examined in Part IV) 

In 1896 (A.P. "Les Categories de la Raison 

et Metaphysique de l'Absolu") Renouvier says that the 

principle of idealism must be added to the prinicple of 

relativity in establishing the categories. This 

principle is established by reflecting: 

"Si la representation mentale, si la 
conscience s'evanouissait, tous les objets 
et le monde disparaitrent" 

(A.P., 1896 

This is a modification from his earlier position of 

1854 where his theory of representation constitutes 

a refutation of subjective idealism. In his later 

work the representative side centering on Conscience 

has a greater autonomy from the represented side 
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and in this he can no longer insist on the equivalent 

weight of the represented and the representative in 

knowledge. In this, is he not moving towards a 

position of absolute idealism that he condemns in 

Hegel? 

The personalism of his later philosophy, 

although present in his early work is clear in his 

statement that Conscience is personality, when it is 

elevated to that degree where it is capable of 

forming concepts and knowing laws. 

"Elle se presente en ce cas cornrne la 
categorie vivante qui est l'assemblage de 
toutes les categories, les possede et les 
applique a la multitude des rapports 
particuliers qui en sont dependences". 

(A.P. 1896, p 20). 

Relation as the basis of the cat~9cry is 

the abstract form of Conscience, which is the concrete 

aspect of relation. Verneaux points out that these 

do not entail two different systems of categorisation. 

The categories form a circle for Renouvier. He 

says in talking of the fundamental laws of thought 

there is no linear deduction. It is contradictory 

to demand a rational foundation for a system of the 

fundamental laws of thought. To attempt to 

deduce a first principle of knowledge: 

"Ca ne serait la rien de moins de tout. 
demontrer sans tourrer dans un cerc Ie et 
sans commencer ou finir en posent quelque 
chose d'indemontrable. En effet l~S 
categories sont des lois de la pensee 
distinctes et irreductibles". 

(A.P. 1896, P 3). 
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Because they are irreducible, it is illogical to 

look for a further foundation. It is not however 

contradictory to look for a common element: 

"Une loi commune aux lois d'ailleurs 
propres et mutuellement inassimilables qui 
les constituent". 

(A. P., op. ci t. ) 

Relation is the common form to all categories and 

Conscience is its living concrete corollary. It 

closes the circle at the same point that relation 

opens it. 

"La cercle des cat~qories ouvert par l'~tre 
ind~terminee, se r~nfermera au meme point, 

l ''''t '" .;' ... par e re completement determlne, apres que 
les lois fondamentales avait ete parcourus". 

(P.E., 187). 

There is only one principle of the unity of the 

categories, but two poles of unification, because 

the principle presents itself under two aspects. 

Under one it is the type (genre) which makes a unity of 

the categories because it is contained in all of them. 

Under the other, it is the theatre which because it 

contains them all, is also a unity: 

"La seule unit~ de ces concepts est 
l' entendement lui-meme la Conscience". 

(A.P., 1896, p 3). 

For Renouvier Conscience is thus that which 

answers the question of the unity of experience which 

for Kant is established in the transcendental unity 

of apperception. The unity of consciousness is 

anterior and posterior to the system of the categories. 
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Knowledge has a unity because it is a synthesis in 

relation to the II thinkl which accompanies all 

representation. 

"Otherwise something would be represented 
in me which could not be thought at all 
that is equivalent to saying that repre~entation 
would be impossible, or at least nothing to me" 

(C.P.R., p 132). 

Because it establishes the unity of the manifold 

in relation to one selfconsciousness 

"the principle of apperception is the 
highest principle in the whole sphere of 
knowledge '.' 

(C.P.R. B 135). 

The unity of knowledge for Kant belongs to 

an original unity of consciousness. But for Rennouvier 

this is a 'Moil which is distinct from representation. 

"II ne consent pourtant a conclure que 
Ie moi nlest qulun pur phenomene: reste 
donc Ie pur inconnu". 

(C.D.K. p 290). 

To relate the unity of knowledge in terms of a self 

which is not a phenomenon or a law of phenomena, is 

to return to the absolute. 

"Ce ... qui .... est serieuxc. c'est qu'au dela des 
phenomenes, clest a dire au dela des 
relations, il nly a de sujet reel 
imaqinable que Ie sujet unconnaissable, - / ..... . 
auquel Kant est toujours oblige a recourlr, 
est ce trop d'appeler imaginable, ca~ il 
ne llest point et la personne elle-meme 
ne se connait nullement". 

(C.D. K. P 2·~)9). 

Thus he concludes that Kantls reasoning about the 

transcendental unity of apperception is 
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"Un sOP?isme qui con;is~e a exiger que 
dans 1 a~te de perceptlon (qui logiquement 
ne peut-etre qu'un rapport celui du 
percevan~ au p~rc~) l'entendement qui per~oit, 
se pe:901ve lUl-me~e en tant que percevant, 
ce qUl est contradlctoire c'est l'oeil qui se 
voyant dans un miroir demanderait a s'y 
voir non en tant qu'il est et qu'il peut 
etre vu, mais en tant qu'il voit". 

(C.D.K. p 292). , 
There is thus not an absolute unity of 

knowledge but only a unity relative to the person. 

"Est-ce que la loi de la conscience n'est 
point une forme de nos jugements tous et 
toujours relatif a la personne qui juge"? 

(P.E. p 39R). 

But without any unity, how does this theory distinguish 

itself from empiricism which he recognises guarantees 

only disassociation of ideas and therefore scepticism? 

Is Renouvier not, in Kantian terms establishing only 

an empirical consciousness? Kant says: 

For Kant 

"Empirical consciousness, which accompanies 
different representations is itself diverse 
and without relation to the identity of 
the subject". 

(C.P.R. B 133). 

"The unity of consciousness in that which 
is empirical is not, as regards what is 
given, necessary and universally valid". 

(C.P.R. B 140). 

Renouvier's reworking of the transcenQental unity 

of apperception as a law of phenomena which is 

Conscience (the law of laws, 'un fai t irreducible') 

compromises Kant's a priori precisely in what he 

wanted to retain from it. That l'S l'tS ability to 
~ , -

oppose the atomism of empiricism. 
-
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"The empirical unity of consciousness, 
~hrough the association of representations, 
ltself concerns appearance and is whOlly 
contingent". 

(C.P.R. B 140). 

In other words, Renouvier only retains empirical 

awareness in Conscience and this is not enough to 

establish it as providing even any kind of unity for 

phenomena. For as a phenomenon, how can it guarantee 

the unity of all other phenomena? It could only 

establish relations of generality to individuality 

as laws of experience do. But on what phenomenon is 

ConscieBce based? What kind of phenomenon is it? 

It is not spatial, temporal? It is not simply 

feeling, intelligence, will, it is all of these and more. 

Yet it is still a phenomenon? To be a phenomenon it 

must have some capacity to appear, but for Renouvier 

it disappears as soon as it is represented. 

If it is not a phenomenon, it is a law. But laws are 

composed of phenomena. We do not escape the 

problem this way. 

What validity there is to Renouvier's theory 

of Conscience is that he has illegitimately annexed the 

notion of transcendental condition to this law of laws. 

Thus he is treating it as the condition of the 

.possibility of knowledge. And when he says: 

"Les faits d'ordre oene'ral ne sont pas a 
deduire" 

we cannot treat this claim quite seriously. He claims 

aqainst the notion of deduction (ie. justification) of 

a priori knowledge that he uses observation and fact. 
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It is clear it is an extremely subtle form of observation 

that lead him to establish Conscience as the law of la~s, 

and thus the condition of the orderliness of experience. 

It is for him the final implication of the principle 

of relativity, that is the rule of a priorism and the 

rule of phenomenalism. And these two are the result 

of philosophical analysis of what are the principles 

implied in all thought about reality. He is saying 

we cannot explain knowledge on any other terms. 

Hegelianism and empiricism are not adequate. In other 

words he is saying, Conscience is the condition for the 

possibility of knowledge. And this is close to a 

transcendental justification in Kantian terms. He 

presents this in a naturalistic context, which conceals 

under observation the argument he is really makino. 

Conscience thus reconciles reason, sensibility 

and understanding. In terms of Neo-Criticisme it is 

that which reconciles the a priori with the a posteriori. 

It unites the subject and the object pole of represent-

ation. As the relation of relations, it is the 

category which unites all others. But it can only 

achieve any of the above, if the definition of a priority 

is sufficient to establish its authority over the possible 

contingency of experience. Is the thesis of 

irreducibility sufficient to establish this? 

In a philosophy which admits the relation 

between the general and the particular, via levels of 

abstraction, does it not threaten with dissolution into 

individual elements? Why is it not reductive to any 

of its parts or any other cateoorie~ Merely saying that 
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not be. But to achieve any of the qualities of 

the a priori, to function as it does, must it not 

have a logical priority over other elements of 

representation? How is the abstract level a condition 

for the connectedness of phenomena at the concrete 

level when by definition the abstract is derived from 

the concrete? But the thesis of irreducibility only 

holds if the abstract level is the condition for 

the possibility of the concrete. Is this an answer 

to the question of the relationship of the a priori and 

the a posteriori, or a restatement of the problem? 

In his terms to establish the priority of the 

category of Conscience, he must stress the representative 

side of the act of knowledge. He does this in his 

later theory of Personalism. To do this is to tip 

the balance of the relationship between the represented 

and the representative which for him constitues a 

refutation simultaneously of realism ·and idealism. In 

this a conflict between idealism and positivism is clear. 

For the priority of the representative side cannot 

conherently be tied to a law which is itself a 

phenomenon. 

. ,1 
In this sense we can understand Daurlac. s 

criticism, that Renouvier faces the dangers of either 

. ., * absolute Hegelianism or absolute emplrlclsm. 

* His pupil and continuator HamelIDdevelop~ the pri~ciples 
of Neo-Criticisme, into a far more Hegellan form In. II 

"Essai sur les Elements Principaux de la ?epresentatlor. 
P.V.F. 1952. 
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Dauriac says his originality is not to chose, but 

can he logically avoid the choice? 

Finally, Seailles's2 remarks are apposite. 

Is Conscience really a category like all the others? 

"Cette pretendue loi est une theorie, 
la theorie de l'anthropomorphisme universel, 
la suppression de la chose, l'affirmation 
qu'il n'y a que des representations, par 
suite qu'il n'y a que des consciences". 
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section IV. The Question of Method in Cateaorial 
Knowledge and the Problem of Objectivity. 

The quality of irreducibill'ty of the categories 

makes it contradictory to demonstrate them. In terms 

of the logic of Neo-Criticisme, demonstration _is a 

process of analysis and synthesis. To demonstrate them 

would be to reduce them to either mere general laws 

or to one amongst them. 

ilLes verites de l'ordre le plus qenerale ne 
5e prouvent pas: elles se verifient". 

(P.E., p 192). 

Thus Kant's deduction is impossible. 

ilLes categories ne sont pas ~ deduire ... 
elles sont des faits intellectuels d'ordre ,. ,;' , 

qeneral constltutif del'entendement pour 
l'etablissement des concepts et la regIe des 
relations des objets que nous nous representons". 

(C. D. de K., P 224). 

Renouvier clearly identifies deduction, not in 

its transcendental sense of justification of the 

possibility of knowledge, but an axiomatic sense of 

a deduction from a higher principle. Since he has 

rejected reason as a faculty focussing on the absolute, 

for him there cannot be a higher principle from which 

the cateoories are deduced. The laws of the under-

standing alone must be a sufficient explanation of 

phenomena. In rejecting reason, it follows for him 

that there is no difference between the faculty of 

principles and the faculty of rules. And further 

these rules are laws of experience. Principles of 

knowledge become laws of experience; and laws reGulate 

experience. The justification of knowledce is simply 
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the observation of this. In this he substitutes the 

question of fact for the question of right. And in 

Kantian terms fails to satisfy the central question of 

the justification of knowledge; which is for Kant 

to show that we cannot think without the concepts 

we do have. POinting out again that we have them 

is really to repeat the problem. 

In rejecting the deduction of the categories, 

Renouvier is rejecting Kant's advice that induction or 

experiment can neither establish objectivity in knowledge, 

nor completeness in the table of the categories: 

"When a science is an aggregate brought 
into existence in a merely experimental 
manner, such completeness can never be 
guaranteed by any kind of mere estimate. 
It is possible only by means of an idea of 
totality of the a priori knowledge yielded ~ 

by the understanding: such an idea can 
furnish an exact classification of the 
concepts which compose that totality, exhibiting 
their interconnection in a system". 

(C.P.R. A65 - B 90). 

So for Renouvier: 

"Kant se propose l'impossible en voulent 
prouver que ses categories sont les 
veritables et qu'il n'y a ni plus ni moins 
qu'il n'en enu~ere. II est de l'essence de 
toute analyse premier d'etre verifiable par 

/ / ,A . t ce qui la repetent et n etre pOln 
dg;montrable autrement". 

(P.E., p 208). 

From this he concludes that there is no 

universal system of the categories. Kant is wrong 

to assume that there is a universal and unchangeable 

system of categories that is exhaustive. 
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"Au philosophe qui pr~sente un systeme de 
cat~gories, il ne faut pas demander de 
demonstration ~ proprement parler. Son 
oeuvre est elle un tableau d'e I' espri t 
~um~i~ ou Ie produit d'une fantaisie 
lndlvlduelle? Que Ie juge instruise 
delib~re, prononce. Tout'homme est juge, 
tout fait bien cons tate est juge". 

(P.E., p 192). 

Renouvier cannot see how a logician can do other than 

submit his classification to others for them to verify. 

Clearly he is here confusing the claims that 

are made in the Transcendental Deduction with the claims 

made in the Metaphysical Deduction. It is in the latter 

that Kant associates scholastic and Newtonian meanings 

to the particular categories that Renouvier objects to. 

And it is here that he gives the categories absolutist 

claims, in that he associates these meanings of the 

particular categories as true for all time. But 

as Korner point~ out one can distinguish the absolutist 

claims from transcendental idealism. This is compatible 

with "pluralistic assumption of alternative and even 

changeable systems of a priori concepts and judgements".1 

And to deny the absolutist claim made for any particular 

set of categories is not per se to deny that there 

are in any knowledge whatsoever, principles in terms 

of which it is made coherent. And thus relativism 

is not entailed: * it is not up to the individual to chose. 

* Clearly Durkheim does not think it is up to the individual 
to choose. And in this he retains a position of 
cultural relativism. Each society establishes the 
categories for the individuals of that society. In this 
he mediates between Kantian absolutism and Renouvier's 
relativism by maintaining the social and historical 

'h 1 . I difference of categories and the internal a,-,so utlsrr 
of each categorial system for the society in question. 
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For Kant, knowledge as revealed in science, for 

example, has objectivity because he has established 

that the categories are the universal and necessary 

conditions forthe possibility of knowledge. The 

Transcendental Deduction establishes that we cannot think 

without them. They are the necessary presuppositions 

of any coherent and intelligible experience. But 

Renouvier is simply annexing the notion of a transcendental 

conditions to 'faits premiers' or 'irreducible' law 

eschews the whole idea of the justification of the 

notion of objectivity in the sense of conceptual necessity. 

If something is a law which governs experience, then 

it has objectivity within the Comtean tradition. 

But in no sense has he answered the question - how can 

we think without the categories? He assumes that we 

can't, for he agrees with Kant that experience without 

rules of classification is incoherent and divided. 

But his analysis does not demonstrate how or why this 

is so. In this sense he is annexing the transcendental 

condition to law, turning principle of understanding 

to law of experience, and is thereby illegitimately 

and covertly assimilating Kant's justification for 

objectivity. But he gives it a positivistic guise. 

For Kant, the categories as providing the grounds 

of the possibility of experience, entails that they 

are of a logically different order from experience. 

If they are not, they cannot fulfill their function of 

guaranteeing objectivity. I have argued that the question 

of relating the a priori to the a posterio~i is 
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,particularly problematic when the notion of 

transcendental condition is not understood. Particularly 

when all must be phenomena what can guarantee this logical 

independence? Law for Renouvier is not logically 

independent of phenomenon. But it is clear that refer-

ence to law alone does not guarantee per se the object-

ivity of that law. For although we establish by reference 

to the law of gravitation that the apple must fall to 

the ground, we cannot justify the notion~of a scientific 

law as a condition for explaining spatio-temporal 

events, by reference to any particular scientific law, 

of whatever degree of abstraction. 

Kant's question, how is science possible, is 

not even answerable within terms of Renouvier's 

phenomenalism. But only if this questio~ that is, 

the transcendental questio~ is answered can the notion 

of the a priori as the condition of the possibility 

of experience make any sense. And it is clear that 

in Conscience he uses the a priori in this sense. 

He can no longer say with Kant: 

"Categories are concepts which prescribe 
laws a priori to appearances and therefore 
to nature, the sum of appearances". 

(C.P.R., B 163). 

This is the essence of the copernican Revolution for 

Kant. In so far as the a priori is irreducible fact, 

in Neo-Criticisme, how can it control and contain the 

possibly relative and contingent nature of phenomenal 

experience? 
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The answer in Neo-Criticisme l·S really only 

found in a metaphor. He develops a personalist theory 

of knowledge in Conscience - as a personality. 

It is a subject which fuses experience into a whole. 

(The unity of apperception and the synthesis of knowledge 

appear under this guise). But as Conscience is 

itself a law, how can it be a theatre in which 

phenomena appear? 

How does Renouvier answer Kant's statement: 

"There are only two ways in which we can 
account for a necessary agreement of experience 
with the concepts of its objects: either 
experience makes these concepts possible or 
these concepts make experience possible". 

(C.P.R. B 174). 

In a sense Renouvier doesn't have to answer this 

question: the phenomenon blurs concepts and experience. 

But precisely because of this he can no longer see 

concepts as conditions of the possibility of experience. 

It has already been pointed out that he has eradicated 

the distinction between receptivity and spontaneity -

and thus there is no autonomy left for the understanding. 

Renouvier's theory of the categories falls 

apart under the concepts of necessity and contingency. 

Either they are necessary or they are contingent. 

They cannot be contingent because then they are not conditions 

of experience. But if they are necessary, then it 

follows firstly that it is not up to each individual 

to chose the categories. Does s/he have the choice 

not to choose? And if they are necessary they must 

precede experience as its logical condition. But by 
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hypothesis in his phenomenalism, there is nothing 

anterior t~ phenomena. Conversely if the categories 

are phenomena themselves, by what right do they have 

any kind of logical anteriority to experience? 

As phenomena, their universality can be no more than 

generality, which results from induction. And how 

does induction confer more necessity than experience 

already contains, which according to Kant and Renouvier 

is none? (That is experience without the categories). 

But this process of induction presupposes precisely 

what should be explained - a synthetic a priori 

synthesis, which is the proper foundation of a category. 

Does Neo-Criticisme conciliate a priori and 

a posteriori, necessity and contingency? That is, 

does he conciliate Hume and Kant, as he intended? 

All of the above seems to point to a return to Hume and 

thus rather than conciliating, is a return to 

contingence. And through this he seems to reverse 

the Copernican Revolution: phenomenalism blurs 

principles and experience, so that the principles of 

philosophy figure alongside the laws of science. 

So for example the category of cause must figure 

alongside the phenomena it must regulate. The aim 

of the Copernican Revolution, to explain science in 

terms of the structure of human reason, falls for the 

principles of the understanding are no more than the 

laws of science themselves. 
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Renouvier has repudiated the Kantian universalis~ 

of the categories and against Kant he has claimed 

that the method by which they must be discovered is 

the same as the method of the sciences. He has 

established that cateqories are relations and that as 

systems of categories are not fixed and it is up to people 

to choose them, he has brought the idea of categories 

and persons very close. From this line of reasoning 

he poses a question that we can see Durkheim's 

sociology of knowledge answering. 

"Le,principe de relativite ... pose 
immediatement au relativiste Ie probleme de 
chercher la source et la nature des relations 
et de les d~finir pour la connaissance Ie 
Ie plus general possible a obtenir de 
l'esprit ou du monde". 

(A.P. 1896 p 49) • 

The conception of society as the source of 

relations or principle of relatedness in Durkheim's 

hands can be seen to answer the question within terms 

of Neo-Criticisme. But further Neo-Criticisme comes 

very close to sociology in this sense. Although 
/' 

says Renouvier 'Conscience gives 'un fond reel' for the 

categories: 

"On pourrait les prendre sous un autre 
,. d '" aspect, considerer les grances onne~s 

empiriques d~ l:etre vivant et sens~ble.et/ 
et chercher a degager les conc;p~s lmp~lgues 
dans les conditions de son experlence a 
mesure qu'il exerce ses fonctions naturelles 
fondamentales" . 

( Op. cit., P 4 3) . 
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Section V. Conscience and Plurality: the collective 
dimension. 

In Renouvier's Premier Essai, we have seen 

that for him the critique of knowledge establishes 

that the content of knowledge is phenomena, their 

general relations are laws and the categories are the 

most general of laws. This in his way, corresponds 

to Kant's Transcendental Analytic. Like Kant, it 

establishes that 'Science' (philosophy) is not 

metaphysical in the ontological sense ie. of the in itself, 

but is Copernican in the sense that it limits itself 

to laws of understanding and phenomena as relative to 

these. He has denied Kant's faculty of reason as that 

which focusses on the absolute. In this sense Renouvier 

has cut away the whole of the Transcendental Dialectic 

since there is no reason, it cannot fall into antinomies. 

It also for Kant establishes the ideal of a total 

synthesis of knowledge. But in cutting away reason, 

Renouvier does not think he has thereby obliterated 

the problem of the total synthesis. 

His critique of the concept of the total 

synthesis is really an attack on Hegelian metaphysics, 

but in so doing he substitutes for the total synthesis, 

a primitive plurality of Consciences as necessarily 

implied by his theory of knowledge. That is, the questio~ 

* Renouvier feels he must deal with is this. If 

* Although the analysis takes eight pages inlP~~ier 
Essai ' - a very short substitute for the Tran3cende~tal 
Dialectic! 

/ _,LJU412 
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metaphysics is not of the in-itself, could it still not 

cover the total synthesis of phenomena? That is for 

Renouvier, if reason is not separate from the totality 

of the categories, could there not be a total 

synthesis of these which is the object of science? 

He has established that science concerns 

representations, and that the aim of the particular 

sciences is the constitution of the syntheses of 

phenomena. These representations are realtive to a 

Conscience. Thus: 

"Le monde est la synthese des phenomenes 
objets d'une experience possible sous une 
conscience quelconque". 

(P.E., p 276). 

That is knowledge of the world for the particular 

sciences is the construction of particular syntheses 

which establish partial views of the world. Cannot 

there be one science, which is the construction of 

a single universal synthesis? 

This must for Renouvier, logically take place 

under the categories, and the most obvious category 

is that of Conscience. Can the category of Conscience 

enclose completely the totality of phenomena ie. the 

world, as the object of metaphysics? Can Conscience 

establish a total science, in other words? Can 

Conscience enclose the law of universality and compose 

all past, present and future phenomena? 



Renouvier says no. Because firstly, the 

total synthesis of phenomena bypasses any possible 

experience and secondly it is unthinkable in terms 

of any category. The principle of phenomenalism and 

the principle of a priorism together prohibit it, for 

it goes against the restriction of reason to experience 

and the relativity of the known world to consciousness. 

Firstly he has established that to know a 

world we must establish a relation to it. The total 

synthesis of phenomena must include all possible relations. 

Since knowledge consists in relating something to 

something else, it fOllows to be known, all relations 

which constitute the world must be limited, in order 

to be known. But the total synthesis, by definition 

cannot be limited. If we know it by definition it 

is related to us and therefore not the total synthesis. 

The total synthesis by definition cannot be related 

to something outside itself. If we cannot relate it 

to us, we cannot know it. If we do not relate it to 

us, it follows it is not total. The law of number 

prohibits a first term which is preceded by nothing. 

Secondly it follows for Renouvier that the 

notion of a world and the notion of a Conscience are 

identified: 

"Sans conscience, la repre'sentation est 
inintelligible; je ne dis pas pas sans 
rna conscience, mais bien sans les fonctions 
semblables que rna conscience envisage dans 
Ie non-soi, et putique Ie monde est un 
ensemble de representations, il est done 
un ensemble de consciences". 

(P.E., p 333). 
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To imagine a total synthesis under the category of 

Conscience, we would have to imagine a Conscience made 

large enough to include all past, present and future 

phenomena. But it could never establish that no 

phenomena had not escaped it. Secondly it would entail 

a 'soi-total' and this would mean that all 

distinctions between self and not self, essential to 

representation, all categorial relations and thus to 

representation, would collapse and with it the 

possibility of knowledge. That is, if Conscience is 

the world qua total synthesis then it follows that it 

is identical to the world. It ceases to have the 

features of Conscience because the opposition between 

self and not-self disappear. 

He concludes that there can be no single 

Conscience in relation to which the world exists. 

He insists that although there is no evidence, 

he adopts the hypothesis of the primitive plurality 

of Consciences as more conforming to the requirements 

of logic and experience. But we can say nothing 

about their nature, relations, actions etc. As 

Seailles 1 said: 

"On substitue de cette maniere l'unite 
multiple, Ie tout a l'un pur idole des 
metaphysicians". 

That is Conscience implies a relation between soi and 

non-soi, and therefore a multiplicity as a given fact 

of experience. Through the principle of relativity 

and Conscience, we are leq to establish 
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"Au point,du dep~rt des choses, une pluralite 
de consclences" 

It follows that for Renouvier, since the total 

synthesis is inaccessible, that metaphysics concerns 

the details of examining Consciences and their 

representations. And since there must be a collectivity 

of Consciences to constitute a world, it follows that 

there can be a science of collective representations. 

And that this answers the needs of post-Copernican 

metaphysics. 

But compared to the absolute of Hegelian 

metaphysics this concerns itself with 'Syntheses 

partielles'. But a science of collective representations 

will be superior to the particular sciences, not in 

its universality, but in its generality. Because 

it contains them all under a certain point of view. 

"Ce centre meme des representations en tant 
que relative a l'homme: la conscience de 
l'homme".3 

And we can now see that the human being, through the 

hypothesis of the primitive plurality must also be 

understood in the collective dimension. 

It follows also against Hegelian metaphysics 

that the method of this science must be concrete as 

opposed to abstract or formal. To examine the system 

of categories formally is only to Jook at the skeleton 

for Renouvier. Hegelian formalism is only to 

construct an artificial and illusory system. 

Against it, Renouvier argues the necessity of 
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examining the concrete details of the living categories. 

For Hegel on the other hand: 

"La question ne fut pas pour lui de tracer 
des lois dont l'exp~rience seule donn~ la 
matiere et Ie contenu, mais bien de derouler 
Ie tableau de l'experience elle m~me, les 
moments et les phases du monde et tous les 
~tres pos~ible, par la simple exposition 
de la chaine evolutoire des idees dans 
la connaissance". 

(P.E. p 222). 

It follows for Renouvier that post-Copernican 

metaphysics consists in examining reason as 

instantiated in experience. To do otherwise is 

to go against the critical intention itself. Post-

Copernican metaphysics thus results in a concrete 

examination of experience to see the living aspects of 

the world according to a plurality of Consciences. 

"C'est du contenu de l'experience, de ce 
contenu de la repr~sentation au moins 
possible, ou s'~tendent ses formes 
r~gulatrices, mais qu'elles ne constituent 
point, c'est du monde que je dois m'occuper 
maintenant" . 

(P.E., p 7-8). 

Durkheim's concrete examination of the 

details of collective representation and the laws 

of social being are not the opposite of metaphysical 

speculation, rather it is in the tradition of post-

Copernican metaphysics. In so far as sociology 

examines the categories it examines the a priori. 
In so 

far as it examines them concretely as lived, and formula-

ted in corr~unities, it follows the critical intentio~ 
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of restricting reason to experience. In this, 

Durkheim's sociology is the inheritor (within the 

tradition of naturalism) of the two basic principles 

of Kant's Copernican Revolution. 
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Part III 

From the Contradictions of Reason to Normative Sociology 

In Part II, the philosophical presuppositions of 

sociology as a science of representations were explained. 

However, for Durkheim, sociology was primarily a normative 

discipline. It was concerned with fostering moral 

renewal and development in the tradition of French social 

thought which saw philosophy's main justification as the 

search for principles of social justice and stability. 

For Durkheim, the significance of sociology as a normative 

discipline was heightened by the problem of social 

integration under the Third Republic. Normative socioloqy 

is an aspect of normative science. This part examines 

how a normative science can be developed in the context 

of post-Kantian philosophy. 

For Kant, the idea of a normative science is 

contradictory. Science for Kant is explained by 

theoretical reason and has the principle of causality as 

its expression. The principle of causality is interpreted 

by Kant specifying determinism in the events which it 

explains. The objectivity of scientific explanation 

consists in its uncovering necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the occurrence of the events to be explained. 

These conditions on the Kantian model precede and determine 

the subsequent phenomena. On the other hand, nor~ative 

issues are the province of practical reason, which is based 

on freedom. Science implies determinis~; morality implies 

freedom. A normative science is thus a contradiction 
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for Kant, if taken to mean the addition of science as 

interpreted by the first critique and values, the realm of 

* freedom, as interpreted by the Second Critique; that is, 

a science which covers both explanation and prescription 

within the one perspective would be a contradiction in 

terms. Kant recognises the contradiction between his 

two critiques and, thus, the contradiction between the 

interests of science and morality and expresses this in 

1 the Third Antinomy of Pure Reason. Here he attempts to 

solve the antinomy by the distinction between phenomena 

and noumen~ 5cience and the search for objective explana-

tion are limited to phenomena. (In this Kant can be seen 

as answering the question about the limits of scientific 

explanation) . Moral questions are relegated to the 

noumenal sphere; science and morality are contradictory 

if taken as referring to the same action from the same 

perspectives. But the distinction between phenomena 

and noumena 'solves' this contradiction by pointing to two 

distinct ineradicable and incompatible perspectives on 

human action. The antinomy between science and morals is 

'solved' by the highly problematic distinction between 

phenomena and noumena. The antinomy between science and 

morality expresses the conflict between pure and practical 

reason. It entails a split between fact and value and 

spells disaster for the idea of a normative science as a 

unified account of human action and value. 

* I recognise, of course, that an axiological science 
can be based on the notion of practical reason. (Indeed, 
this is close to what subsequently Renouvier develops) 
where science is the determination of principles of 
action, rather than knowledge. 
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Durkheim has no doubts about sociology's role in 

fostering moral consensus and sees this as not incompatible 

with its status as a science: 

"It is from reason alone, that is to say from 
science, that the means of re-making the moral 
reorganisation of the country are expected". 

(S.F., p. 11) 

He has no apparent problems in connecting science and 

ethics: indeed, sociology is the subject which achieves 

both an explanation of the causes of action and in 

fostering moral renewal. 

"Reason thus understood is science, the science of 
morality" . 

(E.M.F., p. 67) 

Further, it is clear that, for him, there is no sharp split 

between fact and value. 

"There is not one way of thinking and judging 
for dealing with existence and another for 
estimating value". 

(V.J.J.R., p. 95) 

And against Kant he says: 

"It is not at all true that between science on 
the one hand, and morals and religion on the 
other hand, there exists the sort of antinomy 
which has so frequently been admitted - for the 
two forms of activity really come from one and 
the same source". 

(E.F., p. 445) 

The transformations in the Kantian system that 

allowed Durkheim to make such claims, is the subject of 

this part. It is clear that science for Durkheim does 

not mean a science of theoretical reason in the Kantian 

sense - of uncovering causal determinism. As a normative 

science it is concerned to uncover the causes of action: 
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but it is also concerned to foster change by encouraging 

different types of action in society. It is a science 

which fosters moral renewal. Thus, it cannot simply 

be a science of facts, it must also be a science of will. 

And it is not a deterministic science because it is 

predicated on the possibility of changing and altering 

patterns of human phenomena. To foster moral renewal is 

to encourage people to act differently and to do this is 

to engage with their wills in a certain way. It is thus 

a science of will. In the post-Kantian tradition this is 

a science of practical reason. 

Sociology as a science of practical reason is not 

based on the antithesis between will as practical reason 

and cause as understood by theoretical determinism. 

Rather it connects them. In understanding the causes of 

action, it is also uncovering the conditions of will. It 

is thus a science for which explanation and evaluation have 

the same root. I suggest that cause and will are 

connected for Durkheim through the conception of force. 

This is essential to Durkheim's definition of society: 

"Society is a system of active forces". 

(E.F., p. 447) 

"Society is a collective force (it) is the 
most powerful combination of physical and 
moral forces of which nature offers us an 
example" . 

(E.F., p. 447) 

And furthermore, the concept of force is essential to the 

definition of causality for Durkheim. The concept of 

causality, he says, is modelled on the collective force. 
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"It is the collective force which is the 
prototype of the concept of an efficient 
force - an essential element in the category 
of causality". 

(E.F., p. 440) 

It will be clear later that force is a result of Renouvier's 

critique of Kant's definition of causality. 

Durkheim says: 

"The first thing which is implied in the notion 
of the causal relation is the idea of efficacy", 
of active force ... The cause is the force before 
it has shown the power which is in it". 

(E.F., p. 363) 

Force has a social origin and therefore so does causality. 

"This constraining and necessitating action, 
which escapes us when coming from an external 
object, is readily perceptible here because 
everything is in us" 

(E.P., p. 365) 

Force is thus a conception of productive causality, 

that unites with the conception of will and is thus a 

causality compatible with the idea of the human science. 

Renouvier defined causality in contradistinction to Kant, 

by the concept of force which connects act and power (puissance 

"La force, independament de l'experience, nous 
modelons Ie rapport de causalit€ de tous les 

"... . hl!\"d 1 d ." phenomenes exterleurs enc alne ans e evenlr. 

(P.E., p 222) 

It is clear that in the post-Kantian tradition 

for cause and will to be identified, ie. for a science of 

practical reason to be developed, there must be a critique 

of the determinism in Kant's account, a re-working of the 

meaning of causality and the unification of pure and 
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practical reason: Renouvier undertakes these. The 

critique of necessity understood as causal determinism 

governing the phenomenal series is crucial to the development 

of a human science in the following senses. Firstly, 

for Kant, there is a radical split between phenomenal 

reality, governed by causality which is the realm of 

science and will which is the condition of morality, as 

based on freedom. On the Kantian model, will cannot 

intervene in the phenomenal series at all. Renouvier was 

faced with the problem of how action is possible on the 

Kantian model. It is impossible for will belongs to the 

noumenal sphere, whilst experience, and therefore the 

conditions of action (space, time and the laws of experience) 

be long to the phenomenal. The science of action theoretically 

is only possible if action is possible philosophically. 

Secondly, a science of practical reason is only 

possible if will is available to scientific method, which, 

as noumenal, it is not. Renouvier has a theory of 

consciousness (the automotivit~ of consciousness) which 

attempts to make will coextensive with the laws of 

representation and thereby available to empirical analysis 

and descrt ·ption. For Renouvier this is to make noumenal 

interest compatible with the rule of phenomenalism. 

Thirdly, for this science of practical reason to 

be able to foster a new moral consensus, the human will must 

be able to establish new series of phenomena, that is, 

new realities. This means that the human world must be 

somehow underdetermined in contrast to the natural world. 
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And, lastly and most importantly, only if ~ill can 

intervene and change the phenomenal series is there the 

possibility of a science of practical reason. On the 

Kantian model, how there is any normative intervention in 

the phenomenal series is highly problematic. It will be 

clear in what follows that Renouvier identifies will and 

cause and thus is able to see will as intervening in the 

phenomenal series and as establishing new series of phenomena. 

So it will be clear that for any science based on 

Fenouvierism, explanation and evaluation have the same root: 

the human will is the foundation of causality. Causal 

explanation uncovers will as condition of action. Will 

is the basis of practical reason. Thus, if will is the 

basis of representation and value, then it is through will 

that fact and value are connected. So it is through will 

that the reconciliation of pure and practical reason is 

effected. This is what Renouvier undertakes to do. 

He is able to do this through the conception of 

science that was developed in Part II. Science is a 

science of representations and their laws. The Principle 

of Relativity shows that representations are relative to 

Conscience, which is the most important of the laws of 

representation. Thus, Part II points to a science of 

Conscience, which, if it reveals will as the centre of 

Conscience, can reveal a sci~nce of practical reason. 

To uncover will as the heart of conscience entails 

a critique of necessity understood as causal determinism, 

in the Kantian system. And it entails a critique of the 
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separation of laws of reality and laws of will that 

exists in the Kantian system, that was outlined as central 

to Renouvier's critique of Kantianism in Part I. It 

is the theme of this part of the thesis. 

To criticise the Kantian notion of theoretical 

necessity is to establish a conception of causality without 

determinism. For Kant, causality and determinism are 

interconnected. Renouvier undertakes the critique of 

determinism without rejecting the idea of necessity as central 

to human experience. Renouvier and Durkheim accept the 

Kantian point that experience is governed by necessity and 

in this consists its certainty for the knower. It is central 

to the order of experience. But what necessity can it 

be if it is not the necessity of causal determinism? 

Durkheim says the necessity of the categories is: 

"A special kind of moral necessity which is to the * 
intellectual life what moral obligation is to the will". 

(E.F., p. 18) 

(It was this remark of Durkheim's that was the impetus 

behind the research for this p~rt ). 

The necessity of the categories as a moral necessity 

in the Kantian tradition? It will be clear in what 

follows that for Renouvier the critique of necessity 

understood as causal determinism leads to a critique of 

necessity understood as a form of intellectual necessity 

of conceptual control. That is, for him, the critique of 

determinism leads to a definition of will as the primary 

function of consciousness. In turn, this leads to the 

idea of freedom as the condition of knowledge, since will 

* "They (collective representations) have within them
selves a sort of force or moral ascendency, in virtue 
of which they impose themselves upon individual mi:lds" 

(E.F., p 437) 
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is defined by Renouvier in the Kantian sense as practical 

reason. Knowledge is thus determined by practical reason, 

which in the Kantian sense, carries moral necessity as 

moral obligation. That is, for Renouvier, there is no 

intellectual necessity to knowledge, only practical 

necessity: it is this which governs the order of human 

experience. In this we find an explanation for Durkheim's 

statement: 

"The imperatives of thought are probably only 
another s ide of the impera ti \eS of action". 

(E.F., p. 369) 

(It will be seen in Part IV that Durkheim develops this 

conception of the necessity central to experience in the 

concept of sanction). 

In pursuing Renouvier's critique of the intellectual 

sense of necessity in the Kantian system in Renouvier's 

"Deuxi~me Essaie de Critique Generale" (1858) (which is 

the text for the subsequent chapters), I came across the 

central concept of Durkheim's sociology, the Conscience 

'"collective. It developed out of Renouvier's critique of 

Kantian intellectualism. Although it does not strictly 

follow the critique of determinism, it arises out of the 

critique of the necessity (of Kant's First Critique) as a 

factor in knowledge: Renouvier annexes this critique of 

necessity understood as ca~sal determinism. To follow his 

argument I am bound to place it in Part III. 

So, I will examine ?enouvier's critique of 

necessity in the Kantian system, firstly understood as 

causal determinism and, secondly, as universal and necessary 

truths established by pure reason. In Chapter I, Section I, 
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I examine how this is established throuqh the central 

role of the category of causality in the Copernican 

Revolution in epistemology of Kant. It is central to the 

idea of objective scientific explanation. But its 

interpretation is deterministic. And, in Section II, I 

examine how this determinism forces a contradiction within 

reason in its theoretical and practical aspects. This 

contradiction is the source of the greatest anxiety 

amonqst the post-Kantians; the reconciliation of it is 

seen as the task of some, whilst the reinforcement of it 

is seen as the task of others. Despite his antipathy to 

him, Renouvier, like Hegel, saw the reconciliation of the 

two reasons divided in the Kantian system, as the major 

task of his philosophy. This is in marked contrast 

to the German neo-Kantians who preceded Max Weber, who saw 

the split as the condition both of the objectivity of 

science and the autonomy of value-judgement. French 

Neo-Kantianism, represented in Renouvier as its most 

articulate and authoritative vOice, insists on the union 

of theoretical and practical reason and only thus is there 

firstly an understanding of human action, and, secondly, 

the possibility of science. Renouvier, like Marx, insists 

on the union of theoretical and practical reason as a 

condition of action and theory, but, unlike Marx, insists 

on the primacy of practical reason understood in the 

Kantian sense as a form of mora~ necessity based on freedom. 

In Chapter II, Section I, I examine Renouvier's 

anqlysis of the split between the reasons in Kant. In 

section II, I examine his critique of the r:2nti~:-. antinomy: 

his analysis of the conflict within reason is an extension 
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of this critique of the distinction between reason and 

understanding, which I examine in Part II. In Section 

III, his reworking of the concept of causality is seen as 

an extension of his critique of determinism. Like Kant, 

he insists it is basic to science, but, unlike Kant, 

he excludes determinism as inconsistent with Copernicanism 

(ie. the relativity of the known world to laws of Conscience) . 

Here the influence of Hume and Schopenhauer can be seen in 

his criticisms of Kant. Against Kant, he argues that 

since we only understand through Consience, it fOllows 

that the paradigm of causality itself is human force, 

which is will. 

Section IV concerns the question of how, if will 

can intercept a causal series, can there be any necessity 

in experience. The centrality of will entails that there 

can be many series of phenomena. To allow will to intervene 

in the phenomenal order, against Kant, Renouvier establishes 

that there is a degree of contingency in experience. It 

follows necessity can no longer be understood as absolute 

causal determinism. But experience is not essentially 

contingent for Renouvier: this would be to return to the 

scepticism of Hume and pure empiricism. Experience 

carries the necessitation of will understood as pr~ctical 

reason. So, if will can establish new orders of phenomena, 

and moral necessity governs will, it follows that moral 

necessity governs new forms of the human world. 

The critique of necessity understood as determinism 

is completed in Chapter III, where I outline the centrality 

of voluntarism to his theory of consciousness (Section I). 
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As consciousness qua representation for Penouvier equals 

the laws of representation, it fOllows that freedom is 

the supreme human law. Following Kant, Renouvier defines 

freedom as practical reason. And, in freedom, Renouvier 

says we find the real source of the unconditioned: 

the false philosophical search for the unconditioned in 

substance is resolved by its discovery at the centre of 

the human being. (Section II) 

How is this freedom discovered and is it real? 

In Section III, I discuss how, for Renouvier, determinism 

is contradictory and freedom can only be established by 

freedom itself and not as a necessary proposition. 

Freedom as the condition of knowledge, is also the 

condition of science. 

The critique of Kantian necessity, as understood 

in the second sense, is taken up in Chapter IV, where 

Renouvier's criticism of Kant's intellectualism and the 

notion of necessity as central to knowledge is examined 

in Section I. It follows that, for Renouvier, if there 

is neither universal nor necessary knowledge, then truth 

is affirmed by each person as a matter of practical 

necessity (Section II). And, lastly, in Section III, I 

examine how Renouvier develops the notion of a Conscience 

Collective as a social criterion of agreement between 

Consciences, as a corrective to the isolation of establishing 

truth as a matter of freedom. 

Thus this chapter gives a new perspective on what 

sociology as a science looks like for Durkheim. It is 
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not a science of determinism in the theoretical se~se: 

it is a science of practical reason. And it can be a 

science of practical reason, because, for Renouvier, 

following Kant, will is practical reason. And he has 

identified will with representation, that is, the basic 

laws of experience. And it is as a science of practical 

reason, that sociology has a uniquely authoritative voice 

for Durkheim. It follows for Renouvier that since 

reality is not discovered as a determinism, it is affirmed 

by will governed by practical, ie. moral necessity. 

Therefore, to understand reality, for Durkheim, is to see 

how reality is affirmed by communities. And in cases 

of damaged, industrial communities, sociology as the voice 

of practical reason can encourage communities to affirm 

new moral realities for themselves. Its task is thus to 

foster moral consensus. This view of science is based 

on Renouvier's idea that science is grounded, just as 

knowledge is, in freedom. This, in turn, allows a 

science of freedom and of its conditions and how to achieve 

it. And, for Durkheim, following Kant, this freedom can 

only be moral: to which Durkheim adds the collective 

dimension as the condition of its possibility even at 

the individual level. 

So it is clear that the (~nscience Collective, 

which is author of social reality, as collectively affirmed, 

is also that which ca~ change it. It is the bearer of 

practical reason in the collec~ive sense. Sociology is 

the articulation of this collective reality and is thus the 

voice and the co-ordinator of practical reason. In this 

is made clear the moral, indeed, e~otional sianificance of 
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sociology for Durkheim, for, as a science of the Conscience 

Collective it can regenerate social renewal by supporting 

what is immanent in the collectivity. It pOints to laws 

of practical reason and, in uncovering them, it simultaneously 

encourages them (it is clear that for Durkheim, like Kant, 

the task of theory is not to subvert or totally revolutionise 

human reality: it is to render explicit what is implicit 

in human reality). The laws of practical reason for 

REnouvier are rational faith, and it is clear that Durkheim's 

sociology demands a rational faith on the part of social 

agents for moral consensus to occur. Against Kant, 

thus for Durkheim, the laws of conscience are not 

incompatible with moral interest, because the laws of 

conscience are not only of the same order as laws of 

morality; but following Kant of the Second Critique and 

the 'primacy of practical reason' ,.practical reason is 

the precondition of reason understood in the theoretical 

sense. That is, certainty, the foundation of knowledge 

and, therefore, of the categories, is based on free will, 

which is the condition of morality. Morality and knowledge 

have the same condition for Renouvier and also for 

Durkheim, and in this consists the possibility of 

normative science. 
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The Copernican Revolution and the Conflict of 

Reason 

In this chapter, I explain how the Copernican 

Revolution in epistemology contains determinism as 

involved in the pri~ciple of causality. This entails a 

conflict between theoretical and practical aspects of 

reason. A conflict at the centre of reason raises 

questions about the viability of the Copernican Revolution. 

It is only by departing from his critical intention that 

Kant 'solves' the Third Antimony of Pure Reason. 
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Section I 

The Copernican Revolution and the Principle of Causality 

In the Copernican Revolution in epistemology Kant 

had established that knowledge was possible because the 

data of sensibility is controlled by the categories of the 

understanding. We cannot think this data without the 

conceptual forms supplied by the categories. Experience 

for Kant is phenomenal and is the union of the data of 

sensibility and categories; there is no experience without 

categorial imposition. They are the guarantors of order 

and intelligibility in knowledge. Most importantly, 

however, the task of the Critique of Pure Reason is to show 

how science is possible. Kant shows this in the Copernican 

sense that if we cannot have experience without reason, 

then Beither can we have science without reason. Human 

reason is the condition of the possibility of science. 

Kant shows this in the Transcendental Deduction of the 

cat.egories. Science is possible because the a posteriori 

is dependent on the a priori: this is the revolution in 

perspectives which carries as much for science as common-

sense. Science is an application of reason to experience, 

and although the supreme example of it, is still an 

expression of human reason. In the Transcendental 

Deduction he has answered his transcendental question: 

"How is scie'nce possible"? with the transcendental 

deduction of the cateaories: 1 we cannot think without them. 

In this, Kant has fulfilled his Copernican intention, in 

its theoretical aspect and has simultaneously justified 

sci2nce and philosophy as that which explains the 

possibility of science. 
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The category which most closely relates to science 

is that of causality. It is the category on which the 

order and intelligibility of the known world hangs and, 

thus, that on which the possibility of scientific 

explanation rests. It is supreme aMD~qst the categories 

in terms of the epistemological weight it must bear, for 

both the possibility of science and the coherence of 

experience rely on it. The Transcendental Deduction 

demonstrates the conceptual requirements involved in 

ordered experience. In the Metaphysical Deduction, he 

gives the cate~ories a particular definition. The 

meaning of causality is permeated with assumptions taken 

from Newtonian science ,and this gives it a mechanistic, 

deterministic interpretation. It is in relation to this 

that subsequent critiques of Kant's treatment of causality, 

including Renouvier's, are developed. 

The problem of causality is the crucial test of 

Kant's critical philosophy: in relation to it alone 

is worked out the central argument about the ob3ectivity 

and necessity involved in the conception of reality: 

"The relation of cause to effect is the 
condition of the objective validity of our 
empirical judgements in respect of the 
series of perceptions, and so of their empirical 
truth: that is to say, it is the condition 
of experience". 

(C.P.R. B 247, A 202) • 

Here Kant deroonstrated his success over his 

predecessors. In terms of philosophy up to Kant, the 

principle of causality could not be regarded as self-

evident, yet is was indispensible to science. The 
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rationalists tried to prove the necessity of it, despite 

the problems of its opposite not being contradictory, 

and the particular causal laws of nature not being a 

priori. The empiricists suffered from the difficulty of 

trying to establish universal and necessary propositions 

from experiental particulars. Nevertheless, Kant's 

definition of causality as having a synthetic a priori 

status retains elements from both his predecessors. 

The synthetic character of the causal nexus demonstrates 

Hume's influence,l it was his scepticism which broke 

through the rationalist assumption of the logical connection 

between cause and effect. Kant combined this with the 

Leibnizian view of human thought as legislating universally 

for experience and thus containing the condition of 

experience. Kant defined his problem as this: cause is 

essential to knowledge, but is not given in the data of 

2 sense. Cause must be a law of thought, so what 

justifies its application to scientific reality? 

The answer lies in the character of the synthetic a priori: 

that which is not logically true, but is nevertheless true 

of experience (in the sense that experience is not possible 

without it) - thus must be a priori. And since its denial 

does not constitute a contradiction, it is not analytic 

and is therefore synthetic. The principle of causality 

is the. condition of the possibility of experience: as 

such it is universal and necessary and therefore a priori. 

It is true of experience and not simply a logical la~, 

therefore it is synthetic. The principle of causality is 

the clearest and most indispensible example of the 

synthetic a priori. In this ~ant extended the notion of 

necessity from its restriction to logical use alone (~ith 
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the rationalists) to being central to the idea of coherent 

experience. Experience is coherent because there is 

central to it a self-imposed necessity. Against the 

empiricists, he regards himself as having refuted 

scepticism. Human knowledge is possible and not reducible 

to disordered sensations, because the conceptual necessity 

it involves is self-imposed and not derived from 

experience. 

The proof of the principle of causality occurs 

in the Analytic of ~rinciples, but it presupposes the 

Transcendental Deduction. Kant claims to simultaneously 

justify the fundamental presuppositions of science and 

ordinary life. He establishes that the indispensable 

condition to which all objects of experience must conform 

are necessary laws of connection which are contributed 

by the forms of understanding. The unity of experience 

in knowledge of succession, which refers to self-identity 

in consciousness on the one hand and knowledge of objects 

on the other, relies on the necessary laws of connection. 

If the results of the Transcendental Deduction are added 

to those of the Transcendental Aesthetic (that time is 

the form of inner sense, and therefore all phenomena are 

in time), then it follows that all phenomena are ordered 

in time, and that the objectivity of this order is tied 

t6 the category of causality. Kant's argument in the 

~econd Analogy is that we cannot distinguish subjective 

and objective order in time without the category of 

causality. He argues that the fixed order of an 

objective event requires a fixed order of representations. 
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His argument against Hume is that unless we have some 

rule by which an impression can be taken as evidence of 

an event, then the distinction between objective and 

subjective is possible in relation to appearances.* 

And that rule is the principle of causality understood as 

necessary determination. Knowledge of anything at all 

implies order: 

"That which follows or happens must fOllow in 
conformity with a universal rule upon that which 
was contained in the preceding state". 

(C.P.R. B 245, A 200) 

This rule of sequential order for Kant is a necessary 

order. Strawson calls this feature of our perception of 

events - 'objective alteration' as lacking the feature 

of order indifference. 3 That is, it is central to the 

notion of an event that it could not have occurred in 

any other order. 

* Jeffrie Murphy argues that Kant was employing a 
Humean premise that he was intent to refute. Murphy 
argues that reversibility/irreversibility is not a 
criterion of the distinction between a state of 
affairs and an event. That distinction is made 
prior to the irreversibility sequence. The Humean 
concept of an event is presupposed by Kant because 
the imagination can juggle with impressions, but only 
'a brute fact' can establish order. But this argument 
overlooks the point that 'order' is a judgement: we 
need a rule for interpreting 'brute facts' and thus the 
transcendental argument for the conceptual control 
of experience survives this empircist challenge. So 
L.W. Beck seems to be right when he argues that Hume was 
employing a Kantian premise, and that if he had 
pursued his argument far enough, he would have 
discovered in his 'propensities' and 'passions' a 
role similar to the categories. 

Essay II 'On just seeing the ship move' in Essays 
on Kant and Hume' L.W. Beck (Yale D.P., 1978). 
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"If then my perception is to contain knowledce 
of an event, of something as actually happening, 
it must be an empirical 'judgement' in which 
we think the sequence as determined; that is, it 
presupposes another appearance in time, upon 
which it follows necessarily according to a rule". 

(C.P.R. A 201, B 247). 

For Kant, this necessity is only adequately 

expressed by causality understood as necessary determination 

by a previous event of a subsequent event. For this reason, 

causality understood as determinism is tied to the 

objectivity and unity of experience. 

The idea of necessity, central to the possibility 

of knowledge, thus seems to involve causal determinism. 

Insofar as we understand anything according to Kant, we 

cannot but help employing the category of causality. 

And, in this sense, to understand means to offer theoretical 

explanations of events (occurrences in time) as causally 

determined. The theoretical success of the Copernican 

** Revolution entails determinism. 

** See appendix II 
'Conceptual and Causal Necessity' 
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Section II 

The Conflict of Reason and the Third Antimony 

Reason is one faculty for Kant and theoretical 

and practical reason are different applications of it. 

The 'goal' of theoretical reason is science, which is its 

highest expression: the 'goal' of practical reason is 

action and its expression is morality. What is the 

relation between reason qua science and reason qua morality? 

Theoretical reason not simply entails, but requires 

determinism as causal law covering the phenomenal world. 

Practical reason requires firstly that action is possible 

and, secondly that the human agent can be responsible for 

its action for morality to be possible. How available to 

action is the phenomenal world as described by Kant? 

How can the agent intervene in the causal chain to either 

initiate a new series of events or to impose his/her will 

on events that exist? The requirements of morality are 

more stringent: we cannot be responsible for our actions 

if we are not free - if we are not free we cannot be moral. 

Since we cannot be free in the phenomenal world, then we 

cannot be moral in the phenomenal world. In the Kantian 

system the 'interest' of morality is in freedom and the 

'interest' of science lies in determinism. It follows 

that if pure and practical reason operate on the same 

plane then they are in contradiction with each other. 

But they are both applications of the same faculty. 

It follows that reason is in conflict with itself. 

calls this conflict within reason an antimony. 

Kant 
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It is central to Kant's critical intention that reason 

falls into antinomies when it transcends its boundaries in 

sense. The Transcendental Deduction is concerned with chart-

ing such mistakes in philosophy and the natural illusions and dia

lectics of which reason, unrestrained by sense experience, can 

be lead to.* However, the conflict between theoretical and 

practical reason lies within the heart of the Copernican 

Revolution and demonstrates not a mistake in philosophy, nor 

an illusion of unrestrained theorizing, but rather Kant's two 

most deeply held philosophical concerns - that of science and 

morality. The transcendental questions how is science possible 

and how is morality possible are answered within the Copernican 

Revolution by the discovery of reason as that which provides 

for the possibility of both. The conflict within reason raises 

the question of the viability of the Copernican Revolution) 

for contradiction is not as with Hegel an indication of 

conceptual growth but of conceptual pathology for Kant. 

If reason finds this deepest conflict within itself, how can 

it provide a coherent and consistent account of knowledge 

and action? 

If the compatibility of the two Critiques is taken as an 

answer to this question, there can be no unified account of 

knowledge and action. Although both based in reason, the 

laws of action and the laws of understanding are of two 

* Kant thinks this is a propensity inherent in reasor. 
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* different types. The laws of understanding and therefore 

explanation are causal and therefore deterministic in 

nature. Whereas the laws of action are based on freedom, 

the negative proof of which in the First Critique is the 

concept of spontaneity. Kant expresses this by saying 

that science requires a uniformity of sequences of causes 

and effects in time. Morality requires an uncaused 

first cause that the human will can initiate a new series 

of action. Will as practical reason must be able to be 

a cause of a new series of phenomenal events. The 

paradox is this: to be able to do this, will must lie 

outside the phenomenal series to be an uncaused first cause. 

But as soon as it 'enters' the temporal condition of the 

phenomenal series it will immediately be preceded and 

thus determined by an event of which it is not the cause. 

Thus will either does not relate to phenomena or it does 

and its autonomy is denied. The origin of action must lie 

outside time for Kant, whilst all understanding lies inside. 1 

Kant 'resolves' this conflict in the Third Antinomy 

through the distinction between the appearances and things 

in themselves. The Copernican Revolution has a close 

connection with the distinction between phenomena and 

noumena, for the imposition of laws can only be understood 

if nature is regarded as phenomenal. Graham Bird 2 points 

* Stuart Hampshire argues that the distinction between the 
humanities and the sciences rests on a fundar,ental 
distinction between reflexive knowledge and knowledge by 
observation, which both reside in the capacities of hu~an 
beings to describe and plan actions. All things (includ
ing human beings) as being observed are subject to 
determinism. But the capacity of reflexive thinking (which 
is 'the power which gives us our sense of freedom') sets a 
limit to determinism. Earnpshire thus preserves the 
ineradicability of the two perspectives. /i Hampshire "!reedom and Explanation" from 'Idea of Freedom' 
edited by Alan P~an, aup, 1979. 
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out that the Third Antinomy can be regarded as a c0~ce?tual 

experiment to test the Copernican hypothesis - whether 

the distinction between phenomena and noumena can solve a 

conflict of reason. 

"For if appearances are things in themselves 
freedom cannot be upheld. Nature will then be 
the complete and sufficient determining cause of 
every event ..• If on the other hand appearances 
..• are viewed ... merely as representations, 
connected according to empirical laws, they must 
themselves have grounds which are not appearances. 
The effects of such an intelligible cause appear 
and accordingly can be determined through other 
appearances, but its causality is not so determined 

Thus the effect may be regarded as free in 
respect of its intelligible cause, and at the 
same time in respect of appearances as resulting 
from them according to the necessity of nature". 

(C.P.R. A 563 - B564 
A 537, B 565) 

Through the distinction between appearance and 

the thing in itself Kant avoids the conflict between 

theoretical and practical reason. The laws of the 

understanding apply to nature understood as appearance. 

This is compatible with the Copernican hypothesis. 

But is the 'causa noumenon'? This 'intelligible' is 

"indeed the cause of those same actions ... 
as appearances, but that which does not itself 
stand under any condition of sensibility, and is 
not itself appearance". 

And because 

" natural necessity is to be met with only in the 
sensible world, this active being (noumenon) 
must in its actions be independent of, and free 
from all such necessity". 

(A 539. 13 567) 

In this Kant flouts the restrictions on the use of 

the categories to sense, in attributinq causality to an 

'intelligibile' or noumenon. Secondly he goes against 

the criteria or siqnificance in the Critique of Pure Reas~~, 
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such that he attributes characteristics to an unknown and 

unknowable being. Thirdly this becomes the foundation of 

morality. Thus the transition from theoretical to 

practical reason is effected on the basis of a fictional 

entity, which can only be imagined and not known, and 

whose existence is proscribed by the critical intention 

of his philosophy. He moves from a negative definition 

of noumenon - as the limits of the phenomenal, whose use 

is heuristic or regulative 3 to a posi~ive definition as 

an 'active being'. 

Graham Bird4 claims that what Kant is doing here 

is not merely attempting the compatibility of concepts, but 

also a restriction of the language of determinism. In 

this sense he is extending Kant's argument that the antinomies 

are 'the most fortunate perplexity' into which reason 

could fall, because they demonstrate the limitations of 

theoretical reason. As L.W. Beck says: 

"The antinomies strictly limit theoretical reason 
to the world of space and time, nullifying all 
speculative flights from the results of science 
and all attempts to use scientific method in 
speculation beyond the limits of sense. But 
their resolution permits an altogether different 
use of reason. The occurence of the antinomies 
is indication of reason's broader competence 
as a faculty not exclusively devoted to 
cognition". 5 

The difficulty with Bird's account is the sense of 

'compatibility', if the action in reference to Which there 

is a Ptirported compatibility is by definition temporal 

and thus subject to determinism. The meaning of action 

as taking place in the phenomenal order, involves 

determinism. There can be no compatibility when one 
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concept by its nature excludes anothe~ ie. the concept 

of determinism excludes freedom and vice versa. And, 

where one concept (freedom) can have no reference in 

terms of the criteria of significance laid down in the 

eritical Philosophy. That is,by definition it must 

transcend the bounds of sense, but to do so it leaves 

behind the conditions of significant reference. And 

in this sense how can the possibility of freedom limit the 

language of determinism? Kant claims that because we 

can say nothing of what transcends experience, then neither 

can we say it is determined according to natural causality. 

But that of which we can meaningfully say nothing, can 

equally well limit nothing. 

Kant only avoids the conflict within reason by 

flouting the critical intention of his philosophy. And 

in so doing he compromises the Copernican Revolution for 

he must admit the existence of a thing to which reason 

does not and cannot apply. A positive definition of this 

being, whose existence is proscribed, is the only way 

of effecting a reconciliation between theoretical and 

practical reason. 
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Renouvier, the Conflicts of Reason and the 

Principle of Causality. 

For Kant, science and ethics are antithetical perspectives 

on the human being. It follows that there can be no science 

of morality. Nor, more deeply, can there be a science of 

human action, for will, the cause of action must lie outside 

the temporal series. The task of reconciling the will to 

the phenomenal series, is the task for Renouvier of 

reconciling pure and practical reason. 

achieved can there be a human science. 

Only if this is 

Renouvier criticises the seriousness of Kant's separation of 

the two reasons for its view of the human agent and the world 

slhe moves in. And what becomes of philosophy if it 

cannot underwrite a unity between theory and action that the 

human agent enforces in every action? L-sec. 1_7 To 

overcome this it is necessary to refute the antinomies of 

pure reason as defined by Kant L-Sec. 11_7 This is to say 

that there is only a phenomenal order governed by the 

principles of the understanding, supreme amongst which is the 

principle of causality. The determinism of the definition 

of this for Kant, means that the reconciliation of practical 

and theoretical reason cannot be established on the phenomenal 

level, unless the definition of causality is changed to 

make it available to human will/Sec. III 7 

Finally, the notion of necessity is central to a Copernican 

sense of order in experience as a result of self-imposed 

rules. What is necessary in experience, if it is not 

determinism? This is the subject of Sec. IV. 
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Renouvier argues that pure and practical reasons are 

not antithetical. Indeed they operate in the same logical 

space, because one is the precondition for the other. The 

full implications of this cannot be examined until Ch. IV 

on the question of certainty. The logical steps by which 

Renouvier attempts to turn the Second Critique against the 

First, begin with the critique of the antinomies, the 

principle of causality and the idea of necessity. In 

this we see the initial steps by which Renouvier attempts 

to stand Kant on his head, by showing that the human will, 

rather than being relegated to a noumenal sphere is indeed 

the prototype of the law which governs the phenomenal realm -

the principle of causality. 
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Section I. Renouvier on the Conflicts of Reason 

Renouvier recognises the conflict between theoretical 

and practical reason as the most serious problem of the 

Critical Philosophy. He believed that they are united 

in the human agent and that the task of philosophy should 

be to underwrite this and not establish an artificial 

separation. This conflict is expressed in the contra-

diction between the theoretical and the practical 

* philosophy. 

"Kant Ie metaphysicien a retir~ dtune main ce 
que Kant Ie moralis:e offrait de l'autre avec 
tant de force et d,eclat". 

(C.P. 1878, p. 380) 

It has been pointed out in Part II that for 

Renouvier it was a deeply engrained prejudice in Kant to 

have reinstated scholastic entities, despite his 

destruction of transcendent metaphysics. Renouvier's 

critique of Kant's separation of the two reasons extends 

his critique of substantialism. It is Renouvier's 

conviction that the separation of the two reasons derives 

from his substantialism. So with the rejection of the 

noumenon, the distinction between the two reasons should 

also disappear. Because then the Principle of Relativity 

* He does defend Kant against the accusation of Eclect~cs 
who said that Kant methodoloaically gave to practical 
reason an authority to establish theses not available to 
theoretical reason. Renouvier argued that the thesis 
of practical reason - God, soul and immortality are 
postulates of rational faith and not demonstrations of 
theoretical reason. The Critique of Practical Keason 
gives us no knowledge of objects in the same sense as 
the First Critique. Free moral actions and rational 
beliefs are not definitions of essences or existences. 
C . P. 1 8 - 4 "De 1 a Contradiction Rep roc h ( e a 1 a [I:) c t r in e 

de Kan t" . 
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will extend to all human reason, including practical 

reason. Then all reality will be dependent abstractly 

on the Principle of Relativity and concretely on Conscience. 

The practical side of the Principle of Relativity is 

the Principle of Belief (Croyance) that is, it must be 

shown that although the thing in itself has been rejected, 

that it does not re-appear in practical reason: that is, 

that belief does not develop outside of reason. 

Renouvier accuses Kant of moral dogmatism and it 

consists in the ability to make certain claims, without 

the restrictions imposed on theoretical reason. Kant 

has given practical reason a privilege to establish 

belief independent of any reason to believe. (C.D.K • .,-p. 

217) . In separating faith from reason, Kant employed a 

definition of faith that is not in agreement with common-

sense: 
/ 

"II faut alors retablir Ie lien (qu'on a nie) des 
deux raisons ou bien la croyance devrait ~tre 
quelque autre chose que ce que chacun entend 
par ce mot" 

(C.D.K., p. 125). 

Who is right - Kant or the common man? Renouvier 

opposes his sense of 'croyance rationelle' to Kant's 

'croyance' which is blind. And it is blind because he 

exempted moral notions from the critique he insisted 

on for intellectual ones. And in so doing he reintroduced 

metaphysical idols in his moral system. 

If to refute the thing in itself is to extend 

the Principle or Relativity to practical reason and thus 

to JT3.~e it scientific, conver~ly, Renouvier argues, this 
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is to extend the Principle of Belief to all knowledge. 

Thus from this critique of the separation of the two 

reasons, Renouvier develops a critique of pure reason 

itself in the Kantian system. 

"Ce qu'il faut quand on a reconnu la vanit~ de 
la raison pure ou absolue, c'est d'introduire dans 
la science la croyance, en y determinant sa 
signification et son rele, et de rendre la 
croyance elle-m~me scientifique en s'arretant 
aux limites de l'universalite et de la raison 
dans la doctrine ce qui est inseparable dans 
l'homme qui la professe". 

(D.E. II, p. 14-15) 

Renouvier is arguing that to introduce knowledge 

into belief is to purify of its dogmatism and conversely 

to introduce belief into knowledge is to unify it to 

action. But of course it does not follow that if one 

is to make belief rational, that therefore all reasons 

must become beliefs. A fuller examination of this 

thesis, which is the heart of Neo-Criticism and is in 

effect Renouvier taking the part of the Critique of 

Practical Reason against the Critique of Pure Reason, 

must wait until a later Chapter. But it is clear that 

what Renouvier is arguing is that Kant had thwarted 

the Copernican Revolution. Firstly by retaining the 

noumenon and secondly by not recognising the full 

implications of the relativity of knowledge to the laws 

of 'Conscience'. For the laws of Conscience are practical 

laws. And against Kant he claims that this does not 

contradict science, because these laws are themselves 

the basis of science. 

"Si Kant, cherchant pour ~a morale une base h 
ontologique, avait adopte franchement l'an~ropo
morphisme, sans supposition de chose en soi et 
sans ramener les anciens ~oti0ns transcendentes, 
o~ e~t pu l'accuser de sortir de la science, 
mais non de se contredire". 

(D.E. II, p. 16) 
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It will be clear that Renouvier holds that rather than 

science and morality being antithetical, they are united 

because they both have the same origin in practical reason. 

But, like Kant Renouvier argues that the basis of practical 

reason is freedom, and thus he agrees with Kant that we 

cannot be moral if we are not free, but against Kant 

he argues that if we are not free we cannot know. 

liEn effet l'union des deux raisons est fondee 
sur la part a faire a la croyance libre dans 
toutes les affirmations humanes, et sur la 
tentative impuissante du philosophe pour conserver, 
en faissant cette part, un certain domaine de 
la raison pure ll . 

(D.E. II, p. 18) 

So like Kant, he holds to the 'Primacy of Practical 

Reason', but unlike Kant does not see this as contradicting 

the interests of science. He does not IIhave to deny 

knowledge in order to make room for faithll (C.P.R B XXX) 

In taking the part of practical reason, it is clear what 

he means when he says that in his reform of the Kantian 

separation of the two reasons he is being a true Kantian. 

IIC'est en son nom que nous unissons les deux 
raisons, pour l'~tablissement de la certitude: 
en son nom que nous abandonnons la substance, 

.; ...... ... d . II comme etrangere a toute espece e connalssance . 

(D.E. II, p. 18). 

And since freedom is the foundation of practical reason, 

Renouvier uses Kant to argue against the equation of 

theoretical reason with determinism. Determinisrr is 

the destruction of certainty says Renouvier and without 

certainty we cannot have knowledge. The denial of 

determinism is an essential part of the union of the two 

reasons. This union cannot be established simply by 

removing the noumenon, for in the ~antian syste~ this is 

the sole source of freedom; to remove it would be to 
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Because determinism is incompatible with knowledge, 

Renouvier turns the accusation of scepticism against 

Kant. He argues that action is the only response to 

the sceptic's challenge. And that in separating knowledge 

from action, Kant introduces scepticism into his system. 

"La raison th~orique et la raison pratique 
contractent de leur s~paration un vice egal" 

(D.E. II, p. 16) 

The foundation of morality is left in an unknown and 

unknowable realm, whilst pure reason is left entirely 

unconnected with the most important expression of reason 

itself: its practical aspect. 

"La s~paration de la raison theorique et de la 
raison pratique, rigoureusement pos~e et maintenue 
par Ie philosophe ... a pour effet de placer 
la verite dans une uncomprehensible agencement 
de deux systemes qui se d~truisent mutuellement. 
Kant a fait de l'homrne deux homrnes en lui: 
un qui c:rd.i:t:. nier n~cessairement, pour la logique, 
un autre qui veut affirmer librement, pour la 
morale} . 

(D.E. II, p. 15) 

It is important to follow the steps by which this 

critique takes place. It begins with the question of 

the antinomies and next with the critique of the notion 

of causality. These will be the subject of the next two 

sections respectively. 
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Section II. Renouvier and the Question of the Antinomies. 

For Renouvier, Kant's antinomies in thesis and 

antithesis respectively represent the interests of 

understanding and reason. Since there is no justification 

in distinguishing between reason and understanding, since 

reason is only distinguished by its object - the absolute, 

it fOllows that there are no antinomies. Understanding 

is not internally contradictory, and there is no good 

reason according to .the Principle of Relativity to 

distinguish any other faculty than understanding. So 

although Kant specifies that there are four antinomies 

there is really only one antinomy in Kantian thought - the 

fundamental opposition between the absolute and the 

relative, the unconditioned and the conditioned. 

/ 
"II suffit donc pour les resoudre de constater 
que l'absolu n'appartient pas ~ la representation, 
ou du moins ne sly trouve que cornrne n~gation 
pure et qui n'establit rien". 

(P.E., p. 601) 

Renouvier claims that the radical critique of the thing-in-

itself as incompatible with consistent phenomenalism 

entails the denial of the antinomies. 

"", "" ' "Tout phenomene est relatif ad' autres relatilVG~ 
/ ~. et toute serie de rapports donnes se terrnlne 

dans la representation quelconque, sans qu'il 
existe aucune chose en soi; d'oll la r~futation 
des antinomies". 

(P.E., p. 596) 

Together with the Principle of Relativity, the 

principle of contradiction denies the antinomies. Ee 

says that together with the unconditioned, Kant also 

regards the idea of an infinity of p~enome~a as above 

criticism. It is the dogmatic assertion of the notion of 
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an infinite process in the antithesis of the antinomies 

which supports the contradiction between reason and under-

standing. The understanding is governed by the principle 

of contradiction and this denies validity to the idea of 

an infinite process, therefore the understanding denies 

the antitheses. The idea of an infinity is beyond 

experience and thus the antithesis is not proved.-~A 

Renouvier notes, in line with modern cornmentators 1 

that the Third Antinomy is not an antinomy at all, for in 

it Rant attempts a conciliation between two principles 

which he accepts. 

"L'antinomie est donc resolue en acceptant les 
th~ses opposees cornme egalement vraies, et il 
est ainsi donnees satisfaction a la fois ~ 
L!Entendement et ~ la Raison. Une condition 
intelliqible est aamise, une condition 
inconditio~e, mais qui n'est pas un chain0n 
de la chaine des ph~nom~nes et il ne se produit 
ainsi aucune interruption dans Ie s~rie 
empirique" 

(C.D.R., p 69) 

This conciliation has a double vice for Renouvier; 

it leaves morality without a foundation and conceals the 

real meaning of causality. 

To make freedom the result of noumenal action means 

that moral action requires a miraculous intervention of a 

noumenal agent out of time in the phenomenal series in 

time. And this involved the old metaphysical idea of 

'" A '" "L' un superieur a I' Etre, car I' incondi t.ionee 
n'est pas autre chose" 

(C.D.R. p 69) 

And in this Rant is reverting to the Thomist idea of 

God as outside time, and the phenomenal series as not 

real and reality is contained in a divine eternal instant. 
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(C.P. 1878 p 381) . The effect of making freedom the 

result of noumenal action is to eradicate the difference 

between dream and reality. 

"Imaginer que l'action que je fais librement 
n'est point dans Ie temps, comme reelle, car 
si elle etait dans Ie temps elle serait necessaire 
et non libre, c'est penser que les choses du temps 
sont de simple apparences et que la loi de 

. d h/ , succeSSlon es p enomenes est une illusion. 
Telle est la signification de la doctrine qui 
admettant la libert~, en place la siege hors de 

/ .... phenomenes" 

(C.D.K., p 68) 

Rather than guaranteeing the morality and the freedom 

of action, the noumenal origin of free action loses the 

moral significance of action. 

"En s~parant les actes libres de ceux de la 
vie des sens et de l'exp~rience ... on les 
separe inevitablement des conditions de la 
moralit',iesouelles sont bien dans Ie temps 
et ne peuvent que faire partie de nos ph~nom~nes. 
Si la libert~, la premiere de ces conditions, 
n'appartient a l'exp~rience alors, dans 
l'exp6rience, la moralit~ ne trouve pas cette 
condition, et la raison pratique vient ~chouer 
au seuil d'une abstruse theorie. Le postulat 
perd sa signification pratique et devient 
illusion" . 

(C.P. 1878, p 383). 

He criticises what Kant means by the causality of 

freedom, and distinguishes two senses of this. Firstly 

a causality which responds to our idea of cause. And 

secondly, a causality which has the character of not 

depending on an antecedent cause. Kant, says Renouvier, 

observed the second, but not the first. He defined 

this second sense as absolute spontaneity. But this is 

not freedom: we call facts of growth and development 

spontaneous, yet there are no voluntary, conscious actions 

involved. To claim that the causality of freedom 

concerns only absolute spontaneity is to forrrally stress 

the absence of action and ~ill. 
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"Kant n'a pas assez songe ~ la difference 
profonde qui existe entre ce sujet du libre 
arbitre, qui nous connaissons et l'abstraction 
pure d'un pouvoir de spontaneit~ absolu, dont 
aucun sujet d'inherence n'est assignable" 

(C.D.K., p 59) • 

It is the thesis of Kant's Third Antinomy 

that establishes the true sense of causality. (Causality 

according to the laws of nature is not the only one: the 

causality of liberty must be admitted) . It establishes 

the idea of causality as a first beginning in time of 

a new series of phenomena. And this adequately satisfies 

what is central to the meaning of the principle of 

causality and its universal application to phenomena - that 

there are no phenomena without causes. It satisfies both 

the possibility of a first beginning which is central to 

the idea of free action and the universal reign of causality 

among the phenomenal order. Thus one can see that Renouvier 

is moving towards identifying the conception of causality 

and freedom within the phenomenal order. Kant had 

identified causality and freedom in the noumenon, but 

in this separated it from experience and science. It is 

Renouvier's originality to have attempted the reconciliation 

between causality and freedom within terms of a Kantian 

argument. 

The next section concerns Renouvier's critique of 

the conception of causality such that it can contain the 

idea of will as practical reason. 
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Section III. The Critique of Causality 

It is from the critique of the concept of 

causality that Renouvier turns Kant of the Critique of 

Practical Reason against the Kant of the Critique of Pure 

Reason. Through the determinism of the phenomenal order, 

causality and will, the seat of practical reason are 

radically split by Kant. Although Kant did define 

freedom as a causality of the will, it could belong only 

to the noumenal realm. Renouvier must show that first 

causes are phenomena and not noumena. To do this he must 

alter the definition of causality and the definition of 

reality. I shall begin with the critique of causality. 

, 

And here it will be clear that he transforms the mechanistic 

causality incorporated into Kant's definition, into a 

productive causality of the will, which is the precondition 

of a human science as opposed to a natural science. 

Like Kant, Renouvier claims that the principle of 

causality is: 

"Le plus important et fondamental des jugements 
qui regissent l'experience"l 

He retains after Kant, the Copernican idea that the regularity 

and orderliness of reality is the result of a rule imposed 

by consciousness. Order in experience is a matter of 

representation and the relationship of the the represented 

to the representative. He agrees with Kant: 

"Experience itself, in other words the empirical 
knowledge of appearances, is thus possible only 
in so far as we subject the succession of appear
ances and therefore all alteration to the law of 
causality" 

(C.P.R., B234) 
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Renouvier is disputing not the conceptual ordering of 

experience through its categorial control. Nor is he 

disputing th&there is a necessity involved in this ordering. 

What he is disputing is that this necessity is one of causal 

* determinism. It will become clear that the necessity 

involved becomes one of moral necessity for Renouvier , 
rather than of causal determination. So he agrees with 

Kant that 

"The objective relation of appearances that fOllow 
upon one another is not determined through mere 
perception" 

(B 234) 

What he is disputing is: 

"That it is a formal condition of all perceptions 
that the preceding time necessarily determines 
the succeeding" 

(B 247) 

Conscience, as the living aspect of the Principle 

of Relativity entails that we understand order in experience, 

expressed in the causal relationship, only on an analogy 

with human will. Order in experience is based on our ex-

perience of our own successful willfulness. The rules by 

* In this Renouvier is in agreement with modern 
commentators on the association between determinism and 
the idea of conceptual order in Kant's analysis. Both 
A.C. Ewing (Kant's Treatment of Causality' (London, 1924) 
and Strawson 'The Bounds of Sense' (London, 1966) 
dispute this connection and say it is unnecessary to 
Kant's purposes. And although he doesn't explicitly 
say so, Renouvier's account must have been influenced 
by Schopenhauer's critique of Kant on causality (The 
World as Will and Representation translated E. Payne, 
Dover, 1966, USA. See Appendix 'Criticism of Kantian 
Philosophy esp. p. 473) who disputes particularly 
the connection between chronological sequence and 
determinism. 
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which we regulate nature are derived frorr our experience 

of ourselves as decision makers and actors. Will, 

in this sense, rather than being opposed to phenomenal 

causality, is the precondition of it. 

In terms of what do we know will as the condition 

of the orderliness of phenomena? Does knowledge of 

willfulness stand alone as a conceptual criterion of order 

in experience? Is this internal experience of will a 

'brute fact', which we know independently of, and prior 

to any other conceptual condition? This must be so if it 

is the condition of the principle of causality, which itself 

is the most important of the categories, as establishing 

order. 

through 

But if the experience of will is known only 

conceptual criteri~ of orderliness then it is 

thes~ which are prior and not will. That is, if we can 

only identify will because we already have conception~of 

order then will is dependent on these and is not a 

precondition of order itself. On either the Humean or 

the Kantian argument, this then is not per se a denial 

of determinism. For Hume our experience of order is 

thus the 'brute fact' of constant conjunction which as a 

matter of habit becomes necessity of causal sequence. For 

Kant we already have as a matter of conceptual necessity a 

necessary criterio"of order by which we can identify any 

experiential order. 

The misunderstanding of the transcendental method 

is clear here. For Renouvier assumes that by some kind 

of internal observation we can just see will operating as 

the condition of order. But it is not a matter of 

observation; it is a matter of judgement on Renouvier's part. 
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And the terms of the judgement do not revea 1 therr:se 1 ves 

in his argument. 

Renouvier presents his analysis of causality as 

* a reconciliation of Kant and Burne. But he insists that 
• 

he improves on both by his theory of will as a prototype 

for causal relations. 

"L'id~e originale de cause, son premier type, 
~ans lequel nous ne l'eussions jamais appliqu~e 
a la nature c'est l'homme en acte, dans sa 
volont~ libre" 

(D.E. II, p 360) . 

It was Kant, he recognises, who combatted Burne's scepticism 

by his analysis of causality as a synthetic a priori. 

But he qualified this status with a form of theological 

dogmatism, and interpreted the principle of causality as 

'Everything which begins has a cause'. This expresses 

more than a logical relation; it implies that everything 

which begins must have a prior determining cause and this 

is not in itself a first cause. Be should have given 

the principle of causality a meaning such that the idea of 

a beginning and the idea of a cause can be identified. 

To search for a first beginning of the causal series 

is to put onself outside the phenomenal series and therefore 

outside experience and thus beyond the categories. But 

only by doing this did Kant identify universal determinism 

* L.W. Beck in 'A Prussian Burne and a Scottish Kant' (in 
Essays on Kant and Burne, Yale UP, 1978) argues ~hat 
(despite the differences between transcendenta~l~m and 
naturalism) there is room for greater comparablllty 
between Burne and Kant's analyses of the Principle of 
Causality than hitherto thought. 
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with the causal series. This is why for Renouvier Humes's 

analysis of causality is essential to understanding the 

meaning of causality, if not his conclusion. It is 

essential to search for the relation of causality only in 

relation to successive terms taken from the series of 

phenomena. And then we can see that the causal relation 

is a force - an act of power. 

"Toutes les chimeres dont la notion de causalit~ 
/t/ . '" , ,. . a e e enVlronee s evanOUlssent aux yeux du 

philosophe qui definit l'acte la puissance, la 
force, la cause par la simple analyse des 
rapports auxquels ces determinations s'appliquent" 

(P.E. p 217) 

So he agrees with Hume that constant succession must 

be established before any relation of causality can be 

established. And he agrees with Kant that the principle 

of causality is a category of the understanding, but he 

illegitimately associated it with determinism. 

"Ce determinisme, appel~'par Kant Ie principe 
de causalit6 mais qui supprime Ie vrai et 
naturel fondement de l'idee de cause ~tait Ie 
plus arbitraire et Ie plus criante des pr~tensions 
dogmatiques chez un philosophe qui s'annoncait 
comme rejetant tout dogmatism" 

(P.A.H., Vol. 4 p. 426) 

Kant had no right to regard the principle of causality 

abstractly as a universal law of nature. If he had 

restricted himself to what experience offers in terrrs 0: 

the connections of phenomena then he would have seen 

that given the relativity of phenomena to Conscience, 

then it is Conscience itself which produces the prototy;:e 

of the connections of experience. The determinism is 

incompatible with the real method of 'Criticis~e' and i~ 

his definition of causality ~ant's analysis extends beyon~ 
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experience. Further it denies the anthropocentrisIT. 

which lies at the heart of the Principle of Relativity. 

Renouvier's analysis is consistent with this. 

Conscience is lila si~ge unique de pouvoir 

du vouloir et d'agir". And here we can see how causes 

produce effects directly. The psychological phenomenon 

of effort informs us of the true nature of the causal 

relationship. 

ilLes causes, les vraies causes ont sans doute 
aussi leur action directe et leur fonction 
dans la nature en dehors des effets que 
la volonte ~humaine y peut introduire, et qui 
ne la modifient que bien peu, mais elles doivent 
alors, suivant notre mtthode ~tre toute concues 
d'apres l'analogie de conscience. Hors de la, 
on chercherait vainement l'application de la 
notion formelle de la causalit~1I 

(A.P. 1896, p 26). 

The idea of force, which is the essence of 

the mental act - the origin of causality for Renouvier 

overturns the conception of causality as substantive and 

transitive. Kant, says RenouYier, ties causality to 

substance in his classification of the categories by 

defining causality under relation. And in this way he 

paves the way for a form of physical realism in his 

definition. Causality for Kant thus entails not just 

determinism but also substance. 

"Causality leads to the concept of action 
and thus in turn to the concept of force and 
thereby to the concept of substance ll

• 

(A204 B 249 C.P.p) 

Kant makes substance the source of causality. It 

provides some principle of permanence in change for Kant: 
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it is that which remains whilst all else changes. It 

is thus substance which is the source of order in experience. 

"Action siqnifies the relation of the subject 
of causality to its effect. Since, now, every 
effect consists in that which happens and 
therefore in the transitory ... its ultimate 
subject, as the substratum of everythinq that 
changes, is the permanent, that is, sub~tance". 

( C~ B 25 0, A 2 0 5 ) 

Kant is thus relating change in the phenomenal world 

to the unconditioned as the supreme condition of the 

phenomenal order. But more seriously given the 

Copernican Revolution, he is locating the source of order 

in knowledge outside Conscience and thus outside the 

categories. He is in this contradicting both the principle 

of idealism (the relativity of world to consciousness) 

and the principle of naturalism (restriction of reason 

to experience) . The only solution is to find causality 

in facts of experience relative to Conscience. This 

reveals 'force' as that character of the mental act 

which connects phenomena. The real meaning of the 

Copernican Revolution thus must be to find in human 

creation - willfulness - the source of order in the known 

world. It cannot without contradiction be related to 

that which is not known or knowable, external to Conscience. 

Kant had never justified his assertion that 

the causal principle is given independent of all 

observation and thus of the laws of succession of 

phenorrena. And in this sense he hac not really 

answered Hume's question about the proof of the causal pri~-

ciple from experience. It was Hume \\'ho turned Renouvier 

to~ar~s loo~inq for the seat of causal principle 

feelings (sentiment) of the human agent. 
,. = 
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"L"d" d I 1 ee e cause n a pas pu passer, dans notre 
esprit, de son lieu d'application propre et 
originale, des rapports entre des ph~nop~nes 
naturels, quia raison de l'analoaie fondamentale 
qu'etablir des deux c6tes, Ie fait primordial 
~ui leur est commun: Ie fait que tel chanqement 
etant donn~ dans une certain relation de phenomenes, 
tel autre changement determine, toujours Ie m~me 
positis ponendus, se produit ioso facto dans une' 
certaine autre relation de phe~omenesll 

(C.D.K., p 336) 

The only acceptable contemporary view on causality is that 

of harmony. That is-an order of phenomena once instituted, 

then others happen by concomitance or consequence. 

This is simply the mathematical idea of a function of 

variables, which is substituted for the conflict of 

phenomena. Given this, it follows that the last 

phenomena to appear before any given event is not uniquely 

causative in a transitive sense. He thus turns away from 

Kant to a Leibnizian view on causality as a form of corrobor-

ative harmony. 

Since all reality is a synthesis for Renouvier ,of 

what is"the category of causality Df svnthesis? It is a 

synthesis of action and power, which we call 'force'. 

Since this in turn is modelled on will, it follows that will 

is the prototype for causality. Thus will and causality 

are not contradictory phenomena for Renouvier. It follows 

that causality and freedom are not antithetical. In fact 

we require the notion of will as a first beginning of 

phenomena to understand the causal relatio~shiF· 1-: is 

thus contradictory to describe causality as deterrinisrr 

because it is something we do not experience in our own 

capa2ity to will actions successfully. Thus it :!.s [Jot 

absurd to tal~ o~ a free cause i~ the phenomenal serIes. 
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Will as the prototype for causality entails that 

causality as ruling the phenomenal is not deterministic. 

o. Hamelin says: 

I' 
"Enfin prendre la causalite telle que M. 
Renouvier la donne, admettons que la causalit~, 
c'est la vOlont~, et bien entendu, la volont~ 
libre: la consequence est claire: c'est que 2 
la causalite ne constitue pas un determinisme". 

Having transformed the notion of causality such that 

it is a form of will, Renouvier must now treat the notion 

of necessity, which is central to Kant's version of 

determinism. Is experience without a deterministic law 

one without necessity? The answer for Kant is yes, but 

is no for Renouvier. 
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Section IV. Necessity, Continqency and the Order of 

Experience 

In rejecting the Principle of Causality as meaning 

deterministic necessity, Renouvier does not thereby mean 

there is no necessity attached to experience. Experience 

is not essentially contingent, which for him is the position 

of pure empiricism. Kant had opposed the contingency 

of empiricist accounts of experience with the laws of 

the understanding. The Principle of Causality had a 

unique role amongst the categories of engendering order 

in experience. This is also so for Renouvier, but 

the order is not a deterministic order. Nevertheless 

for Renouvier: 

, / .. 
"La necessite est une forme attachee a toute 
actualit~ donnee dans la representation" 

(P.E., p 232) 

What then is the meaning of necessity? 

"Ce qui est, pendent qu'il est, ne peut pas 
- ,/\ 

ne pas etre ... l'actuel est donc aussi Ie 
n~cessaire et la necessite est un autre nom 
du princ ipe de con tradictiQn". (DID c.-\Y) 

Like Kant, for Renouvier necessity is a matter 

of the self imposition of the rules of understandina. 

"Les jugements 
viennent a la 
generales qui 

svnthetiques a priori 
r~presentation comme des 

.... t" I-/""f) '1 , 1..] Ie re(~r1ssen l iJi,:::: ,/ '-77 

lois 

But unlike Kant, this necessity is not universal. 

Representation is given in human beings and thus is not 

guaranteed to exist beyond them and their for~s of 

knowledqe. 

, 
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ilL /' . /' ./ , 
eur necesslte ne s'etend pas a stricte~ent 

plus loin que l'acte plus ou moins repet~ par 
lequel elle se manifeste" 

(P.E., p 233) 

Kant in the Second Analogy had identified the question 

of order in experience and the idea of an objective 

event with the rule of the understanding as determining 

the temporal order of experience. Renouvier also says 

that the Principle of Causality is unique among the laws 

of phenomena, in that it expresses necessity. But 

necessity is a constancy of law: 

"Nous disons qu'il y a necessit~ partout 
ob il y a loi et constance dans l'ordre 
d h~' L ~ . es p enomenes ... a necessalre est alors 
synonyrne du constant et reconnait par terme oppose 
l'accidental cornrne inconstants". 

(P.E., p 234) 

For Kant, the constancy of empirical laws established 

by induction, would never be enough to establish the 

absolute necessity of a rule of~tae understanding which 

in the transcendental sense, is the ground of the possibliity 

of order in experience. Renouvier's position here 

is far more Humean than Kantian and Kant would argue 

that in this version of necessity Renouvier eradicates 

the distinction between subjective and objective order 

in experience. 

But this critique of necessity understood as deter-

rninism and of this as guaranteeinq.the order of the known 

world, is essential to Renouvier's purpcse ~hich 

is to oppose the Critique of Pure Reason with the Critique 

of Practical Reason. That is, to show that it is through 
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the laws of practical reason alone that the human world 

gains order and coherence. He cannot do this if purely 

conceptual rules imply the determinism of phenomena. 

For these would thwart the imposition and effectiveness 

of moral laws in the human world. And to this end 

he introduces the element of contingency into experience. 

The problem from Renouvier's position is this: since 

all phenomena to become objective must fall under categories 

ie. laws, it fOllows that the problem of establishing 

moral laws is the problem of the contingence of the laws 

of nature. The problem of moral laws and contingence 

are tried in the phenomenal order. For if the 

phenomenal order is determined by necessary laws, then there 

is no place for moral laws. That is Renouvier is saying 

that the Principle of Causality does not only find 

satisfactory explanation when understood as a form of 

necessity which excludes all indeterminism. That is 

for Renouvier, it would be absurd to talk of a free 

cause in the phenomenal series unless there was an element 

of indetermination. 

. .;' 
"C'est sur Ie falt, reel ou faux, de cette 
ambiguit~ de certain futurs dans un jugement 
et un acte inseparables que parte Ie * 
veritable debat sur Ie libre arbitre". 

(P.A.H., P 427 Vol. 4). 

* Just as Kant was expressing contemporary Kewtonian 
science in his idea of causality as determinism, so 
for Renouvier the work of Laplace and Cournot in 
probability theory, aided him in r:placing causal 
necessity with the idea of the pro~able. 
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So Renouvier's aim is to formulate the Principle of' 

Causality, so that it is not opposed to the existence 

of future 'ambigus': it establishes between phenomena 

a correspondence of fact which doesn't exclude contingency. * 

* Emile Boutroux (1845-1921) (to whom Renouvier 
dedicated his "Dilemrnes de Metaphysique Pure" and 
4th volume of Philosophie Analytique de l'Histoire") 
also developed a philosophy of contingency in his 
"De la Contingence des Lois de Nature" 1874. He 
challenges contemporary science of mechanical determinism. 
And like Renouvier he insists on the reconciliation 
of theoretical and practical reason, which Kant had 
separated because of the mechanical determinism ruling 
in the phenomenal sphere. Boutroux limits science by 
arguing that there is no absolute coincidence 
between the laws of nature as science sees them and the 
laws of nature as they really are. Science considers 
reality under a mechanical aspect which obscures 
the real order of reality, which expresses itself 
through contingency (in its negative aspect) and the 
liberty of human beings (in its positive aspect). 
The universe is governed by a moral necessity, not 
a causal necessity. Thus human actions are not 
determined. 'La Finalite' defined aesthetically 
and ethically governs reality. 

Boutroux taught Durkheim at the Ecole Norrnale and 
he thus reinforced the idea of 'hasard' in phenomenal 
reality. Dauriac (Contingence et Rationalism, Paris 
1924) says Boutroux and Renouvier 'probably' worked 
independently of each other. But I would suggest 
that as Renouvier wrote his P.E. in 1854 and Boutroux 
his twenty years later, that Renouvierism was the 
formative influence on French philosophical thought 
in this direction. 
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An abstract analysis of the Category of 

Causality alone cannot establish whether there is a 

universal reign of absolute determinism or contingency, 

says Renouvier. To establish this for causal 

necessity, it must be demonstrated that everything 

which 'becomes' are effects and that all effects are 

contained in anterior causes. But this idea of a 

causative capacity in '~phenomena is so obscure as to defy 

positive definition. 

"Le partisan de necessite se voit contraint 
ou de violer Ie principe de contradiction en 
se r~fugiant dans Ie progres ~ I ' infini, ou 
d'admettre une premiere cause sans cause". 

(P.E., p 237) 

Equally if all is totally fortuitous, then induction 

from the past to the future is an illusion. 

But if we turn to experience, we see here the 

idea of the probable: 

"Si, dans Ie vrai tout est necessaire nous 
devons reconnaitre la presence dans l'homme d'une 
illusion, l'illusion du possible". 

(P.E., 348). 

All human affections, fear, hope and desire in principle 

imply possibilities and thus the idea of indeterminate 

futures. 
/ , 

"(Exoerience) interpretee confor~ement a 
l'hypothese d'un f~ndement veritable de nos 
affections, implique l'egale possibilite, 

~ . h' .... l'indeiFJJI'1ination reel Ie de dlvers p enomenes 
envisage's dans Ie future". 

(P.E., D 3~8) 
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Renouvier thus replaces theories of absolute 

necessity and contingency with the theory of the 

probable. He agrees with Laplace that the first condition 

of a theory of probability is the notion of equal possi

bilities, such that the realisation of one is equal to the 

* realisation of the other. That is Renouvier is saying, 

that if A is given then C could just as well be established 

as B. But then the real law which governs phenomena 

is not correspondence, but accident. That is, if 

indetermination really occurs amongst phenomena in this 

sense, can we still talk of causality? That is 

Renouvier has reformulated the category of causality so that 

it is not opposed to future 'ambigus' and establishes a 

correspondence of fact, which doesn't exclude contingency. 

But why still speak of category of causality as 

establishing necessity in experience? 

That is, is it possible to both insist on causality 

and contingence? When he insists on the impossibility 

of all 'enchainement' is he not putting a level of 

indetermination among phenomena, so that it is senseless 

to talk of categorial control of experience? And thus 

contingency does it not condemn us to an uncertainty 

in knowledge which leads back to the scepticism of Burne? 

Further, Renouvier is claiming against Kant that 

* Renouvier says in Kant's svsterr "II ne peut y avoir 
de possibles-que les n~ce5;aires". And he.q~estions 
why Kant introduces the notions of the posslble under 
'the postulates of empirical thought'. 
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there is room in his phenomenalism for both law and 

contingency. The introduction of contingency is 

supposed to guarantee a place for freedom understood 

as a first cause of a new series of phenomena. In 

the logical coexistence of contingency and law in his 

phenomenalism thus exists the possibility of reconciling 

the antinomy of freedom and determinism. So he places 

one phenomena (unpredictable first cause) against another 

phenomena (predictable, part of a constant law). And 

this is the solution to Kant's antinomy, solved only by 

the distinction between phenomena and noumena? As 

George Seailles says: 

"Comme Kant, Renouvier est avant tout , 
pr~occupe de ne rien sacrifier de l'hornrne a 
l'esprit de systeme, de justifier la morale 
et la religion comme la science, mais il reste 

. ~ 

dans l'ordre phenomenal, il met sur Ie meme 
plan, dans la m~me monde, la contingence et la 
necessit~, Ie regIe et l'exception, 
il juxtapose ou Kant superpose"l 

That is some phenomena are characterised by 

unpredictability which guarantees the possibility of 

freedom, whilst others have the characteristic of 

predictability because of the constancy of laws of nature. 

Does the coexistence of different types of phenomena 

resolve the antinomy between freedom and determinism 

or merely repeat it, albeit in a phenomenalist guise? 

There is one sense in which Renouvier's argument 

can be saved from the attack of Seailles. And this 

depends on distinguishing between a positive and a negative 

sense of chance. Or rather distinguishing between 
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indetermination and u~;fetermination. If we read 

Renouvier's argument against causal determinism as an 

attempt to open up the way for new series of phenomena to 

be made, then all he has to establish is that there is 

not causal overdetermination of all series of phenomena 

in the sense established by Kant, but a form of causal 

underdetermination, in the sense that not all phenomena 

are a) predictable and b) necessary. And if so, then 

human will can intervene in the series of phenomena, 

which would,without interference, proceed in a predictable 

way. In this sense one can read Renouvier's arguments 

against determinism as saying that causal determinism is 

.' / false interpretation of events, a form of arrlere-pensee 

which casts a gloss of necessity over events once they 

have occured which is not justified by the phenomena 

themselves. That is they could have been altered, and 

this is what his sense of contingency means. It 

does not mean the radical unpredictability of for example 

sub-atomic particles, but means a form of plasticity 

or availability to human will. 

In this sense we can make sense of the following: 
, 

liLa creation humaine donne lieu a des commencements 
premiers qui ne sont que relatifs: elle peut 

~ ~, ., t commencer des series de phenomenes, qUl Vlennen 
ex nihilo en un sens et sur un point seule~ent, 
mais qui assujettes a sortir du s~in des 
donn~es ant~rieures et s'adopter a un ensemble 
de rapports existents. Ce fait, que toutes 
les donn~es et necessaires ge l'univers sont en 
partie su~ordonn~es a celIe qu~ ~'est pas, ~a~s . 
aui se falt actuellement par 1 hum~e, et qu alnSl 
i'ordre du monde en cette partie, n'est ja~3is 
qu'un ordre en voie de formation".2 
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Thus in the order of facts there is no antinomy 

between the initiative of the human being and the constancy 

which natural science requires. 

"L'ordre et les lois du monde subsistent 
concurrement avec la liberte et l'envelopent, 
l'enserrent de toutes parts, sans l'affecter quand a son essence".3 

But it is in this possibility of a new beginning in the 

phenomenal series that lies the path to the sense of 

moral necessity that governs human reality for Renouvier. 

"La libert~ ne nie point l'ordre du monde et 
dans cette ordre me me , elle est Ie fondement 
et l'essence d'une loi specialement humaine, 
de la loi moralle".4 

If all actions are equally possible, are none 

necessary? 

"La raison est scandalisee par L'apparence du 
hazard" 

5 (Boutroux) 

If it is not causal necessity which guarantees order 

in the world, the philosophical task is then to find out 

what does. For Renouvier it must rely on the human 

will and what it can establish. For will to establish 

new orders in the world, it is necessary that order 

be underdetermined. Renouvier in the interests of 

reconciling pure and practical reason has provided for 

this through the notion of contingency. 

For Renouvier it is consistent with a fully 

developed Copernicanism that the world is rel~tive to 

Conscience and its laws; and that these do not reveal 

mechanical determinism as a feature of human co~scious~ess. 

\'Ve do not perceive ourselv'?s as merely lir.Ks in a causal 

ch§in beiond our control. 

y6~ume:lt sa in ac"'~nst Fant that causal dete:n-ninisrr. is 
---~~--.............. .. 

And he is, in the above 
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against Copernicanism. The task of a consistent 

Copernicanism is to find that order as producible through 

will, since it is now apparent that mechanical determinism 

is not essential to the orderliness of the human world. 

The task now is to establish what it is will can establish. 

There is an important question raised by Kant 

and this is the question of conceptual necessity, which he 

associated with determinism. The question is whether will 

defined as practical reason can establish conceptual 

necessity. This for Renouvier is the question of 

certainty and will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
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Chapter III. Freedom, the laws of Representation 

and the reconciliation of the reasons. 

This chapter turns towards Renouvier's concerns in 
"-

the Deuxieme Essai 1858, the subject of which is: 

"L'horrune toute entier, en son unit~ ... et 
surtout dans l'ordre des faits representatifs 
La question de libterte s'est presentee ... a 
nouveau point de vue sur l'ordre r~el et 
intrinsique du monde" 

ce 

(D.E. 1858 II, p 367). 

The fundamental principle of the understanding -

causality - in the Kantian philosophy has given way 

in Neo-Criticisne to practical reason understood as will. 

Practical reason governs the laws of representation and 

since the laws of representation are the a priori for 

Renouvier, it follows that it is will that is the a 

priori. The a priori is 'the bearer of the interests of 

humanity' in the Kantian sense, so it follows that will 

for Renouvier is the medium whereby these will be 

achieved. 

Making will compatible with phenomenalism is 

to effect the union of pure and practical reason, since 

will is practical reason and phenomena and their laws 

are reason for Renouvier. But phenomena and their 

laws are only understood through Conscience, so his union 

of the two reasons can only be effected through his theory 

of consciousness. In his theory of the automotivit~ 

of consciousness Renouvier atte~pts to de~onstrate how freedom 

is identified ~ith the laws of representative order; 

indeed is the basic law of it, in t~is is also achieved 

his aim of making practical reason scientific for if 
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freedom, the principle of practical reason is identified 

with the representative order, then it is compatible 

with phenomenalism and available to scientific method. 

Renouvier's entire theory of freedom is in his theory 

of automotiivit~ (Sec. I). 

"La liberte' des determinations de conscience 
est Ie pivot de la raison pratique" 

(D. E., 1912, vo l. I I, P 16). 

Will as the source of the a priori, means that it 

is the source of the human order. But it is that which 

is to be achieved, and not simply discovered. Through will, 

freedom is found as that which replaces substance. 

It is the human order of the universe. The constancy 

of persons replaces the constancy of things in Neo-

Criticisme (Sec. II). 

How can science represent the yet to be achieved? 

It can, if it is a free science. To make freedom 

the basis of knowledge is to make it the basis of 

science whose aim is action. In so doing Renouvier 

attempts to refute determinism as incompatible with 

science: against Kant he argues that freedom is not opposed 

to science, it is its precondition. Knowledge and action 

will be shown to be unified if they have the same origin, 

in freedom (Sec. III). 
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Section I. Will and the Automotivit~ of Consciousness 

Since will is the prototype of causality, and 

since the category of causality is the most important 

category in its regulation of experience, it follows that 

it is will which determines reality for Renouvier. 

It is the pivot on which turns human destiny. It will be 

clear that on it depends the question of certainty 

(Ch. IV). And morality requires it. It is thus the 

human function par excellence and through it is found 

the union of pure and practical reason. 

Will is connected to contingency and opposed to 

deterministic law in this way. We can see that acts 

of will can be observed as entailinga number of possible 

consequences and not a single and unique one. That 

is in deciding to do something, we can choose a number 

of different actions, and we cannot predetermine which 

one will be chosen. In this sense, will escapes a 

priori deterministic law and provides a rupture in the 

continuity of events. 

But in escaping deterministic law, it does not 

follow that will is without law. Will is not spontaneity. 

Law, for Renouvier, as for Kant is the necessary 

condition for the objectivity of phenomena and will 

is no exception. The will Renouvier is talking about is 

not the spontaneous will Kant called 'Willkur' 

logical possibility of which Kant estabished in 

- the 

the Third 

~ntinomy and which is defined by spontaneity, rather the 
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will Renouvier is talking about is 'Wille,l of the Second 

Critique. This is defined by moral law. And this will 

is identical with practical reason. It is the faculty of 

acting according to law. And it will be clear in the next 

Section that this is a law of autonomy: so will here 

means a will which is subject to no law except one of 

its own making. 

Will is the pivot of Renouvier's critique of 

Kant's separation of the two reasons. But in so far as 

it is will defined as practical reason we can understand 

in what sense Renouvier says that it is in his name 

(Kant's) that he reconciles the two reasons. 

Will is defined differently from Kant. 

I 

Consistent with his critique of noumenal causality as 

freedom, Renouvier attempts to make will compatible 

with phenomenalism by repudiating the separation of 

will from experience that is central to Kant's account, by 

* claiming that will is identical with representation. 

* This account is similar to Schopenhauer. But 
Renouvier criticises him for identifying will with the 
thing in itself. In beginninq with the noumenon, 
he made will separate from representation. 
In this he is unfaithful to the spirit of Kant's 
criticism, in constructing a metaphysic like a 
science, but w~ose first principle is external to 
phenomena. 

(P . A. H ., \'01. 4, Bk 14 Ch. I). 
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Will is not a power or faculty which lies behind pheno~ena. 

To separate will from representation and to see it as 

a thing which precedes action is to return to substantialis~. 

To make will external to Conscience is to go back to the 

old metaphysical idol of the real cause lying outside 

representation. 

"C'est une idole qu'on posera et on se fera 
au fond cette illusion de placer derriere l'homme 
incomplet, prive de vOlonte, un second homme 
complet, qu'on chargera d'etre la volont~ du 
premier" 

( D • E .( I)., 3 0 3 - 4) • 

This characteristic of will as present in consciousness, 

Renouvier calls the 'automotivit~' of consciousness. 

Consciousness is autonomous over its contents in that it 

has the capacity to call up or banish representations. 

Seaille says: 

liLa th~se originale de Renouvier c'est de faire 
de la volition un phenomene complexe, tout a 
la fois intellectuel et volontaire, libre et 
motive, Ie motif se determinant lui-meme"2 

Hamelin described automotivit~ as: 

~ 

liLa souverainete de la representation sur 
elle-meme"3 

This is evident in states of attention, abstraction and 

systematization, which Renouvier calls 'analyses automotives'. 

It is shown in all decisions, but also in struggles with 

feelings. Volition is thus that characteristic of 

consciousness, which has the character of presenting an 

action, which once done as equally well not have been done. 

* That is, we present action to ourselves as not necessary. 

* The analogy with Satre is marked here. The radical 
freedom of the 'pour soil in his early Existentialis~ 
extends to a freedom over feeling, anc is the freedo~ 
to deny any event as necessary. 
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This definition of will sharpens when it is clear 

that for Renouvier the relationship between representation 

as willing (voulante) and representation as willed (voulu) 

is a relationship of cause and effect. This is the true 

meaning of the relationship between cause and effect 

and it is only on a false analogy with the exterior and the 

physical that effects and causes are separated and turned 

into a form of determinism. For Renouvier cause and 

effect, understood as necessary and sufficient condition 

are simultaneous. Hamelin explains in this sense: 

"Vouloir penser a quelque chose, n'est ce pas 
y penser?,,4 

Effort as the essence of volition is at one with 

consciousness and there are not two realities in conscious-

ness, the one producing, the other produced. Thus 

consciousness has this characteristic of being its own 

cause, in that it can determine its own contents and 

* activities. 

* Fouill~e arques that Benouvier here swings between 
determinism and continoency without having effectively 
defined freedom. For example: if the will has 
a motive for calling up representation X and no other, 
then it is this antecedent motive which explains 
the representation. On the other hand, if the will 
has equal reasons for calling up one or another 
representation, then we are in contingency. 

"Au lieu de supprimer l'indifference, l'incEt~r;r'if'isrre 
phenomeniste la place au fond de la raison meme et 
de la passion" A. Fouill~e 'La Liberte et la 
Determinism' Paris lS8~. 

But acainst Fouill~e one can arg~e ttat if t~e will is 
in principle unpredictable this is ~ot ~er ~e. contincency. 
Renouv ie r is not arquing that the ",7111 1 S "'"I L'!ou t 
reason in its action: this is the effect of Kant's 
separation of will from phenomenal series not 
Renouvier's. Fouillfe is accepting w~a~ Renouvier is 
re~utinq: tt~t only a separate prior determininc set 
of conditions is a satisfactory explanation of a 

..,J:..Q,.t.iQD a 1 wi 1 1 . 
/ . ~ 
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For Renouvier, observation and reflection are 

voluntary modes of representation, and it is this which 

makes them properly human. Reason, the systematic 

use of abstraction and specification, which makes science 

possible is also a voluntary mode of representation. 

Science for Kant is the highest aspect of theoretical 

reason, and is an expression of determinism - that is 

in explaining determinisms are uncovered. For 

Renouvier science can be an expression of will - as 
/ 

automotivite of consciousness and thus of practical reason. 

Explanation consists in uncovering will not as the cause 

of event not in the external physical l,Jay but as the condi tion 

of ne"r ordel:s. This is the precondition of a hu~an science 

in the sense defined by Durkheim. 

The importance of this identification of will with 

this characteristic of consciousness is that as belonging , 

to representation, it is therefore available to analysis 

and description by the empirical methods of the 

sciences. Since will is practical reason, this means that 

practical reason, as bearer of the 'interests of humanity' 

in the Kantian sense is available at the level of science 

for analysis, description and formulation. It is no longer 

releGated to the noumenal realrr for its autonomy to be 

preserved. Knowledge in repreSentation, is no lonoer 

antithetical to the interests of morality as it is ~ith 

Fant. The interests of action and knowledGe are united 

" in consciousness defined as automotivite. we do not. 

have to leave representation to discover the principle of 

ne w orders of reality. ~eoresentatio~ reveals directive 

or determininq representations ~hich interve~e in 'la vie 
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consciente et fait Ie caractere de la vie proprement 

humaine I • 5 Through will all human functions 

transform themselves and become properly human. 
/ 

"C'est Ie developpement du vouloir, c'est 
Ie passage de la spontaneit~ simple ~ la 
spontaneite libre, qui marque l'avenement 6 
de la conscience humaine au sein de la nature" 
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Section II. Freedom as the supreme human law. 

Will is not subJ'ect to a superior or anterior 

law. It establishes laws and through this engenders 

new series of phenomena and it does this for Renouvier 

without noumenon and without substance. And this is 

compatible with consistent phenomenalism says Renouvier. 

"L,"t d d " ..... e u e es phenomenes de conscience nous 
a permis d'~tablir la liberte comme fait 
representatif etroitment uni a certaines series 
de la pensee" 

(P.E., p 342) 

Will is liberty for Renouvier; in defining will he 

says he has defined liberty. 

The nature of liberry is as 'Ie fait du 

commencement' * (D.E. 1912, Vol. II, p 107). And in this 

he is supporting liberty as defined in the thesis of Kant's 

Third Antinomy. But unlike Kant is is bound up with the 

~ ** automotivite of consciousness. 

* The idea of liberty as a first beginning dominated 
speculations of Jules Lequier (see Sec. III). 
L'Abb~ Foucher points out that this is the key to 
Renouvier's turn away from Hegel. It was Lequier's 
influence in 1843 which lead to the idea of free will 
and its conditions. L'Abbe Foucher says his conversion 
to 'libertisme' dated from his Premier Essai in 1854. 
But, freedom as a first beginning is found in Kant's 
thesis of the Third Antinomy. L'Abb~ Foucher 
'La Jeunesse de Renouvier et sa Premiere Philosophe' 
Paris 1927, Ch. 12. 

** This for Renouvier is the only acceptable account of 
the relationship between motive and will in consciousness, 
for to separate will from ~otive is to introduce the 
prob 1 em of determini s ti c ca~1 sa 1 i ty into free action. 
Liberty is thus not something essentially oifferent fro7 
motive and action. The problem with this is that it 
seems to imply all actions are willed. 
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"Affirmer la libert~, c'est assurer que 
l'automotivite r~presentative est reelle 
les actes reflechis et deliberees" 

dans 

(D.E. 1912, Vol. II, p 102) 

Liberty is a beginning in the series of phenomena in the 

world. But more profoundly tha~ this as the highest function 

of consciousness and given the relativity of the world to 

consciousness, it fOllows that the world is not a pre-

established order which the agent observes; rather the 

world is available to human creation. It is a world to 

be made. 

* 

"La v~ritable doctrine de la liberte' nous fait 
considerer Ie monde comme un ordre qui devient 
et se fait, non comme un ordre preetabli qui 

" n'a qu'a se derouler dans Ie temps" 

* (D.E., Ope cit., p 105) 

Fouillee: Critical phenomenalism has suppressed the 
noumenon, but not eradicated it. It has mixed it into 
phenomena, so now there is a multitude of noumena, as 
many noumena as there are new beginnings. 

"C'est une poussiere de noumenes au lieu d'un 
lingot". 

./ "but admits 'phenomenes 
problem of Renouvier's 

It rejects the thing in itself, 
en soi'. He characterizes the 
phenomenalism thus: 

"II faut revenir a Hume, en gardent Kant; 
et alors au lieu de placer dans l'~difice Ie " ... ./.... " phenomene au rez de chausee et Ie noumene a 
l'~tage superieur, il loge les deux contra
dictoires ... sur Ie meme plan: il faut commencer 
absolument des relations" 

'La Liberte et Ie Determinisme' Paris 1927, p 137 
But against F6uille~ these are not noumena in the 
Kantian sense: they are not outside the categories, and 
are not independent of space and time. Hu~an decisions 
for Renouvier are not characterized by miraculous inter
vention in a causal series; they require laws (see below). 
Fouillee is criticizing Renouvier from a position that 
Rpnouvier has reiected: that only causal deter~i~isrr 
g~arantees order~in experience. And he is not re~ocnlzin~ 
a point that Renouvier recognizes as logical to the 
Copernican position: that order in experience results 
from self-imposed rules. Clearly Fouillee cannot 
accept this or that these rules always have a moral 
character. 
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In so far as it is the source of order - of the world as 

becominq, it is thus the replacement of the doctrine 

of substance. 

"A la place d'un substract chirn~rique ou les 
philosophes ont tant cherche une permanence 
non moins imaainaire de l'~tre nous voyons 
Ie substrat reel, l'ensemble des ph~nomenes 
composants (et) par dessus celui ci sa 

/ ~ , 
possession reflechi et sa futurition par la 
I ibert~" . 

(Op. cit., p 107) 

And in this we see the permanence of persons replacing 

the permanence of substance as a source of order in reality. 

"La libertE~' ~ son tour fait la permanence de 
la personne, et aussi la rompt puisque c'est 
a elle qu'il appartient de cr~er l'hornrne nouveau 
contre l'hornrne ancien ... Telle est done la 
veritable permanence: ici une loi dans Ie 
changement, la une conscience qui Ie domine. 

Tout autre serait incompatible avec les variations 
de la nature et de la personne humaine" 

( D . E., Op. cit., P 108). 

Through liberty, the human agent can transcend 

nature and in this demonstrate a radically different nature 

from the purely natural, which is content 'to be'; but 

for the human being 'to do' is the supreme imperative. 

And through this the human being becomes autonomous. 

And through this the human being is capable of individuation. 

"Telle est la v~ritable et supreme individualit~ 
de la personne, qui cesse d'etre un rouage du mondel! 

( D . E ., Op. cit., P 350). 

As the source of individua tion, it replaces by 

a unified conception of the agent, the Kantian split of 

the aaent into that which is contributed by reason and that 

which is contributed by feelina. 
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ilL 1 . b t~ t f' . '" a 1 er e es en ln Ie prlncipe supreme de 
1 'individuation, autrefois vainement assione dans 
les incomprehensibles essences de la fD~e 
ou de la matiere" 

(D.E. Vol. 88 1912 p. 108). 

Renouvier claims that liberty cannot be understood 

in the doctrine of substance for it firstly places the 

source of order beyond consciousness and secondly 

therefore entailsacontradiction of the capacity of the 

agent to establish new orders. And it eradicates 

individuality for it is a form of monism: 

"La theorie de la substance, en rendent les 
substances particulieres impossibles, supprimait 
l'individualit~ et la liberte. La th~orie de 
la liberte fonde l'individualit~ et remplace 
la substance" 

(D. E ., Op cit., P 350) • 

As a result, the scientific theory of phenomena 

and laws, through the central role of liberty looks very 

different from previous philosophy. 

"Ces principes d'individuation et de permanence 
qu'il leur pla1t de demander ~ la substance et 

. " de fonder sur des chlmeres nous les trouvons, 
on Ie voit dans la liberte et dans les lois 
de l'univers. Les lois posent Ie constant , 
dans Ie variable: ce qui est la verite , 
d'experience et de raison ... ;, et,la liberte nous 
donne Ie sens positif Ie plus eleve de ce qu'on 
appelle une substance individuelle sans 
prejudice des lois physiques ou autre" 

( D • E ., Op. cit., p 1 0 9) • 

Through freedom, the human being achieves autonomy) 

essential to the condition of freedo~ is that: 

"II est l'auteur de lui 
J\ meme" 

( D • E ., Op. cit. P 8 2) • 
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And in this, Renouvier claims is found the real absolute. 

"Cet absolu cherche de chimere en chimere a 
travers les elucubrations theologiques, nous Ie 
!rouvons,au fond de la nature, non qu'elle 
echappe a toute relation, mais parcequ'elle 
peut quelque fois les dominer toutes" 

( D . E ., Op. cit., P 82). 

And in this is achieved a philosophical revolution, the 

triumph of Copernicanism: 

"La philosophie, enfin humanisee, trouve dans 
l'hornme, qui est ~ la fois son cr~ateur et 
sa principale ma~re, Ie type, l'unique type 
connu de ce que l'~tre a d'inaccessible de 
cette source de faits premiers qui partout lui 
" echappe, et qu'elle ne peut que vainement s'efforcer 
de definir en dehors de tous rapports, par de 

les bornes du monde intelligible" 

(D. E., Op. cit., P 82 - 83) . 

The significance and importance of freedom as 'la 

1\ 
clef du voute' of Neo-Criticisme is undeniable. On 

it is founded morality and as we shall see the question 

of certainty in knowledge. But what is freedom? 

Total indetermination does not entail freedom 

says Renouvier. Just as a spontaneous will is pure 

chance and has nothing to do with moral will, so indeter-

mination cannot establish freedom proper. The fact of 

freedom as a phenomenal fact, consists in the possibility 

that another order is possible. But spontaneity and 

contingency are not proof of liberty in the moral sense: 

that i~ as a condition of praise and blame. Here he 

argues like Kant that the freedom required by morality is 

of a different order from the possibility of spontaneity 

in the phenomenal series. 
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Al t.h ou g h R e n ou vie r ha s a fa 1 s e s e ~ s e 0 f w hat 

a transcendental condition is, he here argues that we 

only know freedom as a condition of morality itself. 

For Kant, the only 'proof' of freedom is the reality 

of duty. 

"Aussi est-ce encore la pratique, est ce la 
morale, qui va nous fournir les motifs a 
l'appui de l'affirmation de la liberte" 

(C.P. 1878, p 86) • 

Renouvier calls freedom in this sense a postulate. Like 

Kant, for him freedom and practical reason are mutually 

implicative, as are practical reason and morality. 

"II suffit de renvoyer a Kant, qui a 
parle mieux que personne de notions de 
responsibilite et de devoir comme fondement 
du postulat, en d'autres termes comme vraies 
motifs de la libre affirmation du libre 
arbi tre" . 

(C.P. 1878, p 86). 

Renouvier in this sense, seems to be inconsistent 

with his phenomenalism. There is no room in this for 

a freedom which is implied by 'obligation' but does not 

reveal itself per se as phenomenon. And in this, is he 

not recreating a chimera of liberty and in so doing, risks 

returning to liberty as substance, ie. that which lies 

behind phe~omena as the source of their reality? To 

be consistent he should have been satisfied with his t~eor~' 

of the automotivit~ of consciousness. 

It is on this ttat hangs the ~hole coherence of nlS 

theory of freedom and thus the reconciliation of pure 

and practical reason. Is it a true description 0: 

consciousness? I - CO"" c::, r' l' ,"" c:: n P :::::::: aut 0 n o:n :-, 1j c: 0 v e r it::: 
~ .11 ...... '-- -"-~"" -~- - .. - '-
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own contents? Certainly it is not true that we are 

simply the repository of a flux of sensations, nor is 

our consciousness a partial reflection of a universal 

consciousness which unfolds with inexorable necessity. 

Renouvier rejects both Empiricism and Hegelianism in 

his theory of automotivit~. But does the rejection of 

entail the possibility of this radical these 

autonomy of consciousness? The answer to this takes 

one outside the bounds of this thesis. 

There is in this idea of the autonomy of consciousness 

an idea which may explain the essential connection between 

freedom and consciousness and thereby morality for 

Renouvier. And again it is a Kantian argument. It 

is only through the phenomenon of obligation that we can 

be sure we are author of our own actions and thus have 

an autonomy from the natural series, and thereby independence 

of natural necessity. 

"La notion d'obligation quelle qu'en soit 
l'oriaine, existe actuellement en moi et (il) 

~ /' A . 
implique la possibilite ... d'etre non maltre 
et me diriqer ... en chaque recontre au deux 

.. .;' 

voies opposees" 

(C.P. 1878, p 86). 

He agrees with his opponents however who say that 

obligation is no proof of autonomy since it itself is 

a result of precedents of experience. He agrees that 

there is a large portion of truth in this and: 

11 I 1 serai t absurde de ne supposer actue 11 elTlent 
et absolument independent ipso facto, par Ie 
fait de rna libert~" 

(Op. cit.) 
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However if the objection is pushea to the limit then 

we must envisage a total predetermination. And here 

"J ", ;' . t'\ e perds la propriete de mOl meme" 

(C.P. 1878, p 87). 

Obliaation as a phenomenon of Conscience is 

a guarantee of freedom in the sense that through it alone 

can we be sure of independence of natural necessity. 

Freedom as part of the representative order is 

not free from law. It is the principle of laws. It 

is the first of practical laws. 

"La prerciere des lois pratigues, avant ce qu'on 
appelle Ie bon usage de la liberte c'est l'usaae 
m~me. Ce seul precepte: exerce ta liberte, ~'il 
est suivi pose un premier fondement de la 
moralite" des actes". 

(D.E. 1954, Vol. II p. 75). 

Rather than freedom consisting in freedom from any law, 

* rather it requires laws. It presupposes physical and 

** psychological laws and also social laws. Freedom 

* Renouvier defends himself against Proudhon who in 
'De la Justice dans La Revolution et dans L'Eglise' 

(1858) said: 
"Des exceptions aux lois eternelles de l'univers! 

Un regne des possibles en dehors du regne des 
realities". 

Renouvier makes plain what he is denying. 
"L'ordre est ames yeux multiple,divers, cor:?ose 
Je mie formellement la these d'une loi unique, 

~ /. b 1 totale, eternelle, necessalre, a so u. 
Exception et loi sont des id~es tr~s co~patibles: 
00 pour dire plus et plus justement, avouer l'ex
ception, c'est avouer la loi? Mais on parle des 
lois ceterminces et partielles. D'ailleurs je 
r- ~ ,- d~' ~ , au +- ,..- '" - " n en Cuk~'ren S ~,as C ,--,-'-::::. 

Quoted L'Abbe Foucher: op. cit. p 201. 

** . Social pressure weighs heavily on age~ts, says Renouvler, 
and if it doesn't determine any particular act, the 
effect is shown in the t?tality of actions, whict is 
3\'ailable statistically.~ 
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is in fact causality, when it is understood as a first 

beginning in the phenomenal series. 

"LX principe de causalit~, qui se d~truit lui-
meme, quand on Ie suit a travers un ordre de 
chosei toutes n~cessaires, n~cessairement 
enchalnees regressives ~ l'infini, sans 
pouvoir jamais trouver un point d'arr~t, ce 
principe se fixe et trouve sa reelle 
application dans la cause libre, conforme a 
l'intime sentiment de l'activit~ capable de 
commencer et de terminer des series de phenomenes". 

(P.A.H., Vol. 4, 
p. 430) 

Free actions are not only compatible with causal analysis 

of science, they are themselves causes of new orders 

of reality. Thus against Kant, Renouvier argues freedom 

does have a cause and this is the human agent itself 

which is not only the answer to the search for substance 

but is also the principle of causality. Free actions 

have a cause and this is: 

"L'homme dans l'ensemble et la plenitude de 
ses fonctions" 

(D.E. 1859, ed. p 359) 

This points to a central thesis of Renouvier 

against Kant: that freedom can only be understood in 

relation to the agent understood as a unified whole. 

It can only be adequately understood in relation to the 

complexity of human nature, which is not divided into 

faculties. So just as to separate will from judg~ent 

is to entail a freedom of 'indifference' and to see 

will as pure chance, so to separate freedom from intelligence 

is to turn it into caprice. The hypothesis of a pure 

will as a source of free action is a hypothesis which is 

incompatible with the demands both of practical and 

sp~culative life. .~nd it i s de:~iec t'1' the e:>:pe r i ence 
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of human action which testifies to the integration of 

will, feeling and intelligence in action. 

So Renouvier's Copernicanism points to the human 

, . " d h/ \. agent as source premlere e p enomenes'. And in this 

he has established that these phenomena can exist without 

preceding determining causes. In this he regards himself 

as having answered the divisions and problems of Kant's 

theory of freedom, as separate from tBe phenomenal order 

and unavailable to science. Ie. the laws of 

representation. 

Has he in this demonstrated the reality of 

freedom? That is, is there a reality which corresponds 

to the belief that we are free? Is there a law which 

spells the total determination of phenomena, and like 

a card shark deals out the cards which we believe 

we freely pick up? That is, is determinism true? 
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Section III. The Problem of Determinisrr and the 

Autoposition of Liberty 

Renouvier argues paradoxically that the reality 

of freedom can only be established by the hypothesis 

of freedom itself. To argue from fact for freedom can 

only establish spontaneity or continqency. To argue 

in terms of a necessary proposition as the foundation 

of freedom is contradictory. It is a hypothesis, but 

not an arbitrary one, it is a hypothesis that is 

central to the human condition and to the possibility of 

knowledge. That freedom is required to establish freedom 

is a thesis in Neo-Criticisme called the autoposition of 

freedom, and is the central thesis of Renouvier's philosophy. 

"Le criticisme vrai et sincere ne pouvait se 
fondait que dans la croyance ~ la libert~ par 
la liberte mgme" 

(P.A.H., Vol. IV, p 426). 

He aroues that both freedom and determinism are 

hypotheses. The principle of universal determinism 

is not evident a priori. 

"Hurne n'a vu a priori rien d'impossible ou 
d'illoqiaue ~ ~dmettre un commencement sans 
aucune-c~use ant~rieure, et Mill s'est laisse 

./ ... 

aborder par la supposition que des phenomenes, 
." ... t'" t en quelque sorte etranoers a nous e a no re 

experience, fussent produits en dehors au 
··1 rapport de l'effet a la cause 

And neither internal nor external experience support 

deter~inism as established a posteriori. For exa:rple in 

the first case it is outside the reach o£ science to 

establish that events cannot be modified by will and that 
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without the intervention of will they constitute a 

necessary order. The only foundation of determinism 

experimentally is induction. But followina Hume, 

Renouvier says induction can never establish logical rigour 

in any concept, for it is an irrational procedure. 

The principle of universal determinism is thus 

a hypothesis. He defines determinism in this way. 
A 

"L'enchainernent universel invariable des 
phenom~nes est l'hypoth~se d'une loi de leur 
succession en vertu de laquelle, a un ~tat 
ant~cedent donne des choses de tout nature dans 
Ie monde un seul et mgrne consequent peut 
repondre, dans toute la suite des temps ... en 
sorte que chaque phenomene ... est a chaque 
instant l'unique dont la production ait ete 
possible dans ces circonstances". 

"L'hypoth~se opposee ~ ce determinisme admet 
l'existence des contingents et des accidents, 
qu'elle qu'en soit la nature ou l'oriaine: ce 
sont oes phenomenes a proprement parler possibles 
non necessaires, dont Ie caract~re est de 
n'exclure leurs contradictoires qu'apres l'evene
ment, tandis que en qualite de futur ils 
etaient ind6termines a l'~tre, ou rn~me titre 
de leurs contraires" 

(O.M.P., p 126) 

Renouvier argues that we cannot without contradiction 

demonstrate freedom. For firstly, it concerns individuals 

alone, and reason concerns the universal and the abstract. 

And secondly freedom is subjective and reason is objective . 

.\W-
And it is usless to base~belief in freedom on a necessary 

judgement. Freedom intervenes in the judgement by which 

we claim to be free. Thus there is no proof of freedo~ 

by fact or logical demonstration. 

Both freedom and determinis~ thus are hypotheses. 
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* Renouvier develops Lequier's ailerr~a, ana says that Eo 

solve the di lemma of freedom and determinism we rrust choose 

between the two hypotheses with one or the other. 

* 

There are four possibilities: 

1 . Necessity asserted necessarily. 

2 . Necessity asserted freely. 

3 • Freedom asserted necessarily. 

** 4 . Freedom asserted freely. 

Jules Lequier (1814-1862) 'a solitary Breton' says 
Emile Brehier (History of Philosophy, Vol. 7, P 59, 
Chicago UP, 1969) and a friend of Renouvier's at Ecole 
Poly technique. (See 'La Recherche d'une Premiere 
verit~', ed. Duqas, France, 1925). Renouvier 
published 'La Feuille de Charmille' and it is included 
in Vol. II, D.E., 1912 ed. He published little 
himself and completed nothing. Obsessed with the 
problem of freewill, as a positive condition of knowledge 
and in this sees himself as continuing Descartes's 
search for a final foundation of knowledge. See also 
L'Abb~ Foucher 'La Jeunesse de Renouvier et sa 

"-Premiere Philosophie' 1927, Paris, Ch. 7. 

** Roqer Verneaux ('Esquisse d'une Theorie de la 
Conaissance' Paris, 1954, Ch. 3, Sec. II) argues that 
there is a double dilemma here for both content and 
modality. In relation to the content freedom and 
determinism constitute a classical logical opposition 
which cannot both be true together. Modality 
concerns the subject who affirms: the mode of affirmation 
will be free or determined accordinq to which is 
chosen. Verneaux questions must we chose between 
them in terms of modality, by placing oneself in 
one or the other hypothesis. The symmetry is 
artificial which works for determinism because this 
encloses the subject which affirms it. But this 
does not carry for freedom which is not universal like 
determinism and thus does not envelope the act of 
affirming it. 
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We can eliminate the second and third 

immediately as intrinsically contradictory. If freedom 

is true, then its affirmation is true and cannot be 

necessary. If it is necessity which is true, then the 

affirmation is necessary. This leaves the first and 

the last. 

The first is the hypothesis of pure determinism. 

Lequier argues that on this we must hold that truth and 

error have the same foundation in necessity for it is the 

* law which governs all things. Contradictory 

propositions in so far as asserted necessarily must both 

be true. Truth is thus indistinguishable from error. 

In particular, the statement that all is necessary cannot 

be distinguished from its contradictory that there are 

free actions. If there is no distinction between truth 

and falsehood, then knowledge is impossible. The 

hypothesis of determinism entails scepticism and any 

theory of knowledge which is built on it is rendered 

useless. This hypothesis renders seience and morality 

impossible. 

This leaves the fourth possibility. And although 

it lacks demonstration, it entails the capacity of the 

distinction truth and error in the judqement of the 

* Renouvier makes plain that Lequier is talking of 
'L'hypoth~se du Rr~determinisme absolu~~u destin , 
dictant et enc~alnant tous ces actes, clsposant de 
lui pour Ie bien ou Ie ~al, actuellement, eternellement' 

(P.A.H., Vol 4, p 428). 
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individual. To this dilemma: 

"La solution la meilleure est d'affirmer la 
liberte en affirmant qu'on affirme que moyen de 
la libert~, tandis que ceux qui la mient ne 
cherchent quia affirmer quelque chose qui les 
force d'affirmer" 

(Renouvier: P.A.H., Vol 4, 
p. 430) 

By this, Lequier has demonstrated the dependence of 

knowledge on freedom, for by this hypothesis alone is 

entailed the distinction between truth and error. In this 

Lequier has established a 'first truth'. It is the basic 

condition of knowledge and action and as such cannot be 

established nor proved by a higher hypothesis. For this 

reason, real 'Criticisme' can only found itself on a 

belief in liberty: for determinism can give the thinker 

no assurance of the veracity of his/her beliefs. In 

this Lequier has answered Descartes's search for a first 

truth, for Descartes's theory of evidence would not allow 

him to pursue this truth which he only glimpsed. Kant 

in retaining determinism in the principle of causality 

had at the heart of a system which was intending to 

refute scepticism, a sceptical base. 
,,-

"Donner la croyance, et la liberte avec elle 
pour fondement ~ la premi~re affirffiation sortie 
d'une critique de la connaissence, c'est que Kant 
avait manque de faire, domine qu'il etait par 
des prejuges metaphysiques, et c'est que, Ie 
premier, Jules Lequier a fait".* 

(P • A. H ., p 431, VO I. 4). 

*v!?rneaux points out that j'Jst as in the PrE:-JTiere Lssai 
Kant was criticized through the influe~ce of Co~te, so 
in the Deuxieme Essai, it was the influence of Lequier 
that engendered his critique. But as ~erneaux argues 
the ground was well prepared by Kant himself. Indeed 
one rnav add that freedom is understood as ?r3ctical 
reasonJand this is the foundation of ~nowledqe. 

(L'Id&alisme de Fenouvie~, 
Paris, 1945, Intro,juctlOr:). 
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As the first condition of knowledge, it is also 

the basis of science. 
,. 

"La liberte est la condition de la 
la formule de science est faire. 
devenir mais fal're et en fal'~ant -=- , 

connaissance -
Non pas 

se faire" 

(Lequier, fragments quoted 
Renouvier, op. cit.). 

If knowledge requires freedom, so does science. But 

this entails a new view of science: it is not concerned 

primarily with discovery, but action. And in this action 

is also a principle of self development. (But more 

particularly in relation to sociology, if freedom is the 

basis of science, it follows there can be a science of 

freedom that also concerns the development of the human being. 

It is in this context that one can understand the 

significance of a science of social action that is also 

concerned with society normatively and the development of 

the human being. If the imperative of science is action, 

then the goal of a science of society is change according 

to practical reason. The laws of science, thus being 

concerned with human action are laws of the representative 

order and thus are laws of freedom; to discover it a~d 

foster its development in the wills of human agents.) 

It is on practical reason alone that the validity 

of all reason rests. For if freedom is the condition 

of knowledge, it follows that reason requires it, not 

just in its practical but also its theoretical aspect. 

And throuqh this the two aspects o£ reason are unified. 
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"C'est une affirmation morale qu'il nous 
faut, toute autre supposerait aussi celle-l~. 
En d'autres termes la raison pratique doit poser 
ssn propre fondement et celui de toute raison 
reelle, car la raison ne se scinde pas: la . , 
ralson nest, selon notre connaissance, que l'homme 
et l'homme n'est jamais que l'homme pratique" 

(D.E., 1858, II, p 322). 

Practical reason here means the moral use of freedom. 

And it is in this that we have a criterion of truth. 

Each is responsible for lv-.lo>jL..erown errors. Freedom is 

not an absolute criterion of truth, but it is a method 

for reason. 

"Cette methode c'est la re"flexion soutenue, 
la recherche constante, la saine critique, 
l'~mination des passions nuisibles ... et la 

;' A .. , . 
volonte prete a supposer ou a felndre la 
connaissance; c'est en un mot Ie saqe exercise 
de la libert~" 

(D.E., 1912, II, P 95-6). 

At the centre of all reflection is the use of 

freedom shown in intellectual decisions and judgements. 

The thinker can give and withhold assent to argumeBts 

and this is the freedom that is central to intellectual 

life for Renouvier. But it is only the moral use of freedom 

that can finally guarantee truth: not in the sense of 

absolute truth - there is no independent objective 

guarantee of that - no guarantee independent of the 

decisions of the thinker. These decisiors are not arbitrary 

whims, but are a result of long searches for truth which 

have a belief in the truth and the avoida~ce of error 

as their very possibility. Thus intellectual decision 

requires autonomy of any determination by necessary law, 

and finally for Renouvier the only guarantee of self 

0 1cstery or autonor r,), is t ;je notion of obl igation. 
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The fundamental question of knowledge the 

veracity of our faculties and the veridity of the laws of 

knowledge thus rely on : 

.... 
"L'hypothese d'une just et legitime emploi de 
nos facultes personnelles pour observer, comparer 
.'-'-. ".. ' qenerallser ou dedulre, enfln conclure" 

(C.P. 1878, p 87) 

This hypothesis is ultimately: 

"Une bonne nature mentale bien dirigee. 
Cette rectitude rien ne nous la guarantit: 
on n'essaierait pas sans cercle vicieux de la 
d~montrer, puisque toute demonstration 
impliquerait Ie juste emploi de ce dont 
l'emploi est a justifier. C'est donc, 
a vrai dire, un acte de foi philosophique et 
en d'autres termes un postulat" 

(C.P. ,1878, p 88). 

It follows from this that the thinker is a true 

moral agent. And thus the right use of the understanding 

is inseparable from the form of the categories, ie. the 

synthetic a priori judgements of the general order. 

In this sense: 

"Le postulat de la veridicit~ de l'esprit 
peut prendre Ie nom des categories". 

( Op. cit., 89) 

Even the principle of contradiction is a postulat: 
... ,-

"Le Principe de contradiction a ete pour nous 
d'une application continuelle et plus en 
evidence qu'aucune autre ... que rien ne sucsisterait 
de nos pensees .•. si nous devions mettre ce 
principe en question. C'est neamoins en un . ,. 
vrai postulat que nous en posons la verlte 
certaine, aussi bien que nous de~andons qu'on 
nODS accorde la verit~ de tout autre principe 
mental, pu i sque nous r: anqlons sen2ralement de 
aarantie pour la conformite des formes et des 
reales de l'entendement avec la nature et les 
relations reelles de ses objets qui nous croyons 
.~" d t d I ." lnoepen en s e Ul . 

(OP. cit., D 89). 
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, ' What then is the meaning of postula~? It is the 

moral use of freedom. All postulat~ depend entirely on 

that of the assertion of freedom. the first: 

(Now it is clear why for Durkheim moral necessity 

is a precondition for logical necessity. Freedom is 

the condition of knowledge and freedom here is moral 

freedom, the character of which is explained by obligation, 

which is the necessitation of the will by practical reason.) 

But how true is it that freedom is centrally 

involved in judgement? Is it true that free will is 

the explanation of error? Can it not be argued with 

Renouvier's critic Fouillee 2 that error is the result 

of violating the necessary laws of thought? And if 

adherence to the necessary laws of thought entails the 

distinction between truth and falsehood, then the thesis 

of Lequier and Renouvier is overturned. 

If this is so, how true is it that freedom can 

found science? Fouill~e3 retorts against Renouvier that 

the day an astronomer requires free will to see a new 

star, then astronomy will no longer exist. seailles 4 

defends Renouvier and says that he holds that all 

opinion must justify itself by reference to laws of 

thought. It appears that Fouill~e's critique is against 

freedom understood as whi~ or cap~ice, ~hereas it i~ clear 

that for Renouvier as for Kant freedom is far from 

arbitrary. 
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The thesis of freedom entering judgement under

stood as the wise use of liberty, is persuasive. If 

we cannot refrain from assertion to certain propositions 

in what does our agreement to them consist? But on the 

other hand if we cannot think without the principle of 

contradiction, in what sense is there any freedom at 

all in its acceptance; that is if there is any logical 

necessity at all in any law of thought, then the 

thesis of freedom as the condition of science is badly 

damaged if not overturned. And in this sense, rather 

than necessity making science impossible then it is necessity 

which makes it possible. 

Renouvier's argument is that this version of 

science dehumanises the agent: it suppresses the human 
4-

being. It is not the individual who thinks, it is~absolute 

or substance who thinks through them. Thinking on this 

model becomes a case similar to 'il pleut'. It is clear 

that the version of science as necessity that Renouvier 

is attacking is both Hegelianism and Spinozism. This 

is an attack on a form of historical determinism which 

presents itself as a science. And Renouvier clearly 

hOlds that only Kant's thesis of freedom understood as 

practical reason can bring back the dignity of the human 

being, both in terms of moral but also epistemic 

autonomy. 
, / 

"II Y a a l'ordre moral, qui GE:'rachi:lise Ie , ; 

monde, qui fait la dignit~ d~ la pe1sonne 
humaine, son individualite meme et son 
essence".5 
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But if we distinguish from determinism in this 

absolute fatalistic sense, a form of determinism which 

is concerned with the determinations of knowledge ie. 

the necessary and sufficient conditions~6f knowledge 

that make even the act of choice possible, then we can 

see that freedom is not the basic epistemic condition per 

see How and with what do we choose? In this sense 

it is the conditions of judgement that make the act of· 

choice possible not vice versa. The hypothesis 

of necessity rather than eradicating the distinction 

between truth and error is the precondition of it. That 

is, if we must think with the principle of contradiction, 

in what sense is there any degree of choice at all 

attached to its role in knowledge? 

In a sense Rennouvier is transferjng the central 

problem of Kant's ethics to epistemology. That is if 

I am free, why must I be moral: and if I must be moral, 

in what sense am I free? NOw, with Renouvier's doctrine, 

if I must think in a certain way, which the whole Copernican 

doctrine of the categories entails, in what sense am I 

free? And if I am free, in what sense must I think in 

the way specified in categorial form? And if I can 

point out the necessary conceptual conditions for an act 

of choice, then I am laying down the conditions for freedom. 

And thus I am going some way to logically demonstrating 

freedom. And t~us it is not si~pl~ illocical to ae~orstr~te 

freedom, and thus its status is not a moral postulate 
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Further if this postulate is central to the 

human condition, in what sense is it subjective and 

relative to the individual? Freedom is thus not 

demonstrable because it is subjective as Renouvier 

maintains, it is indemonstrable because it is so 

central to the human condition we cannot go beyond it. 

This however seems to be the kernal of Renouvier's 

thesis; what I am disputing is the personalism and the 

apparent relativism that Renouvier builds on the imposs-

ibility of demonstrating freedom. 

That is I would agree with Renouvier that absolute 

determinism is the contradiction of consistent Copernicanism, 

because it is not something we know as part of Conscience. 

But the opposite of this is not that free will is the 

basis of knowledge: rather without certain conceptual 

conditions we cannot have freedom. And rather than 

these conceptual conditions excluding freedom as is 

the unacceptable thesis of Kant, rather against Renouvier 

these conceptual conditions are the basis of choice 

itself. 

That is Renouvier cannot have it both ways: 

either choice is the hasis of ~nowlege and then ~t is not 

impossible to choose any system of beliefs as true. 

is impossible, to choose any system of beliefs as true. 

In which case it is the critera in ter~s of w~ich one 

rejects one system as true and another as false that 

are the real fondation of knowledge. And is it true 

t~at these criteria are ll~ays moral - which is ~hat 

Renouvier must ~inally araue? 
./-'>pa i~optm -" " 

Or it 
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These questions point to the problem of certainty 

which is the next logical stage in Renouvier's development 

of the thesis of practical reason as the source of all 

reason. 
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Chapter IV. Practical Reason and the Affirmation of 

Reality. 

Kant is an intellectualist: judgement is an 

intellectual act, logical necessities impose themselves on 

the mind and determine judgements. Science is the 

collaboration of experience and understanding: scientific 

explanation consists in the uncovering of causal 

necessities. 

Renouvier with his horror of the absolute challenges 

the notion of absolute logical necessity establishing 

truth. The dogmatism of evidence is tied to ontological 

substantialism. In Section I, I examine how Renouvier 

attempts to develop a conception of certainty in 

knowledge outside the notion of evidence. 

This critique of Kant entails a critique of 

knowledge as treated in the abstract as establishing that 

which the actual person must believe. Renouvier 

insists that questions of human knowledge, although developed 

in the first instance in the abstract sphere, must be 

ultimately analyzed in relation to the knowing subject 

of experience. In the Premier Essai, the analysis of 

" knowledge is abstract~ whilst the Deuxierne Essai is 

concrete and concerns the knowing subject. In passing 

from abstract to concrete, Renouvier passes from logic 

to psychology. This is not ~o~ern empiri~al 'C'svcholocv 
.... ,..I. _ ~ , it is 

the study of: 
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"L'homme - un certain centre, un pOint de 
concours de cat~gories parce qu'elles sont les 

lois enveloppantes en lui de tout ce qu'il 
connait ou peut connaitre" 1 

The human being, like all beings is a law, or better 

a function, a constant relation which embraces and coordinates 

many relations. The human being is the synthesis of the 

laws of representation. Thus as Seailles says: 

"La fonction de l'homme est d'embrasser 
toutes les cat~gories"2 

He is thus studying the human being as implied 

by the categories. But following from Ch. III, he is 

studying the human being as a source of new series of 

phenomena: that is he is studyinq human beings under 

the laws of practical reason. He is studying the human 

being under the perspective of the Second Critique of 

* Kant. And it is in this context that he examines what 

certainty can look like for a human being firstly 

examined concretely in a living aspect, but secondly given 

freedom as the highest aspect of consciousness. So 

although Kent of the First Critique would object to the 

unnecessary psycholoqism of an account of knowledge, 

maybe the Kant of the Second Critique would be at least 

intrigued, if not horrified, at the role practical 

reason could be said to play in the affirmation of 

* Verneaux argues against Dauriac that it is Kant 
who influenced Renouvier's critique of Kant's separa
tion of the two reasons. 

'L'Idealism de Renouvier' Paris, 
19~5. 
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reality. For him to make freedom the condition of 

knowledge and therefore science would be to deny the 

objectivity and necessity of knowledge. But Renouvier 

without a blush, still claims to be acting in Kant's 

name as he argues that we affirm reality for ourselves 

as a practical necessity and thus there is no universality 

and necessity to knowledge. (Sec. II). This new 

perspective entails a new view of science. In the 

Premier Essai, science was the study of the body of 

representations. From the point of view of the human 

being as living reality, science is a body of affirmations 

established by practical reason. It is practical reason 

which establishes what is certain for the person and there

fore which is real for them. 

In this Renouvier is extending his critique of 

Kant, both in terms of the dogmatism of reason and the 

scepticism entailed by it. There is here a split 

between reason and action and secondly a split between 

reason and the psychology of the person. Against Kant 

he argues that knowledge presented as a dogmatic, 

necessary system can establish no certainty for the agent. 

And secondly that certainty and therefore reality can only 

be established by affirmation based on practical reason. 

It is in this context that Renouvier develops the 

'Conscience Collective' (Sec. III) as a source of agreement 

between Consciences, given the lack of any necessary 

intellectual truths as a source of s~ared experience. 

In this Chapter, it is clear what Renouvier 

means ~hen he undertakes: 
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"Le pOint de depart d'une ~tude des deux , 
critiques, par laquelle j'arrivai a saisir 
Ie sens, presque/universellernent rneconnu en 
France cornme dans la patrie m~rne de Kant, Ie 
sens de la suprernatie donnee a la raison dite 
pratique pour l'etablissernent de tout ce qu'il 
est possible a l'hornme d'atteindre de verit~ au 
del~ de l'ordre vEfrifiable des ph~nornenes" 

(D.E., 1859, V.II, p 163). 
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Section. I The Question of Certairity and the Problem 

of Evidence. 

If freedom is the condition of the possibility of 

knowledge, what then does certainty consist in? It 

can no longer consist in a necessary truth which constrains 

agreement to it. It follows that for Renouvier 

knowledge is not certain because it is necessary as for 

Kant. For Kant knowledge which cannot be doubted is 

the a priori: it cannot be doubted because knowledge 

is impossible without it. In theoretical understanding, 

the principle of causality alone guarantees the discrimina

tion of ordered events. We cannot doubt this principle 

without risking the incoherence of experience. It 

follows that the principle of causality is necessary to 

human knowledge. There is the sense of necessity central 

to this principle as determinism. Renouvier has 

rejected this as central to the conception of necessity. 

But he goes further and rejects necessity as an absolute 

criterion of knowledge posing itself from 'outside' and 

constraining the thinker to agreement. There js thus 

no conceptual necessity per se; there is for Renouvier 

only necessity relative to affirmation, and this is itself 

based in choice. And it will be clear later (Sec. III) 

that universality as a characteristic of certain knowledge 

is relative to affi~mation, shared amongst a conrunity of 

'affirme~s' . He thus rejects unive~sality and necessity 

as characteristic of certain knowledge. 
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Renouvier's problem in relation to the question of 

certainty is the question whether there is an infallible 

criterion of truth, constituting the basis of absolute 

certainty. For him this is the question of whether 

there is a form of evidence which is necessary for all 

minds and thus establishing their agreement to it. 

He regards it as a deep rooted prejudice that philosophers 

have always attempted to define certainty by necessity; 

commonsense corroborates this. On this model, one is certain 

because one cannot deny, because we feel constrained to 

affirm. Truth imposes itself: it 'dominates' 

consciousness. But Renouvier with the sceptics argued 

that one can doubt almost everything: outside the 

irnmrnediate phenomena nothing imposes itself necessarily. 

"Les hommes et parmi eux les penseurs tout 
comme Ie vulgaire, tiennent ~ recevoir leurs 
convictions du dehors a se les juger de 
mani~re ou d'autres impos~es".l 

In this conception of certainty Renouvier says 

the conception of evidence is central, because it carries 

the characteristic of necessity. In this we give a sort 

of existence to truth as external to consciousness, which 

it illuminates, as light illuminates a hitherto dark area. 

In this metaphor evidence is like truth become visible. 

This for Renouvier is a metaphor borrowed from vision, 

which maybe carries for sensible knowledge, but not for all 

forms of knowledge. And certainly not for the basic 

forms of consciousness which are the conditions of knowlecge. 

He asks do we take science as a vision of the truth and 

do we taKe human consciousness as a mirror which reflects 
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the real and reflects what it sees in the act of knowledce? 

The use of this symbol can only turn against itself, 

for just as light itself only becomes visible in illumin-

ating objects, so the mind is only apparent in its 

activity. 

ilL 1 .' . a umlere ..• ne se montre qulen montrant 
des objets sans lesquelles elle serait 
insaisissable. Le .principle de l'evidence 
est donc inevident. Or l'intelligence et 
la raison se comportent precisement comme la 
lumiere. Les applications de leurs premiers 
principesAsont saisies avec une grand clarte: 
mais en meme temps ces principes n'apparaissent 
point, et quand nous parvenons ales formuler, 
ce nlest plus en qualite de choses visibles, 
c'est au contra ire comme lois inherentes a la 
conscience et conditions de toute visibilit~ 
pou reI 1 e " . 

(D.E., 1912, Vol. II, p 30). 

So for exam.ple we only are aware of the principle 

of causality in the events which it orders, and so with 

all the categories which are only discovered in the 

phenomena to which they apply. Evidence thus does not 

demonstrate the principles without which there is no 

evidence. It does not reveal Conscience, but there is 

no evidence without it. What is demanded from evidence 

is the necessity of an impersonal truth which is 

irresistable and which imposes agreement on all. 

But Renouvier says we look in vain for impersonal and 

necessary truths that are accepted by everyone. 

"Si la verit~ ~tait evidente touchant les 
choses qu'il nous importe de connaitre en 
nlen rien disputerait ~as. conteste-t-on 
que Ie visible se voie?" 

(D.E., 1912, Vol. II, p 188). 
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The history of philosophy and the divergence of syster:s 

itself argues against the existence of such a stancard. 

Since there is no necessary truth accepted by 

everyone as a matter of social, historical and philosophical 

fact, Renouvier argues against Kant's intellectualism 

as holding that pure reason can establish necessary truths. 

Determinism is central to this theory, for the principle 

of causality is central amongst the categories of the under-

standing and reason in its role as understanding for Kant 

entails determinism. But further Renouvier accuses 

Kant of assuming certainty in knowledge can be established 

by pure reason alone apart from all the other faculties 

of the human being. For him, the whole person is present 

in the state of certainty: and thus there can be no 

pure isolated intellectual fact. 

"L'indissolubilite des fonctions 
se substitue pour Ie philosophe 
de l'entendement pur". 

humaines ... . .... 
a la chlmere 

(D.E., 1858, II p 147). 

For Kant it is possible to study knowledge, 

without studying belief: the result of the First 

Critique is to place belief beyond knowledge: judgement 

is properly intellectual. Understanding imposes logical 

and categorial necessity, without involve~ent of belie~ 

and practical reason. His argument against Kant is that t~e 

two reasons are indissolubly linked in the psychology 

of the person. Inoersonal reason is a myth. 
- " . 

this he establishes his thesis that firstly all judgement 

is a belief (croyance), which has intellectual feelina 

and voluntary clements united. seconcly that ~ore 



profoundly that all judgement is an affirmation, an act 

of will established freely. This voluntaris~ is 

central to Neo-Criticisme. 

"C'est la pretention ancienne et ten ace des 
partisans d'une certitude abstraite 
chimerique, et pour ainsi dire detach~e de 
la nature humaine ... l'~tablissement d'une 
preuve de la certitude est impossible en dehors 
de l'individu qui pense la posseder. 
La certitude n'est donc pas et ne peut pas etre 
un absolu. Elle est, ce qu'on a trop souvent 
oublie, un etat et un acte de l'hornrne." 

(D.E. 1958. Vol. II P 379, 380, 
& p 390). 

His theory of certainty is thus a rejection of Kantian 

intellectualism; it is not a passive state of intelli-

gence. Kant was timid in his critique of rationalism, 

because he admitted reason as sufficient to establish absolute 

truth and thus as able to constitute an 'apodictic' 

science. Against this Neo-Criticis~Drofesses the 

personality of reason: the relativity of all judgements 

to the personality of the human being. Renouvier 

makes clear the difference in his approach to other 

philosophers in relation to the question of certainty. 

"Constarnrnent, et tout au cont~aire de tous 
,/ ./ 

ou presque tous les philosophes, nous avons ete 
pr~occupes de la deliberation et de decision 
mentale d'une personne appel~e a prendre parti 
sur la question vitale de toute pratique et de 
toute morale". 

(C.P., 1878, D 85-8). 

~\~hat is certainty for Renou\'ier? ne exami~es 

it ter~s of what it is to be uncertain. ~e are uncertain 

when we cannot see something, when we don't know somethinc, 

when we oon't believe something. 3elief at first siaht 

seems to be an unstable foundation for certainty. 
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But at closer examination it is clear that when we are 

certain, it is because we believe that we know, believe 

that we see. It is thus basic to certainty. But we 

cannot be said to be certain of something that we have 

never doubted. Doubt is a sign of our capacity to 

reason. 

"L'ignorant doute peu, Ie sot encore mOins, 
et Ie fou jamais". 

(D.E., 1858, Vol. II, p 389). 

Doubt is the sign of will: we can resist or repel 

those things that we do not believe in. Will is the 

capacity to reject and to suspend belief. 

'" "Le signe radicale de la volonte, la 
marque essentielle de ce developpement 
achev~ qui fait l'hornme capable de speculation 
sur toutes choses, et l'eleve a sa signit~ 
d'etre independent et autonome, c'est la 
possibilite du doute". 

(D.E. 1858, V. II, p 389). 

So just as the concept of evidence is linked with the 

impossibility of doubting, for Renouvier the concept 

of belief, basic to certainty is paradoxically linked 

to the possibility of doubting. 

Certainty thus is not a passive state: it 

requires all human functions, fundamental to which is will, 

as the basic feature of consciousness. Feeling and 

will enter with judgement into the state of certainty. 

No one is certain when they have merely reflected: 

belief and thus will is necessary to this state of 

mind. certainty is not a constraint which imposes itsel: 

as evidence, it is a belief which is always relative to 

the individua~. 



"A t propremen parler, il n'y a pas de certitude: 
il y a seulement des hommes certains". 

(D.E., 1858, V. II, p 390) 

Certainty is a state to be accomplished, not discovered. 

Thinkers must: 

" d 1 ... ;' regar er eurs ?ystemes d'idees et de 
croyances comme une oeuvre qu'ils ont a accomplir 
en propre et dans la liberte avec Ie secours de 
l'experience, de la tradition et de la reflection".2 

Through this critique, it follows that the foundation 

of science is not evidence, but certainty. But as Verneaux 3 

points out the opposition between beliefuas basic to 

certainty and evidence is false, for they belong to different 

orders of reality. Evidence is the relationship between 

an object and a faculty of judgement. Whereas 

certainty is a state of mind, which for Renouvier is also 

by definition independent of anything which constrains 

it externally. Certainty is a state of mind which 

consists in holding oneself to be right and thus has 

no implications for universality and necessity. It 

cannot logically replace all question of evidence. To 

extend Verneaux's question one can say that Renouvier is 

here in danger of replacing the dogmatism of abstract 

reason by the dogmatism of belief. When is belief 

rational for Renouvier? He thinks he has guaranteed 

this by the incorporation of intellectual factors with 

will. But how do will and intellectual factors relate 

in certainty? Are there not occasions when intellectual 

factors restrain will: is ttis to return to the tyranny 

of intellectualism? But unless he shows how will is 

controlled by the intellect is he not introducinc will 

as irrational, as caprice? But if intellectual factors 



do control will, there is then no reason for holding will 

as basic to certainty. 

And if these intellectual factors do dor>inate 

the will, in a rational will, then is there no occasion 

to hold certainty to be a totally relative state, 

relative to the individual? Certainty in the psychological 

dimension is a phenomenon relative to the individual, but 

not in the sense that it replaces any conception of 

evidence which 'forces' agremeent on different minds. 

Renouvier in this critique also shows a confusion 

between necessity as central to theories of determinism 

and necessity as central to the possibility of knowledge. 

And this stems from his misunderstanding of the 

transcendental condition. For knowledge to be possible 

there are certain conditions which are necessary; as 

conditions of the possibilty of any knowledge. This is 

the transcendental sense of necessity, which is central 

to the Copernican Revolution. This entails an agreement 

between different minds on the basis of which they can be 

certain of some thinas. It is the basis of the possibility 

of belief: ie, if we cannot think at all, we cannot will 

(except blindly) . Renouvier appears to have thrown 

out this form of conceptual necessity with the ot~er 

form of necessity, albeit associated by Kant himself 

with determinism in the second Analogy. Be rejects 

constraints as associated with transcendental condition 

with constraint as external necessitation. And in so 

doing has given a jefinition of certainty in knowledge, 

~hich for all its acceptable critique o~ pure ratio~ali3rr 



in knowledge, is unacceptably psychologistic and 

relativistic. For the opposite of pure abstract 

reason determining truth for all time is not a state 

where each individual alone determines what counts as 

certain. This is to repJace the myth of impersonal 

reason with a more dangerous myth that of an entirely 

personal and relative reason, which is a contradiction 

in terms. 

It follows from the above argument that it is 

fallacious to argue from the fact of the diversity of 

opinions and systems to any conclusion about the relativism 

of truth. For given the notion of a transcendental 

condition as the condition of the possibility of knowledge, 

it follows that this is what is shared amongst a 

community of knowers. And from this it follows that 

difference of philosophical opinion could be. a result of 

philosophical mistakes about this. And the diversity 

of opinions in society and history again establishes nothing 

per see They could all or mostly all be mistaken. 

Renouvier's position is equivalent to arguing that because 

the flat earth society and Copernican astronomy coexisted 

and contradicted each other, then there are no criteria 

of astronomical investigations that are shared, therefore 

there are none. From this it actually follows that one 

observed them and the other did not. His argument reveals 

a petitio principii: it is only by assu~inc the relativity 

of truth that one can see any conflict at all between 

the flat earth society and copernicus. There is only a 

conflict if they are both assumed to be rig~t. 

reveals a Comtean prejudice - that the tas~ of 

'" 



philosophy is to unify opinions. And Renouvier co~cludes 

that since it fails to do this on factual or historical 

levels therefore there are no universal criteria 

that philosophy can establish. 

Does Renouvier have to chose between the radical 

autonomy of consciousness and the categorial necessity 

implied in the laws of the understanding? He would 

say not, for it is practical necessity that governs 

both. 
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Section II. Practical Reason and Reality 

There is only one incontestible fact of Conscience 

"" ... "Le phenomene comme tel et au moment ou il 
s'aper9oit". 

Beyond this, everything is subject to doubt. But 

doubt doesn't imply uncertainty and therefore the imposs-

ibility of knowledge. Doubt is a siqn of will: it 

is through will that doubt is overcome. Will as practical 

reason is the source of practice. All theoretical knowledge 

'mere' reflection, beyond the immediate indubitable phenomenon 

is open to the sceptic's challenge. Doubt enters with 

memory and judgement. But the necessity of action 

implies the impossiblity of the sceptic's position. And 

practice implies certain beliefs. 

"11 n'y a pas de conduite possible sans 1 
croire ou sans faire comme celui qui croit". 

The sceptic is forced through the necessity of action 

to bridge the gap between the immediate indubitable phenomenon 

and certain affirmations of reality. These, the sceptic 

can see as only illusion, but slhe is not free to avoid 

them. The practical necessity of action belies 

theoretical scepticisIT about reality. 

The realm of certainty starts beyond the immediate 

phenomena. ~ill is central to certainty; we make our 

certainties, thus it follo~s that reality outside 

the phenomenon is affirmed. And since practical reason 

qoverns will, it follows that the characteristics of 

practical reason govern reality as affirmed by the believer. 

Sut be~ore establishi!1g the moral craracter of reality, 

there is a priffiary funda~ert31 af~ir~ation. 
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"Ainsi rna premiere affirmation si elle est 
philo~ophiquement r~fl~chi, sera une con:i~~ation 
en mOl de la volonte meme d'affirmer sous certaines 
conditions" 

(D. E ., 1912, \-. I I, P 22). 

That is beyond the phenomenon, I affirm a reality: 

"Je peut, je dois, je veux affirmer quelque 
chose, la realit§ de quelque chose c'est a dire 

" "''' ' , au dela des phenomenes qui me touchent irnrnediatement 
affirrner d'autres phenomenes lies aux premiers 
par des lois constant. Cette premiere affirmation 
est donc l'affirrnation de la realite, de cette 
realite, dans Ie sens positif du mot, qui, 
par Ie groupement des ph~nomenes, §tablit 
des lois et des ~tres: qui fait que l'irnrnediat 
et l'actuel s'encha1nent au mediat, a l'absent 
au lointain, au possible ... C'est bien la, 
en effet, Ie commencement et la fin de toute 
science". 

(D.E., 1912, V. II, p22-23). 

The existence of other people, future and past 

events, the veracity of memory even re~;J on the affirmation 

of a law which connects the immediate to the mediate. 

There are two senses of reality here: the one is the 

actual phenomenon, the other the law which in enclosing 

a series of phenomena establishes possible terms, and 

allows prediction and verification. The passage from 

this first reality to this second, is the path from 

scepticism to science. 

These primary affirmations are pre-reflective and 

spontaneous: they are based on what Renouvier calls, 

sounding Humean, a natural unalienable belief and are 

based on the most radical passion 0: all 'to live'. 

They are the foundation of the particular sciences and 

are the conditions of Fractical life. hOi thout these 

affirmations the world has no r~ality for us. 
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"Le monde et la conscience ne... seraient qu'illusion 
pour nous, si nous resistons a cette passion 
unique et radical et qui nous parte a~affirrner 
la realite des lois, conditions formelles du 
temoignage que nous nous rendons de notre existence 
et de tout connaissance possible". 

(D.E., 1858, V. II, P 148-9). 

The theses of reality are the following. 

Firstly we affirm the reality of Conscience: that is 

its reality in time - that is the law of memory and thus 

also other functions which go beyond the immediate -

judgement and reason. So we affirm the use of categories 

as veridical. Secondly: we affirm that we are not deceived 

to believe that there correspond to our sensations 

independent existences. Thus we affirm to put the 

external world into veridical relation to Conscience 

and its laws. Thirdly we affirm that among groups of 

phenomena established by law, exist other Consciences 

1\ . , 4 
similar to us -'Etres pour SOl And fourthly we 

affirm that the world external to the laws of thought, 

corresponds to the laws of thought. 

"Ainsi l'existence du monde de 
1 'experience externe, les existences individuelles, 
la conformite des lois de la conscience, et 
de celles du monde pour soi, sont les objets de 
cette affirmation radicale, naturelle, universelle, 
que I 'homme, que Ie sceptique m~me est tenu 
d'embrasser, sous peine de suspendre et enfin 
d'arr~ter Ie cours de son intelligence et de 
ses actes". 

(D.E., 1912, V. II, P 2""'-28). 

These affirrrations Renouvier says, it is fair 

to call reason, un~e!stood as practical reason. Verneaux, 

in exasperation, remarks that Renouvier does not examine 

in areat depth or at great lengt~ this b~sic natu~21 belief 

\.:!lich is the '::::asis of reality. TSE re are t:- rf?e f oct.ors 
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of it which are central. Firstly it is spont3~eous; 

the theses of reality do not proceed from re:lection, 

but they are necessary because they are affirmed directly 

by Conscience and this subjective necessity denotes 

an objective necessity because these judgements are 'les 

moins mediat qui soient possibles parmi ceux qui 

depassent l'immediatien des phenomenes'. Is not this 

spontaneity in conflict with the freedom that lies at the 

basis of all judgement? But for Renouvier, we submit 

freely to the necessity of these affirmations and freely 

take them on as instinctive criteria of reality. 

Scepticism is always possible. 

The second characteristic of thL3~natural belie~ is 

that ~J Wt universal. They impose themselves on sceptics 

as well. But they are not absolutely universal because 

./ ,/ 

there are certain 'negateurs perseverants'. Nihilisme 

is not impossible and anyone is free not to submi t to 

these affirmations. But why is the sceptic forced to 

hold them? Because their necessity is practical. 

To act at all, one is forced to affirm them. So 

against Kant, Renouvier holds universality and necessity 

are united in practice as the foundation of certainty. 

And finally their third characteristic is that 

they are reasonable, when reason is understood as prac~ical 

reason. And because as Renouvier says, reason doesn't 

divide itself, in the hu~an being or therefore in 

analysis, in this he has defined theoretical reaso~ as 

'L,ike ,:ant, he argues that p~actical and theoretic,:d 

reason only differ by application. 'Thus it is the 
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necessity to live which founds reason: but beca'clse 

we can acc~pt or reject this necessity (we can be 

nihilists), freedom still is the basis of reason. 

And freedom is understood as moral freedom not caprice 

or pure spontaneity, it fOllows certainty has a moral 

essence. ICIest une assiette morale' says Renouvier. 

But firstly how true is it that 'L'hornrne n'est 

jamais que l'hornrne pratique'? This thesis of reality 

as affirmed and not discovered by theoretical reason is 

based on this. Do we not think before we act? 

REflection alone is never sufficient to dispel sceptics 

doubts: only action is for Renouvier. But action 

understood in what sense? He clearly thinks it is not 

blind or simply impulsive. But how is action independent 

of theory? It must be, to be independent of the possibility 

of scepticism. So it must be the quality of action as 

pre-reflective and impulsive - in the deepest sense - that 

guarantees certainty for Renouvier. Is there no element 

of judgement which controls the practical interest which 

REnouvier is quite right to argue is involved in our 

sense of reality. But has he forced a split between 

theoretical reason and practical reason more severe than 

that entailed by Kant, by arguing that theory is never 

free from scepticism, whereas action per se is? For 

if theory now informs action it threatens to cor~upt it 

with scepticisJT'l. If our action is ~ithout judgenent 

then it is irrational. But if judgements infor~ actio~, 

and we act on the basis of judgement are we not then 

affirming the ?ri~acy of theoretic~l ~eason ove~ practi~~l? 
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Is he not in danger of making action irrational, rather 

than demonstrating the rationality of all practicality? 

What is then the connection between reason and action? 

If all reasons are equally doubtful, then action must 

be arbitrary. 

Again if all action is practical why is it 

then guided by moral reason? Is Kant's argument about 

the mutual implication of practical reason and freedom 

sufficient to guarantee the moral ordering of practical 

realities? Why is action then not basically instrumental? 

Thiswruld satisfy the necessity to live. It is the 

transcendental argument of the Second Critique that haunts 

Renouvier's Deuxieme Essai and gives it its plausibility. 

But he has no justification for retaining it. 



Section III. Certainty and Conscience Collective 

G. Milhaud said of Renouvier's theory of certainty 

"11 faut accepter, en fait, parmi les elements 
de la certitude et dans une mesure assurement 
variable, des motifs tires d'une sorte de 
conscience collective". 1 

A Conscience collective is implied by Renouvier's 

theory of certainty in the following manner. Certainty 

is a matter of individual choice and decision: once 

achieved by an individual it is a stable internal state 

within one Conscience, but not necessarily between 

Consciences. It varies. This variability of opinion 

and the basic necessity of choice creates a situation 

that is psychologically intolerable. 

liLa certitude r~duite a l'individualit~ et a la croyance cr~eait une situation morale 
intolerable au commun des hommes, a qui manquent 
egalement l'energie, Ie savoir et une 
inspiration propre". 

(D.E., 1912, V. II, p 351) . 

The human being is thrown back on itself: belief 

based on freedom is individual and subjective in nature. 

There is no external, constraining evidence that all can 

agree on. 

"11 Y a donc une centre partie necessiare de 
1a certitude individue11e". 

(D.E., 1912, V. II, p 351). 

;~ere is the pressing need to establish a kind of atsol~te, 

but where is it? Where can a universal consent be found? 

Beyond the minimal affirmations of reality that are pre 

f ' t" - ot~CY~ r~flective and thus require no con lr~a lon ~rorr .1 ___ , 
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no universal consent on any matter of belief can be 

found. Can the consent of the greatest nur:Der replace -
the consent of all? It may be could, if the greatest 

number did not change. And without even a lengthy 

study of governments, sects and schools it is clear that 

it does. 

Thus: 

"L'homme collectif change, comme l'individuel 
change, et qU'importe qu'il employe un temps 
plus ou moins long ~ passer de la foi au doute, 
on a quelque fois nouvelle! C'est la vie 
des nations". 

(D.E., 1912, V. II, p 190-1). 

, / " 'Encore une fois, l'homme est ramene a son for 
interieur. II supporterait difficilement 
cette condition, m~me si la conscience dans 
laquelle il est enferme lui parlait hautement, 
irrecusablement. Mais plusieurs, apres 
qu'ils sont descendus en eux-m£mes, n'y trouvent 
que Ie desert ou Ie chaos, Ie silence ou 
mille voix comprises, et dans leur effroi, presses 
de se fuir, se donnent au premier systeme qui passe. 
L'ombre de la certitude, une autorite ext~rieur 
leur tient lieu de conscience, et souvent ils 
pensent croire encore pltitot qu'ils ne croient. 
D'autres mais plus rares, en se s0ndant avec energie 
et persistance, ont fait jaillir les sources vives 

~ / 

de la certitude. Leur ames sont d'abord penetrees 
de jOie: mais elles se sentent malheureuses 
jusqu'a ce qu'elles aient communiqu~ leur bien 
aux autres ames. II n'y a plus de repos pour~ 
elles dans l'isolement; il faut qu'une soci~te se .. ~ forme de toutes celles qUl pUlsent aux IT~0~S 
eaux, il faut qu'une voix commune appelle ales 
partager toutes celles qui en sont alterees". 

( Op. cit., P 19 1) . 

In this way religions and philosophies are foun~e~: 

they are transitory systems, but reign in passing, or~ering 

societies, establishing traditions and giving s~elter 

for Consciences. For most human beings ~2ve neither 

enough strength to establish their own certainties anc to 

stay -.~;i th them. ~or are they so wea.:: that they are 

shaken by each ne~ thine. 
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"Incc;pabdl~s dte ~onvicti ons propres, d~fiants des 
pensees au rUl, ce n'est qu'en se sentant 

/ t f· / ap~~yes e .con lrme par tout ce qui les entou~e 
qu lIs obtlennent une loi ferme et praticuent une 
morale positive". ~ 

(Op. Cit. p 91). 

For all, strong and weak it is an inestimable 

benefit to escape solitude and to share a common thinking 

with humanity. Although each person knows that the force 

of numbers and approval are uncertain foundations for 

knowledge yet the heart judges otherwise, and has 

apsirations to identify and to forge an ideal of unity. 

Nothing can be absolutely certain, since each 

thinker produces his own certainties. 

"Mais nous produisons la croyance par un 
effort de not~e activite raisonnable et passionnee 
par laquelle Ie consentement d'autrui et l'accord 
m~me general ne sauraient ~tre ni indiff~rentes 
ne necessitants. La certitude ainsi produite 
cet accord, consentement, servent graduellement a la verifier, a la confirmer". 

( 0 . E ., Op. cit., p 19 2) . 

Because 'la certitude est une assiette morale' 

the relationship betwen individual and collective Conscience 

implies a relationship between individual and society in 

terms of rights and duties. Certainty is a personal 

contract, between tne individual and r.is/her own belie:s: 

against this is established a social contract which implies 

it. 

"Toute societ~ suppose un contrat social: je 
donne ce nom a l'ense~ble des droits et des 
devoirs qui informent les consciences. C'est a dire a cette convention claire ou obscure, 
expresse ou tacite, explicite SU i~plicite, 
r'~ £ 1 e chi 0 u ins tin c t i ve, qui ~- ,? :; 1 e 1 e sr·:;:. p ~>.~; r t s 
__ ':es hornmes ,:::;a:1s une COIn.:T\unaut~ quelcor:,--~\.~e". 

( D . E ., Op. cit., r 1 9 3) . 
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Although th~ personal contract logically precedes 

the social, this logical order is not the actual order of 

occurrence, because the moral person is not born in 

isolation "L'homrne ne s'el~ve pas seul". 

This social contract is the basis of families , 
cities, peoples: all are living forms of the contract. 

"Le contrat fait Ie coutume et par elle nous 
entoure avant Ie berceau et nous enchafne de 
mille mani~res pendant la vie". 

(Op. cit.) 

The principle of all social contract is to 

constitute an authority. But it is based on personal 

contract, thus each can re-establish their freedom against 

it. This the origin of civil liberty. 
. 

It is based on 

consent, and is a synthesis of freedom and authority. 

It is the basis of cities, philosophies and 

* religions. It is 'la loi vivante' of all communities 

and collective activity. Thus although individuals can 

assert their freedom aaainst this collective authority 
oJ 

"Un homrne ne peut se prendre pour Ie type unique, 
/ / invariable de la verite et de la moralite. 

N'est il pas fonction partielle de l'ordre social 
ou son existence devel~pp~e? Ne tient-il pas 
toujours compte de l'esprit et des croyances 
d'autrui? Et ne pense-t-il pas se determiner 

/ / . conformement aux lois generales de la consclence, 
c'est ~ dire sur Ie critere de l'autorite 

'" . l' t . t/ universelle, alors meme qu'il reslste a au OYl e 
pre ten du It? 

( D . E. , op. cit. P 193). 

* As a principle of re1iqion it presupposes human beings 
as united, as one. T~ give this authority power and 
sanction ancient man devised a universal type of 
con sci e n ~ e, d i v i n e in 0 rig in, h 1..1:-:-- ani n e f f e ct. (c:. 
Durkheim and religion.) 



The Conscience Collective is developed as a 

criterion of agreement between Consciences, given 

REnouvier's critique of the notion of the necessary 

intellectual truth. For him against Kant there is no 

universal and necessary knowledge. Human beings 

find lack of agreement intolerable so they construct 

a social criterion of agreement in lieu of any shared 

truth. They ascribe an authority to this social agree-

ment through their individual free affirmations and 

they seek this authority as having domination over 

them. And in this, they can establish a bond, a 

unity with others. But at the heart of this lies 

a freedom to accept or reject this social criterion of 

truth (Renouvier seems to be close to sa~re in 

recognising the morally intolerable nature of absolute 

freedom of consciousness). And because of this they 

ascribe authority to a social criteria which can then 

appear to establish what is true and right for them. 

But this Conscience Collective bas authority over them 

because of their acceptance of it. 

In philosophical terms this theory of an external 

social criterion of certainty is developed only in the 

context of the voluntarist, relativist theory o~ certainty 

which precedes it in terms of theoretical deveI0?~ent. 

If this is false, then the notion of a Conscience Collective 

as that which secures agreement between Consciences is 

also false. 
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F . ,,2 
oUlllee argued that we have shared experience, 

not because of an external criterion of collective 

agreement, but because our minds submit to the same internal 

and external laws: it is the laws of logic and the laws 

of experience that guarantee shared experience. Knd 

if this is so, there is shared experience as a natural human 

condition and not because of social authority. But 

for Renouvier this is to miss the Copernican point: 

that experience and its laws are intelligible precisely 

because of what Conscience contributes to them. Both 

Kant and REnouvier would say that we share experience 

because of what the laws of understanding, which are 

fundamental to the human condition, contribute to 

experience. That is, as laws they constitute the basis 

of aareement. But Renouvier disagrees with Kant that 

knowledge presents itself with any necessity and universality 

and because of this he must search for a social criteria 

of agreement. For Kant there is no question but that 

the principles of the understanding constitute the 

possibility of shared experience. And because of this, 

they are universal and necessary. But }:)ecause 

Renouvier turns practical reason against theoretical reason 

and makes it author of all reason, it follows that there 

is no theoretically certain knowledge: tnere are only 

morally necessary actions to guarantee the orderliness 

of the hu~an world. 

This thesis has been questioned above. (Sec. II). 

If theoretical reason can have authority ove~ practical, 

a.s 



practical reason alone does not determine ~eality qua 

affirmation. It follows that. if, human beings share 

concepts and categories in terms of what is basic to 

understanding at all, then they do not find the assertion 

of certainties a private and thErEfore intolerable 

situation. And they do not need to construct a social 

authority to establish agreement. Language for example, 

can establish a sense of shared experience and there is 

no choice about this, nor is there need to establish a 

Conscience Collective to be able to speak it. In the 

context of this line of reasoning, it is clear that the 

misunderstanding of transcendental condition has 

substantially altered what can count as certainty for 

Renouvier. For Kant, it is clear that we can be certain 

of the a priori - that without which we cannot think. 

This alone guarantees the possibility of knowledge and 

that it is shared. And what it is without which we cannot 

think, cannot be a matter of choice, even moral choice: 

it is a matter of conceptual necessity. And given this 

argument any social agreement set up to reassure us can 

have no epistemic authority. Rather it requires these 

very transcendental conditions that are inherent in the 

human intellect. The Conscience Collective is thus no 

intellectual authority. Even Renouvier admits it is 

no arbitrator of truth. There is no social relativism 

in Renouvier's argument. There is individual relativism 

but this is minimised by moral necessity. It follows 

there can be no sociology of knowledge based on it: a 

30cioloQy of opinion, of necessary illusion IT3ybe but not 

, 1" ·.n,~'·.~- eo,:!e. It cannot arbitrate for truth, ~~ly for 

~1 lectrve- p·r:~~u: ance. 
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It is clear from Sec. II that what is at question 

here is not knowledge as discovery but knowledae as 
J 

affirmation. The undertermination of reality established 

in the theory of contingency, ensures its plasticity to 

human will. REality can be made, it can be affirmed and 

now it is clear that it can be collectively affirmed. 

And since practical reason lies at the basis of affirmation 

for Renouvier, what they affirm are moral realities. 

Thus, if philosophy is a science for REnouvier, 

it is clear that it is a science of practical reason. 

And for Durkheim, sociology is a science of practical 

reason. It uncovers the Conscience Collective as 

affirming collective realities expressed in~collective_.~~ 

representations. =But on the back of these are~carried 

collective values, which have as their goal or aim moral 

unity. And sociology as a science, stands to the 

collective will as practical reason stands to the individual 

will for Kant. It formulates principles of action 

which are implicit in reality, but clarified in theory. 

And with this theoretical formulation it encourages the 

community to affirm a new moral order for itself. 

The laws of this moral order are the subject of 

Part IV. 
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Part IV. T.he Principles of the Moral Order. 

In this part I examine the thesis of Copernicanism 

in its moral aspect. For Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim 

this is unquestionably the most important aspect of human 

reality. For Kant this is because in morality is found t~~ 

true expression of human dignity and because in morality 

reason achieves its full autonomy of nature. For Durkheim 

it is through the moral aspect of society that the true 

integration of it can occur. Moral consensus lies at the 

heart of every healthy society. Morality is the expression 

of practical reason for Kant. Durkheim incorporates the 

moral a priori - practical reason - into his definition 

of society. It is from society alone that the rules, 

nature and end of morality are derived. In this he 

rehearses the thesis of Kant's moral copernicanism that the 

form, nature and ends of morality are derived from practical 

reason itself. (The theme of moral Copernicanism is 

discussed in Chapter I). 

At the centre of moral copernicanism lS the thesis 

of the Primacy of Practical Reason. This is discussed 

in Chapter II. However it must logically follow the 

establishment of morality as rational. For practical 

reason can triumph over theoretical reason only if it is 

rational. (Section I). Equally it can only do so if 

it is discovered. The claim of Moral copernicanis~ lS 

that the principles and goals of morality can be discovered 

from the structure of human rationality itself. (For 
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Durkheim this is the structure of society). Thus the 

me~~s of its discovery is crucial: hence the great 

importance of methodology to moral copernicanism. In 

this context the discussion of transcendentalism versus 

naturalism is raised and continued in the discussion of 

how the moral a priori is to be discovered. The confusion 

of a priori principle with law of experience outlined in 

Part II is continued. Naturalism entails that there are 

moral facts which are facts of experience. But for 

transcendentalism there is only one mOTal fact and this 

is the reflexivity of practical reason itself. Yet 

the French Neo-Kantians, with Renouvier, start from the 

assumption that 'devoir faire volontaire' 1S a fact and 

as such a fact of experience, that can be formulated in 

terms of laws. It is in this context that Durkheim 

thinks he can verify Kant's sense of obligation. In Section 

III of Chapter II I discuss the thesis of the Primacy of 

Practical Reason as it appears in the thought of Kant, 

Renouvier and Durkheim. 

That for each thinker, morality is an expression 

of practical reason, means that from practical reason is 

discovered the nature of morality, its form and its goal 

or end. For each, the relationship between the will of 

the individual and reason entails that the nature of 

morality is obliaatory. The demands of practical reason 

confront the agent as necessitating. So obligation for 

Kant is the quintessential relationship between reason and 

will. For Durkheim, sanction expresses the moral 
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necessitation that lies at the heart of social experience. 

In 'sanction' is found the heart of Durkheim's social 

Kantianism. Society is practical reason writ large 

for Durkheim and its demands confront the agent as 

categorial and in tbis he writes the Kantian thesis of moral 

necessitation into the relationship between the agent and 

the collectivity. Thus Duty is the subject of Chapter III. 

For Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim the form morality takes 

is derived from the form practical reason has. For Kant 

this is the universality thesis. Reason is universal, but 

achieves its full realization in moral universalization 

for here it is not limited by the fragmenting conditions 

sense experience. Society as the moral a priori for 

Durkheim derives the form human action takes from the structure 

of soceity. So a healthy SOCt~ty achieves unity and as 

with Kant this unity is above all a moral unity, which is 

expressed in the concept of solidarity. Where this is 

not achieved, we have the pathology of society and this is 

the condition of modern industrial society, which he 

describes as suffering from 'an alarming poverty of morality'. 

The subject of Chapter IV is Unity. 

And lastly for each the goal or end of morality 

ip the autonomy of the person. In this concept, the 

thesis of Copernicanism rec~ived its denouement. The 

concept of self-regislation which is central to COf~nicanism 

in its intellectual and moral aspects receives its fullest 

expression in autonomy - which is freedom understood as 
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self-legislation. For Durkheim modern societies above 

all express the autonomy of the person, which is expressed 

in the respect for person in the religion of humanity. 

And in this Durkheim reconciles freedom with necessitation. 

Society as the expression of moral reason reconciles 

necessitation with liberty in the imposition of laws from 

society as a reality sui generis onto the individual. 

Through the acceptance of moral law from society, which 

is following Rousseau ultimately a form of self-legislation, 

the full autonomy of the individual is achieved. In 

reconciling necessitation with freedom, Durkheim like Kant 

believes obligation and autonomy mutually imply each other. 

So just as with Kant, the principles of morality 

are derived from the structure of reason so for Durkheim 

the principles of social order are derived from the structure 

of soceity itself. The rules (solidarity) the end (respect 

for the individual as autonomous) and the nature of morality 

(as obligatory) will all be derived from the collectivity 

if it is fully spontaneous and therefore self-regulating. 

And as for ~:ant this is only fully achieved in its moral 

sense. Just as for Kant the forces which militate against 

the full autonomy of practical reason are the forces of 

inclination so for Durkheim the forces that militate , 

against the spontaneous self-regulation of the community 

are the forces of economic self-interest. From this 

derives the force of the critique of political economy and 

utilitarianism In Durkheim's thought. For Durkheim 

utilitarianism IS the intellectual e'0ression of the patho1og~ 
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of the collectivity. Durkheim's arguments against political 

economy reflect Kant's arguments against utilitarianism. 

(Chapter III, Section IV). 

It was Renouvier who convinced Durkheim through his 

critique of Kant's formalism and dogmatism in retaining 

the noumenon as the source of moral freedom - that the laws 

of practical reason could be achieved in reality ie. ln 

the phenomenal sphere. Renouvier's attempt to make 

noumenal interest compatible with phenomenalism thus 

achieves its fullest expression here. Given his thesis 

outlined in Part III that practical reason governs all 

reality, not just the sphere opened up by the noumenon, 

it follows for Durkheim that these are not just the laws 

of morality, but indeed cover all of human reality The 

thesis of reality as affirmed (and not as discovered) 

that was outlined in Part III means that societies, groups 

of 'Consciences' can affirm new realities. Affirmation 

is based on the essential voluntarism of consciousness. 

This is governed by practical reason. Sociology is the 

voice of collective practical reaso~ for Durkheim and 

ln this has a unique role in articulating the affirmation 

of new social realities. Morality thus dominates human 

reality for Renouvier and for Durkheim: this is expressed 

in sanction as the mediating link between the individual 

and the collectivity. Renou~ier's influence is crucial 

in transforming Kantianism into social and political 

terms through his critique of dogmatism in Kant. 
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Just as Renouvier is again simultaneously 

disciple and critic of Kant so also is Durkheim here. 

He is a disciple in retaining firstly the idea of the full 

rationality of morality. Moral phenomena represent a set 

of intelligible data. They express the workings of 

society: reason stems from society as reality sui generis 

and the science of sociology he claims is fully adequate to 

analyse the workings of society in moral terms. And 

secondly the thesis of Copernicanism in morality. Society 

draws its rules and goals from itself and imposes them on 

its members ie. itself. There is no authority beyond 

the collectivity. Sociology is the voice of the collectivity 

and this gives it its unique authority. It can only 

direct in so far as it guides) What is implicit in the 

community albeit often, in modern societies, in an 

1 undeveloped and damaged form. A healthy community 1S 

self-regulating: it achieves order and stabili ty by 

imposing its own rules and norms on itself. An unhealthy 

society is one that has lost this/ego in industrial societies 

with the dominance of economic interests over moral interest. 

And thirdly~the expr~ssiGns_6f bot~, of practical reason 1S 

in duty, unity and autonomy. But he is a critic 1n his 

conception of society as the source of the a priori. 

"How can reason which is postulated as outside 
of things and beyond reality, establish t~e laws 
of the moral order, if, as we have establ1shed, 
such laws express the nature of the concrete 
reality that is society". 

(M.E., p 113). 
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Rather against Kant he insists 

"Society is not a stranger to the moral \lIorld .•. 
It is on the contrary the necessary condition of 
its existence". 

(D.L., p 399). 

Is he in this rejecting the autonomous foundation for 

morality that is central to Kant's ethics? He is, if by 

autonomous is meant the separation of the noumenal from 

the phenomenal. But in following Renouvier and identifying 

noumenal interest with the phenomenal order, it does not 

therefore follow that the thesis of autonomy as central to 

morality is lost. The community must be spontaneous In its 

self-regulation says Durkheim: only if the community has 

autonomy over economic self-interest will the crisis of 

modern society be overcome. Durkheim re\llorks Kant's 

thesis of autonomy in terms of the spontaneity of the 

collectivity. 

Durkheim is a critic of Kant in the relativism 

of his VIew of ethics. For Kant moral rules In so far 

as objective are right for all rational creatures. 

For Durkheim the content of moral rules will change 

according to soceity and history. But the nature and 

function of moral rules never varies for Durkheim: it 

is by their form and their nature (as universal and 

obligatory) that they direct moral life in the community. 

,;nd from within each society, in periods of stability, these 

rules appear absolute in their demand and uni\ersally right. 

By the distinction between form and content, Durkheim recon

ciles the a priority of soci3l rules \llith relativity of content.. 
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So that there are social rules is essential to the life 

of the community: the change in content does not affect 

this. After Renouvier the post Kantians did not regard 

reason as universal in determining right conduct for 

eternity, but reason is now practical reason based on 

essential voluntarism of consciousness. This however is 

always determined by practical reason which is expressed 

in duty. 

Lastly and most importantly he is a critic of Kant 

In terms of the method by which morality can be explained. 

It is part of the realm of 'historic and social causes' 

and not some 'transcendental realm'. The misunderstanding 

of 'transcendental' continues here and affects the post-

Kantian interpretation of moral methodology. The dominance 

of naturalism entails that morality can be treated as a 

series of facts, which can appear In representation as 

any other aspect of human reality. This for Durkheim 

IS the 'scientific' interpretation of morality as opposed 

to the transcendent. 

The nature of the analysis changes somewhat in Part 

IV. Here the Kantian influence is so explicit, that it IS 

no longer necessary to treat Durkheimian thought as the 

explanandum and Kantian thought as the explicandum 

\1/ i t h R e n 0 u \J i era s the i n t e r m e d i a r y • InC h-apt e r s I I I. I~' 

and V I treat Duty, Unity and Autonomy as themes of 

discussion and analyse their treatment by each thin~er 

respectively, In the context of Copernicanism. For ~xample. 

1 n C h ,:-j pte r I I I I r a i set he que s t ion 0 f \J h e t- her the co rl C e p t 

o ~ P .. " Till C 8 ffi P 610 t .i ~ e wit h ITIO r a 1 Cop ern i can i s fT~ 3 t a 11 : 
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and I treat each thinker as actually having failed to 

establish the concept as central to morality. 
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Chapter I. Copernicanism and Morality. 

In this chapter I outline the maln features of Kant's 

Copernican Revolution in ethics. In this he establishes 

that the principles governing morality stem from the rational 

will of the agent. In this he simultaneously demonstrates 

the autonomy and the rationality of moral action. Moral 

principles are not based on any heteronomous principles on 

any external authority or fact of experience. 

It is this revolution in thinking about morality 

that allowed Durkheim to interpret the morality of a 

collectivity as self-derived and autonomous of individual 

interest or feeling. Morality is characterized by 

impersonality and this is derived from the collectivity. 

The rules that govern action are derived from the community. 

It is from the moral a priori that the principles governing 

action derive. Durkheim defines the community as the 

moral a priori. In this sense again, he is transferring 

the interests of reason to the collectivity. And In 

this he relies on the Kantian revolution in ethics for 

his definition of the nature of collective morality. 
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Section I. Moral Copernicanism and the Revolution 

Perspectives. 

Kant's moral Copernicanism lS concerned with 

establishing morality as stemming from practical reason. 

It is the triumph of the Copernican Revolution for Kant 

in the following sense. There are two stages to the 

Copernican Revolution. The first was Kant's reaction 

against the prevailing naturalist view of the human agent, 

who as part of nature was viewed as subservient to its laws. 

It is clear from Part II that the revolution in perspectives 

in epistemology was to invert this order and to establish 

the dependency of nature, as known, on the human cognitive 

faculties. The second stage of this is to transcend 

this and to judge the natural world as unable to support 

the destiny of mankind. All laws for Kant have their 

origin in reason, but theoretical laws, outlined in the 

First Critioue have a sensuous condition as a criterion . 
of their significance, whereas moral laws do not. 

In this sense they point to the full autonomy of reason 

from factual conditions for Kant. Moral laws are not 

restricted to 'what is' and therefore can establish 'what 

ought to be'. Kant's position is that reason, which has 

its interest in unity and autonomy, does not find its 

demands satisfied in what is presented as actual: these 

demands can only be satisfied ina moral universe realisable 

through the will of the human a~ent. The discrepancy 

between what experience presents and what reason demands 
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appears as practical interest in moral law, which because 

it concerns what ought to be, cannot be satisfied in what 

1 S • The Copernicanism of this position is shown In that 

the rational claim on the action of the agent, stems from 

the reason of the agent. And for Kant it is an authoritative 

law of action only because it is self imposed. 

of the agent in moral action is not restricted 

The will 

the 

drive towards the moral ideal by the restrictions of 

sense. 

It has been pointed out in Part II that the 

Copernican Revolution had as its aim the unity of subject 

and object. In the revolution in perspectives on morality, 

Kant attempts to establish that ends or goals of morality 

are established by reason itself. John Silber l argues 

that the Copernican Revolution is essentially a relation-

ship between the will and its objects, such that this IS 

a necessitation without being a determinism. Pre-

Copernican ethical theories could not explain the connection 

between the moral will and its objects except as relating 

either contingently or as causal determinant. The latter 

destroys freedom whilst the former shows no binding of the 

will. If the ends of morality are successfully derived 

from reason itself, then the search for the unity of subject 

and object which for Vuillemin is the heart of Copernican 

Revolution, will be found in this moral revolution In 

2 
In this sense, as George Vlachos shows, perspecti \,es. 

the Copernican Revolution signifies a philosophical 

achievement such that the human being can no longer be seen 

to be passi~e in moral action. accepting as 'right' dem~n~s 
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from any external authority be it religious or political: 

the human agent is the author of its own actions. It IS 

a conception of the relationship between the agent and its 

moral world as 'essentiellement cin~tique'. This stands 

opposed to traditional static, social/political/ethical 

theories, which spell an authoritarian relationship between 

will and moral order. Here in contrast the moral order 

depends on the will and its laws. 

This same line of reasoning can be examined in 

relation to the unconditioned and conditioned. The 

Copernican Revolution put the conditioned (experience) 

into relation with the unconditioned the forms of be 

understanding, which are ordered by reason as the faculty 

of principles. The unconditioned is the a priori, which 

here has only relative autonomy because of the sensory 

condition of knowledge. The interest of the Copernican 

Revolution is the autonomy of reason, the a priori, because 

only if it has at least some degree of autonomy over 

fact, can it order it, to establi~h knowledge. But 

practical reason because it does not depend on the data 

of sense for the foundation of principles, can achieve an 

absolute autonomy. So in Practical Reason we can find 

the unconditioned in relation to which the order of the moral 

universe is determined. And the un con d i t ion e d for ~: ant 

is the yet to be achieved. 

It was outlined In Part II that Renouvier's 

phenomenalism disputes any unconditioned in terms of 

, ].J ,now euge. There are facts and laws. relating in terms 
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of higher and lower levels of abstraction. There can be 

no fixed ie. pre-experiential, forms of human knowledge. 

In Part III, it was clear that following his aim to make 

noumenal interest compatible with phenomenal experience, he 

identifies will with consciousness in his theory of 

automotivi tt. Will points to freedom as practical reason 

as a source of order in the world; and this for Renouvier 

1S a source of the unconditioned. In this, it is clear 

that Renouvier tackled the post-Kantian problem of relating 

the noumenal to the phenomenal, by altering the phenomenal 

such that it not only accommodated practical reason, but 

that practical reason became the source of all reason. 

It has been doubted whether this was successful, but 1n 

Renouvier's own eyes, it allowed him to support the 

Copernican Revolution 1n morality and to claim that only 

he had successfully carried it out. And it allows him 

to claim that he has had identified practical interest 

with human experience discoverable within the laws of 

experience; the unconditioned, in contrast to Kant, is 

discoverable within human experience. This is the precondi-

tion for the development of normative sociology. In this 

he has 'reconciled' science and ethics. Indeed practical 

reason is the foundation of SClence. This for him is 

the heart of the Copernican Revolution. 

Penouvier identifies and supports the anthropo-

centrism of the Copernican Revolution. 

"II r~sulte de la que 1 'antropocentrism •.. est 
une doctrine attachee aux postulats de la raison 
pratique". 

(C.P. 1976, P 130). 
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The essence of the Copernican Revooution is the Principle 

of Relativity. The basic principle of ~eo-Criticisme 

1S the relativity of 'connaissence' to the a priori laws 

of the human spirit. In theoretical reason, it demonstrates 

the relativity of knowledge to consciousness and its laws. 

In relation to practical re~son, it goes further aga1n 

and establishes the relativity of metaphysics itself to 

the moral laws of Conscience. The Copernican Revolution 

signifies for Renouvier that ethics dominates metaphysics. 

The philosophical renewal that he sees in the Kantian system, 

the positive part of Criticisme, lies in the primacy of 

practical reason. 

"Le Criticisme renouvelle la philosophie en 
faissant poser sur la raison pratique, c'est 
~ dire sur l'ordre moral, les seules inductions 
rationelles qu'il soit possible de tirer de la 
nature humaine que nous connaissons, a la destinee 

humaine ignor~e et aux conditions g~nerales de 
l'ordre du Monde". 

(C.P., 1872 I, 2). 

Thus the Copernican Revolution discovers the relativity of 

knowledge to Conscience and then the relativity of the laws 

of conscience themselves to the postulates of practical 

reason. Its essence for Renouvier is thus that postulates 

replace dogmas. This does not mean an insecurity 1n 

knowledge but greater security because now what is held to 

be right is based on what Conscience spontaneously demands. 

This is the true foundation of action and therefore all 

knowledge. 

"En effet, les notions morales en tant qu'elles 
demandent certaines crovances parties de 1a 
conscience et etendues ~ l'ordre du monde 
donnent aces dernieres un fondement semblable 
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a celui qui reste seul aussi par les verites de 
l'ordre logique, affirmees universel1e et 
necessaires par une philosophie qu'cherche dans 
les formes de l'esprit humaine Ie propre et Ie 
dernier appui de toute affirmation echappent 
au controle de l'exp~rience"3 
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Section II. Moral Anthropology. 

Moral Copernicanism means that the ends and rules 

of morality are not derived from any external source or 

authority, but from the subject itself. This establishes 

the theme of moral anthropology which is a study of the 

rules immaoent in the subject. This was ini~ted by Kant 

in terms of transcendental philosophy: the discovery 

of the rules immanent in the subject for a transcendental 

enquiry is to discover the answer to the question how is 

morality possible? For Renouvier, who rejected the 

transcendental with the noumenon, and associated Kantian 
jU\.i\cA 

method with an observation of the laws of,..~l'esprit'}' it 

follows that discovering the rules of the subject is a 

form of observation of the laws of experlence as regulated 

by Conscience. The naturalism of this approach entails 

that these rules are forms of fact available at the level 

of experience for observation and analysis. 

The significance of moral rules for Kant lS that 

as a priori, they are supposed to regulate conduct at 

the level of experience through an unconditional demand 

of practical reason. Renouvier's reconciliation of 

n 0 u iTl en ali n t ere s t wit h p hen 0 men a I e x per i e n c e e n t ail s 

that the noumenal is identified with the laws of 

ex,perience. In this, it ceases to be unconditioned In 

the Vantian sense. And in this, d03s it follow that the 

demands of practical reason can still be represented in 

experience as an unconditional demand? The logic of 
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naturalism entails that as part of experience it can 

only be a fact or a law. And as such how can practical 

reason per se represent itself as an unconditional 

condition of action or a source of absolute moral authority? 

The authority of the voice of practical reason for Kant lS 

its absolute independence of the conditions of sense. 

But for Renouvier, what autonomy do the laws of Conscience 

have over all the other conditions of experience, which 

they must regulate if will is to establish the moral order 

of the universe - the aim of the Copernican Revolution? 

The thesis of the irreducibility of the category of 

Conscience must bear the weight not just of the epistemological 

ordering of the world, but now of the moral ordering of 

the world. As irreducible, are the fundamental laws of 

Conscicnce (ie. practicl reason) sufficient to establish 

the authority of will over experience? It has already 

been doubted in Part II whether the a priori can be 

distinguished from experience by the thesis of irreducibility. 

If laws are themselves general facts, which the logic 

of naturalism dictates~ how then do they distinguish the~

selves from concrete particular facts which they should rule? 

This is a problem for epistemology, but a mGre severe problem 

for morality because the essence of Copernican Revolution 

is the relativity of experience to moral laws of Conscience. 

The autonomy of moral laws of Conscience must be established 

for this to be possible. 

must become fact or law. 

the necessary autonomy? 

But to appear in experience, they 

And as such how do the\ acquire 
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It could be argued against this, that Renouvier's theory 

has establissed that human experience is permeated by 

the interests of practical reason, through the arguments 

of Part III. That is he does not retain the definition of 

experience Kant did. For Kant experience uitho~t reason 

is ruled by contingency, in its theoretical sense and by 

inclination in the moral sense. And it is this that 

requires the intervention of reason and gives it its 

authority. For Renouvier, phenomenalism entails that 

there can be no reference to experience without the laws 

of Conscience. Experience thus presents itself to 

conSClousness as already permeated by Conscience and its 

moral interest. It follows for Renouvier that experience 

must already have the qualities of practical reason. 

In which case it is already 'moralized'. Renouvier is 

now open to the question, what is wrong with the human 

condition if by definition it is sufficiently 'moralized'? 

Kant in contrast can present the interests of his 

moral philosophy in encouraging the development of practical 

reason to control inclination. The point of r~oral 

Anthropology for Kant is the discovery of the rules of 

morality as inherent in moral reason so that they can be 

articulated and formulated. And the point of this is that 

they can then help moral practice. The point of moral 

philosophy is to aid reason gaining autonomy over the forces 

of inclination. Renouvier could reply that the point of 
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outlining practical reason 1S to encourage the implementation 

of freedom, which although available is rarely acted on. 

But again, the confusion of principles with laws of experience 

could have the unfortunatee conclusion for Renouvier, that 

if freedom 1S the law of all laws, it follows that all 

exper1ence is free. More particularly it poses the problem 

as to when an experience is described as voluntaristic 

am when it is not. 

This problem as to whether moral anthropology 

can be either transcendental and empirical as an enqu1ry 

entails a further and important question for the nature 

of the rules of morality as discovered within it. 

For Kant, the rules of morality as the a priori discovered 

within a transcendental enquiry establish themselves as 

the unconditional conditions of action. Duty is uncon-

ditional for example. But if these rules are part of 

experience itself, in what sense are these rules unconditional? 

This is particularly important for Durkheim who wants 

to present the demands of society as having an unconditional 

authority over the agent as a matter of the moral health 

of society. Why retain categorical a~well as hypothetical 

and imperatives? 

later chapters. 

These questions will be tackled in 
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Chapter II. Reason and Action. 

In this chapter I examine Kant's thesis of the 

rationality of action. In establishing that action is 

fully rational, he laid the first condition for a 

science of action and a science of ethics in particular. 

For Kant, of course, there could be no science of ethics, 

in the sense of science outlined in the First Critique. 

In the Third Antinomy he opposes morality and science as 

antithetical perspectives on action. In Part III I 

examined Renouvier's critiques of this and how for him 

there is no conflict between theoretical and practical 

reason as the latter is the condition of all human reason. 

It follows from his view of science that firstly science 

lS based on action (as freedom is the condition of knowledge) 

and secondly actions can appear to Conscience; action is 

a fact of consciousness like any other fact. But in this 

he conceals the nature of such facts: for Kant there 

lS fact of practical reason and this is its reflexivity. 

Renouvier's naturalism means this can only be another fact 

or law. Durkheim's Science of Ethics follows Renouvier 

In claiming that there are moral facts available to methods 

of science. And for him duty is one of these facts. In 

so doing he translates the reflexivity of moral experience 

into a fact or law of experience. 
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The problems of the methods of ethics for Durkheim 

stem from this attempt to treat morality as fact or 

phenomena like any other. But he builds the ieea of 

reflexivity into his idea of the moral life of the community. 

As the science of reason, it determines rules and ends of 

action for itself and it applies these to itself. This it 

does because it is the a priori - the source of universality 

and necessity and the source of impersonality ~hich 

characterises moral action. Again the question is raised 

ho~ can the a priori be a fact of experience? The central 

confusion of Neo-Criticisme goes to the heart of Durkheim's 

science of ethics. And means rather than his Science of 

Ethics being the ans~er to the divisions and abstractions 

of Kantian ethics, it lS to this ~e must return to 

understand fully ~hat is meant by the reflexivity of moral 

experience and ho~ it can be analysed. 

Lastly in Section III I look at the thesis of 

the Primacy of Practical Reason, taken as the central 

platform of Renouvier's Nec-Kantianism. 
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Section I. The Rationality of Action 

There are two senses of the rationality of action 

for Durkheim. Firstly, that morality is a rational 

social phenomena at the level of the collectivity itself. 

Secondly it is rational in that it consists in sets of 

intelligible relationships, which are available to the 

methods of science. This second sense I will deal with 

in the section of the methods of ethics. 

For Durkheim there is a communal rationality which 

establishes both the rules and goals of action. It is 

the fun c t ion o.f a he a 1 thy m 0 r a 1 con sen sus to d e t e r min e the 

rules and goals of action within a community. This appears 

to occur spontaneously in a primitive society where the 

collective unity is characterized by a tightly wrought 

Conscience Collective. It does not happen spontaneously 

in an advanced industrial soceity and this is its pathology. 

The point of sociology lS to attempt to foster the conditions 

for its occurence in a community. This collective moral 

rationality is practical reason at the communal level, 

and it is this which is the foundation of morality for 

Durkheim. In Kantian terms, this collective moral reason 

is constitutive of action. That is from itself alone, 

the community establishes rules and ends of action. 

It is not merely regulative of the ends of action 

determined by individuals or private interest; it lS 

constitutive of action at the communal level. 
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This thesis of Durkheim rests on the Kantian 

thesis of the rationality of action and of the thesis of 

practical reason as constitutive of action and not merely 

regulative of ends set by desire. It requires of 

course Renouvier's critique for this thesis to become 

operable in terms of a human science. 

Kant was the first in the European traidtion to give 

reason per se a constitutive and directive role of both 

the form and content of morality. He was unlque In 

claiming that 'rational' is not restricted In its use to 

'cognitive' • He differentiated himself, for example, 

from Aristotle who claimed that reason alone cannot move us, 

and from Hume who believed that reason is and ought to 

be the slave of the passions. Durkheim's science of social 

action relies on the transformation of thought effected in 

Kant's Critique of Practical Reason. Sociology discovers 

the sources of action in social reason and gains its 

rationale in guiding the community in its search for 

principles and goals of action. For Kant the task 

facing a practical philosophy lS the insufficient rational

ity of the human agent - that they are determined by 

'inclination' . For Durkheim the problems facing the 

science of social action in its normative sense lS that In 

modern society the forces of social rationality do not 

triumph over economic individualism. Central to Kant's 

aim in outlining the rationality of action is the liberation 

of the authority of reason. An essential preparation of 

this is the critique of those theories which compro~ise it. 



For Kant this is mainly empir.icism and in particular 

utilitarianism and his task in the Critique of Practical 

Reason is to show that empiricist theories of morality are 

insufficient to establish the principles of morality. 

So for Durkheim, the forces of political economy, with 

their theoretical expression in the work of the utilitarians, 

militate against the spontaneous development of rules 

and values by the collectivity. 

"My major concern is to free morality from 
sentimental subjectivism which hinders its 
progress and is a form of empiricism or mysticism, 

two closely related ways of thinking". 

(D.M.F., P 67). 

The prlme task of the Critique of Practical 

Reason is to show that reason can and does determine 

conduct of itself alone. Only reason can supply 

universal and necessary princjples of action. The central 

question of the Critique of Practical Reason is this 

"Is pure reason sufficient of itself to determine 
the will or is it only as empirically conditioned 
that it can do so?" 

(C.P.R., p 15). 

His e f for t l n bot h the G r 0 u n d vJtv'< and the Second Critique 

is to show that non-rational decisions for action are 

neither internally consistent, necessarily binding, nor 

universal in application. 

How does Kant establjsh this? He attempts this in 

"Of the .P eduction of the Principles of Pure Practical 

Reason". The objective reality of Practical Reason cannot 

be est3blished by theoretical reason. However. he argues 
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that In the 1hird Antinomy of the First Critique, freedom 

had to be assumed to prevent reason falling into contra-

diction. The importance of freedom is that it replaces 

intuition as the condition of the applicability of concepts 

in the Second Ctitique. In terms of practical reason we 

are talking about the possibility of action and for Kant 

we cannot act at all unless we are free. Whereas sensory 

intuition is the condition of the objectivity of 

concepts in theoretical knowledge, freedom is the condition 

of the possibility of action. In a moral order, 'the will 

IS the cause of its own objects'. Whilst in a natural 

system, the will is subject to them. 

But to establish that reason can determine conduct, 

he needs more than a negati ve defini tion of freedom. 

The moral law adds the positive dimension: it is the 

proof for Kant that reason can be practical. There is a 

fact which demonstrates that pure reason can be practical. 

"This fact is autonomy in the principle of morality 
by which reason determines the will to action". 

(C.P.R., p 43). 

But he admits 

"How this consciousness of the moral law - or 
what a~ounts to the same thing - how this conscious
ness of freedom is possible cannot be further 
explained: its permissability is established in 
the theoretical critique". 

(C.P.R., p 47). 

However he only establishes the possibility of 

freedom by the admission of the noumenon: that IS freedom 

IS only possible in terms of the First Critique b\ admission 
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of an intelligible causality, which transcends experlence. 

He only establishes the rationality of action by flouting 

the criterion of significance of reason. Further he is 

using the moral law as a positive proof of the rationality 

of action when he has admitted in the Groundwork that 

moral consciousness may be illusory and duty a delusion. 

Kant uses the idea of a fact of pure reason In 

this argument to establish the rationality of action. 

L.W. Beck l says there is a distinction between the 

consclousness of the moral law which can be said to exist 

and the moral law itself. Kant's argument is faulty 

because although we can admit there is consciousness of 

the moral law, this does not imply the law itself. 

But there lS a sense of fact for practical reason that Kant 

can be said to be uSlng. There are no facts for practical 

reason because there is no intui tion. But there is a 

fact of practical reason as known reflexively. We know 

of practical reason through its operation alone. For 

Kant this lS the sole fact of practical reason. 

Practical reason reflexively establishes that reason can 

be practical. This reflexive argument concerns the a 

priori grounds of normativity which cannot be reasoned 

about except bv making appeal to those ~ery conditions 

themselves. The practicality of reason is establ.ished 

in a transcendental argument which points to the reflexive 

character of practical reason. 

Renou~ier In rejecting the noumenon had rejected 

one of ~3nt's props of the plactic.:11it~ of re8S'Jn. :~ I~ l. e \. e r 

he did not man age tor e j e c tor ref ute the a r 0 u men ~ a ~\ 0 u t 
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reason can be established by 8 form of internal 

observation. 

He says there 1S a double foundation that 1S 

necessary and sufficient to establish morality. 

"L'homme est doue de la raison et se croit 
libre" 

(S.M., pi) 

The first condition of morality 1S reflection and delibera-

tion. Reason 1S the capacity for reflection, compar1son 

and judgement. It also includes the self conSC10usness 

of reason - that the agent knows s/he 1S judging or 

deliberating. In this Renouvier believes that he has 

retained the Copernicanism of Kant's position. 

"L'agent a 
et par sa 

etabli l'ordre en lui par sa ra1son 
" volonte" 

(S.M., p 1.4) 

And he believes that this 1S a more consistent Coperni-

can1sm for he has eradicated the noumenon, the source 

of Kantian dogmatism, and an impossible foundation for 

morality. 

Renouvier criticises the formalism of Kant's 

definition of pure practical reason and amends it such 

that all action is 

"En vue du bien" 

(S.M., p·2) 
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All action IS towards an end that presents itself as 

desirable to the agent. He says this IS not a condition 

per se of mcrality but that the concept of action is not 

understandable without it. He introduces the Principle 

of Finality which responds to the faculty of desire and 

of which the idea of good is an application. Renouvier 

says that Finality and Freedom are the two principles which 

dominate all critiques of reason. But he cannot make 

appeal to a notion of absolute finality, meaning transcendent 

final cause; he means ends which are the objects of our 

desires. 

"La fin est identique au bien"* 

(S.M., p 218, 1st edition, 1869). 

Thus he combines the intellectual with the sensible and 

makes desire a rule fixed by reason. 

In Part II, I showed that Renouvier criticized 

Kant's distinction between reason and understanding by the 

absolute nature of its objects. For Kant reason can 

establish a foundation of morality without the inter~en-

tion of feeling, desire or conflict from theoretical 

knowledge. It has been argued above that Kant has the 

greatest difficulty in establishing the rationalit~ of 

pure practical reason as an absolute foundation for 

morality. Renouvier In rejecting reason per se sidesteps 

th 0 But lOt is clear from Part III that pr8c t ical ese Issues. 

reason is the foundation not iust of morality but also 

knowledge. For him there is thus no special claiffi to be 

--------------_._---- ----- --------------_._--- --- ------
I nth i s Pen 0 u \' j e ~ j s r E' \' e r sin 9 w r' a t for V '3 n tis the 
e sse n ceo f the Cop ern i can F. e \' 0 } u t jon i r' e t l- i c s : t hat 
good is not determined independentl> of uni~ersal rules 
:},.1ri"!Tl a n e n t 1 n '"':"', r~, "e o:::i u r1 • See J. S i ] be r. 0 p. cit. 
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made for the foundation of morality as distinct from 

kno\JIledge. For him they are both sides of the same coin, 

phenomena and their la\JIs 

"Le principe de la loi, si son empire est reconnu 
implique une double consultation, une double ' 
soumission. Nous avons d'un cote les cat~gories 
de la raison, de l'autre l'imperotif: ce sont 
deux faces de l'ordre des relations a avouer et 
a respecter: l'une logique, l'autre morale". 

(A.P., 1896, P 62). 

It \JIas argued that 1n this, Renouvier extended the 

categorical imperative as the foundation of kno\JIledge, 

not just of morality. He \JIas extending the circularity 

of Kant's foundation of morality to kno\JIledge. We 

kno\JI morality is rational because of the moral law: 

yet the moral la\JI can only be true if there is pure 

practical reason. (And I examined hO\JI this became the 

foundation of his theory of certainty). 

So he takes duty, expressed 1n the moral imper~tive 

as a fact of Conscience, \JIhich it 1S the task of science 

to simply record: it is a phenomenon by its appearance 

to Conscience. But from the abo~e critique of Beck it 

1S clear that it is a fact of a special sort: a reflexive 

fact and this 1S obscured in Penouvier's phenomenalis~. 

The question for Renouvierism 1S what IS the 

uniquely rational foundation of ethics that he 

on" Feason C3n no lonc:er be the pure ;-e3son of ~ 3nt. 

applied to action. Human rationalit) itself relies 

o n a m 0 r a 1 h Y pot h e sis. \JI e h a \' e see n 1 n Par t I I I t his 

mor81 h~rothesis rests without foundation. r-or Vant the 
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foundation of practical reason can only be reflexive. 

For Renouvier it rests on a free choice: a choice \lie 

could avoid if \lie \IIere nihilists. But if \lie \IIant to 

live \lie cannot avoid this choice. But \lie only know the 

reality of choice through the phenomenon of Duty. 

The point is, in this context, there can no longer 

be an absolutely pure rational foundation of morality. 

As Fouill~e2 argues 

"Ce que M. Renouvier entend par la raison, 
c'est simplement l'intelligence ••. c'est 
l'entendement tel que Hobbes, Helvetius, 
Bentham l'admettent". 

But reason on this VIew can no longer be constitutive 

of action it must now be regulative of ends fixed by 

desire. And Renouvier admits 

"Elle intervient dans les actes humaines plutot 
pour les regler que les inspirer,,3 

Renouvier insists that this critique leaves the characteristic 

qualities of the Kantian definition of morality intact and 

he insists that reason is the basis of action a~d its nature 

is synthetic a priori, which is compatible with its 

existence in the phenomenal order. But from Kant's 

point of view, if reason can no longer be constitutive of 

action in its practical aspect, then it cannot be a 

priori. A regulative reason, coordinating the ends fixed 

bv desire would be the reasonIng cha:;,·acte~istic of 

utilitarianism. (In particular rule-utilitarianism~. 
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And in this it would not be a foundation for duty or 

autonomy. 

Durkheim following Renouvier holds that moral reason 

is evident in the phenomenal order and available to the 

methods of observation of science. But can science 

record the sense of morality meant by Kant in his definition 

of practical reason? 
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Section II. The Methods of Ethics. 

The Copernican nature of morality entails a 

concern with methods of ethics as a paramount concern 

for a practical philosophy, for the question of finding 

out what reason, immanent in the agent, demands of the 

action of the agent is crucial. 

In the last section I argued that Durkheim's sense 

of the rationality of the community carries the meaning 

of practical reason for Kant. The community engenders 

rules and norms of action which it imposes on itself and 

by this it regulates itself. The community thus has 

a self-legislative relationship to itself. The community 

controls itself through rules which it has itself 

developed. The morality of communal life has this unique 

capacity to develop stability and coherence that no individual 

action alone could establish. These moral rules have a 

reflexive character: they are developed by communal 

rationality and they refer back to the community and the 

demands of the community are perceived by the community 

as absolute. 

How can a science record the nature of this 

characteristic of the community? The aim of science is 

to articulate which is revealed in social action: to 

transform into scienti~ic terms what is spontaneous. 

"The mo~ali::t works out the rea.;C)~s rnet!-!<:·jclc'(jic-31ly 
thus all these speculations either are or a~pire to 
be scientific. This differentiates them from 
the spontaneous judgement of the collectivity".l 
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But what science is adequate to deal with this? 

"Reason as I understand it is simply science, the 
science of morality". 

(D.M.F., p 67) 

The division of labour is an attempt 

"To treat the facts of the moral life according 
to the methods of positive sciences". 

(D.L., p 32) . 

He says by this he does not mean an attempt to deduce 

ethics from one of the positive sciences, ie. from the facts 

of psychology, biology or even sociology. He wants 

to establish a science of ethics 'which is quite different'. 

For Durkheim this means recognizing that ethics develops 

"In history and in the realm of historic causes" 

(D.L., p 33). 

"The moral law, then is formed transformed and 
maintained in accordance with changing demands; 
these are the only conditions the science of 
ethics tries to determine". 

(D.L., p 33). 

In the Appendix to the Division of Labour he arcues 

against both deductive and inductive methods in ethics. 

Both rationalists and empiricists are "summary and 

p_(c?:-,ature" in relation to the principles of morality: 

They begin with a concept o~ man and deduce ideals from it: 

but the criteria by which 'moral' is ascribed to phenomer.a 

~~st :J0 based on scientific truth. Khat ~ust be established 

is the function of ethics and this is established through 

the observation of moral facts (ie. the multitude of 

~-l-~l'~ul~r '-ules 00verninc conduct). 
::'" '::1 _ '- Gl ...... -

T~i5 ~ill es~ablish 
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that instead of 'moral verities', coming from a 

'transcendental * source' there are relativities accordina 

to time and place. 

The scientific criteria by which moral facts 

can be recoqnised is that they are rules of conduct 

to which a sanction is attached. Moral rules are thus 

obliaatory as perceived in the normal conscience (ie. 

that which is most general in society). Sanction he 

says derives from the feeling of obligation: the 

sentiment of obligation is not the result of the sanction. 

It is because of this that it can symbolise it. 

"And as this symbol has the great advantage 
of being objective, accessible to observation 
and even to measurement, it is a good method 
to prefer it to the t.hing it represents". 

(D.L., p 426) • 

Following Renouvier Durkheim claims that 

"Moral facts are phenomena like any other: 
they consist of rules of action recognizable by 
certain distinctive characteristics". 

(D. L., Pre f. P 32) . 

This follows from Renouvier's definition of phenomenalism 

where he extends Kantian definition of the phenomena 

beyond the criterion of sense intuition, so t~at anything 

which has the characteristic of appearing can be said to 

be a phenomenon. Thus morality in rulesof action'can be 

a phenomenon. Facts are groups OI phenomena: it follc.:s 

that moral facts are phenomena like any other. But are 

they facts like any other? No: the characteristic 

----- --- - --- ------ --~--- - --------------------.--

* ~ote the ~isundersta~dinc of transcendental used 3S 

rn~an ins" tran scenc~n t . 
~/ " 
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of moral rules is their reflexivity centering on obligation 

as the unique feature of morality. Durkheim has built 

this Kantian characteristic into the meaning of a social 

moral rule: how can this be adequately represented in the 

science that recerds and analyses it? 

For Kant, the method appropriate to the a priori 

nature of morality is the transcendental method, which 

he employs in the Critique of Practical Reason and the 

Groundwork. The starting pOint of this is the moral 

judgement of the ordinary man. Beck says that the moral 

judgement of every man is the true starting pOint of the 

Kantian moral philosophy. For Kant a characteristic of 

doamatic moral thinking is to locate the origin of the 

moral law outside the will of the agent . Central to the 

Copernican position is the task of discovering what lies 

within the will of the agent as the origin of morality. 

For Kant this is to uncover practical reason as the 

condition of the possibility of morality. 

In both the ~roundwork and the Second Critique he 

starts with a problem presented by ordi~ary experience to 

philosophical analysis and reaches his conclusion by 

attempting to demonstrate tr,at there is only one principle 

that is capable of rendering that experience intelligible. 

R.J. senton 2 suaaests that the essential features of 

transcendental arguments is that they appeal to the 

conditio~s of possible experience and these are framework 

questions. S 0 \~. hat i s e s ~ a b 1 ish e din ran t 's t :r a;; s c end e n ~ a 1 

a l g!!T:\ en t for ? r act i cal rea son i s t r, a t p l: r e f=>l- act i cal r e .3 S ;) :-. 
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in the form of the moral law, is the framework for ~oral 

action. Hintikka
3 

argues that transcendental arguments 

are concerned with establishing the constructive activity 

of consciousness. And in analyzing this constructive 

activity, one cannot help making appeal to that itself. 

This is elucidated by Bubner's4 argument that -

Only thdt knowledqe is transcendental in which knowledqe 

is thematised concerning its specific qualities. 

So for Kant practical reason reveals its own 

condition - freedom. The existence of the moral law 

reveals freedom as the condition of its own possibility. 

There are no non-normative grounds for explaining the 

existence of practical reason as fue framework for all 

questions ahout moral action. We cannot move outside 

morality to 'deduce' (ie. justify) it: it has an 

autonomous foundation. The justification for practical 

reason is the moral law itself. The methodological 

aspect of Kant's Copernican Revolution in morality 

reveals self referentiality as basic to transcendental 

argument. 

Durkheim although he clearly uses the idea of 

reflexivity as central to to COITLm-cnal mo:::al reasoni:1c, does 

not adopt a method that can deal with it. And in this 

he follows Renouvier. 

Renouvier follows Cousin in "'r- i c: 
-.~- ~isunderstandina 

of the method appropriate to analyzina the a ?riori: 

the t )-anscendental method is a for-IT of ohservati:::)n 0: 
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the laws of the human 'spirit'. It has already been 

analysed in Part II how a method of observation cannot 

establish the reflexivity of the transcendental method 

proper. Observation cannot establish the operations 

of the understanding for it employs these very operations. 

Only the notion of self-referentiality can stop the 

circularity entailed here. So observation cannot record 

how a community is capable of establishing norms by 

which it regulates itself. If social reason is 

reflexive, then the method of the science which analyses 

it must be so also. 

Further Durkheim is clearly using the Conscience 

Collective as the moral a priori: it is that without which 

morality could not occur. As social reason it is the 

condition of the possibility of morality. How can 

observation alone record this? Just as in Part II, 

I argued that the method of empiricism is not adequate to 

deal with the a priori, so here I argue that the method 

of empiricism is not adequate to deal with the claims 

Durkheim is ~aking a~out the nature of social morality. 

It is Renouvier who encouraged Durkheim into the incorpora-

tio~ of the above features into his definition of social 

morality and Renouviey who encouraaed him into thinkinc 

these features are analysable in terms of a science 

dealinc with facts. It is in Re~ouvier's 'Science ae la 

;~orale' that we find these con~usions. 

Here in 'Digressions sur la Morale en tant que Science' 

. t' 'C' t" , he araues th~t0~ly ~an s rl lCls~e and ~i3 c~n ~ec 
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Criticisme con~o~nd morality as a science without being 

dogmatic, to establish 

"Une doctrine qui n'est pas une doctrine". 

Morality like the sciences is founded on fact, but of 

a more contentious nature. The factnn which morali ty is 

based is 'Ie devoir faire vOlontaire'. This fact points 

to practical reason and freedom: it is a fact which is 

a living act. Following from Part III, it is clear 

that this fact of voluntary obligation pOints to the 

foundation of morality as lying in a moral hypothesis. 

And this points to its method. The method of Neo-

Criticisme is th~ recognition of practical reason alone as 

capable of establishing moral principles. Method thus is 

says 

"La Primaute dans la morale dans l'esprit 
humaine a l'egard de l'etablissement possible 
0U non des verites transcendentes desquelles 
on pretendit jadis, inversement, d~duire la 
morale. Le Criticisme subordonne tous les 

~ ... .; .... , 
inconnus aux phenomenes, tous les phenomenes a 
la conscience, et dans la conscience m~me, la 
raison th~orique a la raison pratique". 

(S • M., I, P 92 I ~t Lot ) 

Kant in 'The Methodology of Pure Practical Reason' 

"We understand by methodology the way in which we 
can secure to the laws of pure practical reason 
access to the human mind and an influence on its 

, " fnaXlms . 

(C.P.R., p 155). 

The' Copernican method is an encouragement of those 

sDrinas of action that it also uncovers as conditions. 
"- -' 

The point of moral methodology is to strengthen what it 

finds. So for Renouvier ~orality as a science de~ands 
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the construction of postulates not which are totally 

demonstrated as in geometry, but which will establish 

an agreement between 'Consciences' and this is made 

by action, not discovered by reflection. So when he 

says morality is independent of dogma, this means it must 

be independent of religious and metaphysical dogma. 

In Part III, it was made clear how for Renouvier if 

freedom is the condition of knowledge, it is also the 

condition of science. Thus it is no surprise that 

for him following Kant, freedom is involved in this very 

foundations of morality. With reason it is one of the 

two necessary and sufficient conditions of morality. 

But as for Kant, freedom and practical reason reciprocally 

imply each other. When Renouvier talks of a scientific 

morality founded on facts, it must be born in mind that 

the basic 'fact' is that of 'devoir faire volontaire' and 

this is itself the only positive proof of freedom. 

Liberty is thus at the foundation of the science 

of morality for Renouvierj what is needed in an undogmatic 

morality is a freer spirit, free of dogmatic prejudices 

whether of science or religion. And this sloughing off 

of prejudices is effected by practical reason. j:...:nd to 

effect this a school concerned with morality as a science 

must be founded; and when t~is is done solid3rity 

~ill be added to liberty as a foundation of 3 ne~ 

* scientific morality. On this definition of ~orality 

---------- - - - -------------_.- ~--- - - --------- -- ---
* I n t:: i:: R 2 n 0 u \ -i era l=l p e 3 r s to '8 e ? 0 i n t i f, C f ':' r v; arc t 0 

the est'1olishin o of the unr>1-'eij-ia:-l school 3S fC:3-::e-rinc 
301idarity as the condition of moral rene~al in society. 
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as a science Renouvier claims he is justified in 

dealing with the nature of morality as elementary facts 

of Conscience. Duty and Autonomy are such 'facts'. 

Before I pass to an examination of these 'facts' 

of moral conscience, it is necessary to look at what 

the thesis of the primacy of practical reason consists 

in. 
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Section III. The Primacy of Practical Reason. 

For Durkheim it is morality alone that is capable 

of furnishing the consensus that is basic to the unity 

that society needs. 

"Morality is the least indispensable, the 
strictly necessary, the daily bread without which 
society cannot exist". 

(D.L. p 51) • 

The tasK of sociology is to discover the conditions 

for the autonomous functioning of moral consensus in 

the advanced division of labour. And it should support 

these conditions through its nature as a science and 

its educational status. Kant's sense of moral method as 

making the interests of reason practically effective 

receives its denouement in Durkheim's sociology which 

teaches the importance of acting in terms of the collective 

interest. 

The autonomous functioning of the moral conscience 

of the collective can only come about if it is relieved 

from the dominance of economic/material interests in 

society. The aim of his sociology is to argue for the 

subordination of economic needs to the moral needs of 

the collectivity. So just as Kant says that for moral 

progress to be possible, practical reason must have 

primacy over empirical maxims, Durkheim claims that the 

values of the Co~science Collective ro~st have pri~acy aver 

the forces of economic individualism for a healthy society 

to be possible. His work was necessitated by the crisis 
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of modern society and the central question of it was 

the conditions required for establishing a new moral 

order. Society is a composite of ideals 

"Foremost among these is the moral ideal, which 
is its principal raison d,etre". 

(D.M.F., P 59) • 

The Dreyfus affair raised fundamental issues in modern 

society: it stimulated him to see the pathology of 

modern society 

"The world is only feebly ruled by morality" 

(D.L., p 4). 

Civilization does not have a moral character. 

"We would invoke the primacy of morality as 
a sweeping condemnation of the division of 
labour" 

(D.L., p 54) • 

Durkheim's sociology is a moral science, intent 

in promulgating the primacy of morality at the social 

level as a corrective for the pathology of advanced 

division of labour. In this, he is as R. Bellah says 

"The high priest and theologian of the civil 
religion of the Third Republic"l 

Is Durkheim in this, establishing a subject which reveals 

that the moral interests of humanity can be discovered 

in the social and historical process? Or is he usinq 

Kantian philosophy as the lens by which he a~alyses the 

problems of industrial society? I would suaaest the 

latter and it is Neo-Kantianism in Renouvier's hands that 

led him to the position of the primacy of practical 

~ea30~ as an interpretive tool. 
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For Kant the primacy of practical reason represents 

in his thinking what L.W. Beck calls the Rousseauesque 

Revolution 2 . In biographical terms it was Rousseau 

who turned Kant away from the Aristotelian position of 

the superiority of theoretical over practical reason. 

"By inclination I am an enquirer. I feel a 
consuming thirst for knowledge, the unrest that 
goes with the desire to progress in it, and the 
satisfaction in every advance in it. There was 
a time when I believed that this constituted the 
honour of humanity, and I despised the people who 
know nothing. Rousseau corrected me in this. 
This blinding prejudice disappeared and I learned 
to honour man. I would find myself more useless 
than the common labourer if I did not believe this 
attitude of mine can give worth to all others in 
establishing the rights of mankind".3 

Moral reasoning for Kant, even in the simplest of human 

beings is more capable of establishing clear principles 

of morality, than the most cultivated intellect is 

of establishing non-contradictory metaphysical statements. 

This is one sense of the superiority of practical over 

theoretical reason: it is more successful in establishing 

principles. 

But there is another sense of the pri~acy of practical 

reason that is more clearly influential over the French 

Nec-Kantians. And this is the primacy 0: morality 

over material interest. An~ wha~ ~ant says here rr~5t 

be understood in the light of his remarks 'On the 

~ethodoloqy of Pure ~ractical Reason' in the Critiq~e o~ 

- t' 1 - tr.,at l'S ,that it sh~ul\::: be i;~:pl ~ mented ~rac lea ~eason,. - -

as having primacy over non-:Toral or even immoral interests. 

And in sO acting and in encouraging others so to act, we 

will ~G on ttc steps to moral Drocrress. 
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as we have seen above freedom is the condition of action 

ie. practical reason. 

"By practical, I mean everything that is possible 
through freedom". 

(C.P.R., A800 B828). 

It follows we do not discover practical reason, in the 

same way as we discover theoretical reason. We realise 

it in action. And in acting for the primacy of the 

moral over the non-moral we realise the primacy of 

practical reason. So for Durkheim if we act for the 

collective interest, instead of against it, in private 

self-interest we will establish the priority of the 

collective moral consensus over the interests of political 

economy. 

It is in action that for Kant, that we have the 

capacity to bring about what reason demands of us. This 

is what Kant means by freedom qua practical reason being 

constitutive of moral experience. And this entails the 

primacy of practical reason for it is here that reason 

can find its de0and for unity satisfied. As Edward 

Caird said 

"L'Ust because reason cannot find its ideal (of 
nece5sity and universal systematic unity) realised 
in the world, it see~s to r~alise ttat ideal 
for itself".L; 

Reason in becoming practical, generates an ideal of a 

world that throuch action can realise unity and in this 

moral completne8s. 

"'These hiGhest airrs, from the nature of reasoI'., 
have a c~rtain unity, in order that they may, 
::: s t h us un i fie d, f 1] r t D"I t hat in t e !" est 0 f 
hUIT'ani ty \\-hicn is subo.r,"3in3te tc no hi<:=:ler inte'-est". 

(C.P.R., A798 Bf-26). 
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In other words, reason seeks an unconditioned principle: 

it cannot find this in theoretical reason. It can only 

find this in reason understood as a causality of the will 

in free action, and this is revealed to us in duty. 

It is in this that the interests of humanity can be 

determined. 

It is undoubtedly true that the Kantian philosophy 

had the greatest interest in this thesis: it is also 

true that he had the greatest difficulty in establishing 

it. He can only establish the primacy of practical 

reason over theoretical if it extends beyond it, to 

base itself in freedom. To establish this, Kant says 

we must conceive of the causa noumenon as the qround of 

the moral will. In the well rehearsed problems of this 

as the foundation of morality, Kant leaves to his successors 

the problem of finding an adequate foundation for the 

primacy of moral interest. 

For Renouvier Kant's greatest originality lay 

in the Second Critique in general and in the thesis of the 

Primacy of Practical Reason in particular. Neo-Criticis~e 

takes its departure here in a positive sense. The Kantian 

doctrine is not a negative doctrine; it is a doctrine 

'croyant' for Renouvier. And it is this alone which 

allows Kant to transcend the subjective idealism ,which 

c[-icn-acterises Kant's theory of ;':'ny",-ledoe for Fenou,Tier. 
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For the Second Critique, says Renouvier 

"II n'est question ni de d~finir les essences 
/ ' ne de demontrer les existences, mais seulement 

d'affirrner, par un acte moral de volante et 
de croyance rationnelle, des relations sans 
lesquelles on ne peut satisfaire a l'id~e de la 
destinee humaine ~crite par la conscience". 

(C.P. 1872, I, p 69). 

This was Kant's greatest originality 

"C'est la Ie plus grand pas que la doctrine des 
idees a fait depuis Descartes".5 

This was to have subordinated metaphysics to ethics. 

This is the central theme of the Copernican Revolution 

for Renouvieri postulates replace dogma. Kant turns 

the former speculative order on its head. The essence 

of the Copernican Revolution is relativity: all knowledge 

is relative to consciousness and its laws. In the sphere 

of action it establishes the relativity of metaphysics to 

the moral laws of Conscience. Kant in this made 

Criticisme positive and it rises above the negations of 

theoretical reason. Kant makes use of practical reason 

to establish what theoretical reason can never establish: 

he finds an extra-intellectual foundation for belief. 

This is the essence of Kant's renewal of philosophy. 

"Le criticisme renouvelle la philosophie en , 
faisant poser sur Ia raison pratique, c'est a dire 
sur l' or-Gre moral, les seules inductions 
rationnell~s au'ils soient possible de tirer de la 

- .'" . / nature humaine Que nous connalssons a la cestlnee 
humaine ignoree~et aux conditioffi generales de 
l' ordre du monde". ~ 

(C.P. 1872 If p 2). 
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Renouvier preferred the word belief 'Croyance' to 

faith, which is too closely tied to religion. He 

calls it rational belief to indicate its origin in 

practical reason. He insists that 'croyance rationelle' 

must submit to the categories, to the principle of 

contradiction and to the phenomenalist method. In this 

he distinguishes himself from Kant's sense of faith, 

which is blind. He also calls it 'induction morale'. 

This indicates its synthetic nature: its foundation 

lies in the moral law and its mechanism like that of 

induction in the physical sciences is to "combler les 

lacunes de la science des faits". 

Belief we have seen in Part III does not only 

surpass subjective idealism, in allowing a foundation 

for moral affirmation, it overcomes scepticism. Renouvier 

contrasts the 'fideism' of Kant with the scepticism of 

Burne, which is a consequence of pure empiricism. 

Nevertheless Renouvier's idea of 'croyance rationelle' 

takes its departure from Burne and his idea of belief as 

a lively idea, but he alters this in the light of Kant 

and the conception of the a priori. Belief is not a 

passive impression, as the empiricist maintains, but an 

act of conscience and a judgement: it is an affirmation 

of reality. Renouvier did not find in Kant an attempt 

to ground faith: 

belief. 

the task of Keo-Criticis~e W3S to found 
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Renouvier analyses belief in relation to the 

concrete situation of the agent and sees how this belief 

arises as a result of a 'besoin vital'. The foundation 

of belief is a need which develops through life and in 

this form enters philosophical speculation. The 

psychological nature of belief is a state of unsatisfaction 

that the human being as a rational agent is placed in as 

a result of the limitation of knowledge to phenomena. 

Logically this 'besoin vital' is a fact, a kind of first 

fact which makes belief psychologically necessary and 

therefore legitimate. 

Renouvier insists that in duty, we find the basic 

foundation of belief. Kant had established against 

Burne the a priori direction of ethics. In duty is 

discovered the basic a priori principle of moral conscience. 

In this Renouvier claims that Kant holds 

"Que la raison fournit elle-m~me certain jugements 
fixes qui nl sont nl d~duits de jugement anterieurs, 
ni induits de l'exp~rience, mais inherents de 
l'~tre raisonable".6 

Duty through its autonomo~s chara~ter gives reflection 

a foothold for the extension of human affirmation beyond 

t~e limits set by a science o~ ~~enomena. The fo-urlca.tion 

of crcyance is duty and this establishes 

/ 't "La realite du devoir postule dar:s notre e§prl 
celles de certaines conditions exte~nes"./ 

Rational faith establishes for Renouvier that the world 

is a moral world: that there is a harmony between the 

world and man's moral consci2nce. ~nd }i~e Kant ~roT 
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these he derives three special postulates. Firstly 

freedom as a condition of moral responsibility. 

Secondly, immortality as a condition of moral progress. 

And thirdly divinity as a guarantor of justice. 

It is now clear what the connection between the methods 

of morality and the primacy of practical reason is for 

Renouvier. All questions about morality must now be 

derived from the moral conscience itself, which provides 

spontaneous laws and principles, central to which is 

duty. And in this for Renouvier is guaranteed the autonomy 

of morality. Since the destiny of the human race is 

etched on Conscience, to subordinate theoretical reason 

to practical reason is to judge reality in terms of 

human moral interest - that is - duty. 

It has been pointed out in Part III that for 

Renouvier there is no conflict between theoretical 

and practical reason. Indeed it is practical reason 

that establishes all human reason. In this he has 

given a unique slant on Kant's thesis of the primacy 

of practical reason. 

, , F '11/ 8 For the crltlc OUl ee, the primacy of practical 

reason is the reintroduction of do~~atisIT i~tc reason: 

it means the domination of science by metaphysics. 

I~ practical reason we find the application of metaphysical 

, "f' .cor eY-fT';J' '::> li~'=:rty a.nd be 1 i e f s and not s C 1 ''::" n L 1 _ 1 C ones,.L .. .:1," "-, -

universality of ene. Secondly: the prirracy of practical 

reason is supposed to confer 'apodictic certainty' on 
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reason and for Renouvier in science through its association 

with contingency. Fouillee argues that if the only 

difference between theoretical and practical reason is 

that one applies to action, then why should what results 

in action entail absolute certainty: why if acted on 

should an idea that previously had no certainty, 

suddenly get it? Against Fouill~e, Renouvier is not 

claiming that action establishes theoretical truths: 

it is for him a source of certainty in a way that theoretical 

knowled~e never can be. Fouill~e argues from a position 

that Renouvier has rejected: the authority of theoretical 

reason alone to establish truth. 

;' 

Further Fouillee argges that in making metaphysics 

or science the servants of morality is Renouvier not in 

danger of reasserting a new form of dogmatism, and thus 

making morality ~uncritical? Fouill~e argues that in 

the Middle Ages this thesis would be 'What would become 

of morality without the belief in hell fire'? Against 

Fouillee one can reply that Renouvier's claim is that it is 

in relation to what is discoverable within Conscience, 

that moral beliefs must be established, not in relation 

to established practices or authorities. 

What is problematic is why Kant, Renouvier and Durkheim 

insist that the unique feature of the moral conscience 

is duty. And this must be exa~ined next. In terrr:s 

of the logic of moral Copernicanism it is quite co~sistent 

to refer to all questions of action to what is immanent 

and spontaneous in moral con3cience. ?enoLvier to be 
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consistent to his interpretation of relativism as the 

essence of the Kantian revolution, should have imposed 

no fixed form onfue nature of moral conscience. 
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Chapter III. Duty 

The significance of duty for a Copernican ethic 

is that it is a constraint that is self-imposed. For 

Kant moral laws are imposed on recalcitrant sensuous 

nature by the rational will: the subsequent tension is 

the phenomenon of moral constraint or obligation. 

It is for Kant the evidence of the reality of morality. 

For Durkheim it expresses the ideal of the relationship 

between the agent and the collecti vi ty in a normal society. 

Moral demands are imposed by the collective moral authority 

on individuals who are tempted to avoid it. For Durkheim 

this constraint, confirmed in the notion of sanction, 

is evidence of the workings of society. The collective 

moral authority is the moral social a priori and acts in 

the interests of humanity. When constraint is exercised 

it is thus not a form of violence, for it is a form of 

higher will acting in terms of the interests of individual 

will. The influence of Rousseau and the general will 

as appealing to the general will in the individual is 

apparent in Durkheim's analysis. 

The task of theory for both Kant and Durkheirr 

is to attend to the necessity revealed in the phenorrenon 

of constraint. The task of sociology is to explain how 

sanctions are possible. The task of r:,o:cal phi losophy 

for Kant is to explain how categorical i~p2rQtives are 

possible. The authority of the two subjects, sociology 

~nd philosophy hanqs on thier ~?spective abilities to 

anc siJnii"i:>:'lnt ~e itu:ce 0::: 
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human life. Both Kant and Durkheim accept constraint 

as given and as evidence, not of pathology or conflict, 

but of a permanent and essential aspect of the human 

condition. It is the task of theory not to subvert 

or deny this, but to analyse and record it. And in so 

dOing,to strengthen for Kant the authority of moral reason 

and for Durkheim the authority of the collectivity. 

Duty as self imposed implies order without external 

authority. The moral person regulates its conduct in 

terms of this constraint just as a community is regulated 

by the moral demands it imposes on itself. The essence 

of this order is self control, and is the pivot of the 

conception of order that emanates from duty as the central 

conception of moral life. 

As self imposed duty is reflexive on character: it 

refers back to its origin in the agent or collectivity. 

For Kant this is expressible only in terms of transcendental 

analysis. Durkheim following Renouvier insists that duty 

is adequately analysed in terms of a science of facts. 

But it is for both Durkheim and Renouvier more than 

a fact: it is a basic fact on which the authority of society 

and indeed the evidence of the reality of the workings of 

society relies. Is there a reality which confir~s 

this status for duty for the post-Kantians; and can the, 

method of scie!"1 ~e ':"::ese are t~e 

questions of this Chapter. 
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section I. Durkheim and the CQ~~eption of Dutv . 
.+ 

It is through the conception of duty that Durkheim 

explains the relationship between the individual and 

the collectivity. It has a pivotal role in his sociology: 

through this concept is expressed the authority of society 

and its ability to control the possible vagaries of 

individual behaviour. And it is the basic concept of the 

science which articulates this relationship in its normal 

and pathological manifestations. D. parodi 1 notes that 

it is basic to Durkheim and the Ecole Sociologigue to 

establish the notion of duty as central to social 

experience. In this Parodi argues that Durkheim is 

'wisely conservative'in maintaining that the social 

rules must be obeyed simply because they are rules. 

His social conformism consists in seeing discipline 

as the essential condition of moral life. 

Through the conception of duty, expressed in 

sanction, Durkheim claims to give an empirical confirmation 

of Kant's definition of morality. Like Yant, Durkheim 

claims 

"Morality appears to us to be a collection of 
maxims, of rules of conouct" 

(D.~~.F., P 4~). 

Moral rules are defined 

I' By 3. S :J e c 1_ a 1 aut 'rJ 0 r i t Y ,,) v vi 2.- t U e 0 f w}' i c !-:: 
they,:::. re obel ec s irr.p 1 y be c au Set "'-,2Y co~~--,- Ci:-] c" 

( D • ~~ • F ., p 3 6) • 

This snecial cr:aracteristic is that of obligation. 
- "-
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"Obligation is one of the primary characteristics 
of the moral rule" 

(D.M.F., p 36). 

An analysis of moral rules can be made by comparing 

them with rules of hygiene. The result of a violation 

of a rule of hygiene is mechanically induced; it results 

in disease. The act once performed, sets iB motion the 

consequences: by an analysis of this act we know in advance 

what the result will be. But the violation of a 

moral rule, for example against killing, will tell me 

nothing of the consequences. An analysis of the action 

per se will tell me nothing of the subsequent blame 

or punishment. 

"Thus homicide condemned in time of peace is 
freed from blame in time of war". 

(D.M.F., p 43) • 

So Durkheim concludes in relation to moral rules, it 

is impossible to discover analytically in the act of 

murder, the slightest notion of blame. The link 

between act and consequence is here a synthetic one. 

It is not the intrinsic nature of the action that 

produces the sanction which follows, but the fact 

that the act violates the rule which forbids it. 50 

is the existence of the rule and the relation to it of 

the action which determines the sanction. 

"Such .::onS,?qt;2DCes atta,::r,ed t.o acts 
links I call sanctions". 

(D.M.F., p 43). 

..... 
l !.... 
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His definition of sanction is thus, 

"A sanction is the consequence of an act that does 
not result from the content of that act, but 
from the violation by that act of a pre-established 
ru 1 e". 

(O.M.F., p 43). 

It is through this analysis that Ourkheim confirms 

Kant's definition of morality as concerned with obligation. 

But it is clear that he only confirms Kant by usinq Kant. 

He uses the notionQI synthetic a priori as the nature of 

moral reasoning. Act and consequence are not analytically 

related, yet they appear necessarily related. Only 

the collective nature of the rules which connect them can 

explain this characteristic of a priority at the social 

level. He defined collective rules as havinq the 

characteristic of necessity and perceived at the level of the 

social agent, universality. That is social rules for 

Ourkheim are the a priori: they are that without which 

society would not exist. It would lose its central moral 

authority if its rules of action lost their apodictic 

quality. But it is he who has defined them as this: 

he has not confirmed it empirically. Act and consequence 

are only linked necessarily by a rule which comDels 

t~e en~orcement of the rule, social 

r'ies as imbued with collective authority. Thus he is 
A 

not confirminq Kant; he is using Kantian philosophy 

as a clue to the dis::.~overy of the nature c): :=O:Dcicl rules. 

"To eXDlain the characteristic of obliGation 
in rules it is sufficient to establish the no~ion 
or moral authority. A ~oral authority that is 
1 e a i t i ;'";-, ate i n t ~ e e .. ' esc -: ~ e a SOl, r e c e i ve s () ',] ~ 
sU:~)'T~.5,sion b>?C=>1"::3e it is mo::-al a'uthoriL:Y ~r":::' "':: 
r.::-spect its cisciDline". 

( [' . ~ •• F ., P 4 7) . 



Durkheimexplains the oriain of moral duty in 

terms of collective rules, which are qualitatively 

different from any individual aspect of phenomena, and 

enjoy a unique prestiqe conferred on them; they exercise 

a sort of ascendency over the individual will which feels 

constrained to conform to them. The constraint of 

these collective rules is central to morality. 

"Morality compels us to follow a determinate 
path to a definite end •.. whatever is obligatory 
is constraining". 

(D.L., p 51) • 

Like Kant Durkheim holds that the constraint in 

obligation is not incompatible with freedom. Indeed it 

is the condition of the rational exercise of freedom. 

"The rules do not have a constrainina force 
which snuffs out free thought: but because they 
are made for us, and in a certain sense by us, 
we are free". 

(D.L., p 408). 

And more stronqly in Moral Education he says 

"Rules and Liberty are far from being antithetical: 
the latter is only possible by virtue of the former". 

(p. 54). 

In 'Moral Education' he widens the conception of 

obliaation into that of disciDline. 

"The fundamental ele:rr:ent of all ITlorality is the 
spirit of discipline". 

(M.E., p 31). 

firstly co~sistency an~ reGularity 

of conduct and secondly authority whereby we are constrained 

to act \n a certain ~ay. ~G3in he reiterates it is 

not sheer constraint. Fathe~ it 3l1~~s t~o facto~5 
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which for him are essential to the development of stable 

human nature. Firstly it creates order and predictability 

and this constitutes the social function of morality. 

Secondly constraint establishes the well being of 

individuals. Without it individuals suffer endless 

frustration and disillusionment entailed by 

"unlimited aspiration". (M.E., p 40). V\7ithout this 

containment, human life suffers and suicide rates go 

up. (M.E., p 42) . 

However he says, in opposition to Kant, the notion 

of duty does not exhaust the conception of morality 

"It is impossible for us to carry out an act 
simply because we are ordered to do so and without 
consideration of its content. For us to become 
the agents of an act it must interest our 
sensibility to a certain extent and appear to us, 
in some way, desirable". 

(D.M.F., p 36) • 

Desirability, says Durkheim, is not 'simple pleasure' it 

is a form of self transcendence "a sui generis pleasure 

in performing duty". 

How do these two constant and universal characteristics 

of morality relate? They coexist: there is no logical 

priority of one over the other. 

"It is impossible to derive obligation fYOIr the 
desirable, since the specific characteris~ic of 
obligation is a certain extent the violation of 
desire" . 

(D.:-'.F., 2 47). 

But how justified is he in retaining the concept 

of duty in his science of society? It has already 

is I:: !' 0 i ric G 1 1 \. . -
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Kant in terms of society because Kantian characteristics 

pervade his sense of society as a moral collectivity. 

Is there a wider justification for the central role 

of duty, in his analysis of the nature of society? 

In what definition of society can a conception of 

obligation be cohereBt? And what is the characteristic 

of obligation: is it to be recognised phenomenologically 

as a characteristic of moral experience at the individual 

level? Or is it to be inferred as the link between 

the individual and collectivity through the majorities 

conformity to the social rules? Ironically there appears 

to be a tension between what Durkheim wants of the relation-

ship between individual and society and the nature of 

obligation. 

For there to be obligation there must be some 

desire to do otherwise than what is demanded by the social 

rule. constraint involves some necessitation, albeit 

for our own good. As Kant would say, angels experience 

no obligation for they have no incliniation to act other 

than as reason commands. It follows for Durkheim 

that individuals must attempt to-resist society's demands. 

2 Wallwork argues that Durkheim's early writings leave 

the impression that society constitutes an external moral 

environment within which inidividuals function. This 

conception of society can support a conception of 00lication 

for here society can constrain the indi¥idual because 

there is a part of human nature that is not subject to 

society's control. And oblication is th~n ¥isible in 
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collective rules. The conception of obligation is only a 

legitimate explanation·of the relationship between individual 

and society when there is some degree of conflict between 

them. But this is not Durkheim's ideal: this is the 

Conscience Collective of primitive society where 

individuality is very minimal and the collective has 

complete moral authority. The problem compounds in 

advanced society where through the division of labour 

individuality is developed. What then is the characteristic 

of obligation? By definition in this condition, 

collective rules are weakened. This is potentially 

anomic, but still in this situation it is hard to see 

how obligation characterises the relationship between 

individual and society. For by definition, individuals 

in this society decide for themselves the right and the 

wrong way. Here collective authority cannot establish 

a central, constraining moral authority. 

Wallwork argues that his early thesis is modified 

in his later writings by a theory of internalization. 

Collective rules through repeated observation become 

internalized. Then moral constraint is no longer due 

to the internal representation of external norms or 

the enforcement of these norms by society, for by 

then they have become a norm of character. Now society 

does not constrain the individGal; the individ~al's 

own nersonality supplies the ~otivation tc act in the 

socially approved manner. But here obligation no longer 

functions at the personal level to ~escribe woral ex?erje~:e. 



Further Durkheim nowhere in terms of ethno-qraphic 

analysis or a broad empirical survey justifies his 

use of this concept to characterise all moral experience. 

Duty is a particularly protestant notion, expressing 

a relationship of demand between a moral conscience and 

a moral authority. As protestant it is characteristic 

of European post-reformation societies, and cannot be 

used to characterise all moralities in all cultures, 

without a legitimate charge of ethno-centrism being 

levelled at Durkheim. 

It is the Neo-Kantian tradition that explains 

this characteristic in Durkheim's thought: here duty 

is the unique and basic fact of Conscience. It is through 

Renouvier that Durkheim derives the basic idea behind 

his sociology: that obligation expresses the relation-

ship between the individual and the collectivity. 

And that this as a fact of eonscience is available to 

science for description and determination. And it is 

throuqh Renouvier that he derives the idea that desirability 

must be added to obligation as moral characteristic. 
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section II. Renouvier on Obliaation 
oJ 

Renouvier praised Kant for being the first to see 

obligation as the sole foundation of morality and belief 

(croyance) . But he criticises the formalism of his 

definition: in Renouvier's terms this critique of 

formalism is an extension of his critique of the 

separation of the two reasons and is thus the extension 

of the application of principle of rational belief to 

all reality beyond the immediate phenomena. 

"Kant attribue a la formule de la loi morale 
une valeur et en quelque sorte une existence de 
forme pure, independente de tout objet propose a 
la volonte, de toute mati~re emp:int~ a 

" " l'experience". 

(D.E., 1912 II, p 272). 

For Kant an action to be moral must be established 

by duty independent of any heteronomous element, in 

particular any element of desire or feeling. And for 

Kant, duty establishes what is aood. Good cannot precede 

the determination of duty: for Kant this would be 

heteronomy of the will for the will would be then deter~ined 

by an object not of its own volition. Renouvier 

disputes Kant on both of these points. 

It is not possible to admit that the ~ill ever 

determines itself without a particular object or any 

element borrowed from experience. In D3rticular it is 

impossible to imaaine Conscience as touched by nothinc 

but pure law. There are elements of feeling, considerations 

accomoany moral Leliefs. 
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But at a deeper level these are also the very conditions 

of the representation of duty in Conscience. 

"II faut done avouer que Ie sentiment moral 
la passion du bien, l'amour des ~tres sont'des '" , elements de la loi et des conditions de sa 
representation". 

(D.E., 1912 II p 229). 

His theory of phenomenalism entails that duty is always 

accompanied by feeling and will. In particular we have 

a sense of duty, because we have a sense of good. 

"La loi morale ne peut etre comprise ni d~fini 
sans la notion du bien et. du mal". 

(Gp. cit.) 

Kant in so distinguishing duty from all element of 

experience is in effect compromising practical reason 

itself which must operate in the realm of experience. 

"Si elle pretend s'etablir dans I'apriori pur, 
sans element tires de l'experience, et des 
impressions du sujet sensible, elle se rend 
etrangere a la raison pratique dont elle veut 
@tre l'interprete: elle ouvre dans la science une 
entree aux chimeres, inutilement bannie$ de la 
raison pure". 

( n . E., op. cit.) 

However he argues that morality is not thereby 

empirical: good cannot be reduced to utility. Morality 

must be universal and disinterested. But to separate 

this a priority from experience is to make it 2 stranger 

to practical reason. He wants to retain the absolute 

nature of duty, whilst making duty subJect to the category 

of finality and subject to sesire. How if ceterITli.r,eC 
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by desire, can duty be an absolute? This is the problem 

Renouvier faces and the one he hands on to Durkheim. If 

duty presents itself in experience alonaside notions 

of feeling and good it cannot be the unique foundation 

of morality Renouvier claims it is. 

to end, then it is not an absolute. 

If duty is relative 

If ends are determined 

by duty, then Renouvier is back in the position of Kantian 

formalism. But if duty does not relate to end, it is 

ineffective in terms of human motivation. There can be 

no ends determined by pure reason alone for Renouvier, for 

there is no pure reason. 

The paradox for Renouvier is this: all absolute 

law must be either noumenal or phenomenal. In the first 

case the foundation of morality is a mystery: he has 

repudiated this and it cannot function as a foundation. 

In the second case, it follows from the logic of phenomenalism 

that duty is a fact or a law. In neither case can it 

be an absolute. If it is a fact, how does it corne to 

establish itself as the fact among facts: the :act on 

which rests the possibility of all other :acts. (For 

'devoir faire volontaire' is the foundation of morality 

and knowledge as shown in Part III) . By what authority 

is it selected amongst all other facts of experience to 

have this unique role? And if it is a law of experience, 

it is characterised by constancy, not univers3lity. 

It is clearly not an absolute foundation. 

is it a foundation at all? 

In ~~at sense 
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In Part III, it was made clear that the phenomenon 

of duty, for Renouvier was the only positive evidence 

of freedom. And freedom was the condition of knowledge. 

The phenomenon of duty is the 'clef du voute' of Neo

Criticisme. As an a priori fact of experience, it 

follows it must be irreducible for Renouvier. Is the 

quality of irreducibility sufficient to establish the 

epistemic and moral weight this phenomenon must bear? 

The order of experience, even amended by Renouvier, does 

not tolerate elevating one fact to the status obligation 

is qiven by Renouvier. If morality must be founded in 

the order of experience, then there is no justification 

for the retention of an ethic of absolute obliqation. 

And in this Renouvier logically cannot distinquish 

himself from Burne (where feeling is the foundation of 

morality) and the rule-utilitarianism where there is regula

tion of ends established by desire. 
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Section III. Kant's Account of Duty 

Kant for all the formalism;it, appears to provide 

a far more coherent account of the nature of duty than 

Renouvier. It is for him the result of the conflict 

between the demands of reason and the inclination of 

the senses. This conflict is what engenders the 

'necessitation of the will' that duty characterises. 

Since for Renouvier there is no pure reason characterised 

by the absolute nature of its object, there can be no 

such absolute demand. 

But on closer examination does Kant himself 

establish that the constraint experienced in morality 

is real? And secondly does he establish that the form 

it takes must be that of duty? 

In the Critique of Practical Reason he has established 

that reason applies to action through the positive proof 

of the moral law. But what proves the reality of the 

moral lave That there is rationality in action is 

established throuqh the reflexivity of practical r~ason 

in a transcendental argument. But nothina establishes 

that tI-!e form this practicality must take is t~at c:: duty. 

There is no conceptual grounding for the notion 

of constraint in his syste~. For it to be possible 

the }3WS of pure practical reason Gust ~e 3ble to 2ss~rt 

some ascendency over the laws governing se~sibility. 

There ~ust be some relationship between the agent qua 

aoent aua c;-Jenomer1 Dll. .. -
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governed by laws which are the contradiction of each 

other - causal determinism and moral freedom. Logically 

they cannot meet without contradiction. If the agent 

qua phenomenon ie. as subject to desire and inclination and 

thus, determined, is united with the agent qua noumenon 

ie. free and author of moral laws, then one of two things 

could happen. Either the phenomenal overwhelms the 

noumenal, in which case there is only inclination and 

therefore heteronomy of the will and no morality. Or 

the noumenal overcomes the phenomenal, then there is freedom 

and morality, but no experience formulable in objective 

terms. In neither case is there any evidence of constraint. 

For this to be so, noumenal and phenomenal must be true 

simultaneously and be put into some kind of relationship. 

But what relationship and more importantly how can this 

be expressed in terms of the Kantian philosophy? 

In relation to the second question it is clear 

that Kant nowhere 'deduces' the concept of duty ~the 

practicality of action. 

of the practicality of 

He annexes it to the meaning 

reason. In the case of both 

critiques, the results of the 'Metaphysical Deduction' can 

be taken independently of the 'Transcendental Deduction'. 

In the First Critique the thesis that we cannot have 

ordered, intelligible experience without the categories 

as the a priori condition of the possibility of experience 

can be taken independently of the claim that only cal~sal 

determinism is the adequate condition of order in experience. 

So in the Second Critique, the essential rationality of 

t ' and its in~ep2ndence of non-rational 0~?iri:al de l~n, -

motives can be taken independently of the clairr ttat only 



dutifulness adequately expresses this. 

Kant cannot escape the pertinacity of Schopenhauer's7 

Critique: he cisputes the basic assumption of Kantian 

ethics - that there are pure moral laws which command 

absolutely of themselves. There is no proof that there 

are such laws independent of human conditions and 

experience. There is no justification for a conception 

of absolute necessity in the conception of pure duty. 

Such a conception of duty, command and obligation have 

their origin in theological ethics, and separated from 

this context lose all meaning. There can be no ought 

without sanction. And if ought derives its meaning 

from threatened punishment, then to talk of absolute 

right or unconditional duty is a contradiction in 

adjecto (like cold fire). 

Schopenhauer's critique can be extended to the 

question why this theological form should be retained 

in a Copernican ethical system. In a theological system, 

the origin of duty rests on the assumption of the agent's 

dependence on another wi 11, that both COmIT\anCS and 

punishes. The 2ssumption of such a will is a settled 

affair for theology, but is a ffiatter o£ ccm?r0~ise ~or 

Copernicanism. It accommodates this wi 11 which cOIluTiands 

and punishes as the rational will. Thus the COJT:j.an d no 

would not establish autonomy of the ~ill, and thus deny 

the atuonomous foun~~tion of mor~lity. 

of th? ration31 will only 3ns~er5 the 0u?s~i0n 0: 
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heteronomy: it replaces external authority with an internal 

conflict between the rational and the sensuous, which is 

more enervating than liberating. And this justifies 
2 

Hegel's charge that such a position is not in earnest 

with morality, for morality requires and rests on a 

conflict which threatens to destroy the basis of ethics. 

Finally the significance of duty for Kant is that it 

is evidence of autonomy: that human bein~can feel 

themselves constrained to do what is right in the face 

of the sensuous demands of inclination, is for Kant 

the only positive evidence that there is an autonomy of the 

natural. Through the phenomenon of duty human beings 

reveal themselves as capable of rising above nature. 

I showed in Part III how Renouvier built this argument 

into the foundation of knowledge. And Kant retains 

this notion of duty's connection with autonomy in his 

idea of the reflexivity of duty. The practical necessity 

of duty, pertains only to the volition of free subjects: 

duty expresses a necessary relationship between a moral 

subject and its object of volition and represents a 

necessity of freedom rather than of determinism. If 

agents impose duty on themselves, it is not incorrpatible 

with freedom. Indeed for Kant this is the precondition 

of freedom in the positive sense. But it is only 

d 
~ ~. ~ 

evidence of autonomy if the natural is aJrea y oeLlnec 3S 

a pathological foundation of action. For Kant, the 

natural, the sensuous is evidence only of the working 

of deterwinism. 

contrbry o~ this must by de~inition point to aut~r2~Y· 
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But is constraint evidence of autonomy or of more 

determinism? Why is it not evidence of a deeper pathology 

within the human being? 



Section IV. The Imperatival Nature of Morality and the 

Critique of Utilitarianism. 

"To explain the characteristic of obligation in 
rules, it is sufficient to establish the notion 
or moral authority. A moral authority that 
is legitimate in the eyes of reason receives our 
submission because it is moral authority and 
we respect its discipline". 

(D.M.F., p 47). 

The voice of moral authority is categorical and resides 

in the collectivity in a healthy society. That this should 

be categorical and not hypothetical is essential to 

Durkheim's view of a stable moral consensus. If its demands 

were perceived by agents as conditional on the satisfaction 

of private interest, then the central moral authority of 

society would soon collapse. It is this categorical 

quality of social demand that is lacking in a society 

characterised by anomie. And it is this quality that 

the utilitarians fail to account for in their explanation 

of the nature of morality and society. Spencer for example 

failed to understand the 'sacred' character of ought. The 

kind of society that they advocate in fact would not 

be a society, it would be an ordering of economic interest. 

The normative aim of Durkheim's sociology is to help advanced 

industrial society to subordinate economic motives 

to the moral and cultural needs of people in society. 

"Social science must resolutely renounce t" ose 
utilitarian com?a~isons in ~~ich it h3S too 
often been involved". 

(D.L., Bk If Ch. I 
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So in 'The Division of Labour' he attempts to 

show that the kind of individualism characteristic of 

utilitarian thought is an exceptional and pathological 

state of society. The pursuit of self-interest is not 

a 'natural' condition for human action but a result of a 

particular historical development. In 'Moral Education' 

he criticises the utilitarian notion of happiness as 

based on desire. On the contrary for Durkheim 

"By means of discipline we learn the control of 
desire without which men could not achieve 
happiness". 

(M. E. 1')4.4-) 

He rejects the utilitarians' conception of human nature 

and says there is a maximum of happiness that each 

individual can tolerate. In 'The Division of Labour' 

he refutes the classic explanation of the division of 

labour by the political economists: the need for happiness 

urges the individual to specialise more and more. 

As human beings capacity for happiness is limited, this 

can be no explanation of the division of labour. 

"If the division of labour proeJuces solidarity 
it is not because it ~akes each man an exchan?ist 
as the economists say, it is because it 
creates among men an entire system of rights and 
duties, which link them together in a desirable 
'",: ay" . 

(D.L., p 406). 

The basis of this system is the moral voice of the 

col 1 h:::: +: i v i t Y w hi c halon 2 h 2. S the aut }-I 0 r i t Y toe s ~ a b 1 ish 

the legality of any contract. 



At the heart of this theory of collective moral 

authority of Durkheim's is his view of the individual 

as 'sacred'. This is the goal of his 'Religion of 

Humanity' to establish that the human being is 'an-end-

in-itself' and not a means to economic transaction. 

Against the negative individualism of the political 

economists he poses his positive individualism of the cult 

of the human person. 

"This human person, the definition of which is 
like the touchstone which distinguishes good 
from evil, is considered sacred in the ritual 
sense of the word". 

(1.1., p 47). 

He is seeing the human being as an absolute end which 

draws on the distinction Kant established between relative 

and absolute end, which was associated with the distinction 

between categorical and hypothetical imperatives. 

"What is relative to universal human inclinations 
and needs has a market price, but that which 
constitutes the sole condition under which anything 
can be an end in itself has not merely a relative 
value ie. a price, but has an intrinsic value -
that is diqnity". 

(Gr. Chapter II, 
Section 78).* 

The question is why is the science of collective 

representations capable of locating this unique feature 

of social authority and of preserving its cat~90rial ~3tu~e 

in explanation? To answer this question again it is 

important to look at Penouvier's analysis. 

"---'~----' - ---- -'~---------"---"- ~.------..----.---~--. ------~ -- - ---~-~ - --~----, 

* R P Woolf claims that this is the most eloquent 
defe~se of the principle that persons are above pr~ce r 

that is not even rna tched by Marx, in the ~' anUSCrl?ts 0: 

1844 ('The .~utonO:llV of Fe3.:3)n', ~-.:i::'-?i'?r ':"'-='l-C:~~loo:',s, ~973). 



Renouvier despite his critique of the formalism 

of Kant's definition of duty, retains the categorical 

imperative as the basic form of moral judgement. But if 

all moral action is as relative to an end deter~ined by 

desire should there be anything but hypothetical 

imperatives? To criticise the formalism of Kant, he 

repudiated the idea of a duty that is a duty in itself, 

and substituted the idea of duty as relating to an end. 

This analysis only supports hypothetical imperatives 

and as Kant recognised these are compatible only with 

utilitarianism. 

These considerations lead one to think that 

despite Durkheim's hatred for political economy, his 

arguments are not an adequate critique of it: indeed 

they compromise with it. Firstly the categorical 

quality of societies demands are tempered with hypothetical 

imperative, for obligation goes together with desirability 

as a basic moral characteristic. In so doing Durkheim 

is admitting a partial truth t8 utilitarianisffi, for 

if ends are determined by desire then they constitute 

a hypothetical and not categorical imperative. And this 

a~ali~v o~ desirability, albeit not mere p}eas~:e, is 
~ ~ ~ 

not established by society for desire is individJal in 

nature. The concept of desire is logically tied to 

t~e notion of interest and th~s also in~ivijual interest. 

Secondly, how can a science of facts record absolutes? 

Social authority ~ust be cat~aorical ir nature so t~3t it 
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presents its demands to the individual as absolute and 

not relative to individual interest or desire. 

Society's authority must be de jure and not de facto. 

But as available to a science of facts _~ can only be 

de facto. He retains a definition of society that is 

at horne in an a prioristic ethic, but expects it logically 

to fit into a science of facts. So with Kant and against 

the utilitarians, he argues for the a priori character 

of moral authority. But with the utilitarians and 

against Kant he insists on the method of observation as 

appropriate for ethics as well as knowledge. The 

normative interests of his theory are belied by his 

method, which can logically only allow him to retain 

the relativities of human action. Naturalism in 

method and idealism in theory do not match. 

Is Durkheim's sociology recording this categorical 

authority ,as a fact or an ideal? For Durkheim, 

the collective moral authority of 'normal' society is 

rarely if ever seen outside primitive society. Kant 

also had to admit that there is little evidence that the 

categorical imperative ever actually ruled conduct. 
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Chapter IV. Unity. 

In this chapter I argue that Durkheim attempts to 

realise Kant's moral universalization thesis in arguing 

for organic solidarity as the condition for social 

unity in industrial society I argue this because the 

conception of solidarity in this argument relies on an 

individualism reconciled with collectivism and a humanism 

reconciled with universalism. Kant's definition of 

universality as tied to both a Kingdom of Ends and with 

respect for the human being as an end-in-itself are 

classic statements of this position on moral unity. 

Kant was the first to define unity as realisable 

through moral action: and the form of moral action he 

saw as establishing the form of ethical community. This 

form was universality: universality was thus the form of 

ethical community. The interest of reason lies in unity 

for Kant and this is achievable through practical reason. 

In theoretical knowledqe, unity is imposed on the other-

wise disordered and separ~ted data of sensibility, 

through the cate3cries of the understanding. 

Nature is thus a unified system for the ~ind. B~t 

the objectivity of theoretical ~nowledge is tie6 to these 

htc~c.. 
conditions of sense which in themselves disparate, 

) 

~ entail the unity of theoretical kn0wledge is never 
" 

COJT:P 1 ete . ?ractical reason as concerning the OUGht t~ be, 

can aim for the complete realisation of unity. 
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Against the utilitarians he establishes that action can 

have a universal form independent of sensuous interest 

and against the moral dogmatists he establishes that 

this unity can be achieved through the will of the 

agent, not as imposed through a heteronomous authority. 

"Everything in nature works in accordance with 
laws. Only a rational being has the power to 
act in accordance with-his conception of law". 

(Gr. II, P 37). 

The theme of unity for Kant is thus essentially 

connected with reason. Reason is universal and the form 

of reason in theoretical and practical aspects is 

universality. Unity is achievable only through universa-

lity for Kant. His Copernican Revolution argued that 

universality and necessity, the characteristics of 

objective knowledge are only explicable on the hypothesis 

that the human understanding contributes the form of 

knowledge. Universality is thus tied to the a priori 

and is the pivot of the Copernican ethic. The form 

of action, universality is contributed by the form of 

reason. 

He linked universality to the form of human experience 

in the Critique of Pure Reason. But it is in the 

Second Critique that he shows that universality is tte 

condition of moral action and that this is realisable 

through the will of the aoent. This is ~he trans~o~~atio~ 

of philosophy on which subsequen~ develop~ents in the 

social sciences, both Marxian and Durkheimian depend. 
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For GOldman~, Kant's genius lay in developing 

the concept of totality, expressed in the universality 

thesis, for in this he made the conception of community 

of significance for philosophical thought. The starting 

point of the Critical Philosophy for Goldman(\is not the 

distinction between sensibility and understanding but 

the qnestion of the relationship of part to whole. 

In this Kant was the first to pOint the way out of an 

individualist culture whose limits he perceived, but could 

not transcend. He was the first philosopher to oppose 

'totality' to empiricism. As totality is the form of 

community, Kant translated epistemology into issues for 

social and political determination. Through totality, 

community becomes an issue for philosophical thought, 

that is seen as realisable through the will of the agent. 

In this conception, Kant laid the foundation for German 

humanism; and it can now be added he laid the foundations 

for French humanism as realised in Durkheim's thought. 

The fundamen~al question of Kant's philosophy, 

how are synthetic a priori judgements possible, ~Eans 

for Goldman~how do human beings understand each other, 

anc this in turn means w;-;at is the minimurr: of Ct)TfJ-:-,unity 

in any dialogue? The moral synthetic a priori really 

achieves the hope for totality, in the concept of acting 

t ' h Ctl'O" were +-0 1""'e~-r'1e ·u'i-i.-\7cor-sal. 3.S .. noug a l. '- -' '. u" -- - - ~ 
In partiC'lJ ~ ;=:r 

1 d th f 0 
_rmu 1 a 0 f +- he en c in its elf a s a r a ,:=; i c ~ 1 Go manl) sees e . - '-

critique of bourg?ois society. But the moral synthetic 

, " , t r :=l Co i_ c' h.':> :-: a 1 ~ S e l' t l' _c 1 i 0 i ted to' u rJ i \' e ~ .:; it=:: 1 is' -3. prloC'l lS ~- -- -- -

the r)ourn2BOB - ratt2r than 'universitas' - the concret? 

to~ality. 
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For Durkheim the search for community is the search 

for unity: the task of normative sociology is thus 

to delineate and stimulate the moral synthetic a priori 

implicit as potential in any social grouping. The 

collectivity is the source of practical reason: 

sociology is its voice. And in accounting for community 

as unity, it is stimulating the community to act towards 

unity and not against it as political economy dictates. 

And it is through the form of social rules that this 

unity can be achieved: hypothetical imperatives 

cannot establish this unity, because interest or 

inclination generalised will not establish unity. 

So agents will establish community by acting towards it, 

rather than in their own self-interest. Unity is 

thus achievable in community through the action of social 

agents. 

liThe subordination of particular interests to 
the general interest, is indeed the source of 
all moral activity". 

(D.L., Pref. 2nd ed. p 14). 
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Section I. Durkheim and Unity. 

The possibility of society per se for Durkheim 

is tied to the possibility of unity. If society 

lacks the unity which is based on a common objective 

"then it is no more than a pile of sand". 

(M.E., p 102). 

Social unity is discovered through social rules 

"In general the function of moral rules is to 
enunciate the fundamental conditions of social 
solidarity". 

(D.L., Conc. p 398) . 

The function of moral rules is to ensure the regularity 

of conduct and this is consistency and constancy. 

"Morality is basically a constant thing ... 
A moral act ought to be the same tomorrow as 
today ... Morality thus presupposes a certain 
capacity for behaving similarly under like 
circumstances". 

(M.E., p 27) • 

And moral rules are characterised by their generality: 

it is their quality of generality that constitutes their 

morality. He praises Kant for having recognised that 

"Immoral conduct can be recognised by the 
fact that it is closely tied to the actors 
individuality and cannot be generalisec. without 
manifest absurdity". 

(1.1., p 45). 

The critique of em?iricist individualism is 

undertaken from the position that for there to be a 

society at all there must be unity. The explanations 



of the political economists cannot establish society as 

more than a compound of self interest, therefore they 

cannot explain the possibility of society. 

"A society cannot be coherent if there does not 
exist among its members a certain intellectual 
and moral community" 

(1.1., p 51). 

It is the task of sociology to enunciate the conditions 

for establishing unity in modern society. This he 

attempts in 'The Division of Labour'. 

There is no problem of establishing the unity of 

'lower' societies, whose ideal is an intense collective 

life, in which individuality is practically nil. 

The unity of primitive society is based on resemblance. 

The social molecules of mechanical solidarity can act 

together only in so far as they have no actions of their 

own: collective solidarity presupposes no individuality. 

(D.L., p 130). Durkheim has to show that in leaving 

primitive society, we have not left behind all possibility 

of solidarity. This he attempts to do in his conception 

of organic solidarity. 

Here, just as the rules of primitive society 'express 

social similitudes', so the rules of modern socieLY 

'presume the difference between ~ndividu31s'. Here 

differences in personality are required and encouraged 

through specialisation. It is necessary t~at the 

Conscience Collective leaves open a part of the indivi~~al 

conscience in order that special functions can be 

established that it cannot regulate. Durkhei~ atte~pts 
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to establish that the more this region is established, 

the stronger is the cohesion which results from this 

solidarity. 

"Society becomes more capable of collective 
movement at the same time that each of its 
elements has more freedom of movement". 

(D.L., p 31). 

The growth of individualism per se does not 

militate against the possible unity of society. 

"The more societies advance, the more profoundly 
they reveal the sentiment of self and unity". 

(D.L., p 173). 

History reveals not disintegration as the solidarity 

of primitive society recedes, but a greater preponderance 

to an organic type. 

In 'Individualism and the Intellectuals' (1898) 

he outlines how individualism is compatible with social 

unity. Here he shows how for him universalism is 

reconciled with humanism. The Religion of Humanity 

must be the moral basis 6f modern society. Here 

"Individualism, thus extended is the glorification 
not of self, but of the individual in general. 
It springs not from egoism, but from sYTIpathy 
for all that is human, a broader pity for all 
sufferings, for all human miseries a more arGent 
need to cQ~bat them and mitigate the~, a greater 
thirst for justice". 

(1.1., p 48). 

~h h . . th eth1.'cal ~ystem compatible with ~ e uman1.sm 1.S e -_- _ 

organic solidarity. As the division of labour advances 

"Nothing remains which men can have and honour 
in common if not man himself". 

(1.1., p 52). 



As history progresses this universalistic humanisIT 

will be the bond between people. 

"Thus we make our way, little by little, tov;ard 
a state, nearly achieved as of now where the 
members of a single social group will tave 
nothing in common among themselves except their 
humanity, except the constitutive attributes of 
the human person in general... Hereafter to 
what can the collective sentiment cling?" 

(1.1., p 51). 

He makes plain that the positive individualism he 

applauds is that of Kant and Rousseau, who reconcile 

collectivism and individualism. The individual has 

moral right because of a universal moral rule which 

establishes the human being as an end in itself. So in 

an advanced society, a normal division of labour will 

engender a collective moral sentiment that reveres the 

individual. 

He arrives at his definition of the pathology of 

modern society through the criterion of unity. The 

economic division of labour is the condition where 

it ceases to bring forth solidarity. The division of 

1 abour has a dis integra ti ng effect on 1 y in cbnorrr,a 1 

circumstances. This is shown in the industrial and 

co;rsflercial crises and conflict between labour and capital 

w~ich h2 says has been m05t intense since the 52ve~teent~ 

century and the development of large scale industry. In 

th~se economic relations, production has becQ~e li~itless 

~ th . tion w~l'ch ~s r0.~tained in and breaks oc~n e regula - . --

spontaneous moral laws. In the anomie divisi~~ o~ labour 
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labour only produces solidarity if it is spontaneous. 

He defines spontaneity here as that which entails no 

violence, and is 'the free unfolding of the social force 

that each carries in himself'. But he says 

"Perfect spontaneity ... is a ... consequence of 
abSOlute equality in the external conditions of 
conflict... This is never met with anywhere 
as a realised fact". 

(D.L., p 377-8). 

The social forces of modern society only bring forth 

solidarity if there is equality. 

"All external inequality compromises organic 
solidarity". 

(D.L., p 379) . 

Durkheim thus admits the historical evidence for the 

modern division of labour as condition of solidarity 

is weak. He fails to find in the facts of social and 

economic life of advanced industrial society support 

for his thesis that unity can be achieved as the moral 

basis of modern society. 

His thesis cannot thus be ~3ken as descripti~n, but more 

as prescription. This confirms the definition of 

Renouvierist science as based on action and not simple 

':" i :3 co v e r y . T~e task o~ soci~l~gy is to ~oster acti~~ 

towards the collectivity: this will be the unity -

not discovered, but achieved. Ho~ever uni~y is still 

ju~ges it to be deficient in its ano~ic relations. 

If this unity is not revealed by the facts of society, 
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The answer is that it is basic to the idea of a moral 

science as developed by Renouvier. 
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Section II. Kant and the Universalization thesis and 

Renouvier's Critiaue • .. 

The universalization thesis is directly connected 

to the rationality of action for Kant, and thus is 

fundamental to what later came to be the science of ethics 

in Renouvier's hands. For Kant, reason is universal in 

both its theoretical and practical aspects: but as 

action concerns the 'to be achieved', the practical 

universality represents the realisation of reasons 

search for unity. Duty expresses moral law and the form 

of all law is universality. If reason can be practical, 

then the form this practicality takes is universal. 

"Assuming that pure reason can contain a practical 
ground sufficient to determine the will, then there 
are practical laws". 

(C.Pr.R., p 17). 

All action for Kant is on the basis of rules or 

'maxims' : all action is rational in the sense that it 

follows hypothetical imperatives 

"The Dractical rule is al\t,,"ays a product of 
"-

reason because it prescribes action as a means 
to an effect which is its purpose". 

(C.Pr.R., p 18). 

Maxims can be subjective or objective: objective 

maxims are practical laws. 

"If a rational human being can think of its 
maxims as practical universal laws, he can de so 
only by co~sideri~g the~ as ?rinciples which c0~t~i~ 
the d~ter~ining groun6s of the will, beca~se 
of their form and not their matter". 

(Theorem III. C.Pr.R., 
D 27). 
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No material maxims can establish practical law; forI:: 

alone determines the lawfulness of practical action. 

"AII practical principles which presuppose 
an object (material) of the faculty of desire 
as the determining ground of the will are without 
exception empirical and can furnish no practical 
laws". 

(Theorem I, C.Pr.R., p 19). 

Freedom and universality are connected for Kant: 

since any material maxim must contain a determination 

by the seBSUOUS, it follows it is ruled by the law 

governing nature-causality. Practical action to be free 

can be determined by no end dictated by the natural 

/sensuous. 

"Freedom and unconditional practical law reciprocally 
imply each other". 

(C.Pr.R., p 29) • 

But the precise meaning of Kant's universalization 

thesis is hard to specify. 
1 L.W. Beck says it can 

be elucidated by looking at the Critique of Judgement 

where Kant distinguishes between the normative and social 

universality of aesthetic judgements. ~ant, recognising 

the enormous variety of judgements on what counts as 

beauty, says aesthetic judgements can be said to have 

a nor~ative universality and not social univ9rsality. 

Similarly moral judgements can be said to have nor~ative 

un i \' e r sal i t Y . In this connection Beck distinguis~es 

t~o ~uestion3 in re1ation to t~e universali~y t~e3is. 

The first question is whether what I believe to be 

universally valid is in fact uriversally valid. The 
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valid is universally believed to be valid, and is a 

quite different question from the first. It is easy 

to give a negative answer to the second question; 

but this does not imply a negative answer to the first 

question. In other words, questions about normative 

universality are independent of questions about social 

universality of moral jUdgements. What people believe 

to be universally true is independent of what is 

universally true. Kant's universalization thesis is 

independent of the variability of customs and practices. 

For Kant, even if the whole world told lies, it is still 

true that they ought not to. 

This idea of normative universality can be 

extended in this way. For Kant reason has an 'interest' 

in moral action, that is irrespective of any specific 

desires or anticipated consequences. Since the interest 

of reason is in unity, it follows that this interest 

entails a vision of a system of laws governing human 

action. Normative universality in this sense would mean 

an interest in the universal system that could be ~ounjed 

on the will of the agent 2S founding moral action. The 

status of normative universality is the yet to be achieved: 

but achievable through the ~ill of the ag~nt, for will and 

practical reason are coextensive for Kant. The 

universality essential to nor~ativity is the for~ of ]a~ 

achievajle through the wills of rational ace~ts. ~h2 

status of the universality thesis, in the light of Kant's 

r2~~~~s on moral ~etho601o?y, is as encouragement to act 
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more rationally in a form more fitting to a communal 

life. In this, thus Kant establishes the form of moral 

action and the form of rational communal life are one 

and the same. 

This is a positive or constitutive sense of 

universality as opposed to a regulative aspect. The 

supreme formal principle of moral law states that a 

purely rational being would act on maxims that could 

be accepted as a law for all rational beings. To be moral 

and not merely legal, there must be a direct interest in 

establishing pri~ciples that are valid for all rational 

beings, not merely ones that do not contradict generalised 

material interest. The universality thesis thus has a 

positive constitutive sense of acting towards the form 

of rational community. 

"Thus morality consists in the relation of all 
action to the making of laws, whereby a kingdom of 
ends is possible". 

(Gr. 76, P 434). 

In this sense it connects with the KingdoIT of En~s, and 

has an essential link with the notion of the respect 

for the human being as an end in itself. (This 

distinGuishes Kant's thesis from R.~:. ~are's theory of 

universalizability, where the capacity to universalize 

alone is su~ficient condition of its ~oral quality) . 

Kant connects his thesis of universality with 

community in two ways. Firstly in terms of principle: 
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principle of universality, cannot be adequately under-

stood without reference to the formula of the Kingdom 

of Ends: 

"For rational beings all stand under the law 
that each of them should treat himself and all 
others, never merely as a means, but al~ays at 
the same time as an end in himself. By so 
doing there arises a systematic union of rational 
beings under common objective laws - that is a 
kingdom" • 

( GR ., 7 5, P 433). 

Secondly, his thinking on the universality thesis is tied 

to a conception of the world or community of rational 

agents: there can be a contradiction of will and not 

just rule if an agent wills something which s/he cannot 

live with. And a contradiction of rule cannot be a 

basis for communal action. 

However charges of ethical formalism have been made 

against Kant: and largely depend on the misunderstanding 

of the notion of the a priori and the relation to it of 

the transcendental method. It is only in a transcendental 

argument that the form of law is seen as the condition 

of the possibility of moral action. I tis cis co \' ere d 

as the moral a priori: isolating the a priori for Kant 

lTi'?ant discovering th'? for"m 0:: actio~. I~ does not fcll~~ 

that all moral action m~st therefo~e 8e orientatec o~lY 

to formal principles. So Hegel accused Kant of oivine 
- -

" no i m:iT, a n en t doc t r i n eo:: d uti e s " . 

"If the definition of duty is taken to be absence 
of contradiction ... then no transition is 
possible to t~e specification of p3rticular 
duties". 

r ? h l' 1 ,-, -=- '''''p n \' 0 ~ ::; 1 . ~ h r , ... _ '-"-_ J.~ ......... ~':! _, 

Section 135). 
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So Renouvier jOins with his enemy in criticising 

Kant's formalism. 

"Le parfaite scel~ratesse ne trouverait point 
un obstacle dans une loi abstraite qui pr~cisement 
elle ne connattrait pas, puisque de sa nature elle 
pourrait vouloir ce que selon Kant, on ne peut 
pas vouloir". 

(D.E., 1912, II p 228). 

Kant's excessive formalism is a sign of his moral dogmatism. 

The purity of the form of universality as the ground 

of morality can only be retained because there is retained 

in Kant's ethics the absolute metaphysical sense of the 

noumenon. Kant can only claim that the form of moral 

law, ie. pure universality can determine action in itself, 

because the thing-in-itself is effective in moral action. 

"L'~tre en soi ne pouvant revenir de 
la loi en soi lui fraie Ie chemin. 
ontologique rentre a la suite de la 
erigee en abstraction logique". 

1 · " ul-meme, 
L'abstraction 

morale 

(D.E., 1912, II, p 230). 

Against Kant's pure formalism, he opposes the 

teachings of psychology: it is a fact that no one acts 

without feeling or having an aim of action. For the 

quality of universality to ever be effective it must be 

supplemented with ends determined by desire and made 

realistically available to action through recoanition of 

human nature and conditions of society. 

is founa in the form of rules, but he amencs Kant's pure 

universalization thesis to one of generalization. 
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For Renouvier abstraction and generalization are essential 

characteristics of science and morality. But there is 

no pure reason to establish absolute standards. Agents 

act on practical reason but this can no longer fix an 

absolute end in the form of action for the agent, for 

reason is ultimately the practical necessity to act as 

rooted in the choice of the individual. Maxims are 

motives generalized in a certain way: and ultimately 

maxims always concern the interests of agents. Laws 

are build on maxims but do not have an absolute form as end 

fixed by pure reason, but specify a cornmon end agreed 

by agents. Generalization, through multiplying indefinitely 

the number of associates with a common end, leads 

to a non-formal definition of the categorical imperative. 

"Agis toujours de telle maniere que la maxime 
de ta conduite puisse ~tre erigee par ta conscience 
en loi universelle". 

For Renouvier following Kant, universality must be joined 

to the idea of the Kingdom of Ends. If human beings 

obey the law of their Consciences, and they join the idea 

to the real in their action, then there is established 

a world of reasonable beings. This is the ~ngdom of 

E·nds, which is a union of syst~~atic reasoning cr?3t~res 

under common laws. This for Renouvier is a Derfect 

association, which is founded on obligation, and can 

establish all the goods h~~anity could hope ~or. 
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This is consistent with his Copernicanism. 

Conscience imposes its duties, but not from an external 

point of absolute certainty. For it presupposes the 

will of agents. And the will of agents as rooted 

in choice is not a source of infallible criteria 

of absolute rectitude. 

But if universalization is generalization of interest, 

in what sense has Renouvier retained the moral univer-

salization thesis of Kant? Universality can no longer 

be unconditional reason, it is now a means of generalizing 

and in moral action it is a means of generalizing interest. 

Renouvier thus identifies moral right not with pure 

universality, but with general good. Is this not 

a form of rule-utilitarianism? This reform of Kantian 

dogmatism would indeed be a return to the rule-utilitarian

ism if Renouvier had retained the Kantian definition of 

what interest as established by a material maxim looked 

like. But his definition of experience is no longer what 

Kant holds it to be: experience for Renouvier presents 

itself to Conscience as the essential mingling of facts 

and laws. And the fundamental law which governs action 

in it is clear from Part III, is the law of practical reason. 

Fl..i.TTan interest, fo:::- F\er-:ouvier is thus n:e:c-s::e::: witr. j,o:::-~l 

interest. Experience per se is thus not simply associated 

with pleasure or desire' as defined by Kant and the utilitar-

it. Thus Durkheirn can say desirability is not ~ere 

pleasure, but a means of self transcendence 
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In Renouvier's eyes he has retained the universalization 

thesis of Kant, but purged it of its dogmatism, whilst 

retaining its Copernican character. He has restored 

it to the world of agents in space, time and history 

and made it accessible to the phenomenalist method. 

Durkheim thus inherited Kant's universalization thesis 

as realizable in a community of agents working towards 

a common end; and that this community can establish 

itself as a moral society through the form of action 

sanctioned by the moral authority of society itself. 
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Chapter v. Autonomy. 

In this chapter I look at how Durkheim builds a 

definition of Autonomy, that is taken from Kant into 
) 

the definition of the modern conscience collective. 

Autonomy is the form morality must take in advanced 

societies. He claims to provide a more effective 

definition of autonomy than Kant and he claims this is 

found in the transformations of modern society. 

Like other post-Kantians, Durkheim is thus dealing 

with the split between autonomy of the moral agent and 

the heteronomy of the world slhe must act in. Autonomy 

for Kant is a struggle of a nature divided against itself; 

by siding with reason we can lift ourselves above sensuous 

nature and achieve autonomy. Overcoming this split 

was one of the main tasks of his successors who were however 

orientated to his definitions of morality. For Hegel 

this split is eradicated through the transformations of 

history, whilst for Durkheim this split is achieved 

by transcendence of the empirical self through i3entificatio~ 

with the moral collectivity in the Conscience Collective. 

It is through identification with the moral rules of 

the collectivity that autono~y is achieved i~ Do6er~ sacie~y. 

Individualism is the result of social rules, so also is 

autonomy. 
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In transferring the interests of practical reason 

to the moral collectivity, Durkheim transfers Kant's 

definitionaf autonomy to his definition of advanced 

morality. He is thus in his own terms, not replacing Kant 

but extending the debate in terms set by Kant. 

The question that faced the post-Kantians, as I have 

said, is how can the unconditioned appear in experience 

except as the conditioned? In this context, it is, 

how can autonomy be expressed in experience without being 

denied? One way is to say that social and historical 

experience is the condition for the realization of 

autonomy: this is an answer that both Durkheim and Hegel 

share. But Durkheim was influenced by Renouvier who 

interpreted experience as preserving spontaneity, which 

is a negative proof of liberty. It allows the intervention 

of will and will is practical reason. Autonomy thus can 

be reconciled with the phenomenal series for Renouvier with

out being :~nnihil~ted. Indeed autonomy is only 

realisable through huran interest at the phenomenal level. 

This critique of Renouvier's is the necessary transformation 

which allows autonomy as defined by Kant to be available 

~or the terms of a hum~n science. 
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Durkheim on Autonomy 

"To be a person is to be an autonomous source 
of action" 

(D. L., Con 1. P 403) . 

Although Durkheim admits there may be some of the 'meta-

physical attribute' of free-will in the person, this is 

not enouoh to constitute concrete personality, which is 

empirical and variable with individuals. 

"This could not be constituted by the wholly 
abstract power of choice between two opposites, 
but it is still necessary for this faculty to be 
exercised towards ends and aims which are proper 
to the agent" 

( D . L., op. cit.). 

He argues that 

"The very materials of conscience must have a 
personal character", 

but this is the result not of a metaphysical attribute but 

is 

"proqressively produced as the division of labour 
progresses" . 

(D. L., op. cit). 

The development of what is called 'free will' 

requires the development of the division of labour. 

In primitive societies 

"Liberty is only apparent and personality 
borrowed" 

(D T T' ~,.(,I~) • • ,.J., -

The effacement of the seamental type of society 1S 

reauired £or the development of autono~y. And this 

t + ' l'th the re·--~T'l·Y"o,·-:'~nt of .::;Docializatior: -='~;;stitute3 o c e '._ n (? r \~' ~ ~ --' '- c '- - -
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a "double emancipation". And it is the division of 

labour which "contributes to this enfranchisment". 

"Thus the progress of individual personality 
and that of the division of labour depend upon one 
and the same cause. It is impossible to desire 
one without the other. But no-one today 
contests the obligatory character of the rule 
which orders us to be more and more of a person". 

(D.L., p 405) • 

Autonomy is the main characteristic of the form of 

morality developing in advanced industrial society. 

There is a progressive autonomy which qrows with 

individualism in the division of labour. Autonomy 

characterises organic solidarity in contrast to mechanical 

solidarity. In the latter the social molecules of 

mechanical solidarity act together only in so far as they 

have no actions of their own. Whereas organic 

solidarity 

"Is possible only if each has a sphere of action 
peculiar to him: that is personality". 

The autonomy characteristic of modern morality is an 

outarowth of the division of labour. 

"As work is divioed more, the suppleness and 
liberty become greater" 

(D.L., p 329). 

The in,-1i,'ic3ual personality rather t'ran beinc tra;:-S',elled 

by it, develops with it. 

Dur~hei~ aS20ciates ~oral autono~y ~itt th? autonoFY 

of reason 

"This cult of man has as its prirr,ary OOC;T3 the 
;;JU tonomy of reason and as its pri""a ry rite the 
~octrine of -:rec> enq'tJiry". 

(1.1.::; ':9). 
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Intellectual rules and moral rules, which lie behind 

the conception of autonomy, imply each other. 

"Rationalism is the intellectual aspect of 
individualism". 

(1.1., p 49). 

Science is the expression of rationalism and this 

supports the autonomy of the modern conscience. Progressive 

autonomy exists not only in the moral, but in the physical 

inverse through science. 

"We are increasingly liberated from our direct 
dependence on things". 

(M.E., p 114). 

Science establishes understanding of the causes of things 

and this establishes the full sense of autonomy. 

"Science is the well spring of our autonomy 
We liberate ourselves through our understanding 
and there is no other means of liberation". 

(M.E., p 114). 

It is throuqh science discovered in the social and 

historical process that autonomy is developed. And it is 

throuah this that autonomy is reconciled with authority, 

because Durkheim claims that a full understanding of the 

reasons for thinas will lead to a free conformity. 

_~utonC):;-r!y based on kno\\:ledoe leads to an enlioht2!';ed 

allegiance to a 

"Moral oreer Vv'hich is founded on the nature of 
things" . 

(~.E., p 117). 
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In an imaginary world, he says, in which there is full 

scientific knowledge, the agent would understand the laws 

of reality and thus the reasons for the universal order. 

Science will establish a posteriori which reliaion establishes 

a priori, that is, that 

"Everythinq is as it ouqht to be". 

(M.E., p 115). 

Conformity to this order is "enlightened allegiance" and 

replaces the "passive resignation of religion". (M.E., p 115). 

In particular it is the science of socioloqy that 

leads to the development of autonomy through the under-

standing of the cause of social action and in particular 

the causes of social pathology. It is clear that here science 

means moral science: just as practical reason establishes 

autonomy for Kant, so science ie. moral science, establishes 

autonomy for Durkheim. Science can quarantee our 

autonomy because it is concerned with conditions of libera-

tion and discoverinq those forces that lead to it. A 

science concerned with causes as mechanical dete~~inisms could 

not establish it, but a science concerned with the conditi8~s 

of practical reason as realised in history and society 

could. Aoain, this science eS3entiaily involves the 

will of agents, both as source of social activity, but also 

as source of change. 

" I tis w r c; n q tor e due e ~,a n t;:) ani n act i ve ',t." i t n e s s 
h 

. ,.," of 1S own ~lsLory . 

(D.L., p 340). 
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For Kant, autonomy is revealed through the phenomenon 

of obligation: indeed autonomy is possible through the 

constraint of moral rules as dominating the interests 

of inclination. For Durkheim, modern autonomy is the 

result of constraint: the pressure of societal rules 

which moves society tQ~ards the progressive autonomy 

of the rules of division of labour. 

"Liberty is the subordination of external 
forces to social forces, for it is only in this 
condition that the latter can freely develop 
within it". 

(D.L., Bk. III, Chapter II, 
p. 387). 

Autonomy for Durkheim is a form of positive 

freedom, * in Isaiah Berlin's sense of freedom to do, in 

contrast with freedom from outside interference. Positive 

freedom in modern autonomy is achieved through identification 

with the moral collectivity. 

"Liberty is itself the product of regulation" 

(D.L., p 3). 

Autonomy thus is a form of freedoIT as self leaislatio~. 

ht the individual level, the higher social self r~les 

over the lower empirical self. The laws of modern 

society, the drive toward proaressive auton~my can be 

obeyed without loss of freedo~, for it is they th~~ are tte 

condition of freedom. The autonomy of the ~odern division 

of labour thus has nothina to ~o ~ith the ~ere e~pirical 

individuality of political economy and h'r!ich is cr,ara·:::ter-

ized in the thinking of utilitariarsas 'freedom fro~'. 

\"ith the moral collectivity ,,,,~rich is freedorr, to~c. 
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Autonomy is positive identification with social law for 

Durkheim, not freedom from any law. This autonomy is 

associated with the individualism that is compatible with 

solidarity. The freedom from outside interference of 

the political economists is the condition of the pursuit 

of self interest, but also the path to social breakdown 

for Durkheim. His theory of autonomy is the antithesis 

of negative individualism. 

Again 1 like Kant, for Durkheim this autonomy is a 

form of independence. Firstly from the individual's own 

empirical individuality or what Durkheim calls the eqoism 

of the orqanism. Throuqh society the individual can 

learn self-transcendence. It is also freedom from 

dependence on nature: society preserves the human being 

from nature. And society also is a freedom from 

dependence on other wills seen as rules by private self 

interest. Like Kant and Fousseau, Durkheim argues that 

independence is equal dependence on rational law. Durkheirr, 

praises Kant for seeing the relationship between law and 

will as ~eina one of dependence. (M.E., p 109). 

The social agent~ dependence on the moral rules of the 

collectivity Guarantee his/her independence. So in 

oroanic solidarity. 

with the belief in the hUGan beine as an end in itself. 

, t;:) 'th h ' "th' re 11' a l' on 0::: _ll,utonomy is asSOCl a eL.; Wl ura;-ll srn ano lle _ -

[, ~ 1 JT ,OJ nit y' . 

fi
r -
/' 

/ 

"', reI i g i 0 r: i n 
and the god" 

.-~ 

is at oncf~ the \'JO~- S r~ i ~,per 

\1.1., r)') 
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Modern morality is a cult in which the individual is both 

object and agent. This retains the characteristic of 

self referentiality of moral rules for Kant, just as above 

he has retained the characteristic of self-legislation 

of the conception of autonomy. 

Durkheim in Moral Education (Chapter 8) praises 

Kant for his recognition of the double necessity of both 

the autonomous foundation of morality and its imperatival 

character. Kant had the 'keenest sense' of this. But 

Kant's solution to the apparent contradiction of autonomy 

with imperatival law is solved in terms of the dualism 

of our nature, where autonomy is the result of reasoned 

will, heteronomy of the senses. This solution says 

Durkheim makes obligation accidental, for moral law is 

obligatory only when in conflict with the senses. To 

conceive a pure autonomy of the will, Kant had to conceive 

of a will as purely rational as 3part from the laws of 

nature. He created a world apart from reality. For 

Durkheim, the conclusion of Kant's conception of autonomy 

is that 

"One might as well renounce all kinds of autonomy, 
if autonomy of the will must be purchased at such 
a violent separation from nature". 

(~.E., p 113). 

Kant's kind of autonomy is logically possible but r-.as nothing 

to do with reality. The moral conscience does require an 

through history. 
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Durkheim's analysis explicitly transfers the Kantian 

argument for autonomy to society. He can do this because 

he has argued that society is reason and thus just as for 

Kant practical reason establishes autonomy as a form of 

the categorical imperative, so for Durkheim autonorry 

is the form society imposed on modern morality. But 

his analysis requires Renouvier's transformations before 

it can be seen to be adequately accounted for in terms of 

the laws of reality. 
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Section II. Kant on Autonomy 

For Kant, freedom as autonomy defines the will as 

subject to no law except one of which it is the author. 

Autonomy is for Kant, the positive definition of freedom 

and is covered by "Wille". 

"Will is a kind of causality belonging to living 
beings in so far as they are rational". 

(G r. Ch. I I I, P 446). 

The negative aspect of freedom is spontaneity and is 

contained in "Wilkur". Kant established in the First 

Critique that it is not impossible to think of a causality 

independent of the determinism of the phenomenal series. 

Initially this is established negatively as a possibility: 

which is nevertheless required to prevent reason falling 

into contradiction. (the Third Antinomy) . In the Second 

Critique he establishes that although there is a freedom 

from natural causation, he establishes that freedom is not 

thereby lawless. Freedom of "Wille" thus must be a 

causality conforming to 'immutable laws though of a 

special kind'. 

The concept of autonomy establishes that a free 

will and a will under moral la~ are one and the sa~e. 

Since 

"Natural necessity is a heteronomy of efficient 
causes ... what else can freedom of the ~ill be 
but aut 0 n I)~: y 0 f t;: e \.; ill, t hat i s the ? ~ ':' per t y 
\,;nlCL will ha.s of bei~!g a 12\\- to it.3elf". 

(Gr. Ch. III, P 447). 
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The two analytically distinct aspects of freedom 

spontaneity in "Wilkur" and as self-legislation in "Wille", 

function together as the executive and legislative branches 

of action. Kant claims that will is only fully spontaneous 

when its action is governed by a law of pure practical reason 

and not when it accepts a rule given by nature for the 

accomplishment of some desire. That is "Wille" confirms 

positively what "Wilkur" only establishes negatively. And 

pure reason is only practical (ie. effective in action) 

upon the acceptance of its law as a motive by "Wilkur". 

"Wilkur" covers comparative freedom, shown for example 

in desire being subject to some rational control. This 

is in contrast to moral freedom expressed in "Wille", 

which is subject to no law of action except one that 

is universally valid for all rational beings. Moral 

freedom is absolutely independent of any determination by 

desire or any aspect of the sensuous side of human nature. 

"Wille" is never determined by an object, but always by 

a law formulated by reason. Thus just as empirical 

determinism can play no part in autonomy for Kant, neither 

can indeterminism. Moral freedom as autonomy is a pure 

(not based on any empirical elements) law (valid for all 

rational beings), which is self-imposed. 

The proof that moral freedom is a property of the 

wills of all rational beinas is not achieved by demonstra

tine it from "certa in a 11 '?g ed expe r i ence s of lYclJT:an [',6 t-'J re" . 

Father for Kant, the central moral fact of obliGatio~ 

reveals a totally different kind of necessitation from 
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the natural necessitation characteristic of causality. 

This is a self-imposed necessitation: freedom is the 

source of moral law and reciprocally moral law is the 

condition of freedom. 

"Reason must look upon itself as the author of its 
own principles independent of alien influences ... 
therefore as practical reason it must be regarded 
by itself as free". 

(C.Pr.R., Theorem IV, p 33). 

It is impossible to furnish a theoretical proof of freedom: 

the moral law compels us to assume it, he says, because 

the conception of freedom and that of the supreme principle 

of morality are so inextricably bound together, that 

practical freedom could be defined by the wills independence 

of everything except the moral law. So in the Second 

Critique, consciousness of moral law is evidence of freedom 

in the positive sense. Freedom and unconditional law 

reciprocally imply each other in the sense that the latter 

is the ratio cognoscendi of the former and this in turn 

is the ratio essendi of the latter. 

The principle of autonomy has a unique place in Kant's 

philosophy. It is 

"The sole principle of all moral laws and of all 
duties which conform to them ... the moral law 
expresses nothing else ttan the autono~y of ?ure 
practical reason; that is freedom: and this 
itself is the formal condition of all ~axims and 
on this condition alone can they agree with the 
supreme practical lav.,II. 

(C ~r p T~~O~p~ 1\7 p 33) 
, •• ...0.- • ..:.,., _.'l'~ ..1-_.,., • 
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T.C. Williams
l 

argues that as the fundamental assumption 

on which the moral philosophy is predicated, it is 

logically different from other formulations of the principle 

of morality - the categorical imperative. The first 

formulation of this states the presupposition which must 

be true if morality is something real, namely that the 

rational will must be subject to universal law. And 

the third formulation - the principle of autonomy states 

the fundamental presupposition entailed in the idea of 

morality: that the rational will must not be merely subject 

to universal law, but must itself make that law. It 

alone establishes the objective validity of morality. 

Autonomy is thus the quintessential expression of practical 

reason and is the "summum bonum" of Kant's ethical theory. 

It establishes the 'usus realist of reason, just as the 

First Critique established the 'usus logicus' of reason. 

Freedom as autonomy for Kant, defined the will as 

subject to no law except that of which it is the author. 

The main aim of the Groundwork is to determine c l~w that 

the will can obey without losing its freedom. The law 

cannot be derived from nature for this would entail heteronomy 

0 - the 'II as t~Je wl'll would be th~n sub~ect to the :::: _ Wl, - - _ 

causality of the pheno~enal series. For Kant to establish 

that the will is independent of nature is to show that the 

will can 3nd does follow a pure rationality distinct ~rQ~ 

empirical rationality. This is spontaneously derived 

from reason: reason legislates by its own nature. 
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The central characteristic of autonomy is self-legislation: 

the rational part legislates for the empirical or sensuous 

part of the agent. For Kant, law is not a limitation 

on freedom, but as unconditional moral law is seen as an 

expression of it. Thus freedom qua autonomy and 

unconditional law are coextensive. (Gr., 67N 448N). 

It is in the concept of autonomy that Rousseau's 

influence on Kant is most clear. Following Rousseau, 

for Kant, autonomy is connected with the idea of independence. 

Kant distinguishes t\'t(St"vv-""" a natural dependence on 

things, through need or 'wantoness'. Here the agent 

is the administrator of nature, not its master. Kant says it is 

'harder' and more 'unnatural' for a person to submit to the 

to the will of another. 

In this he echoes Rousseau's distinction between dependence 

on things, which is the work of nature and dependence on men 

which is the work of society. The former is 'non-moral' 

and begets no vices, whilst 

"Dependence on men, being out of order, gives 
rise to every vice"2 

Kant followinG Rousseau, recognised the indignity in the 

submission to anothffwill. The principle of autono~y 

translates independence into a principle of pure reason. 

And this independence meaRS not just indepen~snce of nat~re -

I 
including the agents e~pirical individuality, but 

in,~el)i~naeDce of other wi 11 s. In t~is se~se self ~~st?ry 

is ~art of the C0Dceot - a higher rational faculty legislat2s 
~ ~ 

for a lower irrational faculty. Isaiah Serlin holds that 

the positive se~se of liberty derives from the wish on 
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The Copernican Revolution in ethics receives its 

denouement in the concept of autonomy and the connection 

it specifies between freedom and law. For Kant, pre

Copernican definitions of obligation could not avoid the 

heteronomy of the will: in making the will, for example, 

subject to an external authority in being obliged, such 

theories made the will depend on something other than itself. 

But when the source of obligation is autonomous self 

legislation, there is no conflict between freedom and 

obligation. In the concept of autonomy the reflexivity 

which is central to moral experience for Kant is fully 

expressed. For in it is the idea of a will which is 

both the creator and executor of obligation, that is, 

a will which is both spontaneous and autonomous. 

In this R.P. WOOlf 4 comments on the paradox of Kantian 

ethics - of his having begun the most complete subjugation 

of self to law in the history of modern ethics and of his 

ending with the complete subordination of law to self. 

Kant's central moral phenomenon is the restriction of 

the self by law: 

or autonomy_ 

its eXDlanation is t~e law giving of self 

The aut~ority of reason, central to the Critical 

Philosophy, receives its fullest expression in the principle 

of autonomy. In his moral philosophy, Kant would not 

First Critique established how he could do this: rr::ason is 

the source of the laws of nature: law is not a passive 

recor~i~s o~ corst~nt con~uncti0~s, ~ut a condition n13ced 
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by the understanding on experience as a criterion of its 

objective significance. If reason is the condition of 

the possibility of nature, its full expression can be 

realised in morality, where reason is no longer restricted 

to sensory conditions. Through the revolution in 

perspectives in epistemology, Kant claims to be able to 

locate the source of moral law in autonomous reason and to 

guarantee its objective necessity at the same time. 

Kant establishes autonomy as the positive definition 

of freedom by a transcendental argument: freedom is the 

necessary presupposition of the moral framework of action. 

Through the phenomenon of obligation is proved the reality 

of morality and thus also that the human being is author 

of the law which s/he obeys. But as Renouvier shows 

Kant treats this implication of the moral as an access 

to a noumenal realm which is the real foundation of morality. 
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Section III. Renouvier on Autonomy. 

"II remarque d'abord, et avec raison, que la 
loi morale implique la liberte. Mais comment 
developpe-t-il cette verite? La loi morale 
etant pour lui pure absolue sans condition quelconque 
d'objet ou de matiere, la vOlonte libre qui 
s'applique est a son tour liberte absolue, 
entierement independante des phenomenes. Ce qui 
est tres logique; et une telle vOlonte implique a 
tour une loi morale inconditionnee, puisqu'elle 
ne peut se determiner par rien qui soit de domaine 
de l'experience. Enfin cette liberte impossible, 
sans appui dans les phenomenes ou la placer? 
Dans un ~tre en soi, dans un noumene, cause intelligible 
comme elle, ou elle a sa realite objective. 
Ainsi se trouvent retablies les notions vides dont 
on ne saurait en aucune maniere determiner la 
na ture" . 

(D.E., 1912, II, p 230). 

To make the noumenon the foundation of the practical 

philosophy is to go back on the critical intention which 

inspired his philosophy, and it is to leave morality without 

a real foundation. 

"II est bien bizarre qu'un usage pratique puisse 
~tre fait d'un notion vide". 

( D • E., op. cit.). 

To give morality a fictitious foundation is to thre~ten 

not only morality but also the reality of freedom. 

~ / A •. 
"La liberte envisagee dans un etre en SOl qUl a 
ses lois propres, hors de l'exp~rience, s~?ar~e des 
p~~nom~nes intellectuels et ~cra~x d0nt 13 
Dcssibilit~ amhigue constitue tout ce que ~ous 
~avons d'el1e, devient une chi~~re aussi et va 
s'evanouir". 

(D.E., 1912, II, ? 2~·1). 
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The problem is of course for Renouvier that Kant placed 

freedom in substance. 

"La raison en est que I'existence d'une liberte 
dans une substance est un assemblage de mots sans 
signification raisonnable. Mais que Ia substance 
soit abandonnee, tout change en face: on comprend 
alors la Iiberte comme I' existence m~rH!". 

(D.E., e,p. cit., P 132). 

Renouvier's critique here is similar in tone to 

Hegel. who said that Kant's ~onception of rational autonomy 

is only "a formal self-activity", and "because it reckons 

any content as a limit=- and flees from it" it is "negative" 

and "abstract". (Phen. of Mind., I p 398). But Renouvier 

would profoundly disagree with Hegel that autonomy could 

be located in the self-activity of spirit revealing itself 

through the historical process. He may agree with Hegel 

that society and the state are the conditions in which 

freedom is realised. But history is not the locus of 

spirit, but rather of the wills of agents in society, and 

it is here for Renouvier that the foundation of freedem lies. 

Again, Renouvier's critique of Kant's distinction 

between phenomenal causality and noumenal freedom as a 

Thomist solution, with a divine free~cm outsi6e space 

and t.ime and compatible with temporal determinism is 

similar to Joseph Maier'; critique of Kant. He says Kant's 

or bondage. For Renouvier any talk of freedom outside the 

freedom of the phenomenal realm is entirely fictitious. 
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And as argued in Part III, it is the phenomenon of regret 

and remorse which point to the ambiguity inherent in the 

phenomenal order which allows the intervention of the will. 

(C.P., 1874, p 132). Like Kant this points to the 

possibility of freedom but this is not yet moral freedom. 

It is only the phenomenon of duty which points to autonomy 

as the positive definition of freedom. For Renouvier 

this is a postulate, a product of rational belief. 

This postulate can thus be said to take the place of Kant's 

transcendental argument for autonomy. It is in the moral 

law that the positive definition of freedom is found and 

in this, its reality is established, not simply 

possibility. 

,/ 

"On sa it que Ie fondement theorique de la morale, 
a un autre point de vue ••. de sa possibilite dans 
les conditions humaines, est, selon Kant, Ie libre 
arbitre humain, qui doit etre r~el, par cette raison 
que nous possedons la notion et que nous avons 
Ie sentiment d'obligation. II serait en effet 
contradictoire que l'obligation fut reelle et 
que Ie pouvoir ne Ie fut point de faire, pour s'y 
conformer, autre chose, selon Ies cas, que ce qui 
serait arrete d'avance par une loi d'enchainement 
universel des phenomenes. Cette doctrine est 
aussi la n~tre, mais nous prenons pour Ie sujet 
de la liberte l'hoTn.r.le veritable, unique et reel 
du 80nde ph~noro~nal auquel la loi des ph~nom~nes 
anterieurs et a~biants laisse une sph~re d'action ,.,. , 

libre dans l'apJlication des lois, dans la generatlon . ;,,, 
et la destruction des phenomenes". 

(C.D.K., p 20). 

Freedom is the positive sense of autonomyin a postulate 

founded on duty: to found this on noumenal cau3ality as 

-. ~,~. " ' " , - . t - - ~ -- - l' of l' C - n ~ ~ c, ant 'J 1 '-::. 1 S to ,i a _" e T:. n e ':-J C: S 1: U 1 ate ~~: S e 1. -~ ::0'_ ';: J' ~ C - '- ~ • 

He maintains that in abolishing the nou~enon and ~akinG 

freedom compatible with the phenornerJal order through will, 
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he has supported more clearly the idea of liberty as 

a moral postulate. Thus he can talk of "Le postulat de la 

libert~ comme r~elle" that is "comrne ayant un fondement dans 

l'ordre exterieur des choses". It follows that autonomy 

as defined by Kant has a foundation in the phenomenal 

order for Renouvier, and is thus subject to analysis, 

description and verification in the processes of history 

and society, where real liberty takes place. 

Renouvier claims Kant's doctrine is his. It 

has been pointed out that Renouvier's whole philosophy is 

one of freedom and autonomy. This has been analysed 

in Part III. But in what sense can Renouvier be said 

to have retained the Kantian conception of autonomy? 

Kant's doctrine relies on the autonomy of reason 

as a distinct faculty: in the theoretical sense, it is 

its autonomy which is the precondition of the imposition of 

laws on the data of sensibility. For Renouvier there 

is no reason distinct from understanding and ~hus no 

autonomy of the r'2gulation of e):?erienc:::. 

the capacity to reflect, judge and compare: it is not an 

absolute, distinct from experience by the ch~racter of its 

object. Renouvier has criticised the notioD of ~~solute 

or pure reason; reason for him is the h~man ?erSOD. 

(Part III, Chapter IV) . It follows that ~enouvier 

unaerst~n~s autonomy as . f" th2 ~p0~tanel~Y 0 t~e nu~an = .. )(: r son, 

which is seen in the funda~:::ntal capacity of free belief. 

~ill is tasic to the hu~a~ agent an~ is expressed in free 

.3 f f :~ rm a t i (, n a. n .-::. \,- ill is::.. r a ,:: t i :-: 3 1 r s a ~ ) r: • 
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principle of Neo-Criticisme is the primacy of practical 

reason and this expresses the autonomy of the person. 

Will as the basic characteristic of consciousness, 

entails that the agent is not content to be, but to do: 

through the will the agent breaks with nature. The 

human being transcends nature. With the appearance of 

liberty, the human being 

"Acquiere une existence incomparablement plus 
propre: il se distinguent, il se s6pare: il 
etait lui, il devient par lui". 

(D.E., 1912, p 107). 

The human being was under laws: now s/he is autonomous. 

Thus for Renouvier the thesis of autonomy is 

achieved in the identity of will and liberty. He 

replaces the autonomy of reason with the autonomy of the 

person. 
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Conclusion 

The Copernican Revolution in epistemology has given 

way to the Copernican Revolution in morality. The 

discovery that the laws immanent in the subject are the 

condition of knowledge in turn leads to the discovery 

of Conscience whose laws are laws of freedom. The 

full autonomy of reason sought by Kant is turned by 

Renouvier into the voluntarism of consciousness. 

Copernicanism for Renouvier means the relativity of world 

to Conscience and this overthrows the concept of substance. 

Conscience as voluntaristic in turn entails the denial 

of determinism. So Renouvier with Kant started with the 

concept of the new metaphysics of the laws of representation 

of the subject. Kant's compromise with the old is 

demonstrated in the retention of the in-itself, substance 

in disguise. The full implication of the metaphysics of 

the subject- 6f the laws that govern experience - is for 

Renouvier the discovery of freedom as central to human 

consciousness. The science of laws of representation 

in turn discovers the freedom of humanity. 

"La doctrine scientific des ph8'nomenes et des lois, 
~uand nous croyons a la liberte se presente a nous 
cvec un caractere bien diff~rent de ce que l~s 

• , ,. ,;I' ..-.' 

r ,.-:~ lO:3<.)ph::?s llE3Jlf:ent CS=~'E,\>:--:elTlen-l:.. ', ... /:3 DrL'lC:L'>:?S 

~'individuation-et de per~anenc9, qu'il l~ur pl~tt 
~e demander ~ la substance et de fonder sur des 
chimeres, nous les trouvons, on le voit dans la 
liberte et dans les lois de l'univers". 

.!...... '--. 1 9 1 ~ 
!,J'.~., J... _-::.., p 1 - r. ) ',-:: . 

The search for substance terminates with the disc.)very of 

the human essence - freedom. Freedom is the unconditioned. 
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The Copernican Revolution which can be characterized as 

putting the conditioned (experience) into relation with 

the unconditioned (reason) in Renouvier's hands, discovers 

the unconditioned not in the in-itself, but in the human 

being. In the autonomy of consciousness. What the human 

beings are confronting with the unconditioned or absolute 

is their own freedom. 

"La liberte, n'est donc pas dans une substance, 
attribut d'une substance ou attribut d'un attribut: 
elle est dans l'hornme inherente a ce groupe des 
lois et de phenomenes qui est l'horrune". 

(D.E., 1912, p 103). 

In a manner reminiscent of Feuerbach's humanistic 

criticism, Renouvier accuses traditional metaphysics 

of hypostadizing into unrelated abstractions of thought 

what is the basis of human action. Just as God is human 

need writ large for Feuerbach, so is the in-itself of 
:f.r t"~VVI'cJ"' 

traditional metaphysics, human freedom disguised~ The 

Kantian in-itself is the apotheosis of this type of thinking. 

As with naturalistic criticism so with Renouvier the proper 

role of philosophy is to replace the hu~~n being as the 

centre of metaphysical concern. - .... "Cet absolu cherche de chimere en chimere a 
",. b . .1-- ... l' 0 Ie travers les elu~u ratlc~S Lheo oglques n us 

trouvons au fond de notre nature ... La 
philosophie, enfin hUIT,anisee, tr':)..:ve ca~s 1 'hoJ:-L':ie 
qui est a la fois son crecteur et sa principale 
matiere Ie type, unique type connu de ce que 
l'etre a d'inaccessible de cette source de faits 
D:r:-emiers .. " 

(D.E., 1912, p 83). 
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This critique also leads to a new view of science: 

a truly human science which philosophy must express is not 

a science of discovery but of action. It is a free 

science. It opens up possibilities of action, ir.stead 

of pOinting to the necessities of established structures. 

"La veritable doctrine de la liberte nous fait 
considerer Ie monde comme un ordre qui devient 
et se fait, non comme un ordre preetabli qui n'a 
quia se derouler dans Ie temps. 

(D.E., 1912, p 105). 

The doctrine of substance was a thesis about order in 

the universe: it was the unchanging substratum of change. 

Now with the recognition that substance is human freedoffi 

the idea of order is now a human order which is not based 

on being, but becoming. Renouvier's critique replaces 

the ontological permanence~of substance with the hu~an 

permanence of persons. 

"La libert'e a son tour fait 1a perr,anence de 1a 
p:ccrsonne, et aussi Ie rompt, puis:rJe c'est a elle 
qu'il appartient de cr~er l'h~nme nouveau contre 
l'homme ancien •.. Telle est done Ie v&ritable 
permanence: ici une loi dans Ie changement; la 
une conscience qui Ie domine. Toute autre sera it 
incompatible avec les variations de la natu~e et 
::e 1a personne hUIlaine". 

(D.E., 1912, p IDE). 

The do~trine of s~bstance and its re~~ants ir. ~a~tia~ 

society expresses in Durkheirr,' s thouaht. The realisatior: 

o~ t~e 01~an 'essence' ca~ n)~ 0nly occur in this hu~a~ 

0 ·..- (-- C ~- • 
.J..--'_~ • it is in t i-. C ..1'_ o~ ~ra~tical reasc~ 

are developed. Autonomy is supre~e a~ong these. =~ is 

(D.E., 1912, P :12). 
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Renouvier perceives himself to have united pure 

and practical reason in the thesis of automotivite, 

which is the identification of the vOluntarism of conscious-

ness with autonomy of the will. And in this he pOints 

to the creation of new human orders in the world of 

experience, which is the full realisation of the Copernican 

Revolution. 

"Si c'est la liberte qui est vraie ... l'homme 
est createur d'un ordre nouveau dans Ie monde, 
d'un ordre qui ne saurait jamais etre donne 
tout entier, mais qui se fait perpetuellement et 
qui est par excellence Ie domaine humaine, son 
domaine" . 

(D.E., 1912, p 82) • 
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Appendix T. Life and Works of Charles Renouvier 

1815 - 1903. 

Like his master Kant, the main events of Renouvier's 

life were intellectual ones. He lead a quiet bachelor 

life, but of a remarkable intellectual fecundity. In 

his sixty years of philosophical output he produce~, it 

has been calculated, more than fifty volumes. 

a small private income, which relieved him from the pressure 

of paid employment (and in this he was quite unlike his 

master) . He was excluded from university teaching, as 

was Comte, by the eclectic Victor Cousin. Renouvier was 

politically active in the revolution of 1848 and his "Manuel 

Republicain de l'Homme etdu Citoyen" (1848) caused the 

fall of the Minister of Education. He contributed much 

to Socialist literature, particularly to "La Feuille du 

?euple" and to L'Enclopedie Nouvelle". But with the Coup 

d'Etat of 1851 Renouvier retired to the country to develop 

his ide~s, which culminated in Essaie de Critique Generale. 

He ~as born at Mon~pellier, the birthplace oi huguste 

Comte: his family was active in republican politics. 

Pis f~t~er had J3cobi~ .1..' • - 'a -, r-.~c;::l··r,n svm;:)CiU11es ano Lee L-'~-- '--'". 
~ .L 

?ousseau's thought. Fenouvier th~s Cr2~ U~ l~ 3~ 

atmosphere of humanism an~ political preoccupatio~. 

1f2? he stUG i e'= at 

was taught by a disciple of Victor Cousi~ (t~e leading 
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Philippe. Cousin was a philosophical dictator in France 

until the Revolution of 1848, when he was deposed) . 

In 1834 Renouvier entered the Ecole Poly technique 

where Comte was a mathematics instructor. Here he 

was influenced by Comte's reputation of "La methode des 

entitf:s" and he was introduced to lila methode relativiste". 

It was the reading of Descartes in 1839 that transformed 

his thinking and began his move away from the St. Simonianisre 

and the 'demi-Hegelianism' which dominated his thinking 

until his crisis of 1851 (discussed in Part I, Chapter IV). 

There are said to be three distinct periods in 

Renouvier's life. What we can call the pre-critical 

period: the period up until 1851, when he wrote h~s 

Manuals of Philosophy. This is his period of 'demi-

Hegelianism' . From 1840 to 1850 he contributed numerous 

articles to socialist jou~nals. During this period he 

became so deeply involved in politics, that it took the 

coup d'etat to return him to philosophy. His second 

and most fruitful period is the period o~ Nec-Criticisme 

~hich is his Kantian period. The definitive stat2~ents 

of this are contained in his two Essais de Critique 

Afte~ lESS his connection with fant is ~roken, 

and he develops his late~ theory of personalisrr in 2 

more Leibnizian mould. 

D2tails of his life a~ter lES4 ~r2 \ar~ to fin~. 

I relied ~ainly on L'~bbe Fouchee's "La Jeunesse de Renouvier 

. P \.- . , , . 1 ,-, , - 1 8 ~ ! " , , ,'., .; r h co' -e .,..- c: his e t Sa Pre IT 1 ere . J j 1 lOS (J P r· 1 e - /""\ .l ::. - ~ :: '"! , vv" - \ ~ ~ 
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'Essais de Critique Generale'. For the next twenty 

years one can only guess that his life was marked by an 

intense intellectual production, carried on largely alone, 

but gradually gathering a group of sympathisers and 

disciples around him. He was a partisan of the Commune 

of 1871 and he became politically active again under the 

Third Republic with the establishment of his journal 

'La Critique Philosophique', which supported republican 

politics as well as being a journal of philosophical and 

social issues. After 1890 this journal became 'L'Ann~e 

Philosophique' which he co-edited with his 'Fidele second' 

F. Pillon. He died in 1903 and his death-bed reflections 

on his life and philosophy have been published as 'Les 

Derniers Entretiens' (recollected by L. Prat., Vrin. 

1930, Paris). 

Here he feared for the state of philosophy in France -

he foresaw a period of decadence. (He would have stren?then-

ed this judgement if he could have foreseen the return 

of Hegelianism to the French Universities after the First 

hi 0 rId it; a r) . By this he ~eant a period of phil~sophical 

reflection which lacked principle and method. He says 
, 

"Une doctrine .ne s'elabore quia la condition de 
. "" /th d 1 . " SUlvre une severe me 0 e oglque 

It was with this spirit that Renouvier tackled the problems 

posed by the Kantian syste~. It ~as bv h~l~ina rigi~ly ~o - -
the relativist method, that he pursued the g~os~ of ~~e 

absolute through the Kantian system. 
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It was not until after 1870 that his thinking bec~re 

well known, but it then became so i~fluential that to 

some it seemed to express the very essen=e of t~at 

republic's thinking. Nevertheless his thoucht did 

establish a school or a doctrine as Comte and St. Simon. 

He wrote voluminously but it is claimed by Froudhon, 

badly. His thought was concerned with traditional 

philosophical issues and as such defied simple formulation. 

He insisted that all questions in philosophy must be based 

on the critique of knowledge and in this he allied 

himself with Kant and Descartes. 

I shall not detail every publication of Renouvier: 

I specify only the main publications - bearing in mind 

as R. Verneaux says that despite an output of nearly 

fifty volumes the basic elements of his thought are 

contained in the first two 'Essai de Critique Genereles of 

1854 and 1856'. I shall not list his contributions tc 

journals, in particular to his own Critique Philosophique. 

~ ~ / " J: Cin)J e 1 02 ?:n i lcsopf>ie !v', 0 c ? r n e . F=,ris . P3uli~. -L,_UL. 

1844 I\"anue 1 de Philosophie Ancienne . :r-aris . F au 1 i:-i . 

1842-7 Numerous articles to 'L'Encyclop~die ~ouvelle' 
e~. P. Leroux and J. Rey~aud. 

1248 '~,ja.'luel 

Paris. 
C e :? e ;n b 1 i:: a i n 0 e 1'':-: [) Ii cr' e 
F30nerre. 

et du - . . , \...l"t-oye!: . 

1851 ~umerous articles to 'La Feuille au Peuple'. 

1>:'51 

1 f' 54 

:r: -:-n<)u\' i e r 
c c, 1'1TT' l~ r, ale 

'~5sai de Critiaue Generale' Pre~ier ~ssai. 
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1864 , -'Essai de Critique Generale' Troisieme Essai. 

r , , 
'Essai de Critique Generale' Quatrieme Essai. 

1869 'Science de la Morale' Paris. Ladrange. 

1872 Established 'La Critique Philosophique'. 

1878 'La Psychologie de Hume'. First French translation 
of Burne's Treatise. 

1886 'Esquisse d'Une Classification Syst~matique des 
Doctrines Philosophiques'. 

1896 'Philosophie Analytique de l'Histoire' Four Vols. 
Paris. Leroux. 

1899 'La Nouvelle Monadologie'. Paris. Colin. 

1901 'Histoire et Solution des Problemes Metaphysiques'. 

'Les Dilemmes de la Metaphysique Pure' 

'Uchronie' . 

1903 'Le Personnalisme'. 

Posthumous: 1904 'Les Dernie~s Entretiens' Paris. Colin. 

1906 'Critique de la doctrine de Kant'. Paris. Alcan. 



Appendix II. Conceptual and Causal Necessitv 
~ 

The idea that there is a necessity which rarks ~~e 

distinctive feature of knowledge is a positic~ t~at is 

accepted in twentieth philosophy by thinkers like ~ittgenstein 

and Simone ~ei 1. In the nineteenth centur~/! Eege 1 and 

Durkheim identified necessity with human experience, the 

former in the notion of historical necessity ane the latter 

in the notion of social constraint. (Ineeed Durkheim 

anticipates Wittgenstein's analysis of the relationship 

between authority and necessity, in his idea of social 

authority as the source of constraint). 

Kant was the first to identify necessity not simply 

with the analytic necessity of locical contradiction (to 

which both the empiricists ane ratio~alists had restricted 

it) but with ~h~ \ could not be otherwise' of hurr.an experience. 

The mark of the necessary is no longer strictly logical, 

but conceptual. We cannot think other~ise even thougt 

the denial of propositions which carry this necessity, does 

no~ constitute 2 c0ntradictio~. 

characterizes human knowledge is a c0n~eptual ne=essi~y. 

The task for the post-Kantians was to find the source of 

t L ' t 1 51" \7 -,rl"-"'~"'C:~- ~::r.t l' c::-?rJ+_lr~l' .'::c. it r 1 S con c e ~~. t; a ... n e c ~ ? L. _ • • J - ¥' - - - -- -. - - -

with causal determinism in the dejuctio~ of the ;,!inciple 

of causality, as the epistemological pri~ciple ~~ich bears 

In the TranscencEr:tal Deducticl]''';, }:an-::' clCiirr's a:. 
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method by which it is possible to prove a system of synthetic 

a priori principles and thus to establish a complete philosophy 

of all that concerns human experience directly. Kant 

established this by a logical analysis of what is involved 

in any possible experience: this cannot be reduced to 

any psychological/subjective factors, and its objectivity 

is thus entailed. The Transcendental Deduction has been 

rightly called the most important passage in the history 

of philosophy, for both the German fationalists and the 

English Empiricists had failed to find a rational justifi-

cation for such fundamental beliefs as the existence of 

a world independent of the senses, and particulariy of 

the Principle of Causality - that every physical change 

must be caused. The Transcendental Deduction has as its 

conclusion that knowledge implies knowledge of an objective, 

human world. For the purposes of this argument the most 

important result of it is that all judgement and cognition 

imply objectivity and unity, and in the case of events, 

this objectivity and unity can only be interpreted in 

ter~s of necessity. This is f~lly developed in the 

Second Analogy. 

~ , P' . 1 .c I"'a"slai-'-y Kant's main arg1.lIT!ent Ior tne rlTIClp e OL_·.J L 

:;,' - ,. the c'-'n:,'-::>ctl' C'.-.' :--)Fctv;::'en::,,~=,,~~cti\'i t\.' sr:':: ~lSO ~emon5~r3teS J ._- - ~- - - -

ca~sal necessity. Our perception of events (objective 

alteration) lack the feature of order in5i~fer~nce, ie. 

they CQuld not ~ave occ~rred lD a~y other ur~e~. F'l.nt 

uses this to prove that the Principle of Ca0sality holds 

.c " ' ~- - "::0 ::. -.• ' \' "=' IT P i riC' a 1 of 2. n y 0 b j e c t i \. e <2 \' en t so.:. \,' L 1 C'.r.. '>,J E C =n'. • 1:: \ '- '... - -



knowledge through perception. We could not e~pirically 

apply the notion of objective change without implicitly 

using the notion of a nec~ssary order of perceptions, anc 

that the feature of order indifference could have no 

application unless the principle of Causality applied 

universally and unexceptio to objects of perception. 

The following critiques of Kant's argument establish 

that the conception of objective order, rightly described 

by Kant as necessary to any knowledge of the world, is 

not underwritten by the principle of causal necessity; 

indeed the type of necessity Kant neecs for this araument 

to carry is conceptual, not causal and it can be argued 

that it is an element of positivistic thinking that makes 

Kant believe that only causal necessity is acequate to 

guarantee any kind of necessity in the known world. 

It can be argued that it is this element 0: ioeological 

positivism that causes the problem of freedom and determinisIT 

in the form that Kant confronts it in the Third Antinomy, 

and that ~akes impossible the uniting 0: the ~~eore~ic31 

and practical aspects of ~ant's philosophy. 

1 t~ t th }T + ~~'KO~ 0: I~._ecessar\_~ Strawson argues lla e use ,an~ "'J ~- -

- , 
oYaer 1S il}e0iti~~te. ~~e feature of orde~/i~dif~erenc~ 

establishes a conceptual ~ecessity, but dces not un~er~rite 

:-au.33l necessity. That is, it is concep~ually nece~sary 

shOGld have the order a b. But the co~clusio~ 0: rant's 

arau~ent is the causal nec~ssity of t~at c~ange itself 
oJ . 

L. 
_ _ 2 
-:::oe_" '\. 

era 1 1 <?;-1 G e 0 :-
\ 

a no~-s0q~itvr of nurbinc \~ Jot,~ s 
';?" -

A4U .... 
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Van Cleeve, who shows that Kant and Strawsons' perspectives 

are different: strawson writes from a realist position -

A and Bare ontologically real, not phenomena unGer a law 

given by the understanding'. And in this position there 

is no way to go from perceptions to objects. Ka;;t 

argued that the objective relation of appearances is not 

to be determined through mere perception, rather it is 

the positing of the Law of Causality that enables one 

to interpret A B irreversibly. Beck certainly saves Kant 

from a realist misinterpretation of phenomenal reality, 

but he has surely now revealed a vicious circularity 

in Kant's argument, because surely the justification of 

the application of causality is the irreversibility of 

temporal sequences. 

Thus Strawson has challenged the connection between 

conceptual and causal necessity, and he is right to 

argue that the feature of order indifference is not 

enough to establish causal necessity. 

criticises ~an~ for ~he co~nection ~E 

makes between temporal ordering and determinisrr. 

argues that precedent events in time 62 not dete~~tne 

the subseauent. We do indeed ~3SS through an e~~liE~ 

period of time to reach the later: the P3st ca~not be 

experi2~ced as later than t~e pre;ent. 

condition t~at phenomena must o~serve in order t~ c0nfor~ 

to this ctaracteristic is that a ?hen2~enon t~3t is past 

'T h e ass y?"": -~ t. ric'S 1 
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relationship of events in time does not support causal 

determinism. Further he pOints out that the relationship 

between temporal ordering and causality that Kant sets up 

is weakened by the consideration that causality is a 

synthetic relation, that is from the concept of the cause, 

one cannot infer the effect. But the relation of parts 

of time one to another is analytically true. That is jus:: 

what we mean by past is that it is before the present. 

Ewing further quotes from Schopenhauer who distinguishes 

between objective sequence and causal sequence. One 

event may succeed another without being caused by it. 

If the two types of sequence were identified then night 

would be said to cause day. Ewing defends Kant here by 

saying that Kant only argued that the sequence A E must 

be determined by some cause or other, but speaks unfortunately 

(at B 234) as though objective sequences are causal. 

But this is surely precisely ~hat hE meant, the tie up 

between objectivity and causality is so close he could 

not ~ave meant anything else. Further if ~~inG's dE~ence 

is correct, then in ~hat sense does Kant's arqu~Ent, tha~ 

causality relies on irreversibility, hold? Surely t:-Je 

Princip12 of C3usality loses its spe~ific grounding i~ i~ 

relaticn to the irre\'el-sibility of A B, if all r:ant rEally 

means is that it is caused 'by some cause or other' . 

;~at i3, in ter~s of 3ctu3l hu~~n ~xperlen~e, t~e groun5in= 

for ca~sa~ity ~ust be percei¥e~ temporal relations, 

it:; (> ~~ j e -: t i \ - i t y . 

cleese to the 
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then they are causally related, but his view is really 

that under given conditions B necessarily follows A, 

plus other relevant considerations which it is the task of 

science to find out. But the task of philosophy for Kant 

is to underwrite sciences itself; philosophical aims 

cannot then be saved by actual scientific discoveries: 

would be to indulge in illegitimate shuttling between 

levels of analysis. This is similar to Schopenhauer's 

argument that Kant's admission that we can only discover 

particular causal laws by experience is inconsistent 

this 

with the doctrine that we can only recognise a succession 

as objective by discovering the causal law which determined 

it. But Ewing argues that Kant's argument is that when 

we recognise a succession as objective we ipso facto 

recognise it as causally determined by some unspecified and 

unknown antecedents, not that we must find the particular 

causes by which it is actually determined. But again 

one can retort that unspecified and unknown antecendents 

are not enough to establish the conditions of objectivity 

found only in sense experience that Kant's critical philosophy 

demands. 

Finally Schopenhauer a~ques that t~e distincti~~ 

between objective and subjective events in no ~ay ta~gs on 

causality: we can distinguish a real event from a phanto~ 

. . " h - -t' ., 1 -- '" ' - e c: 1~ \7 \' 'h i '-: ~, VIi 1 tho "l t a c (~1.1 a 1 n tan c e w 1 t h 'C 1 e ?,~ ~ 1 C'J J. d r_ '..A 1., ~ - >../ J 

it is determined. 
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So, in what sense did Kant succeed in proving the 

universal and a priori status of the principle of causality 

in the Critique of Pure REason? Is causality central 

to objectivity, and further is cau5Qlity central to 

objectivity, and does it really conflict with freedom 

in implying determinism? 

Both Ewing and Strawson pOint out that Kant has not 

really proved as much as he thought he had. For Strawson 

Kant had only succeeded in establishing conceptual necessity. 

And Ewing argues that causality has lost a good deal of the 

content it has in ordinary usage. All Kant suceeecs in 

proving is that all succession is necessary, but not 

causally necessary. That is he proves that necessity is 

involved in the idea of an intelligible world, but doesn't 

succeed in proving the form that necessity takes. So the 

results of the transcendental Deduction stand, but not those 

of the metaphysical deduction, where Kant wrote l~ewtonian 

science and Aristotelian logic into his philosophical 

achievements. The inclusi0n of these is arbitr~~y, i~ 

that those forms of thinking ore not themselves D~ilos0~hi-- -

cally underwritten by the achievements of the trar.scendental 

~ejuction. rr'n l' ro 0 += CO'l) -,-- roe 1 e -=- \'e - ,-, '-,on +-1--,0 cue s t io~: ~. ::;'..; ~ ,~..L _ ~ ...L L...' ~ ,-~...J ' __ J. '-- .! ... '- _ 

the features of the conceptual world are to be fill?oout. 

t ' t- - . t t +- - ,.,.,.- troT' 0 T"'"' - ~ n.1.. a l' r: l' - 3. f I:> rr.! 0 f .J"'.J as:' -_~,3_ .ran a_\...'::',lj-!;::, _ ,"0.1. L. -, ;:, -

rrechanical necessity, which ~eans the necessity o~ ~ewtoni3.n 
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determination making use of terms referring to motion a~c 

mass. These through the ~etaphysical Deduction were 

written into the philosophical form of the Criti~ue 0: 

Pure Reason. That is, it is the quasi mechanical sense 

of necessity, entailing the complete determinism of the 

phenomenal series, that causes the problems of freedom 

and determinism as they are spelt out in the Third Antinomy. 

Kant saw the main threat to freedom to lie in the phenomenal 

series, where every event in time is under the condition 

of what preceded it. The past is seen to assert some 

mechanical hold over the present. But if, as Ewing 

maintains Kant has not proved that every event must have 

a cause sufficient to determine it , the problem of freedom 

and determinism defined by Kant as contradictory concepts 

as applying to the phenomenal series, is no longer so acute. 

And he would not have to relegate freedom to the realm 

of things-in-themselves, for without the element of 

mechanical push from the past there is no reason why 

human intentionality cannot intervene in the phenomenal 

sEries. 

We have here an example of how contemporary science 

can affect the ~or~ulation and solution of a philcsophi~al 

N2~tonian science pr2sentec itself i~ th~ 

atmosphere of the Enlightenment as so overwhelmingly 

suC',::-e::: s fu 1 in exolainina the natural worle, ... ~ 

?hilosophical disaster, for as a result of the Kantian 

t th t ~\T or n-tu~e -n~ t',n,e ~t'J~y of ~~n were ~urther sys em e S DC. - a ... d ~ - - - -
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apart than they need have been, and the interests of morality 

and science were articulated as antithetical. Thus 
~v~~ 

positivism in Kant meant that~taken over wholesale the 

ideational structure of Newtonian physics, he was prevented 

from developing an epistemology that backed up his moral 

philosophy, and thus from uniting his theoretical philosophy. 

So deeply affected by Newtonianism was Kant that causal 

explanations are seen as sufficient to guarantee the 

intelligibility of the world. Further it is only this 

hold of contemporary science that makes Kant think that 

only causal explanations are sufficient to guarantee 

order and predictability in the known world. 

Renouvier challenges Kant on these latter two a~sumptions. 

Firstly the equation of necessity with determinism and 

secondly the division of human experience into the conceptual 

and the moral. By pointing to moral necessity in 

practical reason, as the condition of all ~nawledge he not 

only denies the equation of determinism with conceptual 

necessity, but he identifies the conceptual and the moral. 

Indeed he sakes the moral ought the g~arantor of conceptual 

necessity. But is it sufficient to bear this weight? 

I tave suggested that if the criteria by w~ich we ijenti~y 

'00sht' inVOlve any conceptual elem~nt, then it cannot be 

the unique source of the necessity which characterises 

hu~an eXDerience. 

( It intere~tina to note that Renouvie~ ~as 
- - -.I 

h 1 d · h' .. ' f ' '-., 1 ne,~p,c 2_ I' -'-.\7 ~~\' the ',.JI'"'J r".t<: . e pe In IS crl~lque 0 mec~anlC~ ~-~~ -- - - -
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Renouvier's work estahlishes the role of will in 

certainty and this points forwards to a form of pragmatism. 

Indeed William Jones was influenced by Renouvier and 

contributed to his Critique Philosophique. But Pragmatism 

developes outside of the Kantian idea of moral necessity 

which covers certainty for Renouvier. 

1. P.F. Strawson 'The Bounds of Sense', p 137. 

London, 1966. 

2. L.W. Beck, 'A Non-Sequitur of Numbing Grossness' 

in 'Essays on Kant and Hume' by L.W. Beck 

Yale University Press, 1978. 

3 A C E · Kant's Treatment of Causality', London, . .. wlng, 

1924. 
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